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FOREWORD

The Reliability Engineering Handbook has been
prepared to fill an increasing need for a manual of reliabil-
ity methods suitable for application by project management
and engineering personnel within the Bureau of Naval
Weapons-to assist in the full exploitation of available
reliability assurance measures in the planning, direction,
and monitoring of their respective development programs.

This handbook differs from others in that it
demonstrates step-by-step procedures for the application
of methods to fulfill specific program requirements, and it
references other documentation for more detailed treatment
of the principles which underlie the methods. The hand-
book attempts to satisfy the need for a "digest" of these
principles, however, through practical examples drawn from
the several phases of the system life cycle. This first
edition presents specific procedures for effective planning,
achievement, management, and control of reliability, with
emphasis on the conceptual and early design phases of
system development.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1-1 RELIABILITY AS AN ENGINEERING PRACTICE

1-1-1. The Importance of Reliability be minimized. They can never be completely
to System Effectiveness eliminated, for it has become apparent that

a predictable upper limit of reliability feas-
Reliability is generally defined as the ibility exists for a given system concept or

"probability of stccessful performance under design approach.
specified conditions of time and use." As
it relates to military products - weapon It is also now recognized, however,
systems, equipments, components, parts, that with the exercise of very deliberate and
and even the processes by which these pro- positive reliability engineering methods
ducts are combined into a tactical entity - throughout the evolutionary life cycle of the
reliability is one of the important character- weapon system - from the early planning
istics by which the tactical suitability of a stages through design, development, pro-
product is judged. duction, and the inevitable product improve-

ment phases - this upper limit of reliability
In the case of the weapon system, feasibility can be attained, and perhaps

tactical suitability is measured in terms of exceeded. Likeothersystem characteristics,
its operational effectiveness in the intended reliability is a quantitative characteristic -
tactical role, and reliability is one of the predictable in design, measurable in test,
more consequential of the effectiveness par- assurable in production, and maintainable in
ameters. As tactical roles and "mission" the field. Reliability is thus controllable
requirements become more sophisticated - to throughout the system life cycle and can,
keep pace with the changing threat -weapon then, be monitored and guided at each step
systems become more complex in the func- of system development to assure a high prob-
tional configuration necessary to satisfy ability of program success long before de-
increased performance requirements. As livery of the system to the Fleet.
system complexity increases, system reli-
ability invariably becomes more problem-
atical - more elusive as a design parameter. 1-1-2. Purpose and Scope of the Handbook
Not onlydoes it become more difficult to de-
fine and achieve as a design parameter, This handbook provides step-by-step
reliability becomes more difficult to control procedures for the definition, pursuit, and
and demonstrate in production and thus more acquisition of required reliability and main-
difficult to assure as an operational charac- tainability in Naval weapon systems, equip-
teristic under the projected conditions of ments, and components. The methods
use. These difficulties can, at most, only presented are generally applicable to all

1-i
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categories of weapon system elements - 1-1-3. Reliability is a "Growth" Process
electronic, electro-mechanical, mechanical,
hydraulic, chemical, etc. - although the Reliability and maintainability are
examples chosen to illustrate the applica- characteristics that can be both created and
tion of specific procedures are drawn largely destroyed. The creation of a reliable product
from experience with electronic and electro- comes from planning, designing, testing,
mechanical systems because of the ready producing, and ultimately using the product
availability of documented experience with according to a set of preconceived "effec-
these systems. tiveness-oriented" procedures. The de-

struction or degradation of reliability in an
Although the handbook is primarily a otherwise satisfactory product comes from

"reliability" handbook, considerable atten- ignorance or disregard of these same pro-
tion has been given to maintainability as a cedures at any single point in the evolution-
second important ingredient in the system ary "growth" cycle of the reliability-
effectiveness equation. Procedures are acquisition process.
therefore i n c 1 u de d for the computation,
assessment, measurement, and specification Reliability-oriented procedures, then,
of maintainability as a design controlled are the important tools by which reliability
characteristic essential to overall system instinctiveness and craftsmanship are fos-
operational effectiveness. tered, evaluated, and guided to assure a

prescribed rate or reliability growth during
The handbook is written to fill three the life cycle of the weapon system, from the

basic needs within the Bureau of Naval conceptual stage through design, develop-
Weapons and its contractor facilities: ment, production, and Fleet use phases.

Orderly reliability growth does not come
about without the continuous application of

Project Management - effective reliability assurance measures.
general guidance for the implementation Nor can it survive without the decisive guid-
of selected reliability program functions ance of an enlightened management.
and engineering procedures at appro-
priate points in the system life cycle.

Project Engineering - 1-1-4. Organization and Use of the Handbook
step-by-step demonstration of the
engineering procedures used in the Figure 1-1 identifies applicable
actual performance of these reliability chapters within the harqdbook corresponding
program functions. to major reliability assurance functions to

be performed in the design and development
Design Engineering - of a reliable weapon system. The functions

procedures and technical detail suf- are listed in the approximate chronological
ficient for design guidance in the order of their application during the develop-
actual achievement of required reli- ment phase, and for this reason the figure
ability and maintainability, as inherent also serves as a basic checklist of things to
features of design. be done in planning a new program.
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S TO PERFORM THtESE _

TO PRFORMTY USE THESE CHAPTERS OF
RELIABILITYT
FUNCTIONS THE HANDBOOK

1 3 4{ 5 6 7 8 9 10

Define requirements 0

Estimate feasibility 0 0

Allocate reliability 0 0

Prepare a TDP •__

Prepare a specification 0

Prepare an RFP 0

Estimate time and cost 0

Prepare contract task statement 0

Formulate a design _ _

Review a design @0

Evaluate design problems @0 •

Evaluate a product or process 0 0 0

Design an acceptance test •

Plan a reliability program 0

Monitor a reliability program ___

Use a reliability "feedback" loop _,,__

Make a failure analysis _

Make a field evaluation

Conduct a training course * l e *1 • * • * 1*

Manage a reliability program I

Figure 1-1. Ready-Reference Index for the Performance of Specific Reliability Functions
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cONM. &

ANNI~iG •FEReACK

RV.UAMMn MOR ACTIVIIE

The tactical NEED for reliability must first be anticipated, and Specific

Operational Requirements (SOR's) must reflect this need.

( Plans must then be laid to fulfill the reliability need (i.e., the TDP):
Reliability requirements defined and specified;
Reliability program plans formalized;
Proposal requests and contracts documented;
Reliability is thus "planned-for" from the start.

(i The reliability program is imp!emented:
Reliability is "monitored" continuously.

The conceptual system is designed:
Reliability is assessed in desig review;
Design is revised to correct deficiencies;
Reliability becomes "desiped-in" by requirement.

A prototype is developed according to the design:
Reliability is evaluated by test;
Design is refined to correct deficiencies;
Reliability is "proven-in" by demonstration.

0 The system is produced from the prototype model:
Parts, materials, and processes are controlled;
Equipment acceptability is determined by test;
Reliability is "built-in' by control.

The system is dep4oed to the Fleet:
Operators and maintenance technicians are trained;
Operating and maintenance instructions are distributed;
Reliability is "maintained-in" by procedure.

® )The system is evaluated to determine that the original need has been met, and
the feedback loop completes the cycle:

To guide product improvements;
To guide future development planning.

Figure 1-2. Points of Reliability Practice in the System Life Cycle
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1-2 RELIABILITY DOCUMENTS
APPLICABLE TO THE SYSTEM LIFE CYCLE

1-2-1. The System Life Cycle

The major points of reliability practice in a typical "system life cycle" are shown in
Figure 1-2. Several reliability specifications and documents have been adopted by the
Bureau of Naval Weapons to support its overall reliability assurance program - to give
assurance that the life cycle of each system under its cognizance does ultimately satisfy
the "need" as initially anticipated. These reliability documents can be arranged according
to their applicability at different points in the life cycle, as shown in Figure 1-3.

BUWEPINST 3910.2A

MIL-R'-22256
MIL-STD-756A

MIL-Rd-22973
M(IL-RDBK.217

MIL-STD-781

I I

MIL-d-23094

WR-41

GENERAL RELIABILITY AND QUALITY SPECIFICATIONS
MIL-Q-9858A and WS-3250

GENERAL MAINTAINABILITY AND SUPPORT SPECIFICATIONS [
WR-30 and WS-30g99

MIL-STD-721 RELIABILITY DEFINITIONS
LI

Figure 1-3. Documents Applicable to the System Life Cycle
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"The handbook has been prepared in support of Bureau of Naval Weapons policies and
concepts as expressed or implied in these documents. Other documentation - handbooks,
technical reports, and basic reference texts - has also been considered in the application of
engineering and management procedures. A brief description of these documents follows.

1.2-2. Specifications

SMIL-R-22256 I Reliability Requirements for Design
of Electronic Equipment or Systems

Outlines procedures to insure that electronic equipment designs will have a high level
of inherent reliability before release to production. Sets forth detailed requirements for
feasibility study and planning of the proposed design, reliability assessment of the design,
and report preparation in accordance with MIL-STD-441. Prescribes tests for parts, sub-
assemblies, and assemblies, to determine compatibility with proposed application in the
design. Prescribes requirements for construction of prototype models and updating of reli-
ability predictions and "design approval" testing. Specifies requirements for design evalu-
ation test reports, and final reliability report at completion of development.

MIL-R-22973 Reliability Index Determination for Avionic Equipment

Establishes requirements and procedures to determine mean life of avionics equipment,
by testing models of prototype, preproduction, or production equipment. Specifies require-
ments for test facilities, test conditions and duration, and definition of test levels. Outlines
procedures for test and failure data recording, failure analysis and corrective action, MTBF
estimation for prescribed levels of confidence. Sets forth detailed requirements for engineer-
ing reports.

MIL-R-23094 I Reliability Assurance for Production Acceptance
of Avionic Equipment

Establishes requirements and procedures to assure compliance with a specified MTBF
requirement for production acceptance of avionics equipment. Sets forth requirements for
equipments to be tested, test equipment, test conditions and duration, debugging and ther-
mal survey, maintenance rules, and test data records. Defines specific conditions for five
test levels (Levels I through V) with respect to temperature, altitude, vibration, humidity,
heating and cooling cycles, and input voltage. Provides samples of suggested test data logs,
failure and repair records. Presents sequential plans for two levels of consumer risk. Es-
tablishes requirements for preproduction assurance, requirements apportionment among com-
ponents and parts for acceptance criteria, vendor control, training, etc. Prescribes contractor
responsibility for failure analysis and repair or corrective action. Outlines accept/reject
decision criteria and procedures to be followed in the event of either decision.
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TEST LEVELS

Level Factor Conditions

I Temperature 25 * 50 C (680F to 860 F)
Input Voltage Nominal (within range specified for equipment)

if Temperature 40 -* 50 C (950 F to 1130F)
Vibration ± 2g non-resonant frequency, 20 and 60 cps
Input Voltage Max. specified voltage +0 -2% at max. temp.;

Min. specified voltage +2 -0% at min. temp.

III Chamber Temperature -54 0 C to +550 C (-65°F to 1310 F)
Vibration Same as Test Level II
Heating Cycle Time to stabilize, plus 3 hours
Cooling Cycle Time to stabilize at the low temperature
Input Voltage Same as Test Level II

IV Temperature -650 C to +71 0 C (-85°F to 160 0F)
Vibration Same as Test Level Ii
Heating/Cooling Cycles Same as Test Level III
Input Voltage Same as Test Level II

V Temperature 500 ± 50C (113 0F to 1310F)
Altitude Normal (0 - 5000 ft.)
Humidity Room ambient (up to 90%)
Vibration Same as Test Level 1I
Input Voltage Nominal (within range specified for equipment)

[MIL-S-23603 I System Readiness/Maintainability; Avionic Systems Design,
General Specification for

Specifies one of the major requirements for system effectiveness as it relates to avion-
ics systems and subsystems. Equipment complyingwith these requirements shall be designed
to meet the requirements for maintainability and system readiness without reduction in the
functional system performance. All levels of maintenance, including certain airborne main-
tenance functions, are considered in this specification.

MIL-Q-9858A I Quality Program Requirements

Specifies requirements for an effective and economical quality program, planned and
developed in consonance with the contractor's other administrative and technical programs.
Design of the program shall be based upon consideration of the technical and manufacturing
aspects of production and related engineering design and materials. The program shall
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assure adequate quality throughout all areas of contract performance - for example, design,
development, fabrication, processing, assembly, inspection, test, maintenance, packaging,
shipping, storage, and site installation.

All supplies and services under the contract, whether manufactured or performed within
the contractor's plant or at any other source, shall be controlled at such points as necessary
to assure conformance to contractual requirements. The program shall provide for the pre-
vention and ready detection of discrepancies and for timely and positive corrective action.
The contractor shall make objective evidence of quality conformance readily available to the
government representative. Instructions and records for quality must be controlled.

The authorities and responsibilities for those in charge of the design, production,
testing, and inspection of quality must be clearly prescribed. The program shall facilitate
determinations of the effects of quality deficiencies and quality costs on price. Fac;.:ities
and standards necessary to the creation of the required quality such as drawings, engineer-
ing changes, measuring equipment, and the like, must be effectively managed. The program
must include an effective control of purchase materials and subcontracted work. Manufactur-
ing, fabrication, and assembly work conducted within thd contractor's plant must be con-
trolled completely. The quality program also encompasses effective execution of responsi-
bilities shared jointly with the Government or relating to government functions such as
control of government property and government source inspection.

SMIL-D-8 7 06 Contract Requirements for Aircraft Weapon Systems
I Egineering Data and Tests

Specifies requirements for engineering data and tests, including reports of contractor
reliability program plans, reliability analyses and allocations, reliability test plans, and
flight test results, for aircraft weapon systems.

IML-D-87684 IContract Requirements for Guided Missile System Design Data

Specifies requirements for design data to be furnished under contracts for guided
missile systems, and outlines specific reliability monitoring, testing, evaluation, and report-
ing requirements.

SWS-3250 I General Specification for Reliability

Covers general requirements to assure that reliability is given adequate and uniform
consideration in procurements sponsored by the Bureau of Naval Weapons. Requires the
achievement of a prescribed level of reliability as set forth by the contract. Requires the
establishment of a reliability assurance and monitoring program by the contractor, to assure
that systems, equipments, and components meet the contract requirements. Prescribes, in
general, also, the quality assurance provisions by which compliance with the requirements
will be determined.
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I MIL-A-88661 Airplane Strength and Rigidity Reliability Requirements,
Repeated Loads, and Fatigue

Contains the reliability criteria and repeated loads spectra applicable to procurement
of airplanes, including a tabulation of service-life requirements for structural design of
thirteen types of Navy aircraft expressed in terms of flight hours, flights, and landings, for
particular flight maneuver spectra.

[ -0 1General Specification for Maintainability

Covers general requirements for contractors' maintainability programs and monitoring
procedures, and prescribes requirements for maintainability prediction, evaluation, and
reporting.

1-2-3. Weapon Requirements Documents

S I Special Aeronautical Requirement: Reliability Analysis for Controls
LA-31 for Aeronautical Gas Turbine Power Plants

Specifies a procedure for analyzing the power control systems of aeronautical gas
turbine power plants for the effects of component malfunctions. Power control systems are
here defined as all equipment used for measuring engine controlled variables and/or environ-
ment for control purposes and for manipulating engine variables for the purpose of maintain-
ing engine operation within safe and satisfactory limits and for the purpose of establishing
the required power or thrust condition. Included are such items as rpm, pressure, and temper-
ature sensors; actuators for manipulating fuel flow and engine geometry for control purposes;
computers with interconnect sensors and actuators; and power supplies such as electric
generators or hydraulic pumps which are used ezclusively for the control system. Control
components used for auxiliary engine services other than producing thrust or power, such as
anti-icing, afterburner cooling, bleed air for airplane services, fuel pumps, nozzles, mani-
fold or fuel lines, are not included.

W I Integrated laintenance Management for Aeronautical Weapons,
L- Weapon Systems, Related Equipment

Establishes the policy, terms, and conditions governing the implementation and execu-
tion of an integrated maintainability and support program for weapons, weapon systems, and
related equipments to be procured under the contract in which this document is cited. It is
the specific intent of this document to charter the Integrated Maintenance Management Team
to manage the total Logistic Support Program. Accordingly, this document is designed to
develop, early in a program, a maintenance plan which is tailored to specific commodities
and contracts. The procedural details formerly spelled out in an effort to define all possible
conditions have been deleted.
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Reliability Evaluation

Provides guidance in the collection and interpretation of failure data from tests and
field evaluations to assess reliability achievement and problem areas.

1-2-4. Instructions

DOD 3200 Reporting of RD and E Program Information

Establishes requirements for the quantitative definition of reliability and mainatin-
ability requirements in technical development plans (TDP's); requires a complete description
of the program plan by which achievement of development goals are to be assured. Is appli-
cable to all development programs. DOD RDT&E will base their approval of budget plans
on the adequacy of the TDP as defined in this instruction.

OPNAVINST 3910.4A Technical Development Plan

Provides guidance for the preparation, submission, review, and implementation of
technical development plans. Implements DOD Instruction 3200.6 within the Department of
the Navy.

BUWEPINST 3910.2A Instructions for Preparing Technical Development Plans (TDP's)

Translates DOD and OPNAV Instructions for direct Bureau of Naval Weapons appli-
cation.

1-2-5. Military Standards

MIL-STD-441 I Reliability of Military Electronic Equipment

Describes factors to be considered in the study, planning, design, and construction of
prototype models of new equipment. Provides an excellent outline of required contents for
reports to be submitted during planning, design, and development phases. Equally applic-
able, in principle, to non-electronic systems.

MIL-STD-721] Definition of Terms for Reliability Engineering

Defines terms commonly used in reliability work. Important terms and symbols are pre-
sented in Appendix 1 of this handbook.
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MIL-STD-756A I Reliability Prediction

Establishes uniform procedures for predicting the quantitative reliability of aircraft,
missiles, satellites, electronic equipment, and subdivisions of them throughout the develop-
ment phases, to reveal design weaknesses and to form a basis for apportionment of reliability
requirements to the various subdivisions of the product. Graphically portrays the effects of
system complexity on reliability, to permit the early prediction of tolerance and interaction
problems not accounted for in the simple multiplicative case and provides appropriate k
factors by which to adjust MIL-HDBK-217 predictions for airborne, missile, and space envi-
ronments.

[ MIL-STD-7811 Test Levels and Accept/Reject Criteria for Reliability
L1J Iof Non-Expendable Electronic Equipment

Outlines a series of test levels for demonstration tests (also known as reliability
index determination), longevity tests, the reliability qualification phase of production accept-
ance, and the sampling phase of production acceptance. Also outlines several test plans for
use in the qualification phase and the sampling phase of production acceptance. The test
plans are based on an assumption of an exponential distribution. This standard is intended
to provide uniformity in reliability testing for the following purposes:

(a) Assist the preparation of military specifications and standards to the extent that standard
test levels and test plans are used.

(b) Restrict the variety of reliability tests so that those conducting tests can better estab-
lish facilities therefor.

(c) Permit more realistic comparison of reliability data resulting from tests.

1-2-6. Handbooks

M-200A] Defense Standardization Manual

Establishes format and general instructions for the preparation of specifications,
standards, handbooks, and maintenance manuals. Appendix V-C suggests 60% confidence
level for acceptance testing of parts for weapon systems, as a practical epproach for reduc-
ing equipment development time and costs.

MIL-HDBK-217 1 Reliability Stress and Failure Rate Data for Electronic Equipment

Provides the procedures and failure rate data for the prediction of part-dependent
equipment reliability from a stress analysis of the parts used in the design of the equipment.
Must be used according to procedures outlined in MIL-STD-756A for estimates of MTBF and
reliability, at the system level, on account for tolerance and interaction failures, and to
adjust for the particular "use" environment.
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NAVSHIPS 94324] Maintainability Design Criteria Handbool for Designers of
Shipboard Electronic Equipment

The first part of the handbook discusses the maintainability concept. The second part
presents a brief description of shipboard physical environment and a summary of mainten-
ance personnel qualifications. Maintainability design criteria relating to equipment packag-
ing, modularization and micro-miniaturization, testing, displays and controls, cables and
connectors, and other design considerations are presented in the remaining six parts of the
handbook. The design features recommended in this handbook are based almost entirely on
maintainability considerations. Inasmuch as the final equipment design must also satisfy
other requirements of the design specifications, such as those for reliability, operation, and
size and weight, discussions of tradeoffs between maintainability and other specified require-
ments are included in various parts of the handbook.

SSampling Procedures and Tables for Life and Reliability Testing

This handbook describes the general principles and outlines specific procedures and
applications of life test sampling plans for determining conformance to established reliability
requirements.

1-2-7. Procedures Related to Specific Documents

Most of the reliability-maintainability-effectiveness documents described above ex-
plicitly define certain engineering or management procedures, test plans, and data require-
ments to be complied with in fulfillment of contractural requirements. Similar requirements
are implicitly defined in others. All impose a responsibility upon the applicable project
office, contractor, or contracting agency to do certain things to assure ultimate realization
of known required system effectiveness in the Fleet. Figure 1-4 is an abbreviated directory
for the guidance of those who become obliged to conform to the requirements of a particular
document. Opposite each document identification number are indicated those sections of this
handbook that will prove helpful in satisfying these requirements.
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TO FULFILL REQUIREMENTS USE THESE CHAPTERS OF
OF THESE DOCUMENTS THE HANDBOOK

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

MIL-R-22256 . . * .

MIL-R-22973

MIL-R-23094

MIL-S-23063 * * *

MIL-Q-9858A

MIL-D-8706 0 0 0 0

MIL-D-8648 . . . .

WS-3250 . . . .

MIL-A-8866

WS-3099 0 0 0 0 . .

SAR-317 0 0 o

WR-30 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

WR-4_1 _

BUWEPINST 3910.2A 0 0 0 0 0 0 a *

MIL-STD-441 0 0

MIL-STD-721 _

MIL-STD-756A 0 0

MIL-STD-781

M-200A

MIL-HDBK-217

NAVSHIPS 94324 0 0

OASD H-108 -

Figure 1-4. Ready Reference Index for Compliance with Specified Documents
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1.3 RELATIONSHIP OF RELIABILITY AND MAINTAINABILITY

TO SYSTEM EFFECTIVENESS

1.3-1. System "Operational" Effectiveness

The "worth" of a particular system or satisfy mission performance re-
piece of equipment is determined primarily quirements when operating within
by the effectiveness with which it does its specified design limits - a

job - its "operational" effectiveness. An measure of "how well" it does

acceptable level of effectiveness is required its job when working properly.

of every system destined for tactical use.
Emphasis on reliability alone does not Operational reliability is the prob-

necessarily produce the required level of ability that the system will

effectiveness. Other factors must be con- maintain a specified level of

sidered simultaneously. These are shown performance throughout a given

in Figure 1-5. mission - a measure of "how
long" it is capable of working

Each of these characteristics can be without failure.
expressed as a "probability" of successful
fulfillment of requirements, defined as
follows: Tactical availability, or operational

readiness, is the probability that

Performance capability is the prob- at any point in time the system
ability that the system1- will will be ready to operate at a

OPERATIONAL EFFECTIVENESS I

PERFORMANCE OPERATIONAL TACTICAL

CAPABILITY RELIABILITY AVAILABILITY

"HOW WELL" "HOW LONG" "HOW OFTEN"

Figure 1-5. Definition of Operational Effectiveness

-J The words "equipment" and "system" can be
used interchangeably.
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specified level of performance, It has also been observed on the
on demand - a measure of "how flight-line that 1 set in 10 is usually
often" the system is ready when being worked on, and consequently
needed. would not be considered operationally

ready for use if needed. Availability
Operational effectiveness is the pro- of the transceiver for flight opera-

duct of these three characteristics, i.e.: tions is thus determined to be A = .9.

Overall effectiveness of the trans-

Effectiveness = ceiver for 5-hour missions of 100-mile

Performance x Reliability x Availability range is then estimated from

E=PxRxA
Operational effectiveness of an equipment
or system is then the probability that it can = (.9) x (.9) x (.9) = .73
successfully meet an operational require-
ment, for the duration of the need, when theneed arises. In other words, the tranceivers in 7

aircraft in a flight of 10 could be ex-
Other factors - development time and pected to be ready, willing, and able

cost, logistic supportability - also enter to satisfy the specified tactical corn-
into an evaluation of "worth" during system munication requirement when called
planning. Within the bounds set by these upon.
other factors, however, operational effec-
tiveness must be optimized by judicious
balance among attainable performance,
reliability, and availability characteristics, 1-3-2. The Concept of
taking care not to stress the importance of "Operational" Reliability
one at the exclusion of the other two.

The reliability characteristic of an
EXAMPLE: A VHF transceiver de- equipment or system - its "operational
signed for 100-mile air-to-ground line- reliability" - is often described as the prod-
of-sight range is found to work over uct of two constituent factors:
this range 90% of the time when
properly tuned. The performance
capability of the equipment with * An inherent reliability achieved in design
respect to its design specification is and manufacture; and
thus P = .9.

* A use reliability degradation factor attrib-
The transceiver has also demonstrated utable to the shipping, handling, storage,
that in 9 flights out of 10, on the installation, operation, maintenance, and
average, it will remain in operation field support of the system.
for 5 hours without failure. Its re-
liability for a 5-hour mission is thus
R = .9. These are shown in Figure 1-6.
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OPERATIONAL

RELIABILITY

R

INHERENT USE

RELIABILITY DEGRADATION

FACTOR, R FACTOR, kr

R= Probability that the kr = Factor by which actual
equipment design will system failure rate A
?ove satisfactory per- differs from the inher-

irmance under speci- ent value. A. = krAi.
fied conditions of use,
based on an inherent
failure rate, AV.

Figure 1-6. The Concept of Operational Reliability as a Combination of Two Factors

Operational reliability approaches the measured repeatedly and found to
value of inherent reliability as development demonstrate a mean life (MTBF) of 50
test conditions approach and more nearly hours. In actual Fleet use, however,
simulate use conditions and, conversely, as the same equipment repeatedly dem-
use conditions approach the idealized test oistrates an MTBF of only 25 hours.
conditions under which the value of inherent This indicates a 2-to-i reduction in
reliability is measured, i.e., kr = 1. It is equipment life, due to differences
quite obvious that the design concept, the between "test" conditions and "use"
development program, the manufacturing conditions. These differences are
process, and the reliability test program must reflected in the factor kr 2 /due in this
realistically anticipate, and "build to", the case to a value of kr = 2.
use requirement.

It is equally important that the tactical
user understand the design intent of the V/The factor kI, operates on ecuipment failure rate. In

equipment if its inherent reliability potential the reliability expression or the exponential case,

is to be fully exploited in the field. ni = e"Air

EXAMPLE: The "bench-test" reli- and Rs = ekrAit e'Ast

ability of an airborne equipment is where As krAi
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1-3-3. Reliability Definitions As a general rule, applicable to most
electronic equipment of conventional de-

The reliability of a product is generally sign,IJ a simple relationship exists between
defined as the probability that the product the reliability of an equipment and its mean
will give satisfactory performance for a life, or mean-time-between-failures (MTF or
specified period of time when used under MTBF).A/ This relationship is the "ex-
specified conditions. When applied to a ponential" case, which holds when the
specific equipment or system, reliability is "failure rate" of the equipment is constant
frequently defined as during its service life, shown by the follow-

ing equation:
- "the probability of satisfactory

performance for specified time and
use conditions"; or R (for "t" hours) = e-t/MTBF

"- "the probability of a successful
mission of specified duration under Because of this relationship, reliabil-
specified use conditions"; or ity may be expressed in terms of an allowable

mean-time-between-failures (MTBF) or mean
"- "the probability of a successful life (0). An exponential function is illus-

[eventlunder specified conditions", trated in Figure 1-7.
where the event may be a missile Failure rate in the above exponential
launch, a flight, an intercept, or
an "actuation" independent of case is the reciprocal of mean life, repre-
time. sented by Ff1 or A (lambda):

Whenever the definition is worded to 1
fit a particular system or device, it is FR = 0 = = 1 - .MTB3F MTF 0
always necessary to relate probability to a
precise definition of "success" or "satis-
factory performance"; to specify the time
base or operating cycles over which such IfDesigns in which redundancy has not been used

performance is to be sustained; and to extensively.

spcify the environmental or use condition~s 1/"MTF" and "MTBF" are frequently used inter-
changeably, although MTF usually applies to the

which will prevail during this time period. mean life of "one-shot" or non-repairable items.
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1.0

.9 .90

.8 ___ -- .___ __1 __

.7 1 t. .64o
.6 6 0 607 1550 49

S.5 w '*--.45o
.4 .. . 3 z'68 ..... 50

.2MEAN-TIME- I

.2 - BETWEEN-FAILURES

00-
0 .1 .2 .3 .4 .5 .6 .7 .8 .9 1.0 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4

NORMALIZED TIME, t/ MTBF

Figure 1-7. Exponential Reliability Function

1-3-4. Describing the Reliability Requirement 4. Point 2 shows the choice of a probability
definition to describe a high reliability re-

Figure 1-8 shows the relationship quirement for a short mission, where time-
among the three basic definitions, applied to-failure thereafter is of secondary im-
to the same equipment at points 1, 3, and portance.
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RELIABILITY

RELIA BILITY 
4I• FA L RE R T

I~ I , 1/MTBF

`ýJELIABILITYI
R(t) - e-t/IA • --

I I

rMISSION TIME 8 I

Figure 1-8. Probability and Time Relationships in the Definition of Reliability

1-3-5. Concept of "Tactical" Availability o An availability degradation factor ezper-

ienced in use - the degrading effect of

Like reliability, tactical availability actual use conditions on the maintainabili-
can be considered as a combination of two ty and supportability of the equipment,
factors: attributable to the degree of qualification

of maintenance personnel, adequacy of
e An "intrinsic" availability achieved in test and repair facilities, sufficiency of

design - the probability that the equip- spares provisioning, etc.
ment will be operationally ready when
needed at any point in time, under speci- Figure 1-9 illustrates this concept.
fled conditions of maintenance and logistic
support; and
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TACTICAL AVAILABILITY

OR

OPERATIONAL READINESS

INTRINSIC AVAILABILITY

AVAILABILITY DEGRADATION

FACTOR, A FACTOR, ka

Ai = Probability that the ka = Factor by which actual
equipment design will system repair rate
satisfy availability differs from the intrin-
requirements under sic value. js = kaji"
specified conditions,
based on an intrinsic
repair rate, pi achieved
in design.

Figure 1-9. Concept of Tactical Availability as a Design Value and Use Factor

1-3-6. Availability as a Function of = Equipment failure rate
Equipment Maintainability
and Mean Life _ 1

MTBF

Availability is defined as: Equipment repair (restor-
=1 1 ation) rateA = MTBF 1

MTBF+T, +T/MTBF I+X/,u
T,

where MTBF = Mean- time-between-
failures or mean life; (Tr and 1A include admin-

istrative and logistics
Tr = Mean- t ime-to -restore downtime.)

equipment to operating
status following failure If the ratio Tr/MTBF is known, equip-

ment availability can be derived from Figure
= Mean downtimefor repair. 1-10.
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EXAMPLE: A weapon control system form post-maintenance checkout. The
has a mean-time-between-failures, ratio Tj/MTBF = 5/20 = .25 is used to
MTBF = 20 hours. Maintenance logs find availability in Figure 1-10. In this
show a mean-time-to-restore, Tr = 5 case, A = .8, i.e., the weapon control
hours, including time required to local- system can be expected to be in a state
ize the failure, obtain the replace- of operational readiness when needed
ment part, make the repair, and per- 8 times in 10, on the average.

AVAAIIW1V

•.9 - - -

.7

AI

A

.3

.2

0 1

CI

S.0 .1"--------- "--"

RATIO MITR/MUF

Figure 1-10. Availability asa Function of Mean-Time-To-Restore/Mean-Time.Between-Fai lures
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1-3-7. Describing the methods for defining the maintainability
Availability Requirement requirement:

The availability requirement can be ( As a mean-time-to-restore require-
described either as a required probability of ment. This definition does not control
operational readiness, or as a maintain- the distribution of repair times. The
ability requirement. The latter is usually definition is useful for specifying
more amenable to design interpretation and maintainability of long-life systems.
measurement, so long as care is exercised
in keeping the maintainability requirement ( As a probability of restoration within a
compatible with both the reliability and specified period of repair time, t,. This
availability requirements. definition is useful for equipment to be

designed for high maintainability, em-
Figure 1-11 ill u s t r a t e s a typical ploying reliability-with-repair or module

maintainability function, with two basic maintenance concepts.

P(t)
1.0I

2PROBABILITY OF

RESTORATION - -

WITHIN TIME t /

P(tr) I

O0 r TIM

MEAN-TIME-TO-RESTORE

Tr

Figure 1-11. Two Ways to Define Maintainability
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EXAMPLE: An airborne communica- From Figure 1-10, a T,/MTBF ratio of
tions central is to be developed to meet .02 will be required.
an OPNAV specified effectiveness of
90% - i.e., it must be capable of From the nomograph of Appendix 3, an
operating on demand 9 times in 10 From th6 hours ofrAponds to
throughout a 5-hour mission. Initial MTBF = 60 hours corresponds to
tradeoff studies indicate a reliability H = .92 @ 5 hours.
feasibility of .92. Thus, an avail-
ability requirement of approximately Then Tr = .02 x 60 = 1.2 hours should
.98 must be met to satisfy effective- be achieved if the availability require-
ness requirements. ment is to be simultaneously satisfied.

1-4 A REVIEW OF THE RELIABILITY SITUATION

1-4-1. Present Avionics Equipment time corresponding tc. three different reli-
ability requirements - .9, .95, and .99.

Figure 1-12 is plotted after the fashior
of the familiar chart of MIL-STD-756A, show- EXAMPLE: An avionics equipment
ing several of today's avionics equipments (System "X")consistsof 300 AEG's. V
superimposed for a graphical portrayal of On the average, the equipment will
"where we are today, on the basis of yester- demonstrate 10 hours MTBF. The
day's designs". Each spot on the figure 5-hour mission reliability of this
represents several equipments of a given equipment will then be .6. The equip-
type observed over an extended period in ment also can be predicted to dem-
the Fleet. MTBF is measured as mean-time- onstrate a reliability of .9 for a 1-hour
between operator or pilot complaint. To mission, a reliability of .99 for a
convert to MTBF measured as mean-time- 6-minute mission. This assumes per-
between technician-verified malfunction, formance capability of 1.
add 25% to the MTBF shown in the figure.

The figure also shows a scale for V/ The AEG measure of complexity, discussed in
computing reliability for 5-hour missions, Chapter 2, is based on the number of transistors,

electron tubes, and power diodes used in the
R(5), and for determining mission operating equipment.
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104 I .9 .95
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Figure 1-12. Observed Avionics Equipment Reliability (Analog Function)
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Figure 1-13. Observed Shipboard Electronic System Reliability (Analog Function)
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Line A represents, on the average, needs for more integrated functions with in-
what can be expected of conventional de- creased performance, higher precision, and
sign; Line 13 represents an average of faster response characteristics. Increased
several "specified" MTBF requirements complexity means shorter mean life, longer
corresponding to those subsequently"ob- repair times, reduced availability, and con-
served". The difference between what has sequently unacceptable levels of effective-
been "asked for" (defined as a requirement) ness at higher cost. All these parameters
and what was actually delivered to the Fleet are tied very closely to equipment complexity
has averaged about 7-to-i; i.e., ask for 700- of conventional design, by known factors -
hour MTBF to get 100 hours. based on experience gleaned from past

development programs. On the basis of this
past experience, it can be predicted withEXAMPLE: The specification for confidence that a vast majority of the

equipment "Y" called out a require-

ment for 200 hours MTBF. Current systems and equipments now going into de-

Fleet experience shows MTBF = 25 velopment can never achieve a 8atisfactory

hours - one-eighth of the specified level of operational effectiveness through

requirement. conventional design approaches.

This designers' dilemma can be
minimized through the following specific

1-4-2. Present Shipboard Equipment steps taken early in the equipment develop-
ment program:

Figure 1-12 shows the same type of
plot for today's shipboard and shore-based (j) Quantitative definition of equipment
systems - radar and communication. The requirements, determined early in pro-
right-hand scale t ran s l ate s the MTBF ject planning:
measurement to a "probability of survival"
for a 24-hour mission or prediction operating Performance
period. Reliability

Availability and Maintainability

EXAMPLE: System "Z" is a shipboard
fire control radar system made up of
900 transistors and electron tubes. ( Realistic appraisalof design feasibility
Its mean-time-between-failures (MTBF) to lstis these r eqirem s iby lcon

observed in the Fleet is 12 hours. Its ventional approach, within space!

reliability (probability of survival

without failure) for a 24-hour operating weight cost and time limitations.

period is about .14.

1-4-3. Future Prospects Resolution of differences between
required and feasible attainments by
allocation and tradeoff, and by program

New systems can be expected to be- planning to accommodate and support
come even more complex, to satisfy the the required design approach.
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Translation of the resolved require- reasonably hard to satisfy; yet, on the other
ments into quantitative aand, he must provide the motivation,

guidance, and support required to assure
Development Specifications contractor progress and achievements that
Demonstration Test Requirements will satisfy him. As related to the pursuit
Acceptance Test Criteria and acquisition of reliability objectives,
Program Monitoring Milestones this implies that the project engineer must:

in order to motivate and require adoption
of the necessary design approach and
reliability assurance measures. * Know and define the level of reliability

he wants;
( 9ecognition of the need for R & D in

specific areas, in support of new design. e Recognize the disparity between what he
wants and what he will probably get
unless he exercises the required degree

The TDP, the development specifi- of "control" over the reliability growth
cation, the RFQ, and the resultant contractual process;
document - all must clearly. completely,
and accurately specify what is required and e Understand the application of certain of
how it will be tested for compliance, the "tools" available to him by which

this controlled reliability growth can be
assured - not merely promised.

1-4-4. Project Engineering "MUSTS" The remaining chapters of this hand-
book outline some of the planning con-
siderations and describe some of the

It is always easier to be critical of a procedures that can be fruitful, both in the
state-of-being than it is to be helpful in the achievement of required reliability in specific
improvement of that state-of-being. The programs, and in the "self-critique/self-
Bureau project engineer must be both critical help" control of reliability on a programwide
and helpful. On the one hand, he must be b as is throughout the system life cycle.

1
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CHAPTER 2

TECHNICAL REQUIREMENTS ANALYSIS,
FEASIBILITY ESTIMATION, AND ALLOCATION

2-1 INTRODUCTION

2-1-1. General obviously must be expressed in quantitative
terms that are amenable to control by pre-

The first and most important phase of diction and measurement during the design
the system life cycle is, logically enough, and development phases.
the planning phase, where system require-
ments are analyzed and translated into
well-defined technical objectives and where In general, there are three closely re-
detailed plans are laid to assure successful lated analyses to be made by the project
achievement of these objectives - in short, engineer in order to generate the essential
the success of the entire system development descriptive information needed for the
program hinges on how well the project preparation of technical development plans,
engineer does his job before the first de- design specifications, requests for proposals,
velopment contract is awarded. and contractual task statements. These are:

The system or equipment to be de-
veloped is usually part of a larger system
complex for which tactical requirements have (1) Analysis and definition of the operation-

been defined by CNO through a "Specific al requirements - performance, reli-
Operational Requirement", or SOR.-f/ The ability, and maintainability - required
SORconstitutes adirective to the responsible for the desired level of system "effec-

bureau for the preparation of a "Technical tiveness".

Development Plan" (TDP) to accomplish the
CNO objectives expressed by that SOR. It (2) Estimation of the feasibility of achieving

ultimately becomes the task of a project these requirements by conventional de-

engineer to translate the objectives of the sign, in order to assess the practical

SOR into a detailed technical description of difficulty of the development job.

the system to be developed. The description (3) Initial allocation of requirements and

!/An SOR "will state a need for a capability, will supporting R & D effort among sub-
outline a system or major component for achieving
it, and will state the reasons for the requirement."- systems, according to an equitable

OPNAVINST 3910.6 method of apportionment.
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The procedures outlined in this section MIL-STD-756A
are intended primarily to assist the project "Reliability Prediction"
engineer in the analysis of system reliability
requirements, although stress is also placed WR-30
on maintainability and performance require- "Integrated Maintenance Management
ments since all three are equally vital to for Aeronautical Weapons, Weapon
operational effectiveness of the system. The Systems, and Related Equipment"
procedures are in general accord with BuWeps
policies expressed or implied in the following WS3250

applicable documents: "General Specification for Reliability"

BUWEPINST 3910.2A MIL-R-22256
"Instructions for Preparing Technical "Reliability Requirements for Design
Development Plans (TDP's)" of Electronic Equipment or Systems"

2-2 DEFINITION OF SYSTEM OPERATIONAL REQUIREMENTS

2-2-1. General measure of its tactical utility and its value

Every weapon system concept is based to the Fleet. System effectiveness is a

on a need to fulfill an anticipated operational composite of three parameters - performance,
requirement. The"effectiveness" with which reliability, and availability - as depicted by

the system fulfills this need is the ultimate the block diagram of Figure 2-1.

SYSTEM EFFECTIVENESS BOUNDARIES

I ,( AND

3 
FUNCTIONS

MI~SSIONj

LJ I
L----------------- - - - -J

2

S.ANKTICIPATED"USE" CONDITIONS

Figure 2.1. System Effectiveness Model for Specified Functions
under Stated Conditions
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The performance model is the functional Describe mission profiles and duty
or operational (schematic) block diagram used Des.
to depict the functional relationships of cycles.
subsystems and components required to fulfill Define the operational effective-
performance requirements of the conceptual ness o prabil equire-
system. This diagram is used in the definition ness or "kill probability" require-
of interface characteristics, transfer functions, ment.
and tolerance requirements. Define performance characteristics

The reliability model reorients the and "failure" criteria.

blocks of the functional model into a series 6le
parallel network to depict the reliability Define reliability requirements.
relationships among subsystems and com- S
ponents, for the estimation and allocation of 7 Define availability/maintainability
the reliability requirement. requirements.

The availability model is an adaptation
of the reliability block diagram to reflect Describe System Functions and
proposed maintenance concepts and monitor- STEP 1 - Boundaries.
ing provisions which will permit the esti-
mation of failure densities and repair rates. Describe the "total" system with which
These estimates are then used as a basis the new developmental system is to become
for allocating repairability requirement8 andfor estimating the maintenance support (per- integrated. For convenience in visualizing
fornel, estimatin e, maitndspanes suprovior ) (the functional makeup and interface boundaries
sonnel, facilities, and spares provisioning) applicable to the system, construct a functional
required to achieve specified availability, block diagram, indicating major operating

In general, effectiveness is the product modes and performance functions, including
of performance, reliability, and availability. multiple functions and planned redundancy.

For a specified level of performance, the Figure 2-2 is an example of a simplified
effectiveness model simplifies to: block diagram for a hypothetical weapon

E = Reliability x Availability, for a system.

given level of performance The outer boundary of the figure
under specified use conditions establishes the points of contact and the

interfaces between the weapon system and
2-2-2. Procedural Steps the major system with which it is to become

The following step-by-step procedure integrated. Within the weapon system

relates to the seven points of Figure 2-1: boundary the conceptual system is blocked
out by major subsystem required for each

( Describe the functional configu- system performance function. For example:
ration and boundaries of the
system. Blocks 1 and 2 (control console and

search radar) are required for
Describe the anticipated use system function A - search and
conditions. detection.
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FUNCTION

A B C D

I' II
I I

27 8 10 11
2 4' i II!

I ' I

3 5
I 6I

L J L - - - _ - L - - - - - _
Figure 2.2. Functional Block Diagram of a Weapon System

Block 1, with 3 and 4 (computer and the extent that detailed information is avail-
fire control radar), is required able. Block 4, for example, might be de-
for functions B and C - target veloped as shown in Figure 2-3, to indicate
tracking and missile guidance. a multiple frequency concept to be employed

in the track and guidance radar system.
Blocks 1 and 3, with 5 and 6 or 9

(magazine and launcher), are re- In this example, it is planned that the
quired for successful launch and computer function will be performed by an
direction of missiles 7 and 8 or existing computer, AN/ASQ-XX, as indicated
10 and 11, to perform function in the figure by "GFE" (i.e., government-
D - target intercept, furnished equipment). All GFE and CFE

(contractor-furnished equipment) contemplated
If enough is known about subsystem for use in the new system must be described -

configuration at this point, the functional input/output "interface" characteristics as
diagram of Figure 2-2 should be expanded to well as performance characteristics.
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Figure 2-3. Functional Block Diagram for a Typical
Weapon Control System

The same requirement applies to any project engineer a complete description of
special component - existing or in develop- the technical characteristics and requirements
ment - that is an integral part of the new peculiar to his particular equipment or
system concept. Assume, for example, that component block in the overall diagram.
the weapon control radar transmitter is based Figure 2-4 presents a hypothetical microwave
on a new broadband microwave amplifier transmitter block diagram to illustrate the
concept already in development, although detail that might be known at this point in
not yet available as a production item. The the planning phase.
project engineer for the weapon system, now
acting in the role of the "systems integration Again, the equipment description at
engineer", must solicit from the transmitter this level must include a complete definition
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Figure 2.4. Functional Block Diagram of Radar Transmitter
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of "boundaries", input/output interfaces, patibility between fulfillment of system
and actual transfer characteristics to be requirements and conservative use of the
achieved by design. At this level, it is developmental device, where the latter is a
important to describe both the anticipated critical factor in the success of the system
"application requirement" for the develop- concept. For this reason, in all instances
mental device to be employed in the system in which new or unique components are to
and the "application ratings" for the device become integrated into the system design,
as recommendedby its development contractor. it is necessary to go one more step in de-

scribing the system. Figure 2-5 summarizes
a description of recommended "typical

It is important to point out that the application conditions" for the developmental
actual equipment design is in fact to be high-power broadband microwave amplifier
optimized on the basis of a mutual com- tube on which the system concept is based.

Characteristics and Conditions Units Value
Max Nom Min

Saturated Power Output Watts 1500 1200 1000
Gain DB 35 30 25
Beam Current MA 2000 1800 1500
Helix Voltage Volts 8000
Peak Magnetic Field Gausses 760
Period Inches 1.000
Transmission Percent 95 90 85
Wave Guide Coupling VSWR 2.5
Frequency Range MC 12500 8000
Coupler Insertion Loss DB 0.1
Temperature (Storage) 0C +85 -62
Temperature (Operating)* 0C +55
Shock, 15 g's 11 milliseconds Cycles 20
Vibration, 50 to 500 cps 2 g's (1-minute sweep) Cycles 30

*Water cooling.

Figure 2-5. Characteristics and Typical Operating
Conditions for a Critical Component

DescribetheAnticipated"Use" ditions with which the system is to be com-
Conditions for the System. patible in its ultimate application. Include

storage, handling, maintenance, and check-
out, as well as operational conditions. These

Describe the anticipated installation "exterior" factors, depicted under three broad
interfaces, the interference characteristics general categories in Figure 2-2, would in-
of adjacent or associated systems, and the clude but not be limited to those shown in
general physical environments and use con- Figure 2-6.
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hIterfeces with Connecting Systems Description

Primary Electrical Power Source:
Terminal Voltages and Tolerances 115 volts ±10%
Frequency and Tolerances 60 cycles ±1%
Phases and Connection 3-phase delta
Regulation (full load to no load) 2%
Peak and Average Capacity (available to system) 10 kw +0%, -10%

Primary Hydraulic and Pneumatic Power Source:
Nominal Pressure and Tolerances
Peak and Average Capacity

Control Signal Sources (analog and digital):
Frequency or Bit Rate
Signal Levels and Tolerances
Impedances

Vibration and Shock at Physical (mounting) Interfaces:
Frequencies
G-levels
Duration

Thermal and Humidity:
Heat Sink Characteristics (water coolants, etc.)
Air Conditioning Capacity

Interactions with Support Systems

Maintenance Policy:
On-Line Maintenance Provisions
Preventive and Marginal Testing Procedures
Level of Technician Qualification

Operatin Policy:Proedures

Qualifications of Personnel

Failure Dependencies:
Isolation Requirements
Protective Features, Inherent
Fail-Safe Protection, Required

Interference from (and to) Adjacent Systems

Radio Frequency Interference (noise and power):
Frequency Spectrum
Modulation Characteristics
Radiation Pattern and Power
Protective Features, Inherent
Isolation (shielding), Required
Radiation (damage) Control Requirements

Physical Interference:
Structural Shadows and Beam Deformation
Induced Vibration, Shock, and Thermal Environments

Figure 2-6. Example of System Use Condition Definitions
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Define Mission Profiles followi'ng prelaunch checkout, and 80 sec-

STEP 3 - Operating Time, and Duty onds of flight time.
Cycles.

Estimate the range of probable mission [STEP 4 - Define Effectiveness Require-
lengths or engagement periods over which ments for the System.
the system should be capable of operating,
following an alert. Calculate the operating The levels of performance, reliability,
time or duty cycles of individual system and availability required in each of the
functions and subsystems for particular functions listed in the previous step are
(typical) mission profiles. directly related to the minimum level of

effectiveness considered tactically accept-
Continuing with the example of able, where effectiveness is defined as the

Figure 2-2, a hypothetical mission profile joint probability of being operationally ready
is illustrated in Figure 2-7, in which the and capable of performing a given function
system must be capable of continuous when needed and of surviving the period of
operation in the general surveillance mode the need without failure. This may have
and must be capable of performing all been defined by the SOR as the required
functions continuously throughout a 3-hour "kill probability" for the system.
engagement period. Note that launcher
operation is expressed in number of consecu- In the missile weapon system example,
tivelaunchingsor launch cycles, and missiles assume an OPNAV requirement for a kill
are divided among 30-day storage time follow- probability of 50% for an individual missile
ing system checkout, 3-hour launcher time launched at any time against a particular

Operating Time, or
Mission or Mode Function Level Subsystems Probable EngagementInvolved Period, Tm

Surveillance A I I and 2 Continuous, 24 hours*

Engagement
Target Acquisition

and Track A and B ALL 3 and 4 3 hours
Missile Control

and Guidance C 4 and 5 3 hours
Missile Checkout,

Load, and Launch D1  5 and 6 or 7 60 cycles in 3 hours
Target Intercept [12 7 or 8, or 30-day storage;

10 or 11 3 hours in "ready" service;
80 seconds flight.

Warhead and Fuze Same as D2 above

*2-hour daily preventive maintenance period included.

Figure 2-7. Example of Mission Profile and Related Operating Times
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class of target, within a specified defense complexity. This is permissible until design
perimeter of the weapon system. This re- studies disclose flaws in the extrapolation
quirement implies that the product of per- and appropriately "update" the allocation.
formance reliability and availability at the
overall weapon system level must be 50%. In either case, allocated effectiveness
For a specified level of performance, effec- requirements of a subsystem are related to
tiveness might be expressed as the balance of the major system as shown in

the following weapon control radar example.

E= (R8 ) (AS), Solving for Ewc, the R.cA, product

conditional on performance capability for the weapon control radar system yields
= 1.0 at the specified level

= (rAr) ( wCAwc) (RMAm) (RLAL) (EW) Ewc E

= 70% (R rA) (RmA.) (RL AL ) (Ew)'

where (R) (A) are products of reliability and for a specified level of performance
availability for the constituent systems - R is the reliability requirement for the
search radar, weapon control radar, missile, w c
launcher, etc. - and Ew is the known effec- weapon control radar system for the specified
tiveness of the missile warhead (GFE). Note mission period for a specified level of per-
thatn of thes aresall "nmial"hval basNted formance. A is the availability orthat these are all "nominal" values based operational rea~ciness requirement placed on
on observed data or on specified nominal oeainlr~dns eurmn lcdodesion reqiremendats. They arecifd not alo the radar system, expressed as the probability
design requirements. They are not the lower that the system will be in an operational
90% confidence limits. The latter should not status at the specified level of performance,
be multiplied together unless intentionally when needed.
to produce a conservative estimate of Es.

Tentative effectiveness allocations are
In some cases, the system in question shown for the hypothetical weapon control

is to become part of an existing system - a

radar system within an existing missile system in Figure 2-8.

weapon system, for example. In such cases, Assume that the required radar ef-
it is necessary to start with the required kill fectiveness derived above is 0.92 for both
probability for the entire weapon system, and target track and missile guidance; i.e., the
then divide out the known or estimated effec- weapon control system must be operationally
tiveness of the other systems with which the ready to perform at a selected level and must
new system is to work. remain in operation at this level throughout

an engagement period, Tm = 3 hours, with a
In other cases, the entire weapon probability of 0.92.

system may be a new concept on which there
are no past reliability and availability data The chart also illustrates the assign-
for any of its subsystems. In such cases, it ment of "allocation" of effectiveness re-
is necessary to make an arbitrary allocation quirements to other system elements based
of effectiveness requirements among sub- on "experience" or stated requirements.
systems, based on past experience with All values are nominal, i.e., mean observed
similar systems of comparable function and or mean required.
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E ffectiveness
Mission or Mode Function Tm Allocation* Basisi Ei

Surveillance A 3 hours .96 Req (1)

Target Track B 3 hours .95 Req (1)
C 3 ours.9'1.92

Missile Guidance C 3 hours .97 Req (1)

Missile Launch DI 60 cycles .99 Exp (2)

Missile Ready D2 30 days .93 E xp (2)
Missile on Launcher 3 hours .95 E xp (2)
Missile Flight 80 seconds .98 E xp (2)

Target Destruction Fuze &
Warhead Same as D2 .92 Exp (2)

*nEi = .7 Req (1)

(1) System requirement derived from SOR.

(2) Estimated on basis of past experience.

Figure 2-8. Example of Effectiveness Allocation Among Major Subsystems

Define System Performance stages.?/ Figure 2-9 illustrates a possible
[STEP 5 Requirements and System graphical representation of the distribution

- 'Failure" by Operating Mode. of one principal performance parameter, X.
Discrete points on this curve may correspond

Define system performance require- to selected lower boundaries of measurable
ments within each of the operating modes - performance for particular mission profiles or
the minimum level of performance required target classes. These lower boundaries de-
for success in each of the several tactical fine minimum acceptable performance for
situations described in the SOR. This is several specified levels.
frequently difficult because the performance
"envelope" of a typical system includes These points also establish the failure
many variables - some independent, many definitions for the system in each of the per-
interdependent, formance levels. Performance characteristics

should be tabulated as shown in Figure 2-10.
It is usually sufficient, however, to I/Later on (in the early design phase) the use of

treat the principal system characteristics Monti Carlo methods becomes practical with the
individually for an approximate solution in aid of a computer when enough is known about the

istributional forms of individual performance char-
the system planning and preliminary design acteristics.
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I

SPECIFIED

PERFORMANCE

-• ,I I

LEVELS

Il/DESIGN
I GOAL

I IE

PERFORMANCE PARAMETER "X"

Figure 2-9. Distribution of Performance Parameter

System Function and Units* Performance Level
Performance Characteristic (Lower Limits)

I I1 I11

Search (Radar Range for 1 M2 Target) % of 60 80 90
" Transmitter Power Output Design (80) (90) (95)
"o Beam Dimensions Goal
"o Receiver Sensitivity (80) (90) (95)
"o Receiver Signal/Noise Ratio (90) (95) (98)

Track (Range and Capacity)
0

0

0

Guidance (Range, Accuracy, and Capacity)
0

0

0

Weapon Control and Direction
(Automatism, Manual Response,
Storage Capacity, Launch Rate, etc.)
0

0

o *Expressed as a percentage

Missile (Range, Maneuverability) of specified design goal
0 to avoid the need for
0 "security" classification.
0

Figure 2-10. Example of Multiple-Level System Performance Definition
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STEP 6 - Define the Reliability Require- Figure 2-2. Translate OPNAV reliability
-ment. requirements expressed in the SOR into MTBF

or probability of mission success definitions
Construct a preliminary reliability block depending upon the mission profile and the

diagram from the functional block diagram of nature of the time base. For example, re-
Step 1. The reliability diagram should show liability of Block 4, the weapon control radar
the series parallel relationshipsof subsystems function, should be expressed as a prob-
required for the performance of individual ability of survival of .92 for a three-hour
system functions. Figure 2-11 is an example engagement period at Level I (design goal)
applied to the weapon control system of performance as shown in Figure 2-12.

WEAPON SYSTEM BOUNDARY
[ ! SYSTF.M

RADARI WEAPON 2 ACONTROL
;SYSTEM

II

AJCONECTNT SYSTEMS 8bfLIS S
(INTERFACES)HFiue -1.RlibliyBlc Digamo&CWaoSse

, 2-1 3

9 10
SUPONNETI SYSTEMS•

(INTERFACTIO )""I',

(INERATIO) LLAUNCHERS _1

ADJACENT SYSTEMS --- J ,
(INTERFERENC) L / MISSLES _ J

Figure 2-11. Reliability Block Diagram of a Weapon System
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Function Reliability

Mission or Tm Nominal Minimum*
Mode Ro Rmin

Surveillance A 24 Hours .82 .65

Tactical A 3 Hours .98 .96
Engagement B and C 3 Hours

Level l .92 .88
Level II .96 .93
Level Il1 .98 .96

D1 60 Cycles .99 .98
D2 30 days .94 .90

3 Hours .97 .94
80 Seconds .99 .98

Fuze Same
& as .94 .88

Warhead D2

*Usually defined at the lower 90% confidence level (see Appendix 3)
II I

Figure 2-12. Definition of Reliability Requirements for a Typical Weapon System

As in Step 1, it is important that the potential reliability problems associated
reliability diagramming be extended to the with microwave power amplifiers. He p re-
level at which planning information is firm. scribed a design configuration employing
Figure 2-13 illustrates an expansion of partial redundancy with "on-line" repair
Block 4 of Figure 2-11 corresponding to the capability, to achieve the desired level of
functional detail developed in Step 1. maintainability and "reliability-with-repair"

In this example reiiability requirements
Reliability diagrams should show plans are related to three levels of performance as

for redundancy, "on-line maintenance", and shown in Figure 2-15, where Level I is the
other essential features of design that are design goal or "nominal" power output re-
prescribed as part of the concept. Figure quirement with all five amplifier paths
2-14 illustrates a reliability block diagram operational. Level Ill is defined as "mini-
developed for the transmitter subsystem. The mum" acceptable power output with only
project engineer in this case was aware of three paths operational.
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5 PATHS
4 PATHS3 PATHS

LOWER LIMITS N I I POWER OUTPUT
PERFORMANCE DESIGN GOAL

LEVEL

Figure 2-15. Reliability Requirements Related to Performance Levels
for the Partially Redundant Case

Reliability requirements that might be de- in Figure 2-16 for each level of performance.
rived for the Transmitter Package, are shown Both nominal and minimum values are shown.

Performance Power Output Rnom. (3 Hrs.) Rmin. (3 Hrs.)
Scale Peak KW

1 2000 .98 .96
II 1600 .99 .98

III 1200 .995 .99

Figure 2-16. Reliability Requirements for Microwave Transmitter Package

If it is deduced that the reliability re- equivalent exponential mean life), redundancy
quirement dictated by an effectiveness is indicated.
requirement exceeds the state-of-art bench-
mark for attainable reliability, redundant This anticipated design requirement
design techniques or "on-line" maintenance must then be included as part of the system
provisions may be necessary. As a rule of description - to guide program planning and
thumb, if the requirement exceeds the prospective design activities in the study of
"benchmark" by two-to-one or more (in design feasibility and reliability allocation.
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STEP 7 _ Define Availability and Main- restore the system to operational
-tainability Requirements. status following a failure, or initia-

tion of a preventive maintenance
Previous definitions of reliability and task.

effectiveness also establish the value of
availability to be specified. From this, the Solving for maintainability:
maintainability requirement can be defined 1
as shown in the following equation: MTR I- 1 MTBF

Availability, A MTBFMTB3F + MTR A trade-off between reliability and
1 maintainability may be permissible. This

1 + MTR should be indicated to permit some degree of
MTBF design flexibility consistent with the effec-

tiveness requirement. Such a trade-off is
where MTBF is the mean time-to-failure; illustrated in Figure 2-17, showing how an

MTR is the average time required to effectiveness requirement of .7 can be

RELAKIILTY

1.0

.9

.6

.2 -

.4

.3

.2

.1

0I

0 .1 .2 .3 .A .5 .6 .7 .8 .9 ® 1.0

AVAWILIIY

Figure 2-17. Conditional Effectiveness Hyperbola, E, for Specified Levels of Reliability
and Availability, Conditional on Performance Capability = 1.0
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AVA•4I8I1Y

.99

.6 _T

.5

.4

.3

.2

.1

01 .05 .1 .5 1.0 5 10

RATIO MTR/MTBF

Figure 2-18. Relationship between Availability and MTR/MTBF

satisfied with an infinite number of quirement of .99. An MTR/MTBF ratio
availability/reliability combinations for a of .01 will be necessary to satisfy the
given level of performance. requirement. An NITBF requirement of

100 hours had also been specified to
The relationship between availability, s at i sfy the reliability requirement.

A, and the ratio MTR/MTBF is shown in From this it can be seen that the
Figure 2-18. system must be designed for a mean-

time-to-repair of one hour. This, then,
defines the maintainability requirement

EXAMPLE: A new system is to be de- for this particular combination of
veloped to satisfy an availability re- effectiveness parameters.
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2-3 RELIABILITY FEASIBILITY ESTIMATION AND ALLOCATION

2-3-1. General knowledge of the complexity of the product
The preceding requirements analysis under consideration, in order to permit an

defined "acceptable" levels of system re- analysis by methods outlined in either
liability and availability, to satisfy system MIL-STD-756A or MIL-HDBK-217.
effectiveness requirements for given levels
of performance iandmodes of operation.

2-3-2. Active Element Group Concept
After an acceptable reliability or of Complexity

failure rate for the system has been assigned,
it must be apportioned among the various sub- In the concept and planning stage,
systems as design requirements applicable specific hardware items usually have not
to responsible development contractors. Con- been selected or conceived in detail. Thus,
currently, it is necessary to estimate the allocation of failure rates must be based on
feasibility of achieving these requirements prior e xpe rience with similar items or
by conventional design- functions, although new design philosophies

and concepts must not be penalized by being

(1) To determine the extent of special R & D restrictive to existing configurations. This
support required in specific areas. consideration has led to the "active element

groups" (AEG) concept of system definition,
(2) To determine the advisability of a where the AEG is the smallest practical

re I i a b i lit y/maintainability feasibility functional building block which could be
study prior to award of a design and economically considered and which would
development contract. not be specifically related to existing con-

(3) To anticipate the probable tradeoffs in figurations. An active element is defined as
weight, space, power, and performance a device which controls or converts energy.
that will be required to achieve the re- An active element group consists of one
liability/availability requirements. active element and a number of passive

elements normally required to perform a
(4) To establish the emphasis for imple- specific function. Examples of a c t i v e

mentation and operation of a formal re- elements are electron tubes, relays, pumps,
liability assurance and monitoring pro- combustion chambers, and rotating machines.
gram. A typical electronic AEG might consist of

(5) To more accurately predict development an electron tube or transistor and several
costs and time required before an accept- resistors and capacitors. A typical relay
able prototype is likely to be delivered. AEG might consist of the relay, its solenoid,

and from two to ten circuit contacts.
The procedures outlined in this section

are equally applicable in design, development, Figure 2-19 shows the familiar plot
and product improvement phases. The pre- based on MIL-STD-756A, in which system
cision of estimation, of course, increases in mean-time-between-failure (MTBF) is relatedthese latter phases as test and field data ente-twe-aur(MB)srltd
become available, to system complexity, on the basis of current

Fleet experience in airborne and shipboard

Both the feasibility estimate and the installations of conventional non-redundant
allocated requirement must be based on a designs, predominantly analog in function.
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IL

0.01

1.0 10.0@

NUMBER OF SERIES ACTIVE ELEUMET - N

Figure 2-19. Plot -,f MATBF vs. Complexity Based on Past System Experience

(MIL-STD-756A)
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2-3-3. Procedural Steps Figure 2-20 shows the evolution of the
detailed block diagram - going from the

The fc lowing basic steps apply to the weapon system level down to the part level -
use of this past experience in the estimation as a function of design evolution.
of reliability feasibility and the allocation of
reliability requirements: Levels I and 11 diagrams are usually

producible from information available in the

( Develop the Reliability Block system planning phase and are considered

Diagram. adequate for preliminary feasibility estimation
and reliability allocation.

v mThe Level III diagram is usually

( Estimate complexity and MTBF producible in the early design proposal stage.

of the system. The Level IV diagram is producible

( Estimate subsystem failure rates. after a period of design formulation and

review in which a definitive design hasO Estimate feasible MTBF and re- resulted.
liability. Level V represents the failure mode
Allocate failure rate and reliability, diagram at the part level, where it becomes"

practicable to perform stress analyses and
Consider redundant configurations. failure mode studies on individual parts

within the system. Such detailed information
( Evaluate feasibility of allocated may be available in the early planning phase

requirements. on certain critical parts known to be
essential to the success of the system
concept.

STEP 1] Develop the Reliability Block In the development of a block diagram,
-Diagram. units that are predominantly electronic in

function are classified and symbolized as
It is necessary to go within each block electronic units, even though mechanical

of the system block diagram to develop a elements may be involved in the performance
reasonable approximation of a subsystem of an output function. Units that are pre-
diagram containing those units required to dominantly mechanical, or otherwise
perform the subsystem function. To the essentially non-electronic in nature, are
extent that design information is available identified accordingly. Any unit redundancy
at this early stage of system planning, it contemplated at this stage of system planning
may be desirable to go further down into the should be shown, as well as any planned
system to block diagram specific design provisions for alternate mode capability. To
configurations at the subsystem and com- the extent practicable, the block diagram
ponent levels - especially if planned should be constructed so that each unit can
features of the design concept include the be assumed functionally independent of its
application of redundancy or unique devices neighboring unit so far as its specific transfer
at these lower levels, function is concerned.
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[STEP 2 - Derive Mathematical Models.

The block diagram helps to visualize physical relationships and specific subsystem
configurations. The mathematical model relates individual "block" reliability to the re-
liabilities of its constituent blocks or elements.

Progressing from Level I to Level V, for example,
System Reliability, R8 = R1 x R 2 x R13 x R14

where R 4 =RaxRbxRc xRd xRe

RC = Ri x Ri I(1--Rv) (u'ii-R 1 v)] [10('-Rv d

R H= R XRLRCRR[1-QC2][l1QX2] L-QD 2] 2

where
Q = 1-R, e.g., QD = I-RD

RD = e"ADt for a particular part

AD = Xo+ At+As

Subscripts o, t, and s denote open, tolerance,
and short modes of failure, respectively

The model can be solved using the simplified notation presented in 2.1.8 of Appendix 2.
Applied to the Level Ill diagram of Figure 2-20, for example, the following notations are
appropriate:

Let Ri = a; Ri = b; Rii = c; etc.

and (1-Ri)= i; (1-Ri) = 5; (1-H1M) = &; etc.

Then, dividing the Level Ill diagram into 3 groups, there is the following tabulation
for all possible combinations of successful performance:

Group 1: R1 = ab (a and b required)

Group 2: R12 = cde + cd6 + cJe + Ede+ d'e (either c and d, ore, required)

Group 3: R3 = fgh + fgh + fjh + fgh (2 of 3 required)

Combining- RM = RH x R2 x R13
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EXAMPLE: Reliability estimates have been derived for all components of Sub-
system c - the guidance and control package - of a new surface-to-air missile to be de-
veloped for a major weapon system. For a flight time of 80 seconds, the following
component reliabilities and corresponding UNreliabilities have been estimated.

Group 1: a=Ri =.99 a=(1-Ri )=.01

b = R. = .98 = (1-Rii) = .02

Group 2: c = Riii - .95 C = (1-Riii) = .05
d = Riv = .95 d = (1-Ri) = .05

e=R =.90 e=(1-R )=10

Group 3: f =g=h=Rvi =.90 f = h =(1-Ri) .10

R1 = ab = (.99)(.98) = .97

R2 = cde + cde + cae + cde + cde

= (.95) (.95) (.90) + (.95) (.95) (.10)
+ (.95) (.05) (.90) + (.05) (.95) (.90)
+ (.05) (.05) (.90)

= .99
R 3 = fgh + rgh + fgh + fg = (.9)3 + 3(.9)2 (.1) = .97

Estimated reliability feasibility for a guidance subsystem of this particular design con-
figuration is then:

Rill = R1 x 8 2 x 8 3 = (.97) (.99) (.97) = .93

Estimate the Complexity and maybe small. Non-electronic devices include
STEP 3 R-Range of Feasible Failure Rates structural elements, engines and propulsion

for the System. systems, mechanical drives and linkages,
and hydraulic and pneumatic e I em e n t s.

Functional complexity of predominantly
electronic units can be estimated on the
basis of electronic AEG's required to perform As an example, assume that Block 4 of
the unit function. Non-electronic elements Figure 2-20 is the fire control radar of a
within an electronic unit can be considered weapon control system to be developed for
uniformly distributed among the electronic airborne use. Depending upon the detail of
AEG's without appreciable error. the available design information and the level
Non-electronic units, however, must be ac- at which Block 4 can be diagramed, a range
counted for separately even though their of probable system complexity might be
relative contribution to system unreliability estimated at, say, between 250 and 500 AEG's.
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Figure 2-21. Translation of Estimated Complexity Range
to Probable Range of Reliability Feasibility

On the basis of Level I data drawn from Figure 2-21 illustrates the method by
past experience with systems of comparable which these values of MTBF are derived from
function and complexity, a preliminary Figure 2-19. They are then translated to a
estimate of MTBF can be made directly from pair of reliability functions embracing the
Figure 2-19, as shown in the block below, feasibility of estimate using either Figure 1-7

Estimated Range of Complexity: 250 to 500 AEG's
Probable Range of MTBF (01 to 0 ) - 5.5 to 14 hours
Range of Block Failure Rate (1/0? = .071 to .182 failures per hour
Range of Reliability Feasibility

(R1 to R 2) - .40 to .70, for Tm =5 hours
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or the nomographs of Appendix 3. If the digital AEG is equivalent to about one-
stated requirement falls within this range, it tenth of an analog AEG - i.e., 1 analog
can be said to be feasible by conventional AEG - 10 digital AEG's. This difference is
design. attributable to the fact that the digital AEG

is basically an on/off switching device and,
As the functional characteristics of consequently is not as susceptible to the

the system become better defined, a more variability of parts characteristics.
precise count of AEG's can be made. As-
sume for example that Block 4 is to consist The equivalent analog complexity of
of approximately 250 analog and power AEG's Block 4 is then estimated to be 300 AEG's.
and approximately 500 digital AEG's. Referring now to Figure 2-19 (MIL-STD-756A),

the point estimate of system MTBF is 12
Prior experience has shown, for hours and system reliability for the 5-hour

failure-rate estimating purposes, that the mission is R(Tm) = .66.

SSTEP 4 - Evaluate Feasibility on Basis of Subsystem Analysis

If the design concept is known in sufficient detail to permit a Level 11 analysis, Block

4 might be further detailed as follows:

Subsystem Function Complexity

a Power Supply 40 Power AEG's

b Frequency Generator/Synch 500 Digital AEG's

c Receiver and Display Group 120 Analog AEG's

d RF Unit (Transmitter/Modulator) 40 Power AEG's

e Antenna and Control Group 50 Analog AEG's

The AEG failure-rate chart of Figure 2-22 can then be used to estimate average failure
rates as a function of series complexity within subsystems, to account for catastrophic as
well as tolerance and interaction failures. However, the following rules and assumptions
apply to analyses made at the subsystem level:

(1) It is assumed that interactions among subsystems are negligible and that the tol-
erance build-up due to complexity is interrupted at the subsystem boundary. This
assumption introduces an error in the system-level estimate if subsystem estimates
are combined for the system estimate. The error is "optimistic" and is of a mag-
nitude that is proportional to the number of subsystems into which the series system
has been divided for analysis. The system-level error can be rectified, however, by
reconstituting the subsystems into the single series configuration for a total AEG
count and system estimate.
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Figure 2-22. AEG Failure Rates for Reliability Estimation When the Number
of Active Elements is Known
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(2) While power AEG's can be treated as analog AEG's in the series system case

because they normally constitute a minority of the total AEG's, they must be treated
separately in a subsystem analysis where some of the subsystems are primarily
power AEG's. Experience has shown that power AEG's, on the average, experience
a failure rate approximately two times the failure rate for analog AEG's - i.e.,
Apower 2 Aanaio Using this rule of thumb, a power subsystem of a given com-
plexity is assigned an AEG failure rate twice that of an AEG in an analog subsystem
of the same complexity.

(3) Digital AEG's, in a system employing both analog and digital circuits, differ from
their analog counterparts by a factor of about 10-to-1 in their "equivalent complex-
ity" as measured by tL,;'ir relative insensitivity to characteristic variability among
parts within the circuit awkJ their relative freedom from interaction problems - i.e.,
the number of digital AEG's in a subsystem should be divided by ten when using
the analog AEG chart for failure-rate estimation.

The following table is derived from this chart for an estimate of average "expected"
failure rate per subsystem, applying the above rules.

AEG Failure Rate x 10-6
Subsystem Complexity Per AEG Per Subsystem

a 40 Power 3 340 13,600

b 500 Digital- 180 9,000

c 120 Analog 240 28,800

d 40 Power 340 13,600

e 50 Analog 180 9,000

Total Block 4 Failure Rate 74,000

-Power AEG's have double the analog failure rate.

4in a system employing both analog and digital
AEG's, divide the number of digital AEG's by ten
and treat as analog.
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STEP 5 - Estimate Feasible MTBF and Reliability Values of the System

As an example, overall reliability of the system would be expected to fall in the follow-
ing range, on the basis of the tabulation of Step 4:

N = 300 AEG's is the estimated complexity

MTF Range = 6 hours to 30 hours
Most Probable = 12 hours (Avg)
Failure Rate Range = .033 to .166 failures/hour

The three-hour mission reliability is then calculated as follows:

Minimum Likely R(3) = e-3/ 6 = .61

Average Expected R(3) = e-3/ 1 2 = .78

Maximum Feasible R(3) = e-3/ 3 0 = .90

STEP 6 - Allocate Required Failure Rates and Reliability Among Subsystems

Allocation of permis8ible failure rates among systems of the major weapon system,
and am,-ig subsystems within systems, is made on the assumption of equality of improvement
feasibility. Allocation is then made by using as proportionality constants the ratios of
individual subsystem failure rates to total system failure rate. Thus, if a given subsystem
now contributes 10% of the total system failure rate, it is reasoned that it should not be
permitted to exceed 10% of the total failure rate allowable under the new requirement.

To allocate failure rates among systems, subsystems, or components, compute the ratio
of the smaller block failure rate to the next larger block failure rate; e.g., inthepreceding
example, the proportionality constant for Subsystem c within System 4 is:

kc _ Xe - 30,000 x 10-6 37 = 37%
A4 82,000 x 10-6

Continuing with this example, assume the system reliability requirement for a three-hour
mission had been established as:

R4(3) = 0.90, corresponding to a system failure-rate,
4 = 35,300 x 10 failures per hour

The maximum permissible failure rate for Subsystem c is then:

,= kC X 4 = (.37)(35,300 x 10-6) = 13,200 x 10-6 failures per hour
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The reliability requirement to be apportioned to Subsystem c is then derived from:

.3A' 6R(3) e C = e 3 X 13,200 x .96

The following table shows the allocation procedure applied to other subsystems within
System 4:

Subsystem Expected Percent Allocated Reliability
Failure Rate of Total Failure Rate Allocation

a 13,600 18.38 6,850 .98

b 9,000 12.17 4,200 .99

c 28,800 38.90 13,200 .96

d 13,600 18.38 6,850 .98

e 9,000 12.17 4,200 .99

Total 74,000 100.00 35,300 .90

STEP 7 - Allocation Among Redundant Configurations

If redundant elements are known to be part of the system concept, the above allocation
method must be modified to account for the planned redundancy.

The following modification is applicable for any type of subsystem and system re-
liability function. The only necessary statistical or probability assumptions are that failure
of any of the subsystems considered will result in system failure and that the failure prob-
ability of each subsystem is independent of all other subsystems. This will allow the use of
the product formula for system reliability upon which the method is based.

The method of allocation when redundancy is present in the subsystem follows:

(1) Draw a reliability block diagram of the subsystem in question. Also construct an
equivalent (functional) non-redundant subsystem. The equivalent non-redundant
subsystem would consist of the minimum number of AEG's necessary to perform
the subsystem function.
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(2) Select the number of hours, T, over which a high system reliability is desired.
T would be defined by the mission requirements or the average time interval be-
fore corrective maintenance or unit replacement.

(3) Using estimated base failure rates, evaluate R(T) for both the redundant and

non-redundant configurations described in (1) above.

(4) The failure rate factor for the redundant subsystem is estimated by:

R(T)r s

where

Xr is the estimated failure rate for the re-
dundant subsystem

AS is the failure rate for the equivalent
non-redundant subsystem

R(T) is the calculated reliability at time T of
the non-redundant subsystem (using AEG
failure rates)

R(T)r is the calculated reliability at time T of
the redundant subsystem (using AEG
failure rates)

(5) Specify R*(T), the desired system reliability at time T, and compute the total
system failure rate,

A0  A

where A• is the failure rate of the ith subsystem.

(6) The allocated reliability for Subsystem i is

F1*(T) = R*(T)li/A°

(NOTE: For non-redundant subsystems, the allocated failure rate is
-LnR*(T)

T

(7) Check the allocation.
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SUBSYSTEM S3

SUBSYSTEM S, SUBSYSTEM S2

a

Figure 2-23. Reliability Block Diagram with Redundant Elements

EXAMPLE: Assume the reliability block diagram of a system is as shown in Figure 2-23.

Each box represents a complex equipment made of several AEG's. The failure rates
and the estimated mean lives are:

Subsystem Failure Rate x 10-6 Mean Life

S1  20,000 50 hours

S2  15,000 67 hours

S (a 10,000 100 hours3(c 20,000 50 hours

(1) Establish equivalent non-redundant units.
S1 and S2 subsystems are non-redundant with all constituent elements in

series. S3 has two parallel elements in series with another element. Since only
one of the two parallel elements is necessary for performing the system function,
we have S', as shown i, Figure 2-24.

0-- a HC H -o

Figure 2-24. Equivalent Non-Redundant Unit
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(2) Determine critical time period.
Assume corrective maintenance is performed every 50 hours; hence, T = 50.

(3) Compute R(T) fornon-redundant units and R(T)r for redundant units at T = 50 hours.

Non-Redundant Unit:

R(T)s = R(T)a x R(T)c

= e"T/IO0 x e"T/50

= .606 x .368 = .223

Redundant Unit:

R(T)r = R(T) x R(T) [2 - R(T)c I

= .606 x .368 [2 - .3681 = .364

(4) Compute base failure rate factor for redundant unit, with

As = (10,000 + 20,000) x 10-6 = 30,000 x 10.6

R(T)S = .223

R(T)r = .364

Then,
= (R(T).

r k(T) rJ'S

\\.3 ) 30,000 x1

= 18,300 x 10-6

(5) Convert desired reliability to total system failure rate.
Assume that at 50 hours, the reliability requirement is specified to be .75.

Hence, R*(T) = .75.

A1I = 20,000 x 10-6

A 2 = 15,000 x 10-6
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A3 = 18,300 X 10-6

A= Ai = 53,300 x 10-6

(6) Allocate reliability.

Rf*(T) = R*(T)Ai/Ao

R*(50) = (.75)200/533 = .897

R*(50) = (.75)150/533=.922

R*(50) = (.75)183/533 = .906

(7) Check allocation.

R*(50) R*(50) R*(50) = .7493

The allocated system failure rates for non-redundant Subsystems 1 and 2 are:

-Ln .897 = 2150 x 10.6
50

- -Ln .922 = 1620 x 10.6
2 50

STEP 81 - Evaluate the Feasibility of the among the subsystems within the proposed
J Allocated Requirement new system. This allocation procedure as-

sumed a uniformity among AEG's of -% given
In Step 2 the expected failure rate for class that does not actually obtain in practice.

the proposed new system was determined on Thus, our allocation at this point can be
the basis of a conventional design con- considered only as a tentative one - for use
figuration, represented as a series string of only as an initial basis for specification of
functional 3ubsystems; each subsystem in reliability requirements at the system and
turn comprised a series of AEG's. This subsystem levels. This allocation must
expected failure rate also assumed normal therefore be reviewed and adjusted early in
design care and attention to tolerances and the design phase, as soon as the detiil de-
ratings. sign study discloses the discrepancies

between allocated improvement and improve-
In Step 5 the "permissible" system ment fea8ibility. It may turn out, for example,

failure rate - permitted by the reliability that a ten-to-one reduction in failure rate of
requirement - was distributed proportionately one unit is entirely feasible, whereas a
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two-to-one reduction in another unit would mentation of an effective re-
be beyond state-of-art capability for some liability evaluation and demon-
time to come. The reallocation of reliability stration test program to guide the
requirements must therefore ultimately con- application and prove the
sider improvement feasibility within the practicality of these techniques.
constraints of available time and funds.

Feasibility Level C -

"Remotely" Feasible:

2-3-4. Classification of Feasibility Levels The reliability requirement
dictates a reduction in failure
rate (or failure probability) of

For purposes of preliminary feasibility one or two orders of magnitude
estimation by "rule of thumb", reliability below that "expected" over a
feasibility can be classified according to period of operating time exceed-
practicality of failure-rate reduction: ing the "expected" mean life

of Step 2. In this case the re-
"Feasibility Level A - quirement may become real-
"Practically" Feasible: istically feasible only after an

The reliability requirement intensive program of basic and
dictates an average reduction in applied research, based on the
failure rate(or failure probability) findings of a detailed feasibility
of less than two-to-one below study.
that "expected" by conventional
design (as determined in Step 2). Depending on the level of feasibility
In this case, the amount of re- in which the tentative requirement falls, the
liability improvement required is following decisions are indicated:
generally achievable by con-
ventional design, if the design o If the reliability requirement is of Level A
is guided by an effective re- feasibility, stand "pat"; i.e., specify the
liability evaluation and demon- requirement as a firm design requirement.
stration test program.

e If the requirement is of Level B feasibil-
Feasibility Level B - ity, stand pat to the extent that weight
"Conditionally" Feashbl" end space factors will permit the appli-

The reliability requirement cation of redundancy; i.e., specify the
dictates an average reduction in requirement as a firm design requirement,
failure rate (or failure prob- but be prepared to trade weight and space.
ability) of between three- and
ten-to-one, over an operating o If the requirement appears to be of Level
period not exceeding the "ex- C feasibility yet is a tactically realistic
pected" mean life determined in requirement, specify the requirement as a
Step2. In thiscase the reliability design objective in a formal design fea-
requirement is feasible con- sibility study to determine the areas of
ditional on the application of research and development to be sponsored
redundancy at critical points in in support of the system development
the system, and on the imple- program.
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2-4 ESTIMATION OF MAINTAINABILITY

AND AVAILABILITY IN THE DESIGN PHASE

2-4-1. General As weapon systems become more com-
plex, the opportunity f3r failure increases as

The availability of a weapon system is Nk, where N is a measure of complexity ex-
determined principally by its maintainability- pressed in active elements, and k = 1.4 is the
the ease with which it can be kept ready to value of the exponent in shipboard analog
respond to the tactical need when needed. devices (k = 1.3 in airborne analog, and
The requirement for maintainability (estab- approximately 1.1 in most digital appli-
lished initially in the requirements analysis cations). As the frequency of failure in-
phase) must be periodically re-assessed as creases, so does the distribution of failure
design progresses, on the basis of a practical causes. Thus the maintenance problem can
analysis of the inherent "repairability" be- related to system complexity, for feasi-
characteristic of the design. Availability is bility estimation purposes.
dependent upon the probability of system
repair and return to operational status, i.e., 2-4-2. Procedural Steps
the probability that the system can be re-
stored to operational status within a pre- The following procedures are useful for
scribed period of "downtime" for repair the estimation of maintainability, and hence
or preventive maintenance, system availability, as a feature of design.

STEP 1 1- Develop the Maintainability-Availability Model

The basic maintainability-availability model is derived from the following relationships
between system "uptime" and "downtime":

Availability Uptime
Uptime + Maintenance Downtime

= (Mean-time-between-failures)
(Mean-time-between-failures) + (Mean-time-to-restore)

= MTBF _ I
MTBF + MTR 1 + MTR

MTBF
From this relationship, maximum permissible average unscheduled maintenance down-

time can be derived as a function of the specified availability requirement, i.e.:

MTR. =-•. 1)MTBF*

where A* and MTBF* denote availability and reliability requirement

tentatively specified in the requirements analysis phase, and
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MTR is the average time required to detect and isolate a malfunction,
effect repair, and restore the system to a satisfactory level of per-
formance. MTi can be similarly adjusted to include a permissible
period of downtime for preventive maintenance when the definition of
availability includes the PM period. See Appendix 4 for more de-
tailed treatment of maintainability in redundant designs.

STEP 2__ - Estimate Feasibility by Thus the system would be expected to
"E - "Conventional" Design be ready to operate 77% of the time

when needed. This is the availability
A maintainability model of conventional "benchmark" for the system based on

design provides the basis for estimating "ex- a conventional design approach. By
pected" or feasible values if the new concept going to the top of the MTBF band and
follows the design approach used in pre- the lower edge of the MTR band, a
decessor systems - before the advent of maximum feasible estimate can be de-
redundancy and reliability-with-repair con- rived for conventional design:
cepts.

MTBF (max) = 80 hours
Figure 2-25 is a maintainability esti- MTR (min) = 8 hours

mating chart for a conventional design con- Availability (max) = .9
sisting of series AEG's with no special
maintenance provisions. The maintainability
"benchmark" or "expected value" of mean-
time-to-repair for the conceptual system can
be estimated from the chart if conventional Estimation of Maintainability
design is to be employed. STEP 3 - Feasibility by Analysis of the

EXAMPLE: A shipboard fire control Design Concept
system is to be developed. On the
basis of past experience with con- Availability feasibility of the con-ventional designs, the following "ex- Aalblt esblt ftecn
pected" parameters are deflved: ceptual design can be determined analyticallyfor specific repair actions. The system de-

Ns = 500 AEG's (Estimated) sign concept is analyzed, subsystem by

MTBF = 40 hours (Derived from subsystem, to assess the following factors:

midpoint of MTBF * complexity;
band of Figure 2-18)

M TR = 12 hours (Derived from * design features for failure indication,
midpoint of MTR switching of redundant units, etc.;
band of Figure 2-18)

• failure rate and mean life;

1 + 12 1 + 0.3 * mean-time-to-repair (assuming waiting
40 time = zero);

1 - .77
1.3 e mean-waiting-time.
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Figure 2-26 illustrates the consideration quire replacement of the subsystem as a

of these parameters and design features. whole. These are the structural and
mechanical features of the packaging design.

In this example, Units 1 and 2 are
modularized for quick replacement as in-
dicated by (d). Unit 1 is backed up by a The estimation procedure is as follows:
standby, Unit 1,' which can be switched into
service when scheduled monitoring at test
point (a) indicates marginal performance. (is Estimate the complexity and
Unit 2 has been designed with failure in- (D mean life of each of the units in
dicator monitor 2 m for local indication of the the subsystem.
discrepant unit in the event of subsystem
failure. Estimate the mean time required

0., to repair, replace, or switch units
Unit 3 consists of all the nonreplace- in the event of failure.

able AEG's - i.e., all AEG's whose failure
would require removal of the subsystem from (3) Compute the ratio of MTR/MTBF
service forrepair or adjustment. These should for each of the units, and add, to
be the inherently low failure-rate elements. obtain an estimate for the sub-

system.
Unit 4 consists of three elements con-

sidered integral to the physical configuration 4 Solve for availability and compare
of the subsystem, failure of which would re- with the requirement.

(d) (e)

I SUBSYsTEM' 2.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 2-26. Block Diagram Reflecting
Design Features for Maintainability
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EXAMPLE: Assume the subsystem of Figure 2-26 indicates an "expected" mean-
time-to-repair, MTR = 8 hours, on the basis of 200 series AEG's; MTBF = 120 hours;
current availability = .93. One of the purposes of the conceptual design is to reduce
the maintenance time and the subsystem UNavailability by a factor of ten or more.
Determine the feasibility of the design concept as diagramed in the figure to achi eve
this objective:

O Complexity and mean life by unit:

Unit 1 50 AEG's Power 50 hours
Unit 2 50 AEG's Analog 100 hours
Unit 3 100 AEG's Digital 1,000 hours
Unit 4 (mechanical) 10,000 hours

(Q Mean-time-to-repair:

Unit 1 (Sense & Switch) .1 hour
Unit 2 (Remove & Replace) .2 hour
Unit 3 (Isolate & Repair) 1.0 hour*
Unit 4 (Remove, Repair, & Reinstall) 20.0 hours*

*Includes estimated waiting time for spare parts.

O NMTRiMTBF ratios:

Unit 1 .1/50 = .002
Unit 2 .2/100 = .002
Unit 3 1.0/1000 = .001
Unit 4 20.0/10000 = .002

Total Subsystem MTR/MTBF .007

O Predicted subsystem availability:

1 + .007 -

The reduction in subsystem UNavailability as a result of the

new design concept is calculated as follows:

Improvement 1 - Aexpected)1 - A(predicted)

1 1-.93 - .07 . 10-to-i1 _ .9§93 W

The foregoing example illustrates the importance of considering the design aspects of
maintainability during the early system planning phase.
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STEP 4ý_ 'Evaluate Effects of Duty Cycle Figure 2-27 illustrates a case for a particular
J on Subsystem Availability equipment in a missile weapon system.

It is usually permissible to assume a EXAMPLE: The launcher of a hypo-
negligible failure rate for most sys te m thetical weapon system has an MTBF =
elements while in standby, although it is 5 hours under continuous operation,
acknowledged that deterioration mechanisms and an MTR = 10 hours. Availability
are always at work whether a system is in an for a 100% duty cycle is given simply
operational state or a standby state. When as:
this simplifying assumption is known to
produce serious errors in availability esti- A = l = 1
mation, it is necessary to consider relative 1 + MTR 1 +10-
duty cycles in all modes of operational status MTBF 5
in order to more precisely account for all the
factors which contribute to UNavailability. = .33

AVILAiUJTY UNAVALAIUT.Y IN StAtOf

I AAXAs-.8 II + # A U 1 1 F= - -. )

I---

.6 "+d"" MTIR(D)

I 1+
I ITI~

I I
ACTUALIN AVALA Y ccE

D - A$X A*M

.1 .4 A j .8 .9 1.0

OMMRATNG DUTY CYCLE, D

DMCOATBDE IME

Figure 2-27. Equipment Availability as a Function of Operating Duty Cycle
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If the duty cycle of the launcher can A = A xA = (.87)(.72)
be estimated at D = .2 - i.e., will be s (
in use approximately 20% of the time .62=.6
during a normal tactical engagement
period - then availability would be
calculated as follows, taking account Availability for other duty cycles can
of the effect of duty cycle on
"apparent" MTBF: be derived directly from the plot.

A - 1
0  1 + MTR(D)

MTBFo STEP 5 - Assess Effectiveness Growth

- 1 .72Potential -
- 1 .72

1 + 10(.2) Values of reliability and availability
derived in the preceding sections can now be
plotted as a continuous function of time and
combined for a time-dependent estimate of

This assumes a launcher failure rate system effectiveness, or "kill probability",
during standby of zero - i.e., AS = 0. as illustrated in Figure 2-28. The figure

illustrates the combination of reliability,
R(t), with availability, A, to produce the

Further analysis discloses, however, effectiveness function E(t) = N(t) x A for a
that shipboard environmental effects given level of performance under specified
will result in a launcher standby mean use conditions.
life, MTBFS, of 50 hours. The prob-
ability that the launcher will be
available after a period of standby Both the "benchmark" effectiveness
time is given by the following achievable by conventional design and the
expression: predicted "feasible" level of effectiveness

achievable by the proposed new design con-A 1 cept can be plotted for a graphical assess-A5 = 1 + MTR(1-D) ment of its effectiveness potentiat. The

MTBF8 feasibility of a stated effectiveness require-

ment can then be ascertained by observing
where MTR is the same for both standby its relation to the area bounded by the two
and operate failures, and (1-D) is the curves. This is illustrated in Figure 2-29.
launcher standby duty cycle expressed
in terms of its operate- duty cycle.

At this point, it may be necessary to
In this example, standby availability is adjust the design coilcept to satisfy either a
actually .87 instead of 1.0 as previously higher reliability requirement or a higher
assumed. Actual tactical availability availabiJity requirement, in order to increase
of the launcher for this particular duty the inherent design potential consistent with
cycle is then given by: the stated requirement.
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PROBABILITY RELIABILITY
1.0 R(t) = e- t/MTBFo I I 1

--- AVAILABILITY, A= I R(D) + MT(1D)
R(tm) -C MT()•fA MTR (1M--D)

EFFECTIVENESS
I (Et) A x R(t)

01
0 tm MISSION TIME

Figure 2-28. System Effectiveness Plotted as a "Time-Dependent" Characteristic

MFFECTAN5ESS
1.0

AVAJLA8IUrY
IMPROVEMENT

iPOTgMAL

O0 4 8 12 t16 20 24

TIME W HOURS

Figure 2.29. Comparison of Effectiveness Potential of New Design with

Respect to Conventional Design
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CHAPTER 3

RELIABILITY PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS,
PLANNING, AND MANAGEMENT GUIDE

3-1 INTRODUCTION

3-1-1. General The primary purposes of a reliability
program are:

Program managers and project engi-
neers are charged with the responsibility for
delivering reliable systems to the Fleet. * To focus engineering and management

However, most programs today do not pro- attention on the reliability requirement;

vide either reliability control or monitoring
prior to the evaluation phase, at which time 9 To insure that reliability is treated as a

it is usually too late to make modifications design parameter of equal importance with

for reliability improvement, because: other performance parameters; and

(1) The equipment is needed now for tactical & To alert management, throughout the pro-

use (development time has been exhaust- gram, to all reliability discrepancies

ed); and which may require management decision.

(2) The money already spent is too great an
investment to be written off because of An adequate program must contribute
poor reliability; it is often considered to, and guide in, the orderly and scientific
more expedient to add funds in a des- approach to "designing-for-reliability". It
perate attempt to make a "product im- must help contractors and individuals over-
provement". come their lack of recognition that reliability

must be a designed-for parameter, with prac-
This section sets forth the essential tical limitations, It must foster the realiza-

reliability program activities deemed vital to tion that good performance design no longer
the success of Bureau of Naval Weapons has the inherent reliability to satisfy Navy
development programs in general. Emphasis requirements. It must change the attitude of
is placed upon reliability program planning, many engineers from the negative "no one
monitoring, and management review proce- designs for failures" to the positive "we
dures. must design against failures".
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A reliability program will not increase (4) That a reliability acceptance test be
the reliability of an equipment, but an effec- successfully passed prior to acceptance.
tively-monitored program will not permit an This applies to prototype or demonstra-
inadequate design to proceed into develop- tion models prior to production approval,
ment, test, production, and Fleet use with- and to production samples prior to Fleet
out specific management approval. It is use.
this effective monitoring that will permit
project engineers to assess feasibility of This section deals primarily with the con-
achievement and progress in time to make tractor reliability assurance program and the
adjustments equitable to all - the user, the monitoring and audit of progress by Bureau
contractor, the Bureau of Naval Weapons. personnel.

3-1-2. Applicable Documents
The concept of a total reliability pro-

gram, as generally endorsed by DOD, has Bureau of N a val We a pon s project
four major points: personnel should contractually impose reli-

ability and maintainability program require-
ments in consonance with WS-3250, WR-30,
MIL-Q-9858A, MIL-R-22256 or other applic-

(1) That a quantitative requirement be stated able BuWeps documents outlined in Chapter 1.
in the contract or design specifications. These documents, in general, include those

minimum pertinent contractor program activi-
(2) That a reliability assurance program be ties which have received general acceptance

established by the contractor. and widespread industry application. These
are summarized in 3-2, following. Paragraph

(3) That reliability progress be monitored or 3-4 discusses the implementation and moni-
audited by the Bureau of Naval Weapons. toring of such programs.

3-2 RECOMMENDED CONTRACTOR PROGRAM

3-2-1. General 3-2-2. Design Reviews

Of specific interest is the Reliability Engineering design review and
Assurance Program required of the contractor. evaluation procedures should include reli-
Those activities which experience has ability as a tangible operational character-
shown contribute to an orderly and scientific istic of the equipment, assembly, or circuit
approach to "designing-for-reliability" are under review. Reliability considerations dur-
briefly discussed below. ing the design reviews should include:
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(a) Performance requirements and defini- (c) Quality standards from incoming piece-
tions of failure (e.g., tolerances, wear, part inspections through production ac-
and parameter shifts). ceptance on the basis of time-dependent

parameter variations occurring during
(b) Environments to which the device, item, application, storage, and transportation.

or circuits will be subjected in the use
configuration, including storage, trans- (d) Calibration and tolerance controls for
port, and production process environ- production instrumentation and tooling.
ments.

(e) Integration of reliability requirements
(c) The designer's reliability prediction of and acceptance tests into specifications

the current design, supported by detailed for the purchase of materials and parts
calculations and data sources. to be used in production of the system.

(d) Evaluation of tradeoffs between per- (f) Determination of failure modes related to
formance, maintainability, weight, space, production process and production con-
power, cost, and time factors made for trol discrepancies and evaluation of
design optimization. corrective action taken on production

process discrepancies.
(e) Failure-mode analysis of the design.

Particular emphasis should be placed (g) Design and production processing change
upon the reduction of marginal failure orders for compliance with reliability
modes, those which are difficult to iso- requirements.
late and repair.

(h) Life tests of production samples to veri-
(f) Results of all tests conducted to date. fy quality standards and inspection

techniques.
(g) Plans for reliability improvement and

problem solutions.

3-2-3. Production Control and Monitoring
3-2-4. Subcontractor and

Production Control and Monitoring in Vendor Reliability Control
accordance with MIL-Q-9858A are required to
assure that the reliability achieved in design Provisions should be established to
is maintained during production. Detailed insure subcontractor and vendor selection
consideration should be given to: and performance consistent with the reli-

ability requirements of the contract.
(a) Integration of reliability requirements Subcontractors and vendors must look to the

into production process and production prime contractor for a clear definition of
control specifications. reliability required in subcontracted items.

Once these requirements have been adequate-
(b) Production environments induced by ly defined, the prime contractor must extend

handling, transporting, storage, proces- the scope of his reliability assurance pro-
sing, and human factors, gram to the monitoring and control of his
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subcontractors and vendors. Such monitoring (2) Tests to determine the effects of unique
and control should include: environments or combinations of envi-

ronments.
(a) Incorporation of reliability requirements

in subcontractor and vendor procurement The e xten t of the test program is
documents. determined by weighing the cost of testing

against the degree of assurance required that
(b) Provision for assessment of reliability the product will have a given level of reli-

progress, including reliability qualifi- ability.
cation and acceptance testing of in-
coming products. In addition to those tests performed

specifically for reliability demonstration

(c) Adequate liaison to insure compatibility all formally planned and documented tests
among vendor products to be integrated which are performed throughout the contract
into the end item. period should be evaluated from a reliability

viewpoint to maximize the data return per
(d) Initial selection procedures for sub- test dollar. Data which are obtained should

contractors and vendors which consider, facilitate:
in relation to the requirement: past per-
formance, willingness to test and share (a) Estimation of reliability on the basis of
test data, interest and response on feed- individual and accumulated test results.
back of deficiency information, test
philosophy, and realism of cost and (b) Determination of performance variabil-
delivery schedules. ities and instabilities that are induced

by time and stress.

(c) Evaluation of maintenance accessibility

3-2-5. Reliability Development Test Program and operator-adjustment requirements.

Reliability demonstration tests are, in
general, statistically-designed experiments 3-2-6. Reliability Analyses
in which due consideration is given to con-
fidence levels and sampling errors. Unless Periodic analyses of reliability
proof of adequacy can be substantiated by achievement should be included as a normal
other available data acceptable to the pro- part of technical progress evaluations. These
curing activity, all items of equipment of analyses should be scheduled to coincide
higher-order designations should be tested with quarterly, semi-annual, or other techni-
in order to verify that reliability is achiev- cal progress reporting requirements estab-

able with the proposed design. If it is not lished by the contract. These analyses

achievable, the problem areas which prevent should consider:
its attainment should be isoiated and defined.
The test program should include: (a) Reliability estimates based on predictions

and test data.
(1) Tests of questionable areas where reli-

ability experience is not available, (b) The relationship between present reli-

particularly new concepts and materials, ability status and scheduled progress.
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(c) The changes in concepts and approaches (b) Total accumulated operating time on
that are necessary to accomplish the system and component in which failure
contract objective, occurred.

(d) The effects of changes made in design (c) Performance behavior or malfunction
and manufacturing methods since the symptom which accompanied the failure.
previous analysis.

(d) Test or "use" conditions at time of
(e) Changes in operational requirements, failure.

including environmental conditions,
operator and maintenance personnel (e) Identification, classification, and appar-
qualifications, logistic support require- ent cause of failure.
ments, and interface conditions.

(f) Repair action taken to restore next higher
(f) Criteria of success and failure, including assembly to operational status.

partial successes (degraded operation)
and alternative modes of operation. (g) Time required for fault detection and

correction (maintainability evaluations).
(g) Production tolerances and techniques,

including assembly test and inspection (h) Identification of test activity or organi-
criteria and test equipment accuracies. zation, and the individual operator or

technician making report.

(h) Specific problem areas and recommended

alternative approaches. (i) Report serial number, date and time.

(j) Failure-diagnosis summary and recom-
mended recurrence-control measures.

3-2-7. Failure Reporting, Analysis, Timely analysis of all discrepancy or
and Feedback failure reports by an analysis team formally

constituted by management determines the
A formalized system for recording and basic or underlying causes of failure in parts,

analyzing all failures should be established, materials, processes, and procedures. The
Analyses should be fed back to engineering, analysis includes failures in design, manu-
management, and production activities on a facture, procurement, quality control, main-
timely basis. Complete reporting provides tenance, and operation. Results of failure

chronological data on operating times, on-off t ses should be fed back to design, pro-

cycling, adjustments, replacements, and analy , and b ef e nt deson , po-

repirsreate t eah sstm, ubystmduction, and management personnel for
repairs related to each system, suhsystem, assignment of corrective action and follow-up
component, and "critical" part. Through the responsibilities as appropriate.
analysis of these reports, reliaillity is
measured and improved on a continuing basis.
Reports should be complete and accurate in
recording: 3-2-8. Reliability Monitoring

(a) System, subsystem, component identifica- The contractor should establish a
tion. monitoring activity to insure the adequate
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development of reliability. The monitoring (a) Reliability-assessment reports: Periodic
activity performs three basic functions: objective assessments of reliability
analysis of reliability status relative to re- status relative to contract requirements
quirements; determination of corrective action and s c h e d u l e s. These assessments
needs; and follow-up on the corrective action. should be performed by personnel who
Documentation of the reliability-assurance are not directly responsible for the de-
and monitoring procedures developed for sign, development, or production of the
this activity, irciuding checklists and in- procurement item.
structional material normally used by the con-
tractor, should be maintained in a form (b) Reports of major discrepancies and cor-
clearly delineating the approach used and rective action taken: Methods for alert-
the results obtained. Such documentation of ing contractor and procuring activity
the procedures and objective evidence of managements to all major reliability
reliability conformance should be available discrepancies which may require manage-
for review by the procuring activity as re- ment decisions with respect to changes
quired. The results of monitoring should be in schedules or requirements and the
made available to responsible management like, and methods for reporting the re-
through the following types of reports: suits of corrective action.

3-3 SPECIFICATION OF THE PROGRAM

The requirement for a reliability as-
surance program should be included as a reference a standard document such as
subparagraph of the "Requirements" section WS-3250, with specific additions and de-
of the design specifications or other con- letions, as necessary. Coverage, not
tractual documents. This subparagraph may method, is important. Figure 3-1 lists those
specify the entire required program, or it may requirements which should be specified.
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Program Activities: Reliability Reporting Requirements:
- Coverage in Technical Progress

- Design Reviews Reports
- Production Control - Specific Reliability Design Analysis
- Vendor Reliability Control Reports (MIL-HDBK-217;
- Development Test Program MIL-STD-756A)
- Reliability Analyses - Acceptance Test Report
- Failure Reporting and Analyses Maintainability Requirements:
- Specific Activities or Tests Peculiar - Programi l an Requ i es:to a Given Class of Equipment - Program Plan and Activities (WR-30)

- Reporting and Monitoring (WS-3099)

Reliability Monitoring Functions: Quality Assurance:

- Independent Assessments - Specific QA Plan (MIL-Q-9858A)

(MIL-HDBK-217) - Progress Evaluations by Procuring
- Major Discrepancy Reporting Activity
- Program Documentation - Acceptance Tests Required

Figure 3-1. Reliability Assurance Program Requirements
(Presently Reflected in WS-3250)

3-4 PROGRAM MANAGEMENT AND MONITORING

It is one thing to reference a specifi- ] Specify Reliability

cation (or requirement) in procurement docu- STEP 1 - Requirements
ments, and quite another to determine "how
to comply" and "what is compliance?"
Effective implementation requires that both
the Bureau project engineer and the contractor The project engineer should state the
fulfill their obligations and responsibilities reliability requirements in design specifi-
in a spirit of teamwork toward the common cations or procurement documents (including
objective - reliable equipment in the Fleet. requests for proposals.) Figure 3-2 is a check-
The following sequence of steps is presented list to assist in preparation or review of
as a guide in this implementation. reliability specifications.
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Section 1. Scope
"* Clear, concise abstract of specification coverage.
"* Description of the item (or items) in sufficient detail to preclude misinterpretation of the ex-

tent of coverage intended by the specification.

Section 2. Applicable Documents
* Reference only to those specifications and documents that are referenced in the body of the

specification. (Additiona references not directly pertinent tend to cloud the basic specifi-
cation requirements.) Documents referenced must be available in approved form at time of
specification issue.

Section 3. Requirements

"* Clearly expressed quantitative requirements which reflect minimum acceptable operational
demands.

"* Definition of satisfactory performance and the dividing line between satisfactory and unsatis-
factory performance (success or failure). More than one definition may be included to cor-
respond to different modes, functions, and degrees of failure in large, complex systems.

"* The time period of interest in the form of mission sequence (or profile), duty cycles, and the like.
"* Environmental and other use conditions under which the system will be expected to achieve

&e quantitative requirements.
* Propram requirements specifically applicable to the system and phase of development or

production.
K Reference to appropriate general specifications.

* Reporting requirements as a part of total program reporting.
* Submission dates for specia1 reports required by general specifications and other referenced

documents.
* Date of submission of detailed acceptance test plans for approval.

Section 4. Quality Assurance Provisions

e Scheduled periodic progress monitoring by the procuring activity.
* Acceptance test plan(s) outline, including:

1. General test or inspection conditions, or duty cycles.
2. Description of item(s) to be accepted under the tests (if different from the total system as

defined under "Scope").
3. Number and sampling plan for selection of items to be tested.
4. Estimated test duration.
5. Success and failure criteria related to test conditions.
6. Accept/reject criteria of the test plan.
7. Statement of consumer's risk (a measure of the adequacy of the test plan in discriminating

between acceptable and unacceptable product).

Section 5. Preparation For Delivery
* Disposition of test items.

Section 6. Notes

* Unique or changed definition of terms.
s Explanatory information as required to aid in clarity of previous sections.

Figure 3-2. Specification Checklist
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P 2 within the stated or implied limi-
tations (if the bidder deems the
requirement unrealistic, that which

The project engineer should establish he considers realistic and
schedules for reliability reporting and achievable should be stated).
monitoring.

3. Supporting evidence for I and 2
0 Reliability Design Analysis Report(s). above, including: reliability es-

Delivery dates for such reports may be timates of the proposed concept and
specified on either a calendar or a approach (refer to MIL-STD-756A);
program-phase basis. It is usually source and applicability of data;
preferable to have a report submitted experience of bidder with similar
quarterly, with each succeeding report programs; specific ways and means
refining the analysis. of attainment (e.g., redundancy,

improved parts, or new techniques);
frAeptanle Test Pland - Subei ission assumptions and non-controllablefor Approval. The detailed test plan dependencies upon which the

should be submitted 30 to 60 days approach is based.
prior to test initiation, in order to
allow sufficient time for Bureau review 4. Description of the proposed Re-
and approval, liability Assurance Program, in-

cluding:
* Progress Evaluation Schedule. Pro-

gress evaluations, as visualized for a. Description of proposed pro-
effective monitoring, are made by a gram in relation to overall
team of Bureau personnel or their in- contract effort.
dependent consultants who perform the
evaluation by detailed personal review b. Specific technical activities,
at the contractor's facilities. These where appropriate.
reviews are best scheduled to cor-
respond with major milestones, rather c. Magnitude of effort by activity.
than at fixed time intervals.

d. Responsibilities and author-
STEP3I - Prepare RFP ities within the proposed or-

ganizational structure (includ-
ing list of key personnel,

The project engineer should include together with background and
desired proposal coverage of reliability in experience).
the Request for Proposal. The following
may be inserted in the RFP: e. Proposed schedule of reliability

activities.
Proposals responsive to this RFP shall con-
tain the following: f. Recommended monitoring

1. Understanding of the requirements. points and major milestones.

f. Proposed technical and manage- g. Proposed reliability develop-
ment approach toward achievement ment test program.
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design approach and planned developments
STEP - Prepare Proposal to determine which assemblies and com-

ponents will require test demonstration.
This determination affects proposed devel-

The prospective contractor should opment cost and time estimates.
prepare proposal in response to RFP and
the requirements of Step 3. Specifically,
the proposing contractor must:

" Analyze the reliability requirement and - Evaluate Proposals
make a preliminary prediction to deter-
mine the feasibility of the requirement
for a given time and cost. This forces The project engineer should evaluate
the bidder to establish cost, development proposals for their response to the previous
time, and reliability tradeoffs as a part steps. The proposals should be evaluated
of his proposal effort. in terms of their applicability to the specific

task at hand. Although apparently well-
" Establish and cost his reliability activ- organized, well-staffed, and well-documented

ities and integrate them into the total reliability organizations and procedures indi-
program. For contractors whose reliabil- cate a wealth of experience, the willingness
ity awareness is reflected in supporting of a contractor to pursue the specific reli-
staff activities, this task is routine. For ability program required by the proposal is of
contractors who previously have ignored prime importance.
or have merely given lip service to reli-
ability, it can be a difficult task, at times The proposal review should give
requiring major reorganizations within the particular attention to the reliability
company. Contractors must firmly commit activities proposed by the contractor rather
themselves to a future course of action. than stress the contractor's organizational
They must give evidence of adequate ex- structure per se. The reliability activities
perience, competence, facilities, and data. will inevitably reflect the policies and pro-

cedures of management upon whom the line
"* Schedule in-house reliability accomplish- organization depends for effective guidance,

ments and monitoring which become part support, and continuity; and in the final
of the master schedule. Where a PERT analysis the strength of the organization
program is required, the schedule must will be determined by its effectiveness in
include the intended accomplishments of contributing to the acceptability of the end
significant reliability activities, product.

"* Plan development reliability tests. The Figure 3-3 is a guide for use in evalu-
proposing contractor must evaluate the ating proposals.
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Requirements Analysis:

"* Is the reliability requirement treated as a design parameter?

"* Has the requirement been analyzed in relation to the proposed design approach?

"* Is there a specific statement that the requirement is, or is not, feasible within
the time and costs quoted? If not feasible, is an alternative recommended?

"* Is there evidence in the proposal that the reliability requirement influenced the
cost and time estimates?

"* Is an initial prediction included in sufficient detail (data souices, complexity,
reliability block diagram, etc.) to permit Bureau evaluation of its realism?

"* Are potential problem areas and unknown areas discussed; or, if none are
anticipated, is this so stated?

"* If the requirement is beyond that which presently can be achieved through con-
ventional design (MIL-STD-756A), does the proposal describe"how" and "where"
improvements will be accomplished?

Reliability Program and Monitoring:

* Is the proposed program in accord with the procurement request?

e If the contractor has indicated that certain of the reliability activities requested
are not acceptable to him, has he suggested satisfactory alternatives?

* Is the program specifically oriented to the anticipated needs of the proposed
equipment?

* Are program activities defined in terms of functions and accomplishments re-
lating to the proposed equipment?

* Does the proposal include planned assignment of responsibilities for reliability
program accomplishments?

* Is it clear by what means the reliability program may influence development of
the proposed equipment?

o Have internal "independent" reliability assessments been scheduled?

o Does the reliability demonstration test program designate which equipments,
assemblies, or components will be tested, and to what extent?

Figure 3-3. Proposal Evaluation Guide (Sheet 1)
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"* Does the proposal provide justification (data derived from testing or other ex-
perience) for the exclusion of specified items from demonstration testing?

"* Is the proposed documentation of activities, events, and analysis designed for
ease of monitoring, ease of data retrieval, and us oin future programs?

"* Are planned accomplishments (events) scheduled and included in PERT, if appli-
cable?

Acceptance Testing:

"* Has the bidder agreed to perform acceptance tests and included the costs and
time within his proposal?

"* If acceptance test plans were not included in the request for proposal, has the
bidder recommended any?

"* Does the proposal contain a positive statement concerning the bidder's liability
in the event of rejection by the acceptance test?

Background Organization and Experience:

"* Does the bidder have documented reliability experience on previously developed
equipments, components, etc.?

"* Does the bidder have an established system whereby past experience is made
available to engineers and designers?

"* Does the bidder have a designated group (or individual) to whom designers can
turn for reliability assistance, including part ratings, selection, and test design?

"* Does the assignment of responsibilities indicate that reliability is treated as a
line function rather than a staff function?

* Is overall responsibility for reliability assurance vested in top management?

* Do (or will) company standards manuals or other documents set forth standard
reliability operating procedures?

* Does the bidder have in being a formal reliability training program for manage-
ment, engineering, and technical personnel?

* Does the bidder implement and conduct planned research programs in support o f
line activities, seeking new mcterials, new techniques, or improved analytical
methods?

Figure 3-3. Proposal Evaluaticn Guide (Sheet 2)
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STEP 6 Review Contractual * Progressive reliability milestones
Documents and monitoring schedule.

The project engineer should review
contractual documents prior to contract nego- B. Progress Reports - Follow-up technical
tiation. Changes in the reliability require- reports during the design phase should

ments, the reliability program, or the accep- be reviewed for:
tance test that are recommended in the * Status of design reviews and
proposal submitted by the successful bidder, pertinent results.
if accepted, must be reflected in the design
specifications, references, or contractual * Trade-offs and reliability con-
documents. When the recommendations are siderations in the selection of
not accepted, the prospective contractor parts, circuits, and configurations.
should be notified early in the negotiation
period in order that his cost and time esti- * Reliability allocations and require-
mates may be adjusted prior to final nego- ments included in subcontractor or
tiation. vendor supplied items.

Implement Reliability
- program in Design * Reliability predictions:

Both contractor and project engineer (1) Check model consistency and
should implement and monitor the reliability accuracy;
program during design. The contractor is
committed to perform in accordance with the (2) Insure that all parts and units
referenced specifications and items covered are included;
in the contractual documents. (Unlesr the
proposal is a referenced document in the (3) Insure that failure rate data
contract, the contractor is not obligated by from report to report remain
its statements.) The project engineer's constant unless change is
primary avenue of monitoring is the review justified by data.
of reports, as follows:

A. Initial Technical Report - The follow- * Summary of test results.
ing major items of the initial report
should be promptly reviewed and * Summary of reliability problem
judged for adequacy: areas and planned solutions

" Contractor's understanding and in- * Adherence to reliability program
terpretation of the reliability schedule.
requirements specified in the con-
tract, with a description of the * Analysis of the effect that schedule
engineering approaches contem- changes, design problems, ana pro-
plated. curement delays will have upon the

reliability program.
" Description of the reliability

assurance program and monitoring e Status of reliability program
procedures to be used throughout activities in relation to the program
the contract period, plan submitted in the initial report.
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C. Separate Reliability Desipa Analysis rtefrining the degree to %hich the
a"d Pvetietim Repot - The separate program has influenced the fu'lowing:
reliability design analysis and pre-
diction report(s) should contain a (a) Simplicity and conservatism in
thorough analysis of the design. De- design.
sign analysis should intlude (b) liecurrence control of failures

"* Reliability predictions in accord- and reduction in (he effects of
ance with WIL-STD-756A and failure.

WL-IDBK-217.
(c) Safet r fatfaors and derating

"* Compansonofprsent design status polh-v in comnponenh and pail
of the equipment with the contractual applications.
rcquarcmrnt%.

(d) lPronison for functional in-
"* Analysis o( failure modes, iummarf depenyen-e among major sub-

of finding, and plan to desig- dn a g r -

"* Results% of tolirrmnce. stability. and W) Xr- onsideration of relhabiltiv
ln trade-off dectisionsh

life tests.
(f0 Documeptlalton of rrliabalhai an

"* The- rffects of total program , pcuenficationn. operating aln-

problems upon reliability 'status ,trurtaons .and handiooks.

and ,a h 

aieve 

nhnt ,do.

"* Artion.d that orr planned (g) lieltabilith requirements con-
In ordernto ifmpasvr•J ths- rarplisnt diderfed in test planning and
in o~rder to .mpruitvr the" rehilab lutyf•tn

of the fiesign.
(h) Analss and uqe of data In

o•iutorlng rire""vl peoi oic p- ffr, prutlem iolving.

,valuatons a,% one of the Qualityi W i.hamenatiot; of rvlIabilaiv
i.isuracr ptrwva i•ns to tefnhnaques and training in

rhliabolity attainnent PrIgtr''a their Une.
evalusie•nl s•r4eul.d dhiring {iti r urr n
phase ,hould, in general. verifyr that () Awar•••sn and rouWtine int-
the reldabl•nth assurance prhn ram sideration pf retabrlwth an a
appmrtie in the initial tecrhnical riporI %ystem paramieter within the
is in fact being impl•r•ented and that
the promwss recpts aor complete and
factual with mes,%pet to pr,0ess and
problems reported. ThIe orerall effec- It is suxsted that the most efficient
tivroens of the reliability preogram can W=t of conducting then.e progress
be partially assessed (final asess,- evaluations is bw personal discussions
meat comes with the acceptance test with "Ingnoers,-. test technicians,
and subsequent Fleet use) by de- specification writers. Comparisons
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"* Engineers' predictionsor
estimates versus Published predictions

"* Data feedback from tests Test log and test technicians' observa-
versus tinons

o Engineers' description of
design reviews versus Program plans

"* Personnel from whom de-
signerobtains reliability
assistance versus Organizational structure

0 A c t u aI company-*pon-
sored reliability irsining
of technical personnel versus Documented company training program

"* Actual availabilty of
data on standard partsa
from past esperience vvrsu% Stated or implied availability

"* Designer's knowledge of
relilitry reqirements.
includag enviawments
and performance I i mi s w.vrsus Actual requirements

"* Procuremnmt personnel'%c
cormiderations in vfendor
selection versus Program plan

"* Par couants ad stres
analysis, from working
drawints versus Those presented tn pmdirction report

Fiuar 3-4. Pogrma Evaluation Gvidolj%*s

such as those listed in Figure 3-4 Kress as well as onlsaons. Specifi.
will prove fruitful, rally, the n-port should state that

prnwgrss appears natiufartory. or not,
in rplation tn the time in development

The project enginr sad evaluation and the contractual requirements. This
team should prepare a detailed report will aid Burreu management in de-
on the results of the evaluation. point- ciding on the future course of the
ing out areas of compliance and pro- devlopment program.
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STP - Implemeat Reliability B. Reliabtility D~esign Analysis and Pre-
SE Prog-aM in Development dietion Reports - This series ofreports should become successively

refined as the development progresses.
The major additional points to review

Both contractor and ffojec, engineer are.

should implement and monitor the reliability

program during the prototype-development 9 Completion of stress and envin-
phase. Again, repons are the principal mental analysis of all applications.
monitoring tool, as followsms

0 Confirmation or rejection of pre-
dicted results on the basis of test

A. P w Iepmta~ - E~ach prgcress data.
report must update its aedecesaor in
each area of coverage. The additional C. Piper a Evaluaties - Progress
coverage that must be rfviewed is as evaluations performed during the de-
follow: velopment period should concentrate

"* Subject of design changes to the 061

same design reviews and reliability * Continued adierece to the program
analyses as wee performed on the plan.
original design, as a prerequisite
for incoqratieo into the product. * S.bcoatractor and vendor success

an meetin~g reqwrwmaets,
"* Summarized results of cirruti

temperature, vibtlion. and other * Devlopmen teat pr m.
envimamentat tests,

"D Review and approval of data which
r Oeasultrs . test plans d provide confidence in the reliability
Pegunis. of items aw tested.

"* Sufporg data and just ification for • Degme of analysis and feedback in
reliability confidence in those item* the failure-rptiag activity.
not subjected to reliability demon-
strattion tests (catses in which a * Deviationa. waivers, and modifi-
test waiver is nmqpested should be cations of the prototype models
approved). (fom the desipn initially conceived

" Summaries of failure analysis and or stil plannd for production.

major diocrepancis. and proposed
solutions for the latter. ISTEP 9 - Monitor Acceptance Test

"* Approach to packaging desiagn- and -

methods of envia-ronmental analysis.
The project engineer should monitor

"* Pr•oress in the procurement and the reliability acceptance test and approve

use of end-item parts, the test report. The reliability acceptance
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test plan should include the following in.- [ Implement Reliability
formation: Program in Production

"a Acompletedescription of the item or items Both contractor and project engineer
to be submitted for acceptance under the should implement and monitor the reliability
test requirements. pr•am during production of the equipment.

Thrvughout production, periodic progress
"• The test conditions to be applied, includ- reports should be reiewed for:

ing operational and environmental duty
cycles and test levels. * Design changes, in order to insure that

each production engineering and design
"* Number of items to be tested. change is given the same reliability as-

surance considerations and approvals
"* Estimated test duration. that the original design receied.

"* Success and failure critena. a Procurement of paris and assemblies in
accordance with the appropriate reliability

"* Accept/reject criteria of the test plan. requirements.

" Consumer's risk (a measure of the ade- * Fvidence that each step in the production
quacy of the test plan in diicnminating process has been evaluated for its p5s-
between acceptable and unacceptable sible detrimental effect upon reliability.
products).

& Effectiveness of production inspections
and collection, analysis, and feedback of
test data in maintaining design quality.

(in comples system de'velopme~nt progam'

where it is not feasible to perform a complete * Summary of qualification. environmental,
systems acceptance test. individual ac- and other test data.
ceptance tests for variwg ,ublevels may be
specified, together with method% to bw * Comphance with the production acceptance
employed fot Wyuithe*Sui Of IVha&hhit at the tests.
system level.)

The reliability test report rhould
.ummwrize the test plan and the procedur.%
employed. It should note any deviation.
from the initial planning docu•ment with their STEP I I _Monitor .ervire Test
probable effect upon the tst results. and it
should include the applicable reliabilitv tv-
quirements. acceptance criteria. te't rre.ults. The project engineer should monitor
and conclusions, the service test. evaluation, and Fleet per-

formance of the delivered equipment. The

If a design is rejected b-f the test, the life cycle is not complete until the reliability
test report should contain a detailWd analysit in the Fleet has been evaluated and the re-
of failures anid the contractor*.% plan to mvPr- sults have been recorded, analyzed, and fed
come the deficiencies in the design. back into new equipment programs. ,loni-
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toeing of these phases in the equipment life 9 Routine failure reports (DD-78T's, EFR's,
cycle is largely by review of routine reports. and FUR's).
Specifically, the followingshould be reviewed
and analyzed: * Specific operating unit reports detailing

equipment casualties, problems, etc.
Reports by service test and evaluation
units, such as the VX squadron. (Where * Operator or pilot logs, maintenance shop
some measure of control can be main- logs, and overhaul repair facility records.
tained, required data should cover per-
formance, operating time, unit and part e Logistics and experience with the issu-
removals, and failure symptoms.) ance of spare parts.

3-5 RELIABILITY AND MAINTAINABILITY TRAINING

3.5-1. Geniral adaptability. It must be well documented
with examples and "tools" of the trade.

The concepts of rehabiity and main-
tatnabihty in weapon system development
are not new, r.or are they too complicated to 3.5.2. Gvidelines
underatand if they are clearly and simply
described. Only a few of the fundamental One of the best concepts of teaching
prnnciples need be understood b. project follows the well-known. long-established,
management anvd engineering in order to put on-the-jo" training approach wherein the
quantitative mea, urements cm these two instructional material is related to the
system parameters for which the-v already specific jobs for which a particular group is
have an intuitive feel. It 4s true that the remponsible. The following guidelines may
complexities of redundancy., tahitical te,, be helpful in planning the training course:
design and sampling, and many other aspets
of reliability am difficult to
underntand, They are alo difficult to teach. * The course should be a ronference-type
On the other hand, these %ame aspects usually presentation, with prvpared notes and
require the help of a spercialist anyway. % figures distributed to students at
atmost a training rourie for pmlert engineers least one week in advance.
need only make them aware of the methods
and appreciative of the need for this * Maximum use. should be made of case
specialized help from other [Iurau offires histtoes - hvpothetical. if not real -
whose function- are to provide. suCh eWrvirrN. to demonstrate the application of r -

liability concept% and exiting dncu-
The problem. then is to prepare and mrontation t to sperific areas of

present a highly practical cour.e in the rspolnshiblith.
fundemeuntals of reliability and maintain-
ability. tailored to fit the needs of individual
"pouas within the Bureau. Thus. the crurse L 5Speciiriltioiue -stell s MIo-H-22973 (Wfp).
must be dynamic in its flexibility and WIL-STM756YA. "dIL-RHDOK.-2T7.
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"* Course material must be acceptable to - How to specify the requirements;
people with mixed backgrounds - ad-
ministrative as well as technical. - How to specify tests for compliance
Where an understanding of technical with given confidence.
and mathematical details is vital for
the application of a concept, these * what you should know about reliability
details should be covered in appendices as an engineering function.
to the conference notes. - How to estimate reliability feasi-

"* Scope of course content should range bility of new design concepts

from management practices to engineer- -ttow to predict reliabilty achieve-
ing methods, from the conceptual stage meat dict delign and evel-

of system development through delivery meat during the design and develop-

of hardware to the Fleet. ment phase,

Delpth of content (oral pireentation) - How to evaluate the described
* Dpthof ontnt ora prsenatin)reliability problem areas, for

should be adjusted to fit within a total

of eight to ten sessions of one-and.a- correcton early in design.

half hours each. * What you should know about reliability
as a reliability-assurance function:

3-5-3. Cows* Ovtlis.
- |low to "'control" reliability;

The following suggested course outline

can be adapted to specific needs drawing on - How to demonstrate reliability
apppr ate sections of this bandlook, achievement.

0 What you should know about basic
concepts of reliability, availability. How to review and develop specific
and maintainability as measurable equipnt and systin program plans
product characteristics: and sPEIcifirations

- How to define these characteristics - Requirements.

for specific equipments - Quality assurance provisions for

- How to graphic aily and mathe- relhability and maintainability.
matically "visualize" these
charclle"isticsu te low to review dev,-lopmrnt status of

specific systems

- How to measure reliability and Reliabihty assessment.
availability with known confidence.

• What you should know about specifi- - Problem areas.
cations pertaining to reliability and
maintainability: • What you should know about contractor

reliability programs:
- How to determine requirrments for

pears. equipments. systems. - flow to evaluate a program;
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H- fow to specify program requirements; - Procurement documentation;

- now to monitor contractor programs - Monitoring and follow-up.
for compliance.

"* What you should know about reliability
monitoring and failure diagnosis:

- In design, development, production, 3." Planning Considwotaons

and field use;
The proposed outline should be co-

- To assure earliest practicable ordinated with designated staff members of a
correction. particular branch in order to more exactl.

tit the needs of that branch - to more coat-
"* What specific steps you can take to- prehensively satisfy all the needs within the

day to assure higher mliability and student group. However, it is difficult to
maintainability in systems for tomorrowi achieve universal acceptance without sacnfic-

ing details in certain restrictive yet vitally
- Requirements analysis and specifi- important areas of interest, and a "'play-by-

cations, ear" apptoach is the best method for keeping
the course dynamically in tune to the needs

- Demonstration and acceptance, of the group.
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CHAPTER 4

DOCUMENTATION OF RELIABILITY

AND MAINTAINABILITY REQUIREMENTS

4A1 INTRODUCTION

4.11. pouwl *nd Scs0. The problem is one of first determ1in-
ing system require-nenas for reliability and

It is now generally recolgized that maiantaiability from the Specific OperatIona)
early system development plans are not Requirement (so)i) %hich constitutes the
complete if they do not qua•titatvey define directive for preparation of the Technical
the requied characteristics of the product or [)evelopment Plan (TDP)-l'. then defining the
system proposed for development While in requirements, and finally documenting these
the p9st the characteristics of a n-w equip- requirements in the TDP and the design
meat or system have been adequate to guide specification, to order to give the system
development effort toward full realizatioa concept a clean ealt into its development
of p•rfoamaace requirements. they have not cycle - to assu years hence that an opera-
been sufficiently descnptive of the relia- tionally suitable weapon system evolves ans
bility and maintainability charactenstics a result of good planning now. followed by
required for system success under Fleet use effective pwswv. of planned objectives.
conditions,

It is also a generally accepted fact
that these important "sucCess• character- 4.1-2. O•estmteeties Ckhcklist
istics must be ptlmnwd for and dr.e.mud in -
they cannot be later added to the system as Fixure 4-1 presents a checklist of the
an afterthought. One need only to review technical and operational points which
field reports fnrm present systems to become should have been defined during the require-
acutely aware ofthedispont betwee what meats analysi stage discussed in
was n,*,#d (but not speciried) *ad what Chapter 2. T'he chan serves as a checklist
was delivered (but not wanted), to evaluate completeness of information

about the system whose requirements aoe
Thix chapter of the handbook outlines about to be fully documented in the Tech-

step-by-step procedures for the definition nical Development Plan and the design
and docume tation of reliability and main- specification.
taimability requirements in essential planning
documents. specifications, and contractual L P•W•Wop 2 of OP14AV 391061 ., .teo •oR.
task statements. Apoiu, 4tt I.
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Requirements Data Must Describe:

* Planned installation, storage, and tactical deployment of the system - type of
vehicle, type of storage, and geographical areas of use.

* Reaction time required - time betwveen "command" to operate and "operate".

0 Mission duration requirement for each type of mission or operating mode.

* Turnaround time required - elapsed tine beween successive missions.

* Overall mission reliability for each type of mission, operating mode, and specified
level of performance, allocated down to the subsystem level.

• Availability or combat-ready rate (operational readiness) - pervent of the total
number of systems that are to be "ready" at any point in time, or percent of limes
a system must successfully respond to an "operate" command.

* Maintenance and operating eavrinmental conditions - climatic, facilities, and
support.

* Planned utilization rate - number of missions expected per unit of time under
combat conditions.

* Minimum allowable time between scheduled minatenance.

* Test and checkout philosophy - extent of automatism. complexity or test equip-
ment, delgree of fault iolation and indscation at the local level. degIee of remote
failure monitoring.

* Echelons of maintenance or maintenance concept to be used - revplacable modular
packaging. etc.

• Maintenance and crew personnel reqiutarenti - numbers and skills. level of
training.

• •Mean-tinme-to-m-repair rquirrmesat. and spetri•aed level of "intrinsic" vi~ttem*vsalabalatv.

Star•ed items are directly related to the rehliabiltv
and asistainsbility requirements to be documented.

Filre. 4.1. Checklist fo E tvw•fise of Docume.mtry Sewce. Dft
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4-2 DOCUMENTATION

OF RELIABILITY AND MAINTAINABILITY REQUIREMENTS

IN TECHNICAL DEVELOPMENT PLANS (TDPs)

4.2-1. Rol of the TDP (1) As integral requirements of the system
and the system development program, in
which reliability and maintainability

The Technical requirements are integrated into the

Development Plan (TDP). overall system description along with
performance and other requirements; and

"compnses the plan for the fulfillment
of an Advanced Development Objective (2) As supplemental rquiremens presented
or a Specific Operational Requirement. in separate sections (or appended as

It serves aa a basic decision-making separate documents)

document at the Bureau management The first method (Integrated require-
level, and above Approval by CNO menthl is consistent with the argument that
constitutes the authority to commence jwrsse is what we must relly attempt
development Commensurate with funias to defi-ea and effectiveness is r, ratet
that are provided by separate action. de~ e4.aI upon the three maIor system

When funded, the TOP becomes the a , (h rform nce1 r libiit
primary management C~ontrol and charactenatics: performance, reliability.

and maintainability (availability). The
reporting document for the life of the second method arises from the proven need
development It 1s essential that it be for special emphasis on the effectiveness
kept uptodate on a continuing basis." problem in cosiple% systems. In either case.

_OPNV INS7 910 4A, reliability and maintainabilitv should be
- I T IO Drvem r 1%2 (teated loontly in requirements and plpning
IS IDeember li2 documentation. simne both must be simulta-

neously considered by ihe designmer in
effertiveress optimization tradeoff studies.

Thus the important role of the TDP is and neother can be %perstely achieved as a
established Ssttem F'quirewsnt without due considera-

tion of the other dvrung tAr dosxrg pAaJe.
4.2.2. TOP Por, et

The following stepr are related to
Theor are two ways to which relia- specific sections of the TD. conshitent

bility and maintainabilit, trquirrmants are with TOP format outlined in B131EPINST
documented in the TOP: WIO 2A. as shown in Figure 42
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4.2.3 NAVWEPS 00-65-502

Section Contents

I. Cover Sheet and Table of Contents
2. TDP Summary

Block I - Identification and Picture
Block 2 - Descriptive Highlights
Block 3 - Major Subsystems
Block 4 - RDT & E Funding
Block 5 - Lead Bureau
Block 6 - Technical Director
Block 7 - Principal Contractors
Block 8 - Major Milestones
Block 9 - Fiscal Year Milestones

3. Index of Effective Pages
1, Narrative Requirement and Brief Development Plan
5. Management Plan
6. Financial Plan
7. Block Diagram
8. Subsystem Characteristics
9. Associated System Characteristics

10. Dependability Plan
II. Operability and Supportability Plan
12. Test and Evaluation
13. Pernonnel and Training Plan
14. Production Delivery and Installation Plan

Figwe 4-2. TIe Technicol Development Plon Format

4.2-3. P"wettel Steps for DIocumtm• si EXAMPLE:
ef RIeli"Jity end Moelaitelbility in Kill Probability (per mission) .90
T1P' Reliability (2-hour mission) .92

Availability .98
Mamntainabihty (C0 minutes) '90

Summarize the Reitability Performance:

;STEP - HeImrement in the Mach [ 7
TDP Summary Range NV 175 0

S I DBlk ad q -- Molar Milcstoaes

Show as milestones the completion
State thereliabilivyend maintanabdity of reliability maintainability prediction

r~feqremnr t the efferutveness or "kill analyses. final design review, prototype
probability" reqvirtwtent. along with other evaluation. and arceptance tests for relia-
performance characten stir,% bldity and mamntainabilitv
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NAVWEPS 00-65-502 4.2.3

Prepare Narrative of New programs - those that have not
TEP 2 - Requirement (Section 4 had a completed feasibility or detailed

of TDP) requirements analysis performed to date -
may state that certain requirements have notState the system operational yet been determined, provided a fixed date

reliability/maintainability requirements in and program phase for their determination
narrative form: are shown as one of the milestones in

Step 1.

EXAMPLE: The XYZ system shall Indicate whether specific components
operate without malfunction and re- are available "on the shelf" or require
lease its payload within the prescribed development.
tolerance of target position with a
minimum probability of .8, after check- Indicate the degree of technical risk
out with operational test equipment. involved, problems anticipated, plans for
Or, more simply, the system shall be solving, and adequately describe the tech-
capable, after checkout with opera- nical "how".
tional test equipment, of releasing its
payload within the prescribed area and Indicate anticipated interface
returning to the ship 8 out of every 10 Indicate cipatent erfaceattempts. The system shall maintain problems between components of the system
atteminimum operastinall radnines o and the plans for solving and testing, Indi-a92 whilumoperathsipna isadiepl or, cate the human engineering needed to assuremore simply, the system shall either optimum performance of men as components
be operating or in a state of readiness
to operate, on the average, 22 out of
each 24 hours.

sTEP 4 -Describe Associated System
Characteristics (Section 9
of TDP).

[ 31 Describe Subsystem
STEP - Characteristics (Section 8 Describe the expected interface

of TDP) problems - compatibility of tolerances,
interactions among components, inducedInclude for each subsystem that environmental hazards, radio interference

portion of the overall requirement assigned problems, etc., and describe plans for their
to the subsystem. solution and test verification.

EXAMPLE (for defined mission): EXAMPLE: System must be capable
Total System of operation in a nuclear radiation

Reliability Requirement - .92 field of as yet undisclosed magnitude.
Subsystem: Nature of this radiation and its exact

Guidance & Command - 96 effects on system performance will
Engine & Air Frame - .999 be evaluated and precisely determined
Recovery a .99 by (date) , as reflected in
Autopilot & Stabilization . .97 Milestone No. 6 of the TDPsummary.
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4.2-3 NAVWEPS 00-65-502

iSTEP 5 - Describe the "Dependability" development effort, progress, schedule, and

-Plan (Section 10 of TDP) major milestones. Use proposed BuWeps
Instruction, subject "Reliability and
Maintainability, Instructions Concerning",
for general guidance and wording for the

The reliability/maintainability pro- appropriate major development phases. Fill
grams and specific activities which in details peculiar to specific programs.
are planned and scheduled should be covered Specifi c reliability /maintainability activities
in this section of the TDP. A recommended which will be required for each major sub-
outline for the reliability and maintainability system development should be listed. The
plan is shown in Figure 4-3. Outline the activities given in WS-3250 - BuWeps "Gen-
reliability program plan for the period eral Reliability Specification"-may be used
covered by the TDP as related to the overall as a guide or check list.

A. Technical Requirements
(1) Nominal (design goal) requirements for reliability, availability, and maintainability.
(2) Minimum acceptable requirements and acceptance test conditions.

3) Definition of failure, environmental factors. use conditions, and time bases applicable to (1)
and (2).

(4) Engineering mnd statistical criteria otr acceptance teat design.
(5) Feasibility estimate and special design considerations, for achievement of (1) and (2).

8. Program Plan

(1) Applicable documents mnd specific basis for the progrm plan.
(2) Organization. management. mnd monitoring plan foe **dependability" control by the Project Team.
(3) Reliability and maintainability analyses and design review schedule.
(4) Reliability specification review schedule.
(5) Review of part* qualification status.

C. Reliability ond Naintonabii4ry Stataa Summary to Date
(1) Program states and progress summary.
(2) Summary of prediction analyses and development test results.

(3) Results of requirements review, reallocation, mnd tradeoff studies.
(4) Definition of the tea most critical problem areas and action requirements.

(5) Reassessment of reliability end maintainability growth potential aad pogra realism.

D. Future Plans and Actionj

(1) Cortection of propram deficiencies.
(2) Resolution of technical incompatibilities.

E. ScAedule of Major Milestones and Moitoring Points

Figure 4.3. Suggested Format for on Integrated Reliability and

Maintainability Assurance Plan for Section 10 of TDP
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NAYWEPS 00-65-502 4.2-3

Establish Reliability and accomplishment of the specific events repre-
[ I Maintainability Schedule of sented by each milestone should be indi-

STEP 6 - Major Milestones and Program cated and tentative dates for accomplishment
Review Points should be established. The checklist repre-

sents a minimum of points deemed neces-
A checklist of the major milestones to sary for controlled growth of reliability and

be included under Item E of Figure 4-3 is maintainability in development. Others
shown in Figure 4-4. Responsibility for should be added as required.

MILESTONES DATE RESPONSIBILITY

(1) Technical requirements and peogrm plan documented in TDP.

(2) Requirement. documented in RIP.
(3) Requirement* sad acceptance test criteria included in preliminary

detail specifications.

(4) Technical peoposal evaluated; proposed coetractor program reviewed.

(5) Requirements Ond acceptance tests spelled out in definitive contract.
(6) Detailed contractor program plan reviewed, modifled. and approved.

(7) Detailed techitical monitoraig plan developed asd implemented by
reapoaib Is office.

(8) Critical points of coatuactor activity schedule incorporated into TDP
mwiestme sc&edule.

(9) Preliminary reliability and .aissltaability analysis. allocation, and
feasibility study completed by coetmactor.

(10) Specification* reviewed and updated on basis of (9).

(I I) Formal desipg review procedetes documented and scheduled.

(12) Flirt desip review; reliability atrue* analysis and maintaiasbility
aneeenment evaluated.

(13) Reliability and malnta"nability requiremets documented in Sub-
coatrectoe apec 11 cation.

(14) Contractor fallure reporting and analysia -feedback loop" Imple-
maoted.

(15) Integrated test plan formstlixed for reliability and malatalnability
evaluatioa. control, and acceptance.

(16) Critical problem areas defined and reported; corrective action saates
recommended.

(17) Reliability evaluatioe tests conducted.

(18) Maintainability evaluation tests conducted.

(19) Dependability sonosmot. bnned on teat data from (17) end (Il).

(20) Dependability ecceptance tents of prototype models begun.

(20) Prototype accept/rejoct decision reached on basin of (20).

(22) Plane rovieed and forualized for production.

(23) Dependability requirements and acceptance teot defined in produc-
tion specifications.

Figure 4-4. Checklist of Major Reliability and Maintainability Milestones
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4.2.3 NAVWEPS 00-65-502

Describe a Maintenance Verify the Development Cost
Philosophy for the STEP9 and Time (Sections 5 and 6

STEP 7 Supportability Plan and the of the TDP)
Personnel and Training Plan

Estimate the development cost by the
"* Echelons or levels of maintenance, method given in Chapter 9. Use these esti-

including maintenance tasks and skills mates to verify the time allotted in the
required for each level, schedule, and the funds budgeted for the

development phase of the program. In the
absence of other inputs, these estimates

"* Planned use of built-in maintenance aids, may be used in the management and financial
such as self-test features, malfunction plans of the TDP (Sections 5 and 6, respec-
indicators, specialized or standard test tively).
equipment, etc.

"* Planned use of job aids such as trouble- Describe the Test and
shooting logic charts, system technical iSTEP 10 - Evaluation Plan
Manuals, audio-visual presentation of - (Section 12 of TDP)
maintenance tasks, etc.

"Other design features which may affect Outline the planned reliability

maintainability test and evaluation program
spare parts and repairs such as use of and schedule (related to the overall test and
standard circuits from specific handbooks, evaluation schedules). State which tests
disposable modules, etc. are acceptance and which are evaluation in

nature. Indicate tl'e desired degree of
assurance (confidence) in the test results.* Unique knowledge of skills required by

the system.
Prepare detailed description of

reliability and maintainability measurements
tests, demonstration tests, and acceptance
tests. Define accept'reject criteria, test

Describe the design parameters, and decision alternatives
STEP - Reliability 'Maintainability in the event of a reject.

Monitoring Plan

(1) Indicate here the plans for tests,
Identify by BuWeps code personnel investigations appraisals, and eval-

who are designated the responsibility for uations, including assignment of
monitoring reliability/maintainability pro- responsibility for who does what,
gress. Describe briefly methods and fre- when, and where. Show the objectives
quency of monitoring (i.e., monitoring teams, or goals of the technical evaluation on
independent assessments, review of pro- which acceptance or rejection will be
gress, test results, contractor reports, etc.). based. Indicate any unique facilities,
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HAVWEPS 00-65-502 4-2-3 to 4-3-1

equipment, or personnel capabilities Describe Personnel and
which may be required. FiSTEP - Training Requirements

(Section 13 of TDP)
(2) Indicate here the recommended tests

and evaluations which should be con- Describe levels of personnel training
ducted in order to determine operational and qualifications of operator/maintenance
suitability under service operating personnel for which the system must be
conditions. Indicate anticipated designed; and, conversely, describe special
requirements for Fleet services. Per- training requirements (including schedules,
formance, reliability, maintainability, programs, equipment, facilities) required for
operability, and supportability must full exploitation of "inherent" reliability
be verified in the operational environ- and "intrinsic" availability planned as
ment. features of the proposed system.

4-3 DOCUMENTATION

OF RELIABILITY AND MAINTAINABILITY REQUIREMENTS

IN PROCUREMENT DOCUMENTS AND SPECIFICATIONS

4-3-1. Generol
Manual M200A further sets forth the

following general policies relative to the
The specification is .preparation of specifications:

"a document intended primarily for
use in procurement, which clearly and "Specifications s ho u I d establish
accurately describes the essential and requirements, insofar as is practi-
technical requirements for items, cable, in terms of performance ....
materials or services including the however, in order to control those
procedures by which it will be deter- features of design which pertain to
mined that the requirements have interchangeability, compatibility, reli-
been met". ability, it is necessary, in most

instances, for specifications used by
-Defense Standardization the Government to include design

Manual M200A requirements which achieve these
essential controls."
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4-3.1 NAYWEPS 00-65-502

While the specification is often at the time of a contract award. Here, an

referred to as the "communication media" "objective" design specification is pre-
between buyer and seller, it cannot in itself pared. One of the contractual tasks can
assure the buyer that the seller has been then require an evaluation of specification
communicated with, except by a contractual realism - to determine the feasibility of the
stipulation of its applicability as the accept- objective requirement. In this case, the
ance specification. Accordingly, the specification is adjusted for realism, con-
implementation of a specification ideally sistent with the proposed design approach,
begins with the initial RFP, in order to before design is permitted to proceed.
assure that prospective contractors are
fully aware of the detailed quatitative Reliability specification requirements
requirements of the procurement and the consist of three distinct but related areas
quality assurance criteria by which its of coverage:
acceptability is to be measured. To be
responsive to the RFP, then, the prospective 1. Detailed quantitative requirements.
contractor must present his proposed tech- 2. General program requirements.
nical and management approach toward the 3. Quality assurance provisions.
fulfillment of requirements as defined by the
specification. The contract which is nego-
tiated on the basis of the successful
proposal can then make both the specifi-
cation and t he proposal contractually These three areas may be included in the

binding. This is the ideal implementation overall design specification for a product

cycle. (Method A) or covered under a separate
reliability specification (Method B).

Frequently, however, the equipment to
be developed is one whose concept origi-
nates with the industry, resulting in a design Method A - Integrated Specifications:
proposal before the design specification has Reliability as a design parameter

been developed. In these instances, the is logically specified in Section 3

project engineer may require the submission of the design specification (both

of a pro psed design specification in M200A detailed and general coverage)

format, f11for review and revision as required and the quality assurance prov-

to meet the needs of the equipment class. sions integrated into the overall

Now, as before, the specification should provisions of Section 4.

become contractually binding as the legal
description of the product to be developed.

In other cases, the very nature of the Method B - Separate Specifications:

procurement may indicate the impracti- This alternative, although

cability of a firm specification requirement commonly used today, is recom-
mended only when clarity and
simplicity can be greatly

enhanced. A reliability specifi-
V Bureau of Naval Weapons Specification XAV-100 cation must follow approved

provides a recommended format to guide the
Pearation of development specifications for specification format, consisting
Avfonics equipment. of the following:
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NAVWEPS 00-65-502 4.3.1 to 4-3-2

1. Scope [ Describe System Operational
2. Applicable Documents STEP 3- Requirements (Section 3)
3. Requirements
4. Quality Assurance Provisions Reliability and maintainability are
5. Preparation for Delivery system characteristics in the same sense
6. Notes that speed, range, and maneuverability are

system characteristics. To be placed in
proper perspective, however, other opera-

4-3-2. Procedural Steps tional requirements must be described to
insure full understanding of the R&M require-

Whether Method A or B is used, certain ment. Include the information outlined in
basic information must be included in each Figure 4-1 for a full definition of system
section. In either case, an equipment or requirements.
system description should ultimately include
the information itemized under the following The dividing line between a satis-
steps. While the procedural steps relate to factory and unsatisfactory system is seldom
specific sections of M200A specification clearly defined in present-day system speci-
format, they are equally applicable to design fications; yet this is a necessity for a
documentation in requests for proposals complete quantitative reliability statement.
(RFP's) and contract task statements. Current practice in design and development

specifications is to specify "design goals"

Define Scope and Purpose of while nevertheless being willing to accept
STEP I- the Specification (Section 1) somewhat less. The inclusion of a quanti-

tative reliability requirement thus requires
Present a clear, concise abstract of at the outset that the "somewhat less" be

the total coverage embraced by the speci- explicitly defined.
fication, with a short but comprehensive
description of the item to be developed,
the system with which it is to work, and the EXAMPLE: Present radar design
functional role to be performed. Define the specification calls for the system to
specific objectives of the specification - "detect I sq. meter targets at 300,000
to establish requirements for reliability and yards." Inclusion of a quantitative
maintainability and to prescribe acceptance requirement necessitated the following
test requirements by which compliance is to change: "The design objective shall
be assured. be to detect 1 sq. meter targets at

300,000 yards. The system shall be
1 1 Specify Other Applicable considered unacceptable if I sq. meter
STE --Documents (Section 2) targets are not detected to at least

176,000 yards and marginal out to

Reference only those specifications 225,000 yards."
and documents that are referenced in the
body of the specification. (Additional
references not directly pertinent tend to The preferred method is to include
cloud the basic specification requirements.) both design objectives and minimum accept-
Documents referenced must be available in able values as a lower tolerance limit on
approved form at time of specification issue. the performance parameter.
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- Describe "Use" Conditions (Section 3)

Establish in standard terminology the conditions under which the item must provide the
above performance. "Use" conditions refer to all known use conditions under which the
specified reliability is to be obtained, including the following:

Temperature Pressure Weather (wind, rain, snow)
Humidity Penetration/Abrasion Sea State
Shock Ambient Light Operator Skills
Vibration Mounting Position

and other conditions covered in MIL-STD-210A, "Climatic Extremes for Military Equipment".

The "Use" conditions are presented in two ways:

Narrative:
Brief description of the anticipated operational conditions under which the system
will be used.

EXAMPLE:
(1) The MK 000 Computer will be installed in temperature-controlled spaces

aboard ships of the DD and DLG classes.

(2) The TOY missile must be capable of withstanding exposed shipboard
environments encountered while suspended from the launcher arm for
periods up to two hours. This includes possible ice-loading conditions
in subzero weather.

Specific:
Itemized list of known or anticipated ranges of environments and conditions.
When changes of environment are expected throughout an operating period, as in
an aircraft flight, an environmental profile should be included.

EXAMPLE:
(1) MK 000 Computer shall operate as specified under the following environ-

ments, either singly or combined:

Vibration: 10-25 cps at 2.5g
Ship Motion:

Roll: 470
Pitch: 100

Yaw: 200
Temperature: 650F. to 800F.
Humidity: to 95%
Input Power: Nominal 440 cps at 110 v. ± 20%
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NAVWEPS 00-65-502 4-3-2

(2) The AN/ARC-000 shall meet its performance requirements when subjected
to the mission temperature profile, as illustrated in Figure 4-5.

TEMPERATURE, 0C

60C

II I I

ti tI t3 tA

TIME

Figure 4-5. Temperature Profile

MIL-STD-210A provides compri-bensive, worldwide environmental coverage. Many
individual specifications for specific categories of systems provide environeniental classifi-
cations which may be referenced providing the standard environments adequatelyi cover the
specific system's planned "use" conditions. The practice of stating extreme environmental
ranges for system-, which will be used under controlled or limited conditions leads to undue
costs, both in development and production.

EXAMPLE: A general purpose digital computer for shipboard fire control systems
will be installed in air-conditioned ship's spaces (659F. to 800F.). With planned
forced air cooling, the system can be compactly built. Cabinets, doors, and drawers
do not need insulation or weatherproofing. The specification of temperature
requirements of -55cC. to +55CC. would increase the size and weight. The cabinet
would require insulation and an elaborate temperature control system installed to provide
both heat and cooling; or major circuit development would be required to render the
device insensitive to temperature changes - both approaches are unwarranted.
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4.3-2 NAVWEPS 00.65-502

STEP 5 Define the Time Measure either in terms of duty cycles or profile
or Mission Profile charts.

Time is vital to the quantitative
description of reliability. It is the indepen- EXAMPLE: The mission reliability
dent variable in the reliability function. The for the "x" missile fire control
system usage, from a time standpoint, in system shall be at least .9 for a 6-hour
large measure determines the form of the mission having the typical operational
reliability expression of which time is an sequence illustrated in Figure 4-6.
integral part. The types of mission times
commonly encountered are given in
Figure 4-8. For those cases where a system
is not designed for continuous operation, From the example it can be seen that a large
total anticipated time profile or time portion of the time was standby-time rather
sequences of operation should be defined than full-power-on-time.

8X

.9 R

0 1 2 3 4 5 6

TOTAL TIME IN HOURS

Figure 46. Typical Operational Sequence for Airborne Fire Control System
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Specify Reliability Design component reliability. The level of
SSTEP6I - Objectives and Requirements complexity at which redundancy is

(Section 3). needed to achieve the overall reli-
ability requirement should be

The intent of this subparagraph is to indicated, and whether standby or
int out the specific functions in which active redundancy is contemplated.
liability improvement is sought. It is

luggested that both the specific functions
to be improved and the nature of the improve-
ment be described in enough detail that Special parts, components, or items of
prospective designers will have advantage GFE on which the system concept isof te ealie feaibilty nalyisbased, together with the estimated
of the earlier feasibility analysis. reliability and references to supporting

data that justify the specification of
such particulars.

EXAMPLE: "A 10-to-I improvement
in servo amplifier module reliability
is sought as a design objective. 0 Special packaging, modular con-
Specifically, it shall be the objective struction, or potting methods required
to reduce tolerance and instability to conform to maintenance and
failures, as defined in the description logistics plans.
of performance characteristics else-
where in this specification, by the
application of inverse feedback at the
circuit and servo loop level, and to coaticular m n te an c oeeatreduce the catastrophic failure rate contemplated by the system concept

redue th caastrphicfaiure atefor the achievement of the specified
by the application of redundancy to fechive mentiofeth speethose critical elements in which effectiveness requirement. These
fthser dertical elemens inewectua cwould include design features for
further derating is ineffectual." scheduled or continuous performance

monitoring, failure indication, and
failure sense-switch devices, andWhen the need for unconventional or should prescribe the system levels at

unique design approaches can be determinedshudpecieteytmlvlsa
in the predesign phase, they should be which these features were considered
dtesribedein sufficienthtail toy ad the to be applied in the conceptual deter-described in sufficient detail to aid the ruination of maintainability feasibility.
designer who must ultimately adopt these
or equivalent concepts to overcome the
indicated limitations of conventional design.
Such specific design requirements would Specify the Quantitative
include: SReliability Requirements

(Section 3).

Specify the value of inherent reliability
* Redundancy planned in the system on which the success of the conceptual

concept as a means of overcoming system is based. This should be quantita-
anticipated limitations of part and tively defined at one or more points to
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4-3-2 NAVWEPS 00-65-502

establish the desired reliability and main- reliability distribution is not too
tainability characteristics, critical, or where the planned

mission lengths are always short
Figure 4-7 illustrates four basic ways relative to the specified mean life.

in which a reliability requirement can be Although this definition is ade-
defined: quate for specifying life, it gives

no positive assurance of a speci-
(1) As a "mean life" or mean-time- fied level of reliability in early

between-failure, MTBF. This defi- life, except as the assumption of
nition is useful for long-life an exponential distribution can be
systems in which the form of the proven to be valid.

4

00 ti.,, TIME

FMEAN UFRAOR
MEANO -TM>WW1

FAILURS MTB

Figure 4-7. Four Definitions of Reliability
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(2) As a probability of survival for a The reliability requirement for this
specified period of time, t. This system could be expressed as:
definition is useful for defining
reliability when a high reliability "The reliability of the system
is required during the mission shall be at least:
period, but mean-time-to-failure
beyond the mission period is of
little tactical consequence except
as it influences availability. Case I - High power search -

28 hours MTBF

Case I1 - Low power search -
40 hours MTBF

(3) As a probability of success,

independent of time. This def- Case III -Track -

inition is useful for specifying .98 probability of
the reliability of one-shot devices satisfactory perform-
and those which are cyclic, such ance for iz hour"
as the flight reliability of
missiles, the launch reliability of
launchers, the detonation reli-
ability of warheads, etc. The definition of satisfactory

performance must include limits for
each case. This can be conveniently
tabulated for inclusion in the specifi-

(4) As a "failure rate" over a cation. A portion of the Satisfactory
specified period of time. This Performance Table for the radar
definition is useful for specifying is shown in Figure 4-9.
the reliability of parts, compo-
nents, and modules whose mean
lives are too long to be meaning-
ful, or whose reliability for the
time period of interest approaches Define the Specified
unity. Reliability Requirement

u in Terms of Nominal or
Minimum Values (Section 3)

The reliability requirement may be
Figure 4-8 summarizes appropriate specified in either of two ways:

methods of stating the reliability require-
ments for various functions, usage, and * As a NOMINAL value with which
maintenance conditions. the Fleet would be satisfied, on

the average; or
EXAMPLE: A complex radar has both
search and track functions. It is also 0 As a MINIMUM value below which
possible to operate the search function the Fleet would find the system
in both a low and high power mode. totally unacceptable.
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4-3-2 NAVWEPS 00-65-502

CONDITIONS

OF .

USE
LEVEL ~-

OOF Z

COMPLE0 0 CC

(Larger than 500 AEG's) c)PS

SubSystems R) R(t) P(S)
Suipmems or or or or

(Less than 500 AEG's) MTBF MTBF A P(F)

Modules
Components P(F)
Parts
(10 AEG's or less)

Code:
R(t) - Reliability for specified mission, or period of time, t.
MTBF - Mean-time-between-failures. or mean life.
P(S) - Probability of success.
P(F) - Probability of failure.

a Failure rate.

Figs.e 4-8. Methods of Specifying Reliability According to
Levels of Complexity and Conditions of Use
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System Performance Limits

Characteristic Units Case I Case 2 Case 3

Range Yards 300,000 120,000 120,000

Resolution - Range Yards ±50 i-50 ±10

- Velocity Ft. /Sec. -100 ±100 ±25

Figure 4-9. Satisfactory Performance Limits

Whichever value is chosen as the specified for a reliability acceptance test. This
requirement, the following rules should be relationship is discussed in considerable
applied: detail in Chapter 7 on acceptance test

design.

When a nominal vaue is !;pecified
as a requirement, always specify As an illustration of the first method
a minimum value which the system consider points A and B3 . The specification
must exceed. requirement may be stated as follows:

* When a minimum value alone is
used to specify the requirement, "MTP."7 requirement. The nominal and
always insure that it is clearly minimutm MTBF requirements for System
defined as minimum. X shall be met when tested in accordance

with Section 4 of this specification.
Of the two methods, the first is by far

the best, since it automatically establishes "Nominal MTBF. The nominal MTBF shall
the design goal ator above a known nominal, be 300 operate hours.

Figure 4-10 shows the relationship "'inimun MTBF. The minimum MTBF shall
between "minimum" and "nominal" values be at least 100 operate hours demon-
of specified mean life, as they would appear strated at the 90% level of statistical
on the operating characteristic (OC) curve confidence."
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P(A) PROBASIUTY NOMINAL REQUIREMENTS
OF ACCEPTANCE B3 B4

1.0

.9I

MEAN LFE IN HOURS

Figure 4-10. Relationship of "Nominal" Reliability Requirement to "Minimum" Acceptable
Shown on Operating Characteristic (OC) Curves for Reliability Acceptance Tests

STE9 Specify the Maintainability ability of long-life systems.
Requirement (Section 3)

(2) As a probability, 'y "', of resto-
ration within a specified period of
maintenance time, tr. This defi-

Figure 4-11 illustrates a typical nition is useful for systems to be
maintainability function, with two basic designed for high maintainability,
methods for defining the maintainability employing reliability-with-repair
requirement: or module maintenance concepts.

(1) As a mean-time-to-restore require-
ment. This definition does not The following are examples of
control the distribution of mainte- paragraphs that might be included in a
nance task times. The definition design specification to cover the avail-
is useful for specifying maintain- ability (maintainability) requirement:
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Effectiveness considerations, by the contractor and shall be
The equipment shall be planned, subject to procuring activity
de- drned, analyzed, and reported approval.
as outlined in the following sub-
paragraphs: Availability requirement.

Effectiveness requirement. The availability, or "operational
The effectiveness requirement, readiness" goal, expressed as a
when determined by the product of percentage of the number of times
the service use reliability and the (at the start of a mission) that
availability goals specified in the equipment operation is success-
following subparagraphs, shall be fully initiated, divided by the
at least 99%. Trade-off. adjust- number of times equipment oper-
ments between the reliability and ation is demanded, shall be at least
availability goals may be initiated 99.58%.

P(t)
1.0

PROBABILITY OF

RESTORATION

WITHIN TIME tr I

I I

0 t, TMJA

MEAN-TIME-TO-RESTORE

r

Figure 4-11. Two Definitions of Maintainability
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Maintainability requirement. Development program plans, specifi-
The maintainability goal expressed cations, requests for proposals, and contrac-
as a mean-time-to-restore shall be tual documents should therefore define the
not greater than 1.7 hours when specific program activities and assurance
determined by procedures approved provisions by which success of the system
by the procuring activity, development program is to be monitored,

guided, and assured. Planned requirements
for the following principal program activities
should be defined:

Define (1) Test and Evaluation:
STEP1 - Reliability/Maintainability Development and demonstration

Assurance Program test program plan; prototype eval-
Requirements (Section 3) uation and preproduction accept-

ance test plan (acceptance
It is the general policy of the Bureau criteri an sampling s

to describe the characteristics of the system criteria and sampling risks);o service evaluation.
it proposes to develop in sufficient detail
that when the end product satisfies the
requirements of the description the develop-
ment program will have fulfilled the purpose (2) Reliability and Maintainability
for which it was implemented. Responsibility Analysis:
for satisfying the requirements of the system Prediction and apportionment
description must rest with the development studies; design review and stress
contractor, although the Bureau will provide analysis; maintenance task and
management and engineering guidance for skill analysis; failure mode and
support of the contractor's program toward consequence analysis; tolerance
fulfillment of the system requirement. and interaction regression

analysis; maintenance task time
and motion studies; reliability-
with-repair and redundancy

The Bureau does not propose to studies.
dictate the specific methods by which the
contractor is to achieve specified require-
ments, but does intend to evaluate the con- (3) Reliability and Failure Reporting:
tractor's "output" from several important Failure analysis; corrective action
reliability/maintainability assurance program a ignme an d follow-up.
monitoring points, to assess development assignment and follow-up.
status and progress with respect to "mile-
stone" goals. Thus both the Bureau and the
contractor can forecast impending trouble (4) Quality Assurance:
and take preventive action long before the Vendor and subcontractor
panic stage. The outcome of the develop- selection and control; parts and
ment program can thus be guided, controlled, materials specification, qualifi-
and predicted long before hardware is deliv- cations, and acceptance testing;
ered to the Fleet. process controls.
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(5) Reliability/Maintainability Specify the Quality
Monitoring: I STEP 11 Assurance Provisions
Monitoring program plan and (Section 4)
schedule of monitoring points;
tentative assignment of "mile- The specification must now set forth
stone" goals; schedule of planned the methods by which product accept-
requirements and trade-off ability will be determined. This step
reviews, involves many detailed determinations of

approach and methods which are based not
only upon technical considerations but also
upon considerations of cost and time. A

(6) Documentation: partial list of the items which must be deter-
Reporting requirements for mined prior to establishment of quality
contractor program plans, proce- assurance provisions follows:
dures, specifications, design
proposals, fail ure analyses; (a) A complete description of the
schedule of planned review of TDP item or items to be accepted under
and specification documentation. the test requirements.

(b) The test conditions to be applied,
including operational and environ-
mental duty cycles (acceleration
factors permissible, if known).

Cautionary Notes (c) Number of items to be tested.

" Do not expect a reliability (d) Estimated test duration.
assurance program to provide
unlimited reliability. On the con- (e) Success and failure criteria.
trary, expect the program to
provide realistic appraisals of (f Accept/reject criteria of the test
progress, status, and potential of plan.
the overall program.

(g) Consumer's risk (a measure of the
" Avoid specifying, as part of the adequacy of the test plan in dis-

reliability ass u rance program, criminating between acceptable
organizational or internal (con- and unacceptable products).
tractor) responsibilities which
would limit or constrain the con- In complex system development
tractor's individual approach. programs where it is not feasible to perform

a complete systems acceptance test,
" Reliability analyses or assess- individual acceptance tests for various sub-

ments are primarily design guides levels may be specified, together with
and monitoring techniques and methods to be employed for synthesis of
should not be used as acceptance reliability at the system level. Detailed
criteria or in lieu of acceptance test design procedures presented in Chapter
testing. 7 of this handbook will assist the project
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engineer in the selection of the most appro- the statement of work on which
priate test method and the most suitable the bid is to be based.
test design within the selected method.
Step 11 therefore suggests the use of
Chapter 7 in the development of specific (3) Review design proposals, using
quality assurance measures. the TDP and the design specifi-

cation as a check list to evaluate
the responsiveness of proposals
to the initiating RFP.

ISTEPI12 -Follow Through (4) Evaluate bidder's understanding

Even though the reliability and and demonstrated capability to

maintainability requirements for the implement and successfully

proposed new development program have execute the program on which he

been determined, defined, and documented is bidding.

in the Technical Development Plan, there
remains the task of effective implementation (5) Reference the design and program
of the planning document as a binding con- specifications as applicable docu-
tractual requirement on those in whose hands ments in the con tra c t which
the destiny of the entire program will ulti- results from (4) above.
mately rest. The sequence of events leading
to successful implementation is straightfor- (6) Critically read, analyze, and
ward: evaluate program planning and

status reports as part of the(1) Integrate the requirements defined planned monitoring program.

in the Technical Development

Plan into the detailed design and
development program specifi- (7) Evaluate program effectiveness
cations for the proposed system. by comparing measured progress

in achievement of technical goals,
(2) Reference these specifications in with planned progress established

requests for proposals, empha- as milestone goals. Do not eval-
sizing their importance by inte- uate on the basis of report volume
grating principal requirements in alone.
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CHAPTER 5

RELIABILITY DESIGN AND
DESIGN ASSESSMENT

5-1 INTRODUCTION

5-1-1. Principles of "Estimation" ematical "modeling" techniques had not yet
been developed for expressing the reliability

The "design phase" is defined as the characteristics of different design con-
period immediately following the award of a figurations and the failure characteristics of
development contract. In this phase of the parts used in these designs were still largely
equipment life cycle, a design is formulated unknown.
to meet the quantitative requirements stated
in the design specification. The contractor
is required by specification and committed 5-1-2. Basis for Standardization
by contract to demonstrate that these require-
ments are being met, or will be met in the MIL-STD-756A and MIL-HDBK-217 rep-
course of the contract period. The only resent the culmination of several years of
known way to demonstrate that a particular effort by the three services to overcome this
design approach will satisfy a specified re- lack of knowledge. These documents now
quirement while the design is still in the provide standard mathematical modeling pro-
formative "blueprint" stage is by estimation - cedures and standard failure data to use with
estimation of expected results on the basis the procedures, supplying guidance which will
of past experience with other designs. permit two or more estimators to come up with

the same realistic prediction for the same de-
sign - an obviously important requirement if

Designers have always been able to prediction procedures are to be used initially
estimate or "predict" quantitative per- for evaluation of competitive designs and
formance characteristics of their designs are to be used thereafter for "measuring"
with good accuracy, because the operational design progress toward established goals.
equations they used for predicting performance
were the very ones used for deriving the 5-1-3. Applicability of Estimating Procedures
design in the first place. Until recently,
however, it was not feasible to predict The procedures described in this
accurately the quantitative reliability charac- section follow those prescribed by
teristics of a new design, because math- MIL-STD-756A, and demonstrate the use of
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data presented in MIL-HDBK-217. The pro- e As a design review tool by contractor man-
cedures are useful in the following appli- agement, for the evaluation of design ade-
cations: quacy to meet the reliability requirement,

and to point up potential reliability prob-
"* As a planning tool for the initial estab- lem areas for design correction.

lishment of reliability requirements.
e As a monitoring tool for the assessment of

"* As a design tool to guide the contractor's development program progress toward es-
designer in the choice of parts and circuit tablished goals, to predict and circumvent
configurations to meet the specified reli- oncoming problems before the hardware
ability requirement. stage.

5-2 STEP-BY-STEP PROCEDURE

5-2-1. Basic Considerations 5-2-2. Specific Procedural Steps
______ Define the System or

Design reliability assessments can be STE i hEquipment. e

divided into two phases:

Develop functional block diagrams for
" The conceptual or design proposal phase - the complete system to the depth that design

in which a prediction is based on the information is firm. Define:
design "concept" as reflected in develop-
ment specifications and early design docu- * Boundary conditions - input/output and
mentation. interface characteristics.

"• The design or development phase - in e Environmental and "use" factors.
which predictions are based on the actual
"implemented" design. e Operating modes and functions, mission

profiles, and duty cycles.
In either case the procedure for

estimating design reliability is the same. * Success and failure criteria - performance
Application of the procedure will vary only to tolerances and degradation limits.
the extent of increasing availability of de-
tailed design information as the program ad- e Physical constraints - space, weight, and
vances from phase to phase. configuration.
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As an example, to illustrate this and Performance characteristics will be:
succeeding steps, consider a design proposal Communications:
for an airborne integrated electronic central
(comparable to AN/ASQ-19). The equipment Receiver Transmitter:
is to provide complete communication- Power output:
navigation-identification (CNI) functions for 20W average, 16W minimum
the aircraft in which it is to be installed.

Modulation:

Five functions are to be performed: AM

(1) Communications (COMM) Frequency coverage:

(2) Direction Finding (ADF) 1750 channels, 225 to 400 MC (19

(3) Intercommunication (AIC) preset channels)
(4) TACAN (TACAN) Guard channel (preset):
(5) Identification (1FF) 243 MC

Auxiliary Receiver:

Equipment boundaries for reliability assess- 20 preset channels, 265 to 284.9
ment purposes will be at the following points: MC, including guard channel

Aircraft primary power terminals; Navigation:
Antenna terminals, except ADF; TACAN:
Compass synchro transmitter ter- 126 preset channels in range 962

minals; to 1213 MC
Push-to-talk microphones and head- Bearing accuracy t 0.7 degree

sets (part of flight suit); Range 0 to 196 nautical miles
Cooling air supply output duct; Range accuracy ± 0.1 mile ± .1%
Equipment mounting bases. of distance reading

Physical characteristics will be: ADF:
Receive over range of 225 to 400 MC

Power: Not to exceed 400W average
drain on aircraft primary
supply. Identification:

IFF:
Weight: Not to exceed 200 lbs., with Power output:

individual component less +27 (W3) dbw on 1090 MC
than 50 lbs. Receiver trigger level:

Space: Not to exceed 3.5 cu. ft., -79 dbv on 1030 MC
within specified di- Modes:
mensions. Mark X and SIF
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r • --
_ _ _ _ I I

I I

MOUNTINGS COMM ADF TACAN IFF

I I
I I
I I
I __ - I
I CONTROL

IND [II

PTCONTROL TO ALL UNITS
PILO II

- I IL- - -' - - - - -

COOLING PRIMARY

AIR COMPASS POWER

Figure 5-1. Simplified Block Diagram of Integrated CNI System
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Mission pro•ile will be: sidered redundant so long as the AIC
function is operational.

The complete equipment must be
capable of operating without failure A simplified functional block diagram
throughout a 3-hour mission, with a fulfilling the requirements of the above per-
probability of .9. During this 3-hour formance description is shown in Figure 5-1.
period, the transmitter duty cycle will
be 1/3 (5 minutes on/10 minutes off).
All other equipment must be operational
100% of the time. Failure of any of the Develop the Reliability Block
functions will be classed as an equip- STEP 2 Diagram.
ment failure in the primary mode.
Alternate mode capability shall be pro- Continuing with the CNI example, the
vided for guard channel monitoring, and navigation function will be used to illustrate
for navigation by ADF in event of a design assessment of reliability status.
TACAN failure. Centralized CNI Figure 5-2 is the overall reliability block
controls shall be provided for pilot and diagram with the navigation function high-
radar observer. These can be con- lighted.

10 . . . . . . . . . . . .- I 1FF

iL _J•

~~ - -nN

I L ADFD 
O

NAVIGATION ADF OR
TACAN

L ----------------------- -- AIC

Figure 5-2. Reliability Block Diagram for the Navigation Function (CNI)
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The reliability model for Figure 5-2 Thus,
is derived as follows:

RNAV = HiR 2R 3

1{NAV = R IRA{(I' QADFQTACAN) (I - [1 - [•6[:8(F'4+RS-[:4[•5)][1 R93)

where QADF =(1 - RADF)
is the probability of ADF failure; and SDetermine Parts Population for

t rS - Each Block.

QTACAN = (1 - RTACAN)
is the probability of TACAN failure.

Compile a list of parts, by circuit
symbol, for each of the blocks in the navi-
gation reliability model of Figure 5-2. As an

But RADF = R6 (I-Q 4Q5 )R8  example, consider Block 5, the ADF and
auxiliary receiver.

= R 6 (114+1{-R 45 114)R 8

where Q4 and Q5 are, respectivel), the prob- It is convenient to go one step furtherwhre ir Q4 in block diagramming, if the proposed designabilities of receiver failure, iconfiguration lends itself to further sub-
S(1 - R division. Assume, for example, that it is

4 = 4) proposed to design the receiver using four
replaceable modules for ease of maintenance,

Q= ( - R5) as shown in Figure 5-3.

I I

RF GUARD IF AUDIO
MODULE MODULE MODULE MODULE

I I
I_ _1

Figure 5-3. Reliability Diagram of ADF Receiver
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Within the RF module, the AEG's proposed by the designer are summarized in Figure 5-4.

=-...-

EAEG 2
C., -.

EE 0 -

PARTS T
S.- H

Transistors 1 6
(or Tubes)

Resistors 3 3 3 7 3 4 23

Capacitors:
Fixed 4 6 4 4 3 5 26

Variable 2 2 2 2 1 1 10

Inductors 4 2 2 2 2 1 13

Xtals & Holders 20 20

Switch (Rotary) 2 2

Figure 5-4. Ports Count within the RF Module
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OIXJLE

PART CLASS c

Transistors (or Tubes) 6 5 4 4 19

Resistors:

Fixed 23 22 37 28 110

Variable 4 4

Capacitors:
Fixed 27 35 52 13 127

Variable 10 10

Inductors 13 14 15 3 45

Xtals & Holders 20 2 22

Switch:
Wafer 2

SPDT 6 6

Diodes 3 2 5

Relay DPDT I 1

Figure 5-5. Parts Count for the Receiver

The same tabulation would be extended equipment parts populations in the
to other modules of the receiver, resulting in ADF/TACAN Loop.
a tabulation of parts for the receiver as shown
in Figure 5-5. Determine Appropriate Stress

STEP 4 - Factors and "Base" Failure
The same procedure would be applied Rate for Each Part.

to other equipment and subsystems used in
the performance of the ADF and TACAN As pointed out in MIL-STD-756A, it may
navigation functions, to produce a table of be necessary in early design assessments to
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L1 TO 2ND

'Cl RI r.. ...-. -' -•-
,~~ " I. 

--, U r.q 
-

7 AGC

Figure 5-6. Proposed Circuit Diagram of 1st RF Stage

apply an average derating or stress factor to Detailed procedures used in the stress
each class of parts on the basis of planned analysis are presented here to illustrate the
derating. Later, as design becomes more general method:
definitive, each critical part should ie in-
dividually evaluated for the derating factor
actually applied. In the example shown in [
the schematic of Figure 5-6, the 1st BFf T stor Q
amplifier of a proposed ADF receiver RIF
module will be analyzed by an average stress 0 Determine Circuit Operating Conditions
level applied to all parts classes except for Transistor Application, Q1.
critical parts which carry heavy currents or
dissipate a relatively large amount of power Silicon Transistor Type 2NXXXX:
with respect to ratings - e.g., tubes, tran-
sistors, relays, and motors. Ambient Temperature = 75°C

Average 1 = 5mA
MIL-HDBK-217 will be used ,- deter- Average ýYc = 9V

mine failure rates under the stress conditions Power Dissipation = .005 x 9anticipated in each application. The example - .045 watts

chosen to illustrate the procedure assumes Specification Ratings:
design using either transistors or tubes as Rated Dissipation = 150 mW
active elements. Micromodules are discussed Derating Interval = 250C to
separately in another subsection. 150oC
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O Determine Normalized Temperature ( Determine Normalized Stress Ratio.
Ratio from the Following Equation

T = Tactuai " Trated Applied Dissipation _ 45
n - Tmax - Trated Rated Dissipation 150

75-25 - 50 4 Entering the chart shown in Fitre 5-8
-1507- 125 - (Figure 14B of MIL-HDBK-217)at a nor-

malized temperature, T. = .4, proceed
The normalized temperature ratio repre- to the stress/failure rate curve marked
sents that proportion of maximum rated .3, corresponding to the wattage ratio.
dissipation used by the excess of the The estimated average catastrophic
particular ambient temperature over the failure rate for transistors in an appli-
temperature at which derating starts. cation of Q1 severity is indicated as
Thisrelationshipis shown in Figure 5-7. .52 x 10-6 failures per hour.

NO.oF/E TEMPERATURE Tn

1.0

S .6

01
250 750 1500

TRAI"M TACTUAL TMA•X

TEMPERATURE DEWATING 14TERVAL

Figure 5-7. Dissipation Derating Curve as a Function of Part
Ambient Temperature, for Transistor Q1
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WATTAGE RATIO OPERATING

1.0 .9 .8/. .6 .5 .4 RATED

.- -1.0

.9
.08- - -_ .8 0

~.06 .

- -1

" /

.3.

.02 --. 2

I
I
I

.01- - .1
0 .1 .2 .3 .• .5 .6 .7 .8 .9 1.0

NORMALZED TEMPERATURE

Figure 5.8. Transistor Failure Rates
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Ei crnTubs ]Stress Derating Factor - 2.=4 .72Elecron ubes.3

SDetermine Circuit Operating Conditions Heater Voltage Derating:
for the Tube as Shown in Figure 5-9.

Circuit Ef : 6.3
Total Dissipation Derating: Rated Ef = 6.3

Heater Derating Factor kf = 1.0
Plate Dissipation = 8 mA x 130V = 1.04 watts
Screen " = 2mAxl3OV= .26watts
Heater " = 175 mAx 6.3 V = 1.10 watts Temperature Derating:

Total Dissipation 2.40 watts Estimated Bulb Temp. = 165°C.
Rated Bulb Temp. = 165CC.

Rated Dissipation (MIL-E-1B) 3.3 watts Temperature Derating kt = 1.0

CURRENT,

mA
PLATE TRANSFER

Ts- 165oC L• 130V CHARACTERISTICS

(ESTIMATED) R2 •7 Ibb

C,. . 10

-1 ~~~~ ---V1 k

2 2 . . - " I \ 2

0
AVC -1.7 0

Ec IN VOLTS

FROM PROPOSED DESIGN FROM, MIL-HDBK-2 1
OF FIGURE 5-6

Figure 5-9. Modifications Necessary for Electron Tube AEG's

"1/ "Techniques for Application of Electron Tubes in
Military Equipment", Government Printing Office.
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Determine Base Failure Rate. justment factor for a dissipation ratio of .72
and a temperature ratio of 1.0 (at 1650C).

From Table IV, MIL-HDBK-217, The dissipation adjustment factor, kd= .82.

Receiving type Pentodes:
"Base" Failure Rate, B = 0.3% per 1000

hours
= 3.0x10-6 failures/ (4) Compute Adjusted Base Failure Rate

hour ( for the Particular Application.

O Determine Adjustment Factors. AB ktkfkdB = (1.0)(1.0)(.82)(3.0 x 10-6)

From Figure 813 of MIL-HDBK-217, as shown = 2.46 x 10-6 failures per hour
in Figure 5-10, determine the failure rate ad- for Tube V-1

1.4__1.0 .9
1.4-

.8

1.2 .7
.6

.51.0 .1
.0 d .82

.4
I

60 80 100 120 140 160 180 200 0C

BULB TEMPERATURE

Figure 5-10. Temperature Derating Curves for Electron Tubes
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o Csipation rating from the stress analysis,

Resistors, Capacitors, and using Ohms Law: P = E2 /R. Part
Other "Passive" Parts ambient temperature is estimated to be

800C. Base failure rate from the chart
is then .01% per 1000 hours, or.1 x10"6'
failures per hour, for each resistor, on

The - je procedure is illustrated now the average. Total catastrophic failure
fortheresistorpopulation in the circuit, rate of resistors in the circuit is then
using Figure 20B of MIL-HDBK-217 3 x.1 x 10-6 = .3 x 10-6 failures per
shown in Figure 5-11. Resistors are hour. Other passive parts in the circuit
found to be operating at 50% of dis- would be treated similarly.

.04

o .02
0 b

~ 008

.006

.004

~ 002

.001 z ~ ___

0 20 40 60 80 100 120 140"C

Figure 5-11. Temperature/Wattage Derating of Resistors
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STEP 5 - Computation of Module or Unit the designer proposes the use of subminiature
Failure Rate. electron tubes, the predicted failure rate for

the 1st RF stage is 3.66 x 10.6 failures per
Figure 5-12 summarizes the stress and hour.

failure-rate analysis just conducted for the
1st RF amplifier stage. For the transistorized The same procedure would now be
version, a predicted base failure rate of applied to all other AEG's within each module
1.66 x 10-6 failures per hour is shown. If to yield an estimated module failure rate.

Total Use
Dissipation Stress Temp. C FRx Page

Part Factor Temp. 10"6 F.R. Reference
- - ctual/ Stress Per No. Per MIL-

Rated Actual Rated Rated Actual Factor Part Parts Class HDBK 217

Transistor Q l50mW 45 .3 150 75 .4 .52 1 .52 49
(or TubeV-) (3.3W) (2.4W) (.7) (165) (165 est) (1.0) (2.46) (1) (2.46) (15)

Resistors:
MIL-R-11C .5 80 .1 3 .3 79

avg.

Capacitors
F ixed: 4 .24
MIL-C-513 Voltage .5 80 .06 (5) . 109

Variable:
J1AN-C-92A 80 .1 2 .2 183

Inductors:
MIL-C-15305A
(Class C,.r.de..2) . .. . . . . ... 80 .1 4 .4 133

------------------------------ ------------LA L L 4 . 13
TRANSISTOR AEG 1.66

TOTAL BASIC FAILURE RATE, 1st RF STAGE TUBE AEG (3.66)

Note: Numbers shown parenthetically apply to RF amplifier AEG using
electron tubes instead of transistors.

Figure 5-12. Stress Analysis of Parts in 1st RF Amplifier AEG
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STEP 6 - Determine Subsystem or Equip- AR = 6.5 x 81 X 10.6

ment Failure Rate.

At this point, the "base" AEG failure 526.5 x 10-6

rates are combined within modules, for an This is the failure rate to be expected
estimated module base failure rate. Failure of the airborne ADF receiver due to
rates of modules are then added for an equip- catastrophic part failures.
ment base failure rate. For example, if the
procedure of Step 4 were extended to all other
AEG's and modules within the ADF receiver, 2) Correct for Tolerances and Interactions.
the following table might result:

It is next necessary to adjust the
Module Base Failure Rate x 10-6 estimated parts failure rate by a com-

plexity factor that relates part failures
RF 25 to equipment failures. This factor is
Guard 20 derived from Figure 5-13. Entering the
IF 20 figure at N = 19 (the estimated com-
Audio 16 plexity of the proposed receiver de-

sign), read off K = 2.6.
Predicted failure rate of the receiver

due to all causes, catastrophic and0 Correct for "Use" Environment. tolerance, is then given by

It is now necessary to correct for gross Ao = 526.5 x 10-6 x 2.6
"use" environment using k z 6.5 from
MIL-STD-756A. = 1370 x 10-6 failures/hour

Airborne base failure rate for the re- of which the catastrophic failures
ceiver is then: account for 38%.
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10 1 I i t

9

8

7

6-

5

3

2.6

2

1 10 19 100 1000

COMPLEXITY IN AEG$, N

Figure 5-13. Correction Factor for Tolerance Failures in Avionics Equipment
Kc M (N).33

STEP 7 - Determine Subsystem or Equip- 1_ _

ment MTBF and Reliability. MTBF = Failure Rate 1370 x 10-6

The ADF receiver should have the
following mean life: = 730 hours
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Reliability for a 3-hour mission from Primary mode navigation reliability

the nomographs shown in Appendix 3, or (probability that both ADF and TACAN will
from the expression. R = e-t/MTBF, is: remain operational throughout the 3-hour

mission) is simply the product of all reliability
R =e"/ 7 O = e" 00 4 = .996 values in the table, i.e.:

RN Av = R1R2R3(R4 +R5-R4 RS)R 6R8 R9

= .871
Combine Equipments or Sub-

STEP 8 -systems of the System or its The reliability of each of the other
Individual Functions. functions is estimated by the same procedure

ifunction as that outlined in the preceding steps, usingContinuing with the navigationfncin etmtsorheolwngadinlbok:

of Figure 5-2, the following table might result estimates for the following additional blocks:

from the completed parts stress analyses and R7 = .95
reliability estimates given in the preceding
steps: Ri 0  = .93

Equipment Reliability (3 hours)
For example, IFF reliability for three

1 .980 hours is given by
2 .999
3 .999 RIFF = )'if 1 0o=(' 98 )( 9 3 ) .91
4 .992
5 .9% Overall equipment reliability - all CNI
6 .999 functions operational - is now the product of
8 .990 the reliabilities of all functions, including
9 .900 R7 and Rio, yielding:

Substituting in the reliability model RCNI = .769
previously derived in Step 2, The nomograph indicates that the

RNAV RIR 2R3  mean-time-between failures in the CNI systemwill be:

(1- [1- R6 R18(R4+115 R4Rd)l - 91) MTBF = 11.7 hours

= (.98)(.999)(.999) Stress analysis thus indicates to the
( ) designer that an improvement of somewhat

- [1 - (.999)(.99)(.9999)][1 - .better than 2-to-1 will be needed to meet the
= .977 specified requirement of RCM = .9 which cor-

responds to an MTF - 30 hours.

This is the probability that either the Further derating of parts and possible
ADF or TACAN will remain operational use of redundancy in critical elements may
throughout the 3-hour mission. be necessary.
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5-3 CONSIDERATIONS IN THE USE OF REDUNDANCY

AND MICRO-ELECTRONICS FOR RELIABILITY IMPROVEMENT

5-3-1. "Micro" Characteristics adaptable to multiple redundant design con-

The preceding step-by-step procedure figurations.

is applicable to designs employing micro-
electronic modules, -to the extent that failure When redundancy is involved, the
data sources are now adequate. This is a reliability-assessment procedure outlined
limitation which will, of course, disappear as above should be expanded to provide a deeper
data from life-tests and field service are ac- failure-mode analysis at the part and element
cumulated. In the interim, it is well to be levels, as well as at the module level, in
conservative in estimating micro-module AEG order to permit a proper evaluation of the
failure rate, in order to insure that the design feasibility of operational redundancy as
adequacy of an equipment is closely related against standby redundancy.
to the probable reliability growth character-
istics of the micro-electronics program, rather
than to be contingent on long-range objec- The following analytical steps would
tives that may not be realized for some time. be taken in micro-electronic design formula-
If a conservative approach'is used, the equip- tion, and in assessing the reliability achieved
ment design can be expected to exhibit an in a given design configuration.
inherent reliability "safety" margin propor-
tional to the difference between the conserv-
ative estimate based on current data and the
finally achieved long-range goals.

5-3-2. Specific Procedural Steps
While micro-electronic modules can be

expected ultimately to surpass their conven-
tional circuit counterparts in consistently S 1 -Evaluate Failure Modes and
exhibiting high inherent reliability, two Effects.
micro-module characteristics other than re-
liability will probably have the greater effect
in increasing equipment reliability in the im- Determine the effects on circuit per-
mediate future. These characteristics are formance of module failure in each of the
the small volume and low power consumption module's possible failure modes. Failures
of the micro-module, which make it readily can be grouped into three broadly defined
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modes (illustrated in Figure 5-14) having Tolerance Mode-
certain general failure effects at the circuit resulting in circuit's failure to stay
function level: within tolerance limits.

Open Mode-
Short Mode- generally resulting in catastrophic

usually resulting in catastrophic loss, extreme degradation, or "run-
loss of circuit function, away" of circuit function.

FAILURE CAUNK FAILURE EFFECTS
F --

FAILURE MODE I

,••AON I

VIBRATION kS H At I' I AO OUT-IoUMwuTS

OF PARMS
OF MATI9ALS

Figure 5-14. Failure Modes in a Micro-Module

STEP 2 - Evaluate Failure Cause and modularized" to the fullest practicable ex-
Frequency, by Mode. tent. Consider the 1st HF Amplifier stage

analyzed in Step 4 of Section 5.2. Under the
proposed conditions of use (compartment tern-

Determine the relative frequency of perature ambients, vibration levels, etc.), it
each failure mode with respect to known has been determined by laboratory evaluation
failure causes and anticipated conditions of of RF modules that the relative frequency of
use. Assume that the ADF receiver of the failure in these general modes is as shown in
proposed CNI system is to be "micro- Column V of Figure 5-15.
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USE
LEVEL

MODE LEI VI III IV V

Open 10 15 20 20 25

Short 10 20 25 30 40

Tolerance 80 65 55 50 35

All Modes 100 100 100 100 100

Relative by
Stress Level 2 3 5 8 10
1 to 10

NOTE: All figures in this table are hypothetical, to illustrate methods. Such in-
formation should ultimately become available in the form of module appli-
cation notes as the program progresses.

Figure 5-15. Failure Mode Analysis

Evaluate Design Configuration modules, with suitable bypass pro-
STEP 3 - Requirements for Protection tection against possible open modes

Against Predominant F a i l u re (if warranted).
Modes.

0 To protect against predominantly
"tolerance" modes, use parallel con-

In general, the following protective figuration if the characteristics of
measures become practicable in micro-module importance vary in a random fashion -
design configurations: i.e., if the mean of these variabilities

is approximately zero. If the
0 To protect against predominantly characteristic of importance (e.g.,

"open" failure modes, use parallel voltage gain of the 1st RF stage)
redundant modules, with suitable fusing always varies in one direction - i.e.,
and decoupling circuitry to further deteriorates with time-use series
protect against the eventuality of redundant modules with negative feed-
failure in the short mode. back stabilization.

* To protect against predominantly These configuration possibilities are
"short" modes, use series redundant shown in Figure 5-16.
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--1 2 n

qS

I 
I

I I SHORT MODE PROTECTION

2 QS = (qs,)

O--- • q-- tQo -QOt

OPEN MODE PROTECTION

Q0 = (q0 X

TOLERANCE MODE PROTECTION

Qt IS A FUNCTION OF B,

THE FEEDBACK CHARACTERISTIC

Figure 5-16. Failure Mode Block Diagram for Possible Micro-Electronic Modules

Evaluate Circuit Configuration open-mode or a short-mode failure is
STEP 4 - for Overall Reliability. likely to occur. Figure 5-17 is a simplified

block diagram to illustrate the derivation of
the basic reliability model for the circuit:

As an example, consider tbe 1st HF qx is the probability of micro-module

amplifier as a micro-module quad in which failure in an open or short mode.

inverse feedback has been applied to reduce
the conditional probability of tolerance " qx open + qx short
failure to essentially zero during the mission
period. Under this assumption, only an 1 - RX(t)
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qx =qxs + qxo

q qx

I--------------------------------

Figure 5-17. Reliability Model for 1st RF Amplifier Quad

where Then,

R,(t) is the reliability of a micro- R(t), for the quad
module for period of time t. = [1 - (.001)2]2 - [.001(2 - .001)12

Probability of short in Leg A =

"- qxs92 This is equivalent to approximately a 300-to-1
improvement in failure rate over the lO00-hour

Probability of short in both legs period.

. P. - 1 - (1 - q..21

Probability of open in Leg A A full treatment of redundancy becomes
quite complex, but can be evaluated graph-

- q.o(2 - q..) ically, if MIL-HDBK-217 is used as a guide.

The analytical results are still to be con-
sidered theoretical, however, until they are

Probability of open in both legs verified in design testing. It is the purpose

- P, - [qo(2 - qo)12  here simply to indicate the potential gains to
be achieved in equipment reliability when the
techniques of redundancy are applied to de-

Reliability of the quad is then signs in which micro-electronic modules are

R I1 - Ps - Po used as the basic building blocks.

(1 - q.8 2 )2 - [qo(2 - q,.)12
The remaining steps of the assessment

procedure are the same as those given at the

Assume, for example, that q10  q18 - .001 beginning of this section, the goal being to

for each of the four modules based on a build up estimates, block by block, until the

reliability Rx(t) = .998 at t - 1000 hours. entire equipment estimate is developed.
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CHAPTER 6

DEVELOPMENT TESTING AND TEST DESIGN

6-1 INTRODUCTION

6-1-1. An Empirical Design Technique of achieving a theoretical solution. As it
applies to the evolutionary growth of a weapon
system, the definition of development testing

Achievement of high "inherent re- must also embrace the need for "proof" of a
liability" is a growth process dependent on theoretical solution - even when the adequacy
the degree to which design has been guided of the applicable theory is not in question.
and verified by reliability testing - the The need for proof stems from a very practical
extent to which testing has been used as a management need for a measure of confidence
means of "designing in" reliability during in the results being achieved in the develop-
the early formative stages of development. ment program, long before hardware items are

produced for delivery to the Fleet. At later
Development testing can be defined stages in the production cycle, development

generally as an empirical technique used to tests are supplemented by qualification and
generate information that is not otherwise acceptance tests in order to strengthen con-
readily obtainable because of the inadequacy fidence in the design and manufacture of the
of applicable theory or the relative difficulty product.

REUIMffTY
M' M ITORING AND CONTROL

Figure 6-1. The Development Test "Feedback" Cycle
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Development tests are employed by the When properly planned for, much of the
designer to evaluate the adequacy of his de- development testing conducted for performance
sign and to point out its weaknesses. As information can be made to yield simul-
indicated above, such tests may be thought taneously the desired amount of reliability
of as design techniques, in that test results information with very little alteration in test
are applied directly to the problem of design plans. In other instances, there is no alter-
refinement. At the same time, development native but to design and conduct a test purely
tests provide management with a finger-on- for reliability investigation or verification
pulse awareness of design status with respect purposes. Certain fundamentals of test de-
to program requirements. Thus, the "outputs" sign must be understood and translated into
of a well-planned development test program "reliability test" design criteria, regardless
become important "inputs" to the manage- of whether the reliability test is an investi-
ment monitoring program. This development gative or exploratory test (test of inquiry);
test feedback cycle is illustrated in or a verification or comparison test (test of
Figure 6-1. hypothesis).

Qualification tests ake employed to
provide a formal evaluation of development
progress as well as assurance that specified
requirements for one phase of the develop- A. The Investigative Test
ment program have been satisfied before the
next phase is embarked upon. For example,
such tests are used to qualify the design for In the investigative test, an experiment
prototype development; to qualify the proto- is designed to formulate a hypothesis about
type for pilot production; or to qualify the the reliability of a product or process; e.g.,
preproduction model for full-scale production. to determine the failure mode of a new part

being considered for use in the design, under
The reliability achieved during de- stress conditions anticipated in the design,

velopment is monitored through acceptance or to determine the interactions among several
tests, which are employed to assure continued variables in a proposed design configuration.
controlled compliance with specification re- On the basis of test results, a hypothesis
quirements. Acceptance tests are discussed concerning cause/effect relationships is
in detail in Chapter 7. formulated for design guidance, pending

verification by the second type of test.

6-1-2. Reliability Test Objectives B. The Verification Test
in Development

The foregoing discussion introduced A verification test, on the other hand,
the general concept of development testing is designed to verify a hypothesis con-
as an empirical design technique, a tool cerning the reliability behavior of a product
used by the designer to assure that the basic or process. A verification test is frequently
design has an inherent capability for meeting used to compare a measurement of MTBF
all the requirements of the design specifi- achieved in development against an earlier
cation, includingperformance, maintainability, MTBF predicted in design, to verify the pre-
safety, reliability, and other factors. diction hypothesis.
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6-1-3. Test Procedures e Statistical requirements relate to the
desired accuracy of results, the order and

Reliability test methods applicable in manner of selection and testing, and the
the development phase are, in general, confidence which can be placed in the
"designed experiments" - test conditions decisions made.
and methods of data analysis are preplanned
on the basis of engineering requirements and * Administrative requirements pertain to
statistical considerations. Whether the test practical limitations on time, funds, and
is designed for investigation or for verifi- facilities which may necessitate com-
cation, the following cycle must be corn- promises in engineering and statistical
pleted if effective and unbiased results are criteria.
to be expected:

To optimize test design with respect
"* Define the Problem to these often conflicting requirements,

consideration may be given to the relative
"* State Test Objectives advantage of smaller sample sizes and

longer test times over larger sample sizes
"* Establish Test Requirements and shorter test times. The feasibility of

accelerating test conditions in order to
"* Design Test induce more failures may be considered

when the effects of such accelerated con-
"e Implement Test ditions on failure modes are known. Al-

though the effects of accelerated test
"* Analyze Results conditions on parts failure modes and rates

are fairly well known in certain instances,
it is generally not feasible to translate
these effects into predictions of component
and equipment failure behavior.

6-1-4. Test Design Consideration Consideration may also be given to a
sacrifice in the required test confidence,
thus permitting a reduction in sample size or

The design and implementation of a time requirements, in order to conform to
development test program must weigh and existing administrative limitations. This is
balance the seldom compatible engineering, always permissible on the grounds that a
statistical, and administrative requirements test designed around a relatively low level
deemed essential for satisfying the test of confidence is always better than no test
objectives, at all!

e Engineering requirements dictate the en- In the following paragraphs, pro-
vironmental stress levels, duty cycles, cedures are outlined for design and
range of applications, and performance application of those test methods which
limits used to define success or failure of have wide application in the solution of
the item under test. In general, test con- reliability problems during design and devel-
ditions must be representative of those opment. The nature of the problem will
anticipated in use if an acceptable basis determine which of the general test cate-
for decision is to result. gories will apply.
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6-2 TESTS OF INQUIRY

6-2-1. Basic Types 6-2-3. Procedural Steps

Tests of inquiry applied to reliability -Define the Problem
problems are, in general, divided into two
categories: A new traveling wave tube is devel-

(1) Measurements tests - oped, and prototype models are available
those designed to measure the for evaluation by prospective users. Char-
reliability of an item. acteristics of the tube suggest its use in

an unmanned ECM application. However,
(2) Evaluation tests - no data are available on the reliability of

those designed to evaluate rela- these tubes. Therefore, the problem is to
tionships between environments or measure the reliability of the traveling wave
stresses and parameters which tubes, under the proposed operating con-
influence reliability (or failure ditions, by a planned test program.
rate) of the item.

Examples of the design and application of
each of these are given in the following
paragraphs. - Establish Test Requirements

6-2-2. Measurement of Reliability
(Application of Confidence Limits) follows:

"The test facilities shall duplicate
Reliability measurement tests should the estimated operating environments,

be conducted under known operating con- electrical stresses, and duty cycles.
ditions - ideally closely simulating use Tube characteristics of phase shift,
conditions to be expected in the Fleet. cathode current, and helix current
The operating times accumulated and the shall be monitored. A tube shall be
number of failures observed provide the considered to have failed if perform-
basis for measuring reliability. Confidence ance varies outside performance
in test results is directly related to the limits. Momentary surges such as
number of failures which are observed during 'arcing', which are self-sustaining and
the test. discontinuance of which requires

removal of high voltage, shall be
A test of inquiry does not presuppose considered as failures; however, if the

or hypothesize a desired reliability, but tube involved is not damaged, it may
rather depends upon the analysis of test continue in test. In order to assure
data to obtain the observed value. The reasonable confidence in test results,
following example illustrates the procedure the test shall provide sufficient
which may be used to design and implement operating time to permit the accum-
a typical measurement test. ulation of at least five failures."
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- theTestMTBF Operate Hours
3 Design theTNumber of Failures

It is possible to accumulate controlled The number of operate hours and
test time on the TffT's by either of the failures accumulated during the TWT test
following two methods: is shown in Figure 6-3.

(1) Fabrication of one test position
and testing a single tube at a Observed MTBF = 6420 = 917 hours
time until five have failed; or 7

(2) Fabrication of several test Establish Confidence Limits
positions and simultaneous STEP 6 - th Conf
accumulation of test time. on the MTBF

It is determined that the use of five The observr'd MTBF of 917 hours
test positions is economically feasible. represents the best estimate of TWT mean
Eight tubes are procured for test purposes life, based on the 8-tube sample. Since the
so that a tube failing in any one of the five 917 hours is derived from a small sample,
positions can be replaced by one of the the true MTBF for the population of tubes
three spares. This approach, known as a could lie either somewhat above or below
"replacement test", is chosen in order to this estimate. A range of values, within
optimize the number of test hours which can which it can be stated with 90% confidence 1/
be utilized in any given calendar time. that the true value will fall, is established
Administrative restrictions limit the test to by placing the 90% confidence limits (upper
a maximum of three months, operating 24 and lower estimates) about the test value
hours a day, five days a week. of 917 hours. These limits are obtained fromTable 3-1 of Appendix 3 of this handbook.

Preparation of detailed test proce- By entering the table at 7 failuresg:
dures, data recording, and data analysis are
assigned to the reliability engineering Lower 90% confidence limit
group; conduct of the test is assigned to the = 917 x .591
test department. 542 hours

Observed MTBF = 917 hours

- Implement the Test Upper 90% confidence limit
= 917 x 2.130

Figure 6-2 graphically portrays the = 1953 hours
test period. These computations are plotted on

Figure 6-4.

-STEP 5 - Analyze Data

The following equation is used to 1/ And desired degree of confidence may be chosendetermine the mean-time-between-failures and correspondig confidence limits derived;
however, 90% is the most widely used level for

(MTBF): reliability estimation.
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TEST POSITION TUBE

S1 A

B .0

"#2 F "
H

.# 3 C 1 - "

D D
G i b

5 E
#5 E - -C -O - - --

0 200 400 600 800 1000 1200 1400o Failure Due to Tube

* Failure Due to Test Equipment TEST TIME IN HOURS

* OK at End of Test

FAILURE SUMMARY:

TUBE HOURS AT REMARKS
FAILURE

A 838 Arcing-Tube test OK, continued in test.

B 264 Open filament.
C 375 Low cathode current (test equipment induced failure) -

Tube test OK, continued in test.

C 860 Arcing - Tube test OK, continued in test.

D 555 Arcing-Tube burned out.

E 90 Arcing-Tube test OK, continued in test.

E 1070 Phase shift out of tolerance.

F 766 Arcing-Tube burned out.

G 405 Phase shift out of tolerance (test equipment error)-

Tube test OK, continued in test.

H - No failures.

Figure 6-2. Example Test Summary
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Total
Operate Number
Hours Failures

Tube A 1320 1
Tube B 264 1
Tube C* 1380 1
Tube D 555 1
Tube E 1070 2
Tube F 766 1
Tube G 735 0
Tube H 330 0

6420 7

* Test equipment failure occurring
at 375 hours is not counted.

Figure 6-3. TWT Test Results

REUAUUTY
1.0

OBSERVED FUJNCTION, RWt -= .

S•• UPPER LJJ.5 /

g9o% co m INTEVAL

00
0 542 917 1953

OPERATING TIME IN HOURS

Figure 6-4. TWT Reliability Function, Showing the 90% Confidence Interval
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6.2-4. Evaluation Tests 6-2-5. Procedural Steps
(Regression Analysis)

The step-by-step procedure for the
Part-to-part variations and changes design and analysis of a simple (2-variable)

in environmental conditions cause cone- regression application follows:
sponding changes in circuit or equipment
parameters, such as output power or voltage,
frequency stabilization, and failure rate.
Knowledge of the relationship which exists F TE - Define the Problem
between two variables can often be obtained L. I
through a planned regression analysis test A turbo jet engine is experiencing
program. blade-fatigue failures due to prolonged

vibrations at resonance. It is assumed that
Regression analysis is a statistical resonance occurs at steady-state engine

technique which quantitatively defines the RPM. The problem is to determine if
best fitof a line through a set of data points, a relationship exists between bench-
as shown in Figure 6-5. The usual "by-eye" measured blade resonance points and the
engineering procedure is improved upon by actual RPM at which the blade reaches
the use of regression analysis in the deter- resonance. If such a relationship is es -

mination of the constants a and b in the lished, it might be possible, by bei,
regression equation of Figure 6-5. (Statis- measurement, to determine the acceptability
tical regression analysis may be extended of blades for actual engine use, thereby
to many variables and to nonlinear relation- reducing or eliminating this engine failure
ships. However, it is recommended that mode.
this be attempted only under the guidance of
experienced statisticians.)

SSTEP2 - Establish Test Requirements

REGRUION LINE To prevent bias in the test results
due to the use of a given production lot,
the blades chosen for test are selected at
random from several production lots. It is
considered desirable, from a statistical

* 0viewpoint, to test at least 30 blades under
0 the proposed bench-measurement conditions,

followed by test in a production turbo jet
engine with the turbine inlet temperature4 •Y "a+bX maintained at 15000F.

ISTEP3 - Design the Test

0 Only one turbo jet engine is available
0 IX for use as a test bed. Consideration of the

time involved and other commitments limit
Figure 6-5. Regression Line Through the test to the minimum 30 blades. The

Observed Values of Y for Given Values of X following test sequence is established:
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(1) Selection of 30 blades, at random, !
from the past three months' STEP 4 - Order the Test Data
p u Figure 6-6 gives data accumulated on

(2) Identification and bench-test of the 30 blades, ranked in order of bench-
each blade to determine resonance resonance frequency.
frequency.

(3) Installation of blades in succes-
sive build-up of the turbo jet STEP 5 - Plot the Data as a Scattergram
engine, with engine RPM varied
to determine RPM at which blade The test data summarized in Figure 6-6
resonance occurs. are plotted as a scattergram in Figure 6-7.

Resonance ResonanceBlade No. Blade No. Fuec
Frequency RPM Frequency RPM

7 960 9420 27 1062 10550
18 969 9400 3 1069 10700
2 986 9550 11 1078 10550

28 988 9750 17 1085 10800
1 998 9650 5 1090 10650

16 998 9850 22 1130 11000
21 1011 9800 26 1149 11400
9 1012 10100 29 1169 11900
8 1025 10000 30 1180 11750

12 1035 10300 4 1181 11600
23 1042 10000 13 1190 11900
25 1043 10200 19 1215 11950
10 1047 10300 24 1217 12200
20 1055 10500 14 1240 12350
15 1058 10300 6 1271 13800

Figure 6-6. Test Results: Blade Resonance Frequency
and RPM Resonance
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ENGINE
RPM

14o000

BY-EYE REGRESSION LINE .

00

1 1,000- / I*q

10,000

900 1,0m 1,100 120 1,3W

BYN-IE MEASURED BLADE RESONANCE FREQUENCY

Figure 6-7. Scattergram of Test Data

Determine the Line obviously linear, as shown in Figure 6-7.
STEP 6 I Which Best Rthe However, it is often desirable to

ITPI-WihBs Represents teowvritiofndsraltouse corn-
Relationship Between X and Y putational techniques to obtain a more

accurate equation than can be approximated
This may be accomplished "by-eye" by eye. Accomplishment of this is

when the data are closely grouped and illustrated in Figure 6-8.
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EQUATION: Y = a + bX

X = Bench-Measured Blade Frequency

Y - Resonant Engine RPM

Blade No. X X2 Y y2 XY

1 998 996,004 9,650 93,122,500 9,630,700
2 986 972,196 9,550 91,202,500 9,416,300
3 1,069 1,142,761 10,700 114,490,000 11,438,300

29 1 169 1,366,561 11,900 141,610,000 13,911,100

30 1,180 1,392,400 11,750 138,062,500 13,865,000

TOTAL 32,553 35,546,527 332,220 3,492,681,400 352,246,750

n = 30

=Xf 32,553 Y= 322,220

y= 35,546,527 = 3,492,681,400

( 1,059,697,809 yi)2 =103,825,728,400

Y.-= 5j x =Xi_ 32,553 = 1085.1X~~ fi 352,246,750 n 30

(YXi)(XYi) = 10,489,227,660 = ýYi _ 322,220 = 10740.67
n 30

b =n(YXiYi) - (1Yj)(YXi) (30)(352,246,750) - 10,489,227,660_ (y
n(IX2 ) - X)2 (30)(35,546,527) - 1,059,697,809

78,174,840 - 11.671
6,698,001

a = Y - bX = 10740.67 - (11.67)(1085.1) -1922.446

Y = -1922.446 + 11.671X

Figure 6-8. Computations in Regression Technique
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m 7 expected RPM, as shown in Figure 6-9.
7 - Apply the Analysis Turbine blades whose bench-measured res-

onance frequencies fall in the range of
The steady-state turbo jet rotational XI to X2 (as obtained either from the plot

speed is a nominal 10,000 RPM, controllable or from the regression equation) could pos-
by the fuel system to within ±200 RPM. sibly become resonant at steady-state
Thus, it is possible to plot the range of engine RPM.

ENGINE
RPM

14O000

BY-EYE REGRESSION LINE ,/

BY-CALCULATION REGRESSION LINE /

12000 Tolerance limits (03s) containing

99% of all Y values for given X

11,000 RANGE OF NORMAL A'

ENGINE OPERATION , S
10,200 .----

Blades in this shaded region
/• 1 /' could become resonant at
0/ / i steady-state engine speeds

9A00'r ~ X; x1':ý', )2x
900 980 100 1I100 10m

SBECH MEASURED KADE RESONANCE FREQUBECY

Figure 6-9. Application of Regression Analysis in Relating Bench Measurements
to Application Conditions
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The regression of Y on X is not ure 6-9. Two lines drawn parallel to the
perfect - i.e., some variation of Y exists regression line and passing through the ±3s
for a given value of X. It is possible to limits will, in general, encompass 99% of
obtain an estimate of the extent of this the expected variability of Y for any given
variability by assuming that the variation value of X. These lines may also be approx-
in Y is normally distributed, by solving the imated "by-eye", if drawn to encompass all
following equation, and by plotting the observed data points. The range of reso-
vertical ±3s tolerance limits2_1 about the nant blade frequencies which would indicate
the regression line for any selected value a potential engine resonance condition,
of Y. is thus broadened to the area bounded by

X1 and X'.

S) bXY1 - (xixli)(Y If blade resonance frequencies are

n(n - 2) kept either below 980 cps or above 1060 cps,

Using the data in Figure 6-8, less than 1 in 100 should become resonant
over the acceptable range of steady-state

s = 224.5 engine operation. This knowledge is used
in the improved design of blades and in the

The ±3s tolerance limits for a blade resonant establishment of acceptance test limits for
frequency of 1100 cps are shown on Fig- bench measurements.

6-3 TESTS OF HYPOTHESIS (DECISION MAKING)

6-3-1. Categories of Decision (2) Selection of the more reliable
item or approach from two or more

Tests of this type are designed to alternatives.
assist in decision making. Design deci-
sions, based on reliability parameters, fall Through the testing of developmental
into two broad categories: samples, inferences (decisions) may be

drawn about the total projected population.
(1) Verification that an item meets a A statement or hypothesis is first made

prescribed minimum reliability, concerning the item(s) to be tested. Deci-
and sion criteria are established prior to the

test such that a simple inspection of results
will determine whether to accept or reject

Tolerance limits are used here in the sense that the hypothesis. The test design, in terms
a given proportion of the Y values will lie of sample size, is also adjusted to provide a
between the limits as follows:

±19s =68.3% given level of confidence in the decision
,2s = 95.4% or, converst-ly, a given risk of making an
-3s = 99.7% incorrect decision. Two types of risk are

This is based upon the standard deviation s of
the normal distribution as discussed in are associated with decisions based on test
Paragraph 2.2.3 of Appendix 2. results:
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(1) Rejection of the hypothesis whea Past experience indicates that for the pre-
in fact it should have been liminary design a reliability of 0.9 cannot
accepted - commonly referred to be expected beyond 100 hours of operation.
as a Type I error and denoted However, it has been predicted that a
by a; and redesigned circuit, employing extensive

derating of parts and redundancy at the parts

(2) Acceptance of the hypothesis level in critical areas, would considerably
when in fact it should have been exceed the required 10-to-1 increase in the
rejected - commonly referred to specified period of operation, as illustrated
as a Type 11 error and denoted in Figure 6-10.
byp. The problem is to determine whether

or not the proposed new design would yield
In general, these risks are inversely the required 0.9 reliability for 1,000 hours

related to the sample size of the test. of operation under simulated field con-
ditions, as predicted. Since redundancy is

The following examples of decision- "mcloyed in the design, it cannot be assumed
making through test provide the step-by- that the exponential reliability function
step procedures required in the establishment represents the inverter's time-to-failure char-
of the decision criteria and the associated acteristics. This eliminates an MTBF test.
risks.

STE ] - Determine Test Objectives

6-3-2. Tests of Verification Primary objective of the test is to
verify the design prediction or, statistically,
the hypothesis that the reliability of theTests of verification are employed to inverter is equal to or greater than .9 for

verify that a desired result has (or has not) 1,000 hours of operation (the predicted
been obtained. This type of test is usually reliability is .972 for 1,000 hours). This is
employed to provide the development team expressed mathematically as
"proof" (with a known confidence in their

test answer) that the design has in fact Ho: R > .9
achieved the specified reliability. The
following example 'illustrates the design Secondary objectives of the test
of a test to verify a reliability prediction. include:

o Estimation of the actual reliability ob-
STEP 1 Define the Problem served during the test.

A reliability requirement has been * Investigation of the effects of redundancy
allocated to a static inverter on the basis of on the reliability function.
its importance and complexity relative to
other components of the new system. This * Analysis of failures to determine causes
requirement is stated as a reliability of and possible corrective actions or design
(at least) 0.9 for 1,000 hours of operation. improvement.
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successful operation in the intended appli-
STEP 3 - Establish Test Requirements cation(s).

The conditions under which the Statistical requirements which must
inverters are tested correspond to those be established are those associated with
specified for anticipated installation envi- the risks involved in the decision to accept
ronments and load requirements. Acceptable or reject the hypothesis. Since the primary
test performance tolerance limits are based purpose of the test is to determine whether
on those which are required to maintain the inverters have achieved or exceed a .9

I Ec-5{:o-F-] f DESIGN A

.9

I
I I

01I
0 100 1,OOO

TIME, t, IN HOURS

Figure 6-10. Predicted Reliability Functions
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reliability, a 'onfidence of 90% in a decision of 1,000 hours in order to gain further infor-
to accept the hypothesis is established; or, mation on the reliability characteristics of
conversely, a .10 risk of making a wrong the design.
accept decision can be tolerated.3/

It is also desirable to establish a 1  1
maximum risk of .10 against a reject deci- ST 5 Test Design
sion if the inverters are in fact as good as
their predicted reliability of .97. Test design involves deriving a set

of decision criteria based upon the maximum

SSTEP 4 - Test Plan number of failures (c) which may occur during
I J Itest of a sample of (N) units prior to a reject

The basic plan for the design of the decision (e.g. , if c or less failures occur in
inverter test is indicated by the specified N sample units, accept the hypothesis; if c
reliability allocation and the predicted non- plus one or more failures occur in the N
exponential reliability function to be inves- sample units, reject the hypothesis). The
tigated. It is desirable that the test be size of the sample and acceptable number of
planned for at least the specified 1,000 failures are chosen to provide the desired
hours of operation of each item in order to risks of rejecting a true .972 reliability and
escape the dangers involved in extrapolation of accepting a true reliability lower than the
of the results if shorter times are used. In minimum .9.
order to investigate the theoretical non-
exponertial reliability function, it is also Ideally, a test should provide perfect
advisable to plan for continuation of the discrimination (i.e., an equal risk of rejec-
test after the primary objective is met, thus ting the inverters if their true reliability is
furnishing more failure information to satisfy slightly less than .9 and of accepting them
the secondary objectives. Since the equip- if their reliability is .9 or above). However,
ment employs redundancy at the parts level, sampling tests cannot provide this ideal
the replacement or repair of test items discrimination; therefore it becomes neces-
during the test compiicates the test design. sary to establish an acceptable discrim-
Consequently, a simple non-replacement ination ratio which is determined as follows:
test plan is chosen.

(1 - Minimum Reliability)

The sample of inverters is placed on G - Design Reliability)
test under simulated conditions. Items that
fail. during the test are removed and are not
replaced.-/ After 1,000 hours of testing, a Maximum Proportion Defective
decision based on the- observed number of Minimum Proportion Defective
failures is made concerning the test hypo-
thesis. Data on all failures (including the = Discrimination Ratio (k)
time-to-failure) are recorded and the test is
continued for an arbiirary additional period

The risks associated with development test The minimum inverter reliability was estab-
decisions are normally limited to either .10 or lished by specification as .9. Design
.20 for both 'the Type I and Type Ii errors, reliability is that value greater than .9

4/ All items which fail are to be subjected to a which the design group expects to achieve.
failure analysis as discussed in Chapter 8. It has been predicted that the nominal
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design reliability of the inverters will be sample size and the natural desire of the
.972. Therefore, the discrimination ratio design group for a discrimination ratio which
for the test should not exceed approaches unity.

I- .9 =L = 3.6 = k Imbination of sample size and
1- .972 .028 c or a given minimum reliability

and /3 error is uniquely defined by its
operating characteristic (OC) curve. The

The discrimination ratio plays a vital OC curve for a given test design relates
role in the determination of sample sizes. the probability of reaching an accept deci-
The inverse relationship between sample sion to the true reliability of the product.
size and k requires that a compromise be
reached between the test cost in terms of Figure 6-11 presents an OC curve for

.1 [ I
.02 .a .03 G

.71

A

.2 ;1

+

0 .02@ .04 .06 M0

0 P~~ROPORTON DEFECTMV (P) )
Figure 6-11. OC Curve for Test Design, N - 93; c -5
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1.0
C N(O-Rmin)-N(p)

.9 0 .022
1 .037
2 .054

k,3 .066
4 .080

oi 5 .093
ir10 .155

UJ20 .270
U .-

r6

U-

0.2-

0-

a sample size of 93 and a c number of 5 This test design exceeds the require-
(5 failures allowed to occur in the sample) merits and thus does not minimize the
for a fi risk of .10 in accepting the hypo- number of samples. Figures 6-12 and 6-13
thesis that the inverters have at least .9 are used to aid in selecting test designs
reliability. Using the k of 3.6 determined and establishing the tradeoffs between
above, the risk of rejecting the inverters if sample size, discrimination ratios, and a/fl
their true reliability is .972 (proportion defec- risks.
tive --. 028) is only .03; or, conversely,
the probability of accepting (1 - a) the hypo- The test requirement of a pl risk of .10
thesis, and thus the inverter, is .97. and a minimum reliability of .9 (maximum
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of 10% defective) dictates the use of Figure If the sample size is too high, it is
6-12. The minimum test plan which fulfills possible to reduce the number by either or
the requirement is that plan which falls both of the following methods:
nearest to the intersection of the .10 a risk
line and the .028 design-predicted proportion
defective. This results in a c of 3 and a * Increase the k value. This assumes that
corresponding N of 66. Therefore, the the design reliability is better than the
recommended test design tests 66 inverters prediction and, in effect, increases the
for 1,000 hours and accepts the hypothesis risk of rejecting inverters which in fact
if 3 or less defectives are observed, exceed .9 reliability. For example,

1.0

3 .0\ 4310 2

J\\ \3N\17

0.6
.8

0N

0 .4 - C N(l -Rmin) N(p)

0 .0136

1 .030 ___

2 .043
3 .054
4 .067 _____ __ __

10 .136
20 .247

0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0

I/DISCRIMINATION RATIO

Figure 6-13. OC Curves for Selected Test Plans with a Fixed / Risk of .20
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1.0

0

.9 /
REQUIREMENT

US

wI
I-I

z I

HOURS Of TEST DURATION

Figure 6-14. Observed Reliability Function for 2000-Hour Test with 66 Inverters

increasing k to 5 would permit a c value constant and the a risk is also adjusted
of 1 and would result in a sample size to .20, the sample size could be reduced
reduction to 37. However, the inverters to 16 (c fi1). This approach, however
would require a least a .986 reliability if would necessitate a change in the basic
a .10 risk of rejection is maintained; or test requirements.
the original risk of .10 for a .972 reliabil-
ity would increase to a risk of .30.ST P6] -I pe nthe es

Increase the p risk. Figure 6-13 presents
test designs for a 18 risk established at The test of 66 inverters in accordance
.20. If the original k value of 3.6 is held with the test rdnn yields the following
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results: 52 inverters operate the ill 2,000 the choice between processes. When suf-
hours without failure; 14 inverters fail after ficient test data are not available for a
accumulating the test times shown below: decision, relatively simple, straightforward

tests of comparison can be performed to aid
in the decision process. The following

Operate Time example outlines the design and conduct of
Inverter No. at Failure such a test.

(Hours)

2 1320
4 1510 [TEP - Define the Problem
7 1430

12 1246 A system designed with conventional
17 852 circuitry could be redesigned using micro-
22 1369 circuitry, with a significant reduction in
25 1440 weight and space. However, both the rede-
31 1900 sign cost and the per/equipment cost would
32 1540 be inflated. A 5-to-1 increase in reliability
39 1321 will offset higher initial costs. Therefore,
45 1447 the problem is to determine if a micro-
54 1823 circuit design will yield a minimum of 5-to-1
56 402 increase in reliability or a 5-to-1 decrease
64 1006 in failure rate.

S P 7 Data Analysis jj - State Test Objectives

The primary objective of a comparative
Inspection of the data reveals the testis to determine whether a pre-established

failure of only 2 )f the 66 inverters during hypothesis can be accepted or rejected. For
the 1,000-hour test period. Thus, the hypo- tests of this type, the basic hypothesis is
thesis Ho: R11000 > .9 is accepted it that "no difference exists":
can be stated (with 90% confidence) thdt tt,ý-
true reliability is ,it least .9. Ho: AC = Am

The observed 1,000-hour reliability where Am = Failure rate of micro-
is 64/66 = .97. Continuation of the test for
the additional 1,000 hours permits a plot of circuitry
the observed reliability function as shown AC = Failure rate of conven-
in Figure 6-14 and analysis of the individual tional circuitry
failures as recommended in Chapter 8.

An alternative hypothesis (Ha) is
6-3-3 Tests of Comparison also established:

A problem which frequently confronts Ha: Ac > 5A_
the designer is the choice between two or
more possible items for use in the design, This hypothesis will be accepted in the
the choice between approadhes, or perhaps event Ho is not supported by test data.
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s Tt stages) fed into the IF strip. The accept-
STEP 3J - Establish Test Requirements able risks of making a wrong decision are

The primary environmental conditions both set at .05; i.e.:

under which the comparison must be made . a, the probability of rejecting Ho when it
include input voltage variations and tran- should be accepted,-=-.05
sients typical of those seen by airborne
electronic equipments and an ambient tem- * 8, the probability of accepting Ho when
perature cycle varying from -55'C to +60 0C. it should be rejected, = .05

The comparison, by necessity, is
based upon several individual circuit [- [
functions rather than upon complete equip- STEP 4 -Test Design
ment designs. The IF strip is chosen as the
group of circuit functions upon which the The basic design of comparison tests
decision will be based. For the purposes of is illustrated in Figure 6-15. Samples of
the test, the definition of IF strip failure is each item to be compared are selected and
to be based upon the "design-required" randomly subjected to the same test con-
output signal tolerances, with the minimum ditions. Data analysis and decision criteria
expected input signal (output from RF are based upon the proportion of defectives

MICRO-CIRCUITS CONVENTIONAL

IF STRIP IF STRIP

LIFE TEST UNDER CONTROLLED CONDITIONS WITH
PERIODIC MONITORING TO DETERMINE FAILURES

, I I
FAILURE FAILURE

SUCCESS SUCCESS

Figure 6-15. Comparative Test Plan Schematic
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observed for each type item. A sample, N, In summary, the test plan consists of:
of each type of IF strip is subjected to
a 1,000-hour life test under anticipated use e Fabrication of 50 IF strips of each type.
conditions. At least once a day (24 hours),
the signal outputs of each IF strip are * Initial performance test to assure all good
measured. Any measurement which is out- at t = 0.
side the preset tolerance limits is cause
for rejection of the IF strip (it is optional * Conduct of 1,000-hour life test with once-
whether the rejected item is continued in a-day performance measurements.
test or Femoved). The initial sample sizes
are determined by a combination of three * Classification of the test data into one of
factors: four groups, organized as illustrated in

Figure 6-17.
(1) The acceptable decision risks

(a -fi - .05). 1 STEP 5 Implement the Test

(2) The desired discrimination ratio Results of the test are tabulated in
or differences to be detected Figure 6-17.
(5-to-i).

(3) The "expected" minimum propor- STEP 6 - Analyz the Results
tion defective to be observed. '' !

The data classified in Figure 6-18 are

Figure 6-16 is a graph relating sample analyzed by a process labeled the "Chi-

size to the minimum proportion defective for Square Test of Independence".! First
several discrimination ratios at a - .05. it is necessary to construct a table of

expected values (Figure 6-18) corresponding

The expected minimum proportion to the observed data table. "Expected"
defective is estimated by assuming that values are derived by multiplying row totals

micro-circuit IF strips have a failure rate by column totals and then dividing this

one-fifth of that predicted for the conven- product by the overall sample size, as shown

tional strip: in Figure 6-18(a). The Chi-Square (X2) Test
compares the observed values against the

Expected Am = 1 A = &.0002) expected values in the tables.
5C 5

Expressed mathematically,
- .00004 failures per hour

2 4(10- El- .5)2
A 1,000-hour test would thus be expected X X
to yield 4% defectives (a proportion defec- I E
tive of .04). where 0 is the observed data, E is the

A total sample size of approximately
100 IF strips (50 micro-circuit and 50 con- 5/ Duncan, Acheson J., "Chi-Square Tests of
ventional) is obtained from Figure 6-16, Independence and Comparison of Percentages",Industrial Quality Control, American Society for
under the assumption of 4% defective and a Quality Control, New York, June 1955, Vol. XI,

5-to-1 discrimination ratio. No. 9.
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Figure 6-16. Sample Sizes Required to Detect Given Differences Between Two Proportions
of Failures with 0.95 Probability, with a - 0 .05
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Micro-Circbit Conventional Total

Success 46 38 84

Failure 4 12 16

TOTAL 50 J 50 100

Figure 6-17. Results of Comparison Test Between Micro-Circuit
and Conventional IF Strips

expected value for the same cell, and = .292 + 292 + 1.53 + 1.53
10 -E[ is the absolute value of the differ-
ence. / The summation is the sum of the
four data cells. = 3.64

The hypothesis that Ac = Am (or that Therefore, the hypothesis that the

the percent defective throughout 1,000 hours failure rates of the micro-circuit IF strip

of test are equal) is rejected if the above are equal to those of conventional design is

summation is greater than 3 not rejected. On the basis of the test
results, the gain in reliability by a redesign

The critical X2 for the micro-circuit to include micro-circuitry would not provide

test is computed as the minimum 5-to-1 improvement established
as the economical break-even point.x2= ((46-42l-.5)2 + (l38-42I-.5)2

42 42 Secondary data analysis include
analysis of failures and plots of the

+4- 81- +5)2 (112-81-.5)2 observed reliability functions in accordance
8 8 with Chapter 8.

(4-.5)2 (4-.5)2
-- _ +

42 42
(4- .5)2 (4-.5)2

+ 8 + 88 8

6I The value of .5 is subtracted from the absolute
difference between the observed and expected
before squaring if the total of all the cells is
greater than 40 and the smallest expected value
is less than 500.

V/ The value of 3.84 is that value of the Chi-Square
(X2) obtafned from Tables of the Chi Square for
one degree of freedom and the .05 level of
significance (i.e., the probability of rejecting
the hypothesis when it should have been accepted.
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(a) Method of Calculation

Micro-Circuit Conventional Total

Success 50(46 + 38) 50(46 + 38) 84
100 100

Failure 50(4 + 12) 50(4 + 12) 16
100 100

TOTAL 50 50 100

(b) "Expected" Data Table

Micro-Circuit Conventional Total

Success 42 42 84

Failure 8 8 16

TOTAL 50 50 100

Figure 6-18. Table of Expected Data Under the Assumption that the Percent Defective
is Equal for Each Type of IF Strip
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CHAPTER 7
RELIABILITY ACCEPTANCE TESTS

7-1 INTRODUCTION

Acceptance testing of a product 0 MTBF or failure-rate tests based
involves the evaluation of product character- on the exponential distribution
istics under specified conditions. If the which are applicable to most
evaluation discloses that these character- systems and equipments of con-
istics fall within "acceptable" limits as ventional design that do not make
defined in the product specification, the extensive use of redundancy.
product is deemed acceptable. Thus the
acceptance test need not produce a measure- Probability of s u r v i v a I tests,
ment of the characteristics, but only show based on the inclusion of oper-
that they are "good enough" to meet mini- ating time (or cycles) as a test
mum acceptance requirements. It is not condition. The se t e s t s are
necessary to know how much better a product generally applicable to all pro-
is than its specified minimum in order to ducts irrespective of their time-
make an accept decision. What is necessary, to-failure distribution.
however, is a knowledge of the risk involved
in making the decision to accept a product Procedures for each of these types of
on the basis of the test results. In general, sequential tests are outlined in this chapter.
when more test time is used (more failures
are expected during the test), less risk is The major advantage of sequential
involved in making a decision or, conversely, testing plans is that, on the average, they
there is more confidence in the test results. require less testing than attributes or vari-
Two types of risks are involved in any ables plans, especially when the product is
acceptance test plan - the risk of rejecting either very poor or very good. The major
an acceptable product, and the risk of disadvantage is that the exact number of
accepting an unacceptable product. These items needed cannot be determined before
will be discussed further in the step-by-step the test is run. However, it is possible to
test design procedure. compute the average number of items

required.
Because of the high costs of product

testing at low risks, sequential test plans In general, a good product will be
have been developed-!/ to more effectively accepted quickly and a poor product will be
utilize the test results for decision making. rejected quickly, while a questionable pro-
Two types of sequential plans are appli- duct will usually require a longer testing
cable: time (although a smaller number of failures)

than is required by other sampling plans.
Another feature of sequential plans is that

!/See for example, OASD Handbook HI08, "Sampling they can be used either for testing one item
Procedures and Tables for Life and Reliability at a time or for testing many items simul-
Testing", 29 April 1960. taneously.
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7-2 SEQUENTIAL TEST DESIGN FOR MTBF ACCEPTANCE

7-2-1. General Define "Acceptable" and

Sequential test for MTBF acceptance "Unacceptable" MTBF

may be used when the exponential distribu- The nominal MTBF expressed as the
tion may be assumed for the MTBF or failure design requirement is the acceptable MTBF,
rate. When the assumption of exponentiality usually denoted by 0 The unacceptable
is not valid, a different test design should MTBF corresponds to the minimum accept-
be used (see 7-3). able originally defined in the design speci-
7-2-2. Procedural Steps fication, usually denoted by 01. Figure 7-1

illustrates the concept of 0 as the nominal
A method for designing a sequential MTBF, with 01 as the lower tolerance limit

MTBF acceptance test is presented and as discussed in Chapter 6. For purposes
demonstrated by example in the following of illustration, a normal distribution of
steps. MTBF's is depicted about the mean value.

FREQUBECY

T___ MTBF

NOMINAL MTBF = 07

[MINIMUM ACCEPTABLE MTBF -" 01

Figure 7-1. Distribution of MTBF's Centered at a Nominal Value 00,
Showing a Minimum Acceptable Value at 01

as a Lower Tolerance Limit on Acceptable MTBF
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Where reliability has been expressed
as a failure rate, the requirement is easily STEP 2 - Define the Allowable "Risks".
translated into MTBF in the exponential
case by taking the reciprocal of failure rate; Two risks are involved, at least one
i. e.: of which - "the consumer's risk" - will

have been stated in the specification de-
scription of the reliability requirement:

1
MTBF =

Failure Rate
The "producer's risk", denoted
by a (alpha), is the chance or

EXAMPLE: An equipment has been risk of rejecting a product that in
designed to meet a specified nominal actuality is acceptable. This is
MTBF of 200 hours that is based on a the risk taken by the development
TDP definition of nominal (200 hours) contractor or equipment manu-
and minimum acceptable (100 hours). facturer when he submits his pro-
Design predictions followed by devel- duct to the acceptance test. Most
opment (evaluation) tests have tests are designed for a 5% or 10%
verified design achievement of the producer's risk.
200-hour requirement under the speci-
fied test conditions. The basic
design is thus qualified for prototype
development. An acceptance test is b The "consumer(s risk", denotodnow to be designed as a means of by (3 (beta), is the chance or

now o bedesinedas amean ofrisk of accepting a product that
deciding whether to arcept the proto- is of accepting a t that
type for production or to reiect the is in actuality below the minimum
prototype and require that the design acceptable level. This is the risk
be further refined, taken by the Bureau when it de-

termines product acceptability on

On the basis of development test data, the basis of an acceptance test.
a hypothesis can be formulated con- Most tests are designed for a 10%
cerning the probable MTBF of the or 20% consumer's risk.
prototype: it is hypothesized that
MTBF = 00 = 200 hours.This hypoth- In the preceding example, assume that
esis is termed the "Null" hypothesis, the minimum acceptable level of reliability
shown as was defined fora consumer's risk of 63 = 10%

(i.e., the Bureau wants 90% confidence

HO:00 > 200 hours (I - (3) that the product has an MTBF of at
: least 100 hours). Assume also that the

development contractor had agreed to a

An alternative hypothesis is stated producer's risk of a = 10% (i.e., the producer
on the basis of the specified minimum wants 90% confidence that the prototype will
acceptable MTBF (100 hours) as be accepted by the test if its MTBF is in
follows: fact 200 hours). Thus,

a = 10%
H: 01 <100 hours =710%
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S 3 Determine Accept/Reject The mathematical method will
- Boundaries. be illustrated here, to acquaint the engineer

with the formulae that underlie the plans
With 00 and 01 both defined, and the presented in handbooks. Figure 7-2 is a

two risks a and a established, all para- graphic representation of a sequential
meters needed for the choice or design of sampling plan, showing the equations for
the sequen ti al test are known. Two lines of acceptance and rejection.
methods of test design are available to the
project engineer (or to the contractor, if the Accept Line: T(t) = h0 + rs
test design requirement has been given him
as a task): Reject Line: T(t) = -h1 + rs

H Handbook Method -- This requires where
the use of OASD Handbook [1108 L(J - A
ora comparable document in which ho
sequential test plans are already 1 1
available for different combin- 01 00
ations of a, P, 01, and 00.

Li L\

* Mathematical Method -- This h Ln---
requires the derivation of the test 1
plan from the basic equations. 01 00

TOTAL CUMULATIVE
TEST TIME T(t)

TIME TRUNCATION 0-

C FAILURE

*0 1 TRUNCATION

CUMULATIVE NUMBER OF FAILURES, r

Figure 7-2. Graphic Representation of Sequential Test Plan
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employed in equipment and system testing;
i.e., each equipment that fails is either

s \ = /replaced in the test or is repaired and rein-
1 1. stalled in the test.

1 00 EXAMPLE: In the preceding example,

Ln= Logarithm to basee a )93 = .10, 00 = 200 hours and

01 100 hours. Accept/reject

r = Number of failures observed by equations would be derived as follows:
time t

and T(t) = Total number of hours h0  _ Ln 9
accumulated by all items up to 1 - .01 - .005
time t 100 200
r 2.2 440
= ti + (n - r)t, in the .005

i=l

non-replacement case

In the replacement case, T(t) = nt, where n h_ 2-2 440
is the number of items initially placed on 1 .1 1 .005
test. The replacement type of test is usually 100 200

CUMULATIVE
TEST TIME T(t)

1840

ACCEPT

960 -

440 I" REJECT440o-.-(
I I

00 4 10 20

CUMULATIVE FAILURES, r

Figure 7-3. Sequential Test Plan for 0o = 200 hours; 01 = 100 hours; a = = 10%
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line is crossed after 440
s = \100/ L2.69_3 hours of test time, before the

S. 1 .005 .005 first failure occurs.100 200 Case B: Equipment is rejected
= 138.6 - 140 because the reject decision

line is crossed at 960 hours
The accept line then is defined by with the 10th failure.

T(t) TA = 440 + 140r Case C: Equipment on test without

either decision boundary being
The reject line is defined by crossed; the 10th failure

T(t) = T = -440 + 140r after 960 hours, but before1840 hours. (Truncation
These two lines are plotted in methods for this case are
Figure 7-3 for several values Qf discussed in 7-4.)
T(t) and r, as shown in Figure 7-4. The test plan derived above could
To illustrate the use of the test plan, have been approximated from the Master

three possible outcomes are plotted in Table of Sequential Life Tests (Table 2D-1)
Figure 7-3: of 1-1108. For example, plan C-11 of H108,

Case A: Equipment is accepted having a = j6 = .1 and 01/0 = .512, most
because the accept decision nearly fits the criteria derived above.

Minimum Maximum
Number of Failures Time to Accept Time to Reject

Wr (T *) (T *)

0 440
1 580
2 720
3 860 --
4 1000 120
5 1140 260
6 1280 400
7 1420 540
8 1560 680
9 1700 820

10 1840 960

15 2540 1560

20 3240 2360

Figure 7-4. Accept/Reject Numbers (Failures) as a Function
of Total Test Time T(t) for a Replacement Test
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An excerpt from Table 2D-I of H108 is shown below:

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9)

Code r0  ho/0 0  h1/0 0  s/O0 Eo(r) E0 1 (r) Es(r) EOo(r)

C-11 45 2.3053 -2.3053 .7024 3.3 9.7 10.8 6.2

Sequential Life Test Plan for 01/00 = .51Z, a = 1 = .10

h0/0 0 , h 1/0 0, and s/0 0 are normalized and
constants for the accept/reject equations. 0 h

To determine the equation, simply multiply{Li - I
these constants by 00 = 200. The following (01)
equations result:0= i

Accept Line: T( = 461 + 140r (1 )

Reject Line: T(t) = -461 + 140r

The curve is determined by assigning values
-Develop the OC Curve for the to h and solving for 0 and L(O). Five points

Sequential Test Plan. on the OC curve are shown in Figure 7-5.
From these points it is possible to make a

The operating characteristic (OC) rough sketch of the OC curve and to deter-
curve, denoted by L(0), for the sequential mine what further points are needed for more
plan is given approximately by accurate detail.

Ah h 0 L(0)L(O) A - 1 _____.____

A -Bh - 0 0

where 01 18
0 s hl + hI

A = 1 -f)1 00 1 a

a 00 M

(1 - a) Figure 7-5. Five Points on the OC Curve
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Graphically, the OC curve will take roughly the shape shown in Figure 7-6.

.9 (1-a)

08

.1'

0 100 140 200 300

Figure 7-6. OC Curve for Sequential Sampling Plan

Estimate Expected Length in the non-replacement case, where nI is the
- of Test Required for number of units on test and 0 is the actual

Decis.o. (or true) MTBF.

The average length of test (test oper- E W,) the expected number of failures
ate hours/unit) to reach a decision is given reurxto' reach a decision, is given by:
by:

E 0(tE W-~ h0 r 10 r - L (6) (h o + h 1 )
n

for any finite value of the actual (or true)
in the replacement case, and MTBF (0) except when 0 = s, in which case:

E0 (t- 0 Ln n E rW *-.&i
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The curve of Ed(t) versus 0 (average
length of test curve) is determined by eEor E (t) 10 Units
choosing values of 0 (together with corre- (Replacement Case)
sponding values from the test plan and OC
curve), the number of units which will be 0 3.2 0 (a minimum)
tested at any one time, and whether a re- 01 (100) 9.1 91
placement or non-replacement test procedure s (138.6) 10.1 140 (maximum)
wil.l be used. 02 (200 ) 5.7 114

L0* 44"(a minimum)
Five points on the average length of L

test curve are tabulated in Figure 7-7 for * Determined by engineering inference
the example test design which is imple-
mented by testing ten units at a time in the Figure 7-7. Five Points onreplcemnt cse.the Eo(t) Versus 0 Curve
replacement case.

From the points in Figure 7-7, a points of particular interest may be calcu-

sketch of the average length of test curve lated.

may be made as shown in Figure 7-8. While the curve of Figure 7-8 presents

A sketch such as that shown in the average length of test to reach a deci-

Figure 7-8 may often be sufficient for test sion for a given MTBF, the actual test

estimating purposes.-2  However, additional length in any one test may be either signif-icantly lower or up to three times the aver-

-/Requests for proposals should instruct bidders to age test length. Furthermore, the decision

base cost estimates on the expected length of test agetest l e pt ort ree t de cision
when the actual MTBF equals a "nominal" re- whether to accept or reject depends on the
quirement. OC curve and not on the length of test.

140

* 114
". 91II

"C I0*%

< '"I I I

01 s 02

0
0 100 138.6 200

Actual (or True) MTBF
(Hours)

Figure 7-8. Average Length of Test Curve for Sequential Sampling Plan
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7-3 SEQUENTIAL TEST DESIGN FOR RELIABILITY ACCEPTANCE

7-3-1. General fied mission period, i.e., R0 = R(tm)nom.
(In the exponential case, O0 was used

The procedures for MTBF acceptance instead of R0.)The unacceptable proportion
outlined in the previous section are defective, designated as pl, is defined as
applicable when the equipment under test is (1 - RI), where R1 corresponds to the
known to follow the exponential law. How- minimum acceptable reliability originally
ever, in cases where the assumption of defined in the design specification for the
exponentiality is not valid, - it is necessary specified mission period. (In the exponential
to express the reliability requirement as a case, 01 was calculated from R1.)
probability of survival for the prescribed
mission time. A sequential test can then be EXAMPLE: An equipment has been
designed to accept or reject the product on designed to have a nominal reliability
the basis of its "unreliability" or "propor- of .97 for a 6-hour mission. A min-
tion defective" during a prescribed mission imum acceptable reliability of .94 has
time. been specified for the same period.

Redundancy has been used in design;
therefore, the assumption of
exponentiality does not hold. Design

7-3-2. Procedural Steps predictions and development tests
indicate that basic design is qualified

The same procedure is applicable to for prototype development. An accept-
one-shot devices and cycle-dependent ance test is now to be designed as a
equipments that are not directly dependent means of determining whether to accept
on time. System availability or operational the prototype for production or to
readiness can also be evaluated for accept- reject it and require further design
ability by sequential test methods. Appli- refinement. On the basis of develop-
cation of sequential test design procedures ment test data, a hypothesis may be
to these latter cases is also illustrated. formulated concerning the probable

proportion defective of the prototype,
i.e., it is hypothesized that
p = .03, or(1 -. 97). This hypothesis is

Define "Acceptable" and termed the "Null" hypothesis and is
STEP -"Unacceptable" Proportion shown symbolically as:

Defective (p)

The nominal proportion defective, Hm: p 0 3att=t

designated as Po' is defined as (1 - R0 ), An alternative hypothesis that p = .06,
where R0 is the design requirement for or(I-.94), is formulated from the
acceptable reliability throughout the speci- specified minimum acceptable reli-

3 ability of .94, as follows:
-Equipment designs that employ redundancy at the

part or module level usually void the exponential
assum tion, as do those equipments which are
judged on an attributes basis, i.e., number of H Pl > 06 at t--t
successes in a given number of trials and tests. H1: - "m
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S1 consumer's risk of /9 10% - i.e., the
E Define the Allowable "Risks" Bureau wants 90% ccnfidence (1 - P9) that

the product has a proportion defective (unre-

The two risks involved have meanings liability) of not more than .06. Assume also
equivalent to those discussed for MTBF that the development contractor had agreed
acceptance tests. The "producer's risk", to a producer's risk of a = 10% - i.e., the
a, is the contractor's chance or risk that a producer wants 90% confidence that the
product with an acceptable proportion prototype will be accepted by the test if
defective po will be rejected. The "con- its proportion defective is in fact .03 or
sumer's risk", 89, is the Bureau's chance less. Thus a = / = 10%.
or risk of accepting a product proportion
defective which is worse than the minimum
acceptable level, Pi. Determine Accept/Reject

L~~~-JDecision Boundaries.

To illustrate the test design, assume
that the minimum acceptable level of reli- With p0 and p, both defined and the

ability, represented by pl, was defined for a two risks a and /9 established, all the

CUMULATIVE NUMBER
OF FAILURES, r

ft.

CUMULATIVE NUMBER OF TEST SAMPLES, n

Figure 7-9. Graphic Representation of Sequential Test Plan for Proportion Defective
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necessary parameters for the choice or It is frequently desirable to express
design of the sequential test are known, the accept/reject criteria as the number of
Until such time as a handbook of test plans tests, n, required for decision for a given
is published, the project engineer or con- number of failures, or n as a function of r.
tractor must derive the plan from the basic In this event, the preceding line equations
equations. are easily solved for n as follows:

Figure 7-9 is a graphic representation Accept Line nr n -•
of a sequential sampling plan showing the A S S
equations for lines of acceptance and -h r
rejection. Reject Line nR - n

The two equations expressing r as a
function of n are: EXAMPLE: Reliability Acceptance

Accept Line r = -h + ns Test. A sequential test for MTBF
n 0acceptance, designed for 00 = 200

r = h + ns hours, 0, = 100 hours, and a = 16 -10,
n 1 is based on an assumption of random

where equipment failure, which is often
experienced by equipments of mature

LnA - a' conventional design. Let us assume
ho _ 0 -]that 00 and 01 were calculated from

0 Ln (1 - p0)] SOR reliability requirements, which
Ln 1 -) called for values of .97 (nominal) and

.94 (minimum acceptable), respectively,
for a 6-hour mission, as represented

Ln(P ) 
by Figure 7-10.

Ln pll' - PO) 1.0)
P(0 - ) 1.97

L nFl(._ ,.94 -
L<I "Pl .9

-n p L t 1)
, 1

n = Sample size (number of events or
tests attempted) when r failures
are observed. I

of a
r = Total number of failures observed 0 6 TIME IN HOURS
n in sample size n Figure 7-10. Reliability Function
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Assume further that adesign feasibility For comparison on a basis consistent
study has revealed the reliability with the MTBF test, the line equations are
requirement cannot be met by con- solved to express n as a function of r, and
ventional design. As a result, a new they result in the following accept/reject
design incorporating redundancy has criteria:
been established, and it is now pro-
posed that models of this new design Accept when n >74.5 + 24.5 r.
be tested to determine that required
reliability has been achieved. Since Reject when n < -74.5 + 24.5 rn
the rate of failure may no longer
follow the random pattern because These two lines are plotted in Figure
of the redundancy employed, the MTBF these values ore and n sub-
test previously designed may not be 7-11, with several values of rn and n sub-
suitable. Therefore, with reference to stituted in the equations, as shown in the

the equations of Step 3, the accept/ Figure 7-12.
reject equations for the non-exponential situation would be derived To illustrate use of the test plan,expon alowsi o wfour possible results of testing are plotted:
as follows-:

Ln -_- 1 N(1) Four failures occurred prior to
ho .1 1 Ln 9 completion of 23 tests, causing a

-- L03(1- .036 L n 2.06 reject decision.
[03( - .06)J

2.20 3.04 (2) Completion of 75 tests occurred
= 0.723 "-- .prior to the first failure, causing

an accept decision.

Ln" Ln9 (3) Ten failures occurred prior to
Ln[06-ý1 -. 03)] Ln 2.06 completion of 170 tests, causing

L03(1 - .06)1 a reject decision.

= 2.20 3.04 (4) Completion of 320 tests occurred
0.723 prior to the 11th failure, causing

LnF(- .03) an accept decision.
(1 .Io06) Ln 1.03

- .06(1 - .03). - Ln 2.06 Each "test" or "sample" in this
_-L.03( - .06)7 example refers to an attempt to operate an

equipment for a period of 6 hours (ti)

=0 .0 ~ between inspection and repair or replace-0.723 ment, if needed, of the redundant item.

The accept line is defined by EXAMPLE: Availability Acceptance

r = -3.04 + .0408n Test. For the equipment used in the
n previou " example, let us assume that

The reject line is defined by an availability requirement has been
specified in addition to the reliability

r = 3.04 + .0408n requirement (AO) is .97, and that for
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SAMPLE SIZE, n
(NUMBER OF TESTS)

320 -7 - -

1ý REJECT
REGION

(1) 1%1(2)t

0 0-4 10

CUMULATIVE FAILURES, r

Figure 7-11. Sequential Test Plan (Non-Exponential) for po " .97; p1 = .94; a - 6 10%

Number of Failures Minimum Sample to Accept Maximum Sample to Reject
(r) (nA) (nR)

0 75 N/A
1 99 N/A
2 124 N/A
3 148 N/A
4 173 23
5 197 48
6 222 72
7 246 97
8 271 121
9 295 146

10 320 170
11 344 195
12 369 219
13 393 244
14 418 268

Figure 7-12. Accept/Reject Numbers (Failures) as a Function of
Number of Tests or Sample Size (n)
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S= .1 the minimum acceptable avail- true proportion defective of the items being
ability requirement (A1) is .94. tested) is given approximately by:

(Although A0 and AI often exceed H,
and Rj, respectively, the same values
are used here to facilitate using the Ah
test plan designed in the previous L(p) -1

example.) Since availability is a Ah- Bh

measure of system "readiness" to
operate (on demand) at the start of a where
mission, the availability test will
assess whether the equipment is oper- A - 1 - i
ational or can be made operational a
within a prescribed period of warning
time. From a practical standpoint, B --

the warning time is necessitated by 1- a
normal equipment turn-on, warm-up,
and operational checkout required to and

transfer a system from standby to h
."full-on" condition. 1 - Plp

Assume here that it takes 15 minutes P = h -/ .h
to get the system into operational (P1 '\ (1 - Pl
condition. The availability "sample"" _
test would then consist of one attempt \p
to turn on, warm up, and check out
the system within 15 minutes. The The OC curve is determined by
test plan of the previous example may assigning values to h and solving for L(p)
be used directly for the availability and p. Five points on the OC curve are
test, except that the time period of shown in Figure 7-13. From these points, a
interest is 15 minutes of operation rough sketch of the OC curve (Figure 7-14)
instead of 6 hours as used for the can be made to determine whether additional
reliability test. The failure criteria points are needed for the desired accuracy.
for availability tests are likely the
same as those used for the reliability
test. Test "samples" are selected at n p L(p)
random points in time.

-01 0

-1 pI p

STEP 4 Develop the OC Curve 0 s h1/(hO~h1)

!. . I-for the Sequential Reliability 1 P0  1 - a

Test Plan 00 1

The operating characteristic (OC)
curve for the sequential plan (i.e., the
probability of accepting H0 when p is the Figure 7-13. Five Points on the OC Curve
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L(p) PROBABILITY
OF ACCEPTANCE

1.0

.9---------- -(1-)

.5I h1
. hi + ho

I+
.1 I

0 Po .0 3  .0405 P," .06

PROPORTION DEFECTIVE, p

Figure 7-14. Sketch of the OC Curve

STEP 5 - Estimate Expected Number of Tests Required for Decision

With a sequential reliability test plan the expected (average) number of tests required
to reach a decision is a function of the actual (or true) proportion defective (p) of the items
tested and may be calculated approximately as follows:

EPr= L(p) Ln B + (1 - L(p)) Ln A

p [Ln(Po) + (I - p) [Ln/( _ pI

where (1 -
A=•

a

and B-
(1 - a)

The curve of Ep(r) versus p is determined by first choosing values of proportion de-
fective (p) together with the corresponding values from the OC curve and test design, and
solving for Ep(r). Five values of Ep(r) may be calculated more easily than other points and
may be used to sketch the curve. Figure 7-15 presents these values for the example test
design.
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p E p(r)

EI(r) = Q = 4 (a minimum)

(I - Pl)h1 - Ph0
Pl = .06 E p(r) = (1 - h = 127

.005h 0 hl 236 (maximum)

= s = .0405 Es(r) = s(1 - s)

p0 =.03 E 0(] - a)h0 - ah1  -225SO .3 p0(r s-p0 22

0 E(r) - = 75 (a minimum)

Figure 7-15. Five Points on the Ep(r) Curve

From the points in Figure 7-15, a sketch of the curve may be made as shown in
Figure 7-16. Such a sketch may often be sufficient for test estimating purposes. 4! However,
additional points of particular interest may be calculated.

While the curve of Figure 7-16 presents the average number of tests to reach a decision
for a given proportion defective, the actual number of tests in any one test situation may be
either significantly lower or up to three times the average number of tests. Furthermore, the
decision whether to accept or reject depends on the OC curve and not on the number of tests.

4 ./Requests for proposals should instruct bidders to
base cost estimates on the expected number of
tests when the actual proportion defective cor-
responds to the "nominal" reliability requirement.
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236
225

I I
I.I

* I
O-

S127

<75I
I i

F 0  s Pl
I I I
I I I

0 .03 .0406 .06 1.0

Actual (or True) Proportion Defective

Figure 7-16. Curve of Ep(r) Versus p for Sequential Sampling Plan
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7-4 TRUNCATION OF ACCEPTANCE TEST PLANS

7-4-1. General The method for truncating to be
described requires inputs of values for a, 0,

When a sequential test plan is used, and 01/00 or po/pl, as applicable, and
there are rare occasions in which, because makes use of a "Thorndike Chart", which
of marginally acceptable MTBF, reliability, is presented in Chart 2-1l of Appendix 2. To
or availability, a decision boundary may not illustrate the method, a test plan having
be crossed even after continuous testing, a = 3 = .10 and 01/00 or Po/Pi = .20 will be
In order to avoid this contingency, decision truncated.
rules to truncate the test should be estab-
lished in advance of the test. Truncation, or
termination of the test prior to crossing of a
decision boundary, usually occurs when STEP1 Define "probability of r or
either a maximum number of failure, a max- STEP I fewer failures" ordinates
imum number of tests or hours of test, or a for Chart 2-11 corresponding to (1 - a) and 8.
combination of both of these is reached. For this test, the ordinates will be .9 and .1,
The a and jS risks at truncation are affected respectively.
by where the truncation occurs. In general,
early truncation results in a substantial
increase in either a or jS or both, and trun-
"cation after a substantial amount of testing STEP 2] - Determine from Chart 2-I1
causes an increase in risk that is of no abscissa values of np corr-
practical engineering significance. sponding to the ordinates of Step 1 and

values of r (number of failures). The values
of r to be used are determined first by start-
ing with r = 0 and then by using for guidance

7-4-2. Procedural Steps the results of Step 3.

A truncation method based on a
maximum number of failures is shown below
for a 8ingle sampling plan. It is believed STEP 3 1 Calculate the ratio of
that this method of truncation often will be -np.9/np., for each value
practical for sequential acceptance test of r used in Step 2 until you find the small-
plans. However, if the test program will est r value that will give a ratio of
allow additional testing to avoid significant np. 9 /np. 1 that is greater than 01/00 or
increase in risk at truncation, the truncation Po/Pi for your test plan. The tabulation of
may be established at three times the number Step 4 indicates the desired value of r is 2
of failures required for truncation of the since r-2 yields the ratio np.9/np.1 =.209

single sampling plan (the latter method of which exceeds our 01/00 value of .2 andno
truncation is used for H108 sequential smaller value of r yields a ratio greater
plans). than .2.
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STEP 4- Tabulate the results as follows:

r np(, - a) fnP. 9  nflp = np.1  np.9/np 1

"*0 .11 2.30 .048
1 .53 3.89 .136
2 1.11 5.32 .2__9
3 1.75 6.68 .262

S'TEP5 Truncate the test at the For the MTBF test,
- number of failures (rO) that is T = rOs

equal to one plus the number of failures
identified in Step 4 -- in this case, at three For the reliability test,
failures. T

s

STEP 6 Truncate the test at the For test plans commonly considered,
number of hours or number of the number of failures required for truncation

tests that corresponds to r0 and is determined is given for various discrimination ratios
by the slope of the selected test plan. and risk values in Figure 7-17.

1/00 a =i .05 a= .05 a - .10 a = .10 a = .20
or
or 6 3= .05 = .10 / = .05 83= .10 /-= .20

1/10 3 3 2 2 1

1/5 5 4 4 3 2
1/3 10 8 8 6 3
1/2 23 19 18 15 7
2/3 67 55 52 41 18

Figure 7-17. Failures Required for Truncation, Based on Single Sampling Plan
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Truncation at other ration of ol/60 For truncation beyond the range of the
between 1/10 and 2/3 for the risk pairs in table and Chart 2-11, consult tables of the
the table shown in Figure 7-17 maybe deter- "Summation of Terms of Poisson's Expo-
mined with practical accuracy by graphical nential Binomial Limit".
interpolation.

7-5 COMPARISON OF MTBF (EXPONENTIAL)

AND PROPORTION UNRELIABLE (NON-EXPONENTIAL)

SEQUENTIAL ACCEPTANCE TEST PLANS

The sequential test plans used as compared for a given number of failures, the
examples in this section may be used to relative test length may then be seen.
provide a limited comparison of the
exponential and non-exponential tests.

For the example plans of this chapter,

three points are tabulated in Figure 7-18
In the MTBF test, total test time is to illustrate the comparison.

plotted on the ordinate. In order to compare
the MTBF test to the reliability test, which
has "number of 6-hour tests" as an ordinate, In general, decisions in the MTBF
simply divide the total test time of the MTBF test can be made in a shorter time than the
test by six, the length of test in the non- time required for decision in the non-
exponential test plan. When the plans are exponential test.

Number of EXPONENTIAL NON-EXPONENTIAL

Failures TA/6 TR/6 Minimum Sample Maximum Sample
to Accept to Reject

0 73 -- 75 --

4 167 20 173 23
10 306 160 320 170

Figure 7-18. Comparison of Exponential and Non- Exponential Sequential Tests
for K %; , - .1
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CHAPTER 8

RELIABILITY EVALUATION, FAILURE ANALYSIS,
AND CORRECTION - THE "FEEDBACK" LOOP

8-1 INTRODUCTION

8-1.1. General

Successful or satisfactory operation - 0 NAVORD 2214, "Ordnance Equipment
the goal of all design efforts - yields little CLasualty Report". This form is used
information on which to base improvements. to rertilures on non-electronic

Failures, on the other hand, contribute a naval ordnance equipments. It is being
wealthof data of "what to improve" or "what repnaced by NAVWEPS Form 8000/13.

to design against" in subsequent efforts.
The feedback of information obtained from 0 NAVWEPS Form 8000/13, "Weapon
the analysisof failures is one of the principal Systems Component Failure Report .
stepping stones of progress. This form supersedes both DD 787 and

NAVORD 2214 as the basic reporting
Failure data are recorded, reported, form for ordnance equipment, both

and controlled in many ways - from the electronic and mechanical. It requires
sophisticated "controlled surveillance" recording of maintenance as well as
approach where personnel are specifically failure data.
assigned to record all occurrences of failure
accurately and in detail, to the "uncontrolled" * NAVAER-3067 (FUR), "Failure, Un-
approach where maintenance personnel are satisfactory or Removal Report". This
relied upon to record failure even t s on is a failure reporting form in wide use
standard forms and to forward the forms to for airborne equipment.
central collection agencies on a routine
basis.

0 4ND-NATSF- 13070/6, "Electronic
8.1-2. Data Forms Equipment Failure, Removal, Repair

Report". This form is being introduced
Data forms currently employed for with new avionics equipments. It

routine failure reporting by Fleet personnel supersedes DD 787 and NAVAER-3067
are: for this category of equipment.

* DD 787, "Electronic Failure Report". * BuShips 10551-1, "Electronic Equip-
This report is the forerunner of most ment Failure/Replacement Report".
failure reporting systems. It is currently i'his form replaces DD 787 for equip-
being replaced by several of the newer ment under cognizance of the Bureau
forms listed below, of Ships.

8-1
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8.1-2 to 8-1-3 NAVWEPS 00-65-502

Other data forms in use by specific 8-1-3. The Feedback Loop
field activities and contractors differ, in
general, only in format, entry coding, and A comprehensive failure analysis and
degree of detail recorded. The following corrective action feedback loop must deter-
entries may be considered standard on all mine:
forms.

What failed.

How it failed.
"* Parts repaired or replaced - by name

and reference designator. Why it failed.

"* Technician's analysis of part failure
and cause of the trouble. Failure data provide information to determine

* Date of report or trouble, and report the first two factors. The third, essential to

number. corrective action, usually requires information
which can be obtained only by laboratory

"* Identification of higher level assemblies study of the problem areas uncovered by

and equipments. failure analysis.

"* Effect of failure on performance.
This chapter of the handbook is de-

"s Status of equipment and type of voted primarily to the analysis of failure
maintenance action when failure was data. Although emphasis is placed on
discovered and repaired. reliability, the procedures are applicable to

the analysis of maintainability problems and
"• Time-meter readings of the higher level estimates. An e x a m p I e of the detailed

assemblies, laboratory analypis of "why it failed" is
presented in Paragraph 8-5, using the test

"* Maintenance man-hours and calendar techniques presented in Chapter 6 of the
time to repair trouble. handbook.

"* Space for remarks.

"* Individual and activity filing report. Maximum utilization of a failure report-
ing system occurs only when the results are
analyzed and disseminated in a form which
will have wide application to new system
designs. Several methods and data sources

These basic data will permit the isolation, have been established to facilitate the ex-
identification, and ranking of reliability (and change and interchange of failure experience
maintainability) problem areas without re- within the military services and industry.
quiring detail, accuracy, or coverage in ex- Paragraph 8-6 summarizes those sources
cess of that presently attained by the routine which are considered most useful to the Navy
or "uncontrolled" data systems in common use. and its contractors.
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8-2 ANALYSIS OF FAILURE DATA

Of the many questions which may be -STEP 1 -Organize the Data.
asked of a failure reporting system, the most
useful and most readily answered is: Arrange the data first by identifiable

units or subassemblies within the subject
equipment, then by circuit or part reference

What, within an equipment, designation within each unit or module, and

contributes most to its un- finally by cause of failure within each part

reliability? reference designation. (This step is easily
accomplished by machine sorting of data
transcribed to punch card or tape data
systems.)

The following paragraphs present a
step-by-step method of analyzing p re s en t
failure reports, whether originating in the Four example equipments are used
Fleet, at a test facility, or at a contractor's extensively throughout this section to
plant, in order to answer the above question. illustrate the step-by-step procedures for

ANTENNA GROUP 1RAN MflTER-RECEIVER SYNCHRONIZER

DRIVE LMT f27 MODULES #04, 05, 06, 23. 24, 25. 26,f

07,08, 09,10, 21 H 28,29
INDICATOR GROUP SET CONTROL LECTRONIC CONTROL GROUP[INDICATOR UNIT #33 MODULES 036, 37, 38 MODULES #11, 12,

MODULES #30, 31, 11 15, 17
32, 12, 14, 16

Figure 8-1. Example System Block Diagram
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data analysis. Failure data are recorded on running consecutively from 1 through 38.
equipments of a new type during service The final configuration is represented in
evaluation (repeated flights in test aircraft Figure 8.1.
to demonstrate performance capability). The
equipments, packaged into modular units, are The failure data, ordered by module,
individually identified by module numbers appeared as follows:

E Equipment Unit or Part Ref. esignation Part Type
Equipment Serial No. Module Siymbol. Location P

AN/XN-000 - 01 -

1 02 V 201 Tube
2 02 V 202 Tube
2 02 V 202 Tube
3 02 V 202 Tube

1 03 Tolerance
4 03 Adjust
2 03 C 304 Capacitor
3 03 CR 313 Diode
1 03 Q 3-0-2- .... Transistor/

STEP 2 - Plot Failure Data by Unit Versus ures than all their companion modules-i.e.,
F Number of Failures per Unit. Modules i#03, #27, and W38 contributed 60%

of the total failures reported. Each of these
On the basis of knowledge of the equip- modules should now be analyzed relative to

ment derived from operator handbooks and complexity and circuit function, to determine
maintenance manuals, obtain a list of all if in fact it does represent a "maverick"
units within the equipments and plot the failure problem (i.e., indicate a failure rate con-
data as shown in Figure 8-2 for the example siderably higher than should be expected for
equipments. (The number of units exhibiting its level of complexity and function). The
zero failures can be determined only if the module may exhibit a relatively large number
total number of units in the equipment is of failures because it is more complex in
known.) total circuits and parts than others, or be-

cause it contains parts which, due to state-
Inspection of Figure 8-2 reveals that 3 of-the-art limitations, are relatively short-

modules out of the 38 contributed more fail- lived in the particular application.
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12

34

5 IT !: ll l l
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7

I0

12

13
14

20

24

25 112
26

288.
29

311 F
32i
3=3
34 OMITTE

0 5 10 1,5 20 2.5

NUMBER OF FAILURES

Figure B-2. Module Failure Distribution for Example Equipment
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STEP 3 - Designate the "Maverick" Units. data with respect to functional complexity.
If all units are approximately equal in com-
plexity, then it can usually be assumed that

Some complex items may appear errone- no hidden mavericks exist; if, on the other
ously as mavericks. On the other hand, a hand, a wide variation in complexity exists
very simple unit may exhibit a high number of among units, it is important that unit failures
failures relative to complexity,yet not appear be normalized on a per-acti,,e-element basis
as a "unit" problem. It is therefore -neces- (transistor, tube, relay, motor) before mave-
sary to "normalize" the observed unit failure ricks can be legitimately designated.

NUMBER OF MODULES

#38
10

9

8

7

6

5

4--

3--

2 #27#17

00

0 >I >2 >3 >4 >5 >6 >7 >8 >9 >10 >II

FNLUtES/AEG

Figure 8-3. Failure Distribution per Active Element/Module
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Figure 8-3 shows the numberof modules failures by the number of active element
exhibiting 0, 1, 2, 3, or more failures per groups in the module. The number of AEG's
active elements. The "expected" shape of determined from the design data on the
this homogeneous set of data is shown by the example equipment are given in Figure 8-4.
smooth curve of the figure (a Poisson prof-
ability function as described in Appendix 2). For illustration, consider Modules #38
In most instances, this curve can be sketched and #17. The observed failures were 34 and
"by eye". Modules outside or beyond the 5, respectively, Normalization to number of
curve are "statistically" different from the failures per AEG gives the following results:
majority. They are the mavericks which, if
corrected, should yield the most reliability Module #38 34/29 1.2 failures per AEG
improvement per dollar. Failure rate improve-
ment in the homogeneous group should also Module #17 5/1 5 failures per AEG
be considered (Step 5 of Paragraph 8-3) as a
longer-range objective, following a clean-up Module 417 is classified as a maverick with
of the mavericks. 5 failures, whereas Module ;38 is within the

range of "expected" AEG failure rates even
Normalized module failures are obtained though it produced 34 failures during the

by dividing the number of observed module same period.

Module AEG's Module AEG's

1 1 (Antenna) 20 Omitted
2 3 21 4
3 2 22 18
4 3 23 26
5 1 24 6
6 3 25 8
7 1 26 9
8 2 27 1 (Hydraulic dr.)
9 2 28 3

10 1 29 1
11 6 30 7
12 4 31 6
13 6 32 4
14 1 33 0
15 4 34 Omitted
16 2 35 Omitted
17 1 36 2
18 Omitted 37 0
19 Omitted 38 29

Total 165

Figure 8-4. Number of Active Elements in Each Module of the Example Equipment
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S 4 Evaluate Problems Within circuit/part incom-
STEP Maverick Modules. patibility problem re-

quiring an engineering

Steps 2 and 3 are now repeated within analysis for solution.

each of the modules designated as maverick Module 427 Connectors were removed
problems, using part reference designators during routine mainte-
in lieu of modules as the common denominator, nance because of cor-
Where relatively few parts are involved, a rosion. Review of equip-
review of the part data will usually permit ment is in order to
determination of those parts and related determine how condensate
applications which are largely responsible gets into the connector.
for the high failure rate of maverick modules,
as illustrated in the following examples: Module #17 Relays were removed after

Module #t03 Most removals were of equipment became inoper-
Modulsto r Q 3. r s weeof ative and the part failure
Transistor Q 302. Two code indicated "Contacts
other transistors and DO NOT open/close".
several diodes, resistors, The relay a p p I i c a t i o n

and capacitors were not should be reviewed

removed. The 21st re- rela te re lay

moval was a faulty termi- specification.

nal strip.

Module #27 All ten removals were Define Maintainability Problem
contributed by one con- T -Area.
nector.

The preceding steps, as applicable,
Module #17 Four out of the five re- should be repeated in order to extract all

movals were of one relay. available maintainability data from the re-
porting forms - fault location time, repair

Module #38 No single part produced time, waiting time, post-repair checkout
more than two failures. time, maintenance problems, instrumentation

difficulties.
Removals or repair actions that have

been itemized by module and part reference STEP 6 - Follow Up.
designator normally contain information
which may lead directly to a definition of The analysis illustrated in the preced-
the problem, as illustrated in the following ing steps can prove useful and effective only
examples: if follow-on detailed engineering changes are

conceived, tested, and introduced into exist-
Module #03 Transistor removals from ing equipments. The summarized problems

Q 302 were primarily the and solutions should therefore be fed back
result of inability to ad- to design and engineering groups for the
just the module. However, development of field modifications for
removed transistors tested existing systems, as well as to guide the
"OK". This indicates a design of future systems.
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8-3 RELIABILITY EVALUATION

The failure-reporting procedures in use (44 during flight, and 18 during ground
today are also useful for the estimation of operation).
equipment reliability under Fleet "use"
conditions. The accuracy of the estimate is, Obtain Total Number of
of course, dependent upon the accuracy of STEP 2-Equipment Operating Hours.
data reporting and the availability of adequate
supporting information. Steps which may be The number of equipment operating
followed in estimating equipment reliability hours accumulated during the same time
are given below. period by those equipments from which

data were obtained (include equipments

Determine the Number of which accumulated time but did not fail)

STEP 1 j-Equipment Failures in a must be secured from equipment operating

Selected Time Period. logs and major system logs (flight logs,
ships logs, etc.). Where large numbers of

Failure reports provide an estimate of equipments and several months are involved,

the total number of equipment removals, and the estimated number of hours of operation

recent forms also cover adjustment and per month per equipment may be sufficiently

alignment failures where no parts were re- accurate for estimating purposes.

moved. The data should be ordered by
date/time sequence and equipment time-meter Time records for the example equip-
readings, as well as by report number, in ments, based on aircraft log data during the
order to aid in grouping those part removals evaluation period, are summarized as follows:
which occurred as a "cluster" during each
repair action following an equipment failure./ Equipment Ground Time Flight Time
Preventive maintenance removals should not Number
be considered in determining the number of 1 368 hours 163 hours
equipments to be used in the reliability 2 980 ti 420
computation. 3 530 " 213

4 276 210

Continuing with the example, a total 4 276 210
of 108 removals was reported during service Totals 2154 hours 1008 hours
evaluation of the four equipments. Of these,
23 were removed during preventive mainte-
nance, with no indication that the equipment STEP 3 - Estimate Reliability or MTBF.
was in a failed state. This left 85 removals
associated with equipment failures. Analysis Flight MTBF
of date/time and time-meter readings produced
62 independent equipment operational failures - Total Number of In-Flight Failures

./Experiencehas shown that between 1.2 and 2 parts 1008 = 22.4 Hours
are removed per repair action. 44
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Ground MTBF potential gain which may be used as justifi-

2154 cation for corrective action.
= 18• 120 Hoturs Assume that failures from maverick

modules of the example equipment can be
(Note: If the data do not include adjustment reduced to the average number of failures of
and alignment failures, this estimate is the remaining modules (.54 failures/AEG/
likely to be optimistic.) module). This represents a reduction of 24

failures for the time accumulated during
Statistical confidence intervals can be service evaluation, as shown in Figure 8-5.

placed upon these estimates, if desired (see It can be assumed that this reduction would
Appendix 3). be proportionately divided between ground

and in-flight failures.

Predicted Potential Flight MTBF
Total Operate Hours

Assess Possible Improvement - Observed Failures - Potential Reduction

STEP 4 - by Reduction of Problem Unit 1008
Failures. - 44 - 17 =

A comparison between the observed There is, therefore, a potential increase
reliability computed in Step 3 and that from 22 to 37 hours in flight reliability
predicted by klimination of the problems in (MTBF) by treating maverick problems alone.
maverick modules provides a measure of This is illustrated in Figure 8-6.

Removals Expected
Module Observed Avg/AEG/Module Reduction

#03 21 .54 x 2 = 1.1 19.9

#17 5 .54x1= .5 4.5

#27 10 .54x1= .5 -*

(Preventive
Maintenance)

Total Reduction - 24.4

44
In-Flight Reduction = 44 x 24.4 = 17

* Preventive maintenance removals do not indicate a failed system. Thus, reduction of
preventive maintenance removals will not influence system reliability directly.

Figure 8-5. Potential Reduction in Maverick Problems

S~8-10
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1.0 fR FURTHER IMPROVEMENT

POTENTIAL BY A REDUCTION
Z IN AMBIENT STRESS LEVELS

IMPROVEMENT POTENTIAL
BY MAVERICK ELIMINATION

.37 -_"'-

PRESENT FIELD
EXPERIENCE

I

0 I
0 22.4 37

OPERATING TIME IN HOURS OF FLIGHT TIME

Figure 8-6. Estimated Equipment Flight Reliability, Present and Potential,
Based on an Analysis of Failure Data

T Evaluate the "Ambient" of the homogeneous group of the distribution,
I-Problem. is largely attributable to environmental

factors (thermal, shock,, and vibration) and
application stresses (use conditions versus

The preceding steps have dealt with rated conditions) which are peculiar to a
the more outstanding "maverick" problems particular installation requirement. These
that jeopardize equipment reliability - are the factors which explain the seven-to-one
problems readily apparent to the data analyst. ratio in MTBF experience between shipboard
The other general classification of problems systems and airborne systems of comparable
hidden in the failure pattern of Figure 8-3 is complexity, as discussed in Chapter 1.
called the "ambient" problem - not so
readily discernible, and generally not so Significant reliability improvements
easily corrected. This ambient problem, can be achieved through effective treatment
accounting for the high average failure rate of stringent ambient conditions, although the
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cost in space, weight, repackaging, cooling, EXAMPLE: An in-flight thermal survey
voltage control, and overall parts derating conducted on the airborne equipment
may be prohibitive as a redesign "retrofit" used in the foregoing example dis-
measure. Effective treatment of the problem closes a steady state ambient
requires supplemental information not temperature within modules. ranging
generally available through the failure re- from 600C to 1200C. Control of this
porting system. In the airborne systems ambient range to a 600C upper Jimit
just discussed, for example, it would be would reduce the average failure rate
necessary to perform in-flight measurements of the homogeneous portion of the
of ambient and "hot-spot" temperatures, failure distribution by a factor of
vibration levels and frequencies, voltage three-to-one. This, combined with the
levels, and transients. With these measure- reduction of maver; previously
ments, operating stress-levels can be discussed, could yie 'ive-to-one
precisely defined at the part level, to indicate improvement in equipmý- rBF. The
the need for, and the nature of, required de- predicted reliability function for this
sign improvements, case is also shown in Figure 8-6.

8-4 MAINTAINABILITY EVALUATION

PROBABILITY OF SUCCESS,
OR PROBAIUTY OF REPNR

1.0 - - - - -----

01
0 TIME

Figure 8-7. Reliability and Maintainability Time Functions
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Maintainability is expressed as a prob- STEP 2 - Estimate Mean-Time-To-Restore
ability of repair in a given time. The
maintainability function, as contrasted with Divide the total repair or maintenance
the reliability function, is generally of the hours by the number of repair actions (mainte-
log-normal shape illustrated in Figure 8-7. nance hours are the calendar hours the equip-

The step-by-step procedure for estimat- ment is being worked on and should not be
ing the maintainability of an equip me n t confused with maintenance man-hours per
follows, repair action).

STEP 1 - Tabulate Reported Maintenance The mean-time-to-restore of the example
Times in Ascending Order. equipment is calculated as:

Repair times were reported on 72 of the
108 repairs performed on the example equip- 21=6 3 hours
ments. These 72 times were arranged in 72
ascending order, as illustrated:

Plot the Repair Times to
15 minutes 1 hours 8 hours STEP 3 - Determine the Frequency
15 " 1 " 9 " ' Distribution.
15 " 1 " 19
15 " 1 " Total 216 hours The repair timel grouped into equal
20 " 1.5 " intervals are plotted as shown in Figure 8-8.
20 " 1.5 " This plot is called a frequency distribution,
1 hours 2 "-which represents the number of instances in

i " 2 H which various repair times were required to
correct a failure.

10

S6.

0i
.5 1 2 3 "4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 16

REPAIR TIME PER FAILURE IN HOURS

Figure 8-8. Plot of Repair Times per Repair Action
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STEP 4 - Estimate the Maintainability Function.

The maintainability function can be estimated by computing the following probability of
repair for each time interval in Figure 8-8:

Probability of Repair - Total Repair Actions Completed in Time t or Less
Total Repair Actions

A plot of these values versus the time t provides the desired maintainability function
(Figure 8-9). From this plot it can be stated that 50% of the repair actions will be completed
in 2.5 hours or less and 90% will be completed in 6 hours or less.

1.0

.9

.8

.6

0

".4

.3

.1

0
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 16

REPAIR TIE IN HOURS

Figure 8-9. Maintainability Function
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___TEP571 Assess Potential Maintain- for comparison with the observed function.
STEP -ability Improvement. Either the median values (i.e., 50th per-

centile) or the mean values of the two dis-
Upon determining that the long time tributions can be used to assess the degree

to repair items can be reduced, it is possible of imp ro verne n t as shown in Step 2 of
to plot a predicted maintainability function Paragraph 8-3.

8-5 CORRECTIVE ACTION

8.5-1. Failure Pofterns fully or in part by failure data when combined
with supporting information on the equipment
and its usage.

The preceding failure isolation and

evaluation analyses describe the system EXAMPLE: Connectors were too fre-
status and indicate whether corrective action quently removed from Module #27 of
will produce significant improvements. These the example equipment. The reason
analyses do not indicate the specific cor- for the removal was reported as "cor-
rective actions which may be employed in rosion". Occasional remarks indicated
system improvement. Additional analysis of that water dripped into the compartment.
failure reports will often suggest the Recommended approach: (1) Determine
appropriate corrective action. Typical if the compartment was designed to be
questions which may be answered by this or could easily be made watertight; (2)
analysis are: if not, initiate a field change to install

waterproof connectors.
0 Does the recorded cause of failure or

reason for removal indicate a repetitive Actual Solution: The compartment was
application, environmental, or design essentially waterproofed by installing
problem? a sheet metal drip guard over the com-

partment opening to prevent con-
* Is there a difference in unit, module, densation from dripping onto the

or part removals due to physical connectors.
location or application?

* Would a scheduled replacement time 8-5-2. Scheduled Replacement
reduce the numberof in-service failures
of short-lived components? The question of replacement time for

components which appear to operate satis-
* Are long maintenance times con- factorily for some length of time and then

sistently related to given repair begin to fail rapidly (or, conversely, for
actions? components which never seem to last more

than a few hundred hours) can be partially
Each of the above questions, plus answered through failure data that give the

others of a more specific nature on a given reference designation and time-meter read-
equipment or part type, may be answered ings on the equipment. Gyros, magnetrons,
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other high-power tubes, rotating and high-wear These data were then employed to oh-
devices, sealed modules, and so on, can tain the reliability function given in
exhibit wearout phenomena prior to the end Figure 8-10 (the computational pro-
of equipment service life. cedures are shown on the figure).

From Figure 8-10, it can be estimated
The shape of the reliability function that a replacement schedule of 600

can be easily estimated by a plot of the hours would decrease in-flight failures
probability of survival versus various time by as much as 50%.
intervals.

EXAMPLE: A gyro installed in 12
equipments repeatedly failed after a 8-5-3. Laboratory Analysis
few hundred hours of operation. For
analysis, field data on this gyro from Other questions can be answered by
the 12 equipments were ordered by similar methods of organizing, classifying,
failure report number (or date/time and combining the basic data. It must be
sequence) within a fixed time interval, borne in mind that field failure data, in their
as illustrated: present state, do not always provide irrefutable

results, but they do provide an indication of
The total elapsed time was arranged problem areas and estimates which are useful
in ascending order for the 30 obser- to design engineers, project engineers, and
vations: management personnel in improving existing

108 617 668 designs and avoiding repetition of errors in
289 617 670 the next generation of equipments.
324 624 673
446 640 673 More often, however, additional de-
516 641 679 tailed laboratory studies are required in order
538 652 680 to fully establish the causes of failure and
580 657 688 to recommend a "fix". Regression analysis
601 658 698 (step-by-step procedures are given in
604 661 730 Chapter 6) is the most widely used approach
610 662 809 to these laboratory studies. A brief dis-

Equipment i Failure Time Meter Elapsed TimeReport t (Equipment)

1 62 108 ? (Estimate 108)
1 138 432 324
1 171 1042 610
1 200 1643 601
1 216 2267 624

(Do not use this
2 76 1061 ? observation)
2 129 1665 604
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R(t)
1.0q

.9
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Figure 8-10. Observed Flight Reliability for a Gyro
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cussion of the application of regression that the output distribution of the
techniques to a typical circuit problem will circuit must be shifted so that the
illustrate the laboratory approach to closing average output will fall on the design
the feedback loop. center value. Simple regression, de-

fined as the relationship between a
EXAMPLE: A multivibrator circuit in dependent variable and one independent
an airborne application was classified variable, was used to determine what
as a maverick because of an excessive part or parts values are related most
number of Q, transistor removals, directly to circuit output.
Upon testing the transistors, however,
it was found that they checked "OK" In this circuit, the coupling capacitor
relative to specification limits. (.022,f) was the suspected culprit.

Verification of this was obtained by
To determine the effect of transistors taking one model of the circuit and
on circuit performance (Figure 8-11), measuring the frequency as a function
4 production circuits were randomly of three different values of the coupling
selected and each was operated with capacitor. Three sets of data were
60 different transistors. The results obtained by running a sample of 47
are shown in Figure 8-12. transistors through the circuit for each

value of the capacitor. All circuit
Figure 8-12 indicates that the average components except transistors were
or mean frequency was very close to held at fixed values. This made it
the specified minimum for the circuit. possible to obtain distributions in
A large percentage of the outputs fell which output frequency variability was
below the lower limit. It is apparent due to transistors alone at each of

- 24V

C

2N274 227

Figure 8-11. Circuit Schematic of Troublesome Multivibrator
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three capacitor values. Figure 8-13 culated and drawn on the figure. These
shows, for each value of the coupling limits show that frequencies in the
capacitor, the frequencies obtained, range of 104 to 126 cycles will be
The means of the distributions are achieved'95% of the time if the coupling
connected by a regression line from capacitor is changed to .016
which can be read the expected fre- microfarads.
quency for any value of cathode-coupling
capacitance.

This example illustrates the use of
Figure 8-13 indicates that the design simple regression, not only to determine that
frequency of 115 cycles per second an erroneous capacitor value was employed,
would most often be obtained if the but also to give a solution to the field
capacitance were .016 microfarads. problem - which was uncovered through de-
The statistical 95% tolerance limits tection of an excessive number of transistor
on multivibrator outputs were cal- removals.

LOWER I
EQUIPMENT

SI ii
LIIMI

I Ia

100 105 110 115 120 125 130

OUTPUT FREQUENCY IN CPS

Figure 8-12. Distribution of Output Frequency of Four Multivibrator Modules
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8-6 RELIABILITY DATA SOURCES

The design engineer is dependent upon integrates many individual sets of
the feedback of part performance and failure established failure rates while
data from a wide range of applications and MIL-HDBK-217 converts failure
use environments if he is to optimize design data into failure rates versus stress
reliability and avoid the pitfalls which be- levels.
fell his predecessors. This type of data is
made available to the designer of new Navy
systems through the following: a Inter Service Data Exchange Program.

IDEP is a tri-service program for
"0 MIL-HDBK-217, "Reliability Stress the exchange of part test reports to

Analysis for Electronic Equipment. assist system designers in the se-
This handbook, referenced in Chap- lection and application of reliable
ter 1 and Chapter 5, provides a part types. The test data exchanged
source of parts failure rate data for includes, but is not limited to, that
standard electronic and electro- obtained from:
mechanical parts. Catastrophic
part failure rates observed over a. Qualification or Certification
wide ranges of electrical and therm- Tests
at stresses have been analyzed and b. Production Acceptance Tests
presented in a form which permits c. Diagnostic or Design and De-
determination of the most likely velopment Tests
failure rate for a given set of d. General or Comparative Evalua-
stresses. This handbook is availa- tion Tests
ble from the Government Printing e. Reliability, Exaggerated Stress,
Office. and Life Tests

"* Bureau of Naval Weapons Failure Rate The IDEP exchange program does
Data (FARADA) Program. FARADA not summarize or edit test reports;
is a Navy-sponsored effort to pro- instead the three distribution cen-
vide reliability design data to con-tracorsengaed n th deignde-ters (one for each service) act astractors engaged in the design, de- clearing houses. Contractor test
velopment, and production of cern oss otatrtsreports are fcrwarded to their ap-
systems for the Navy. Part failure propriate service distribution cen-
rates are obtained from the various ter (e.g., Navy IDEP Office, NOL,
contractors and service organiza- Corona) where they are reproduced
tions. They are summarized, and forwarded to other participants
analyzed, -and published in the form in the program.
of a part "Failure Rate Data Hand-
book." MIL-HDBK-217, described 0 Guided Missile Data Exchange Piu-
above, is one of the prime data grant GMDEP is similar in purpose
sources for FARADA. The princi- antiiintent to the IDEP program,
pal difference between MIL-HDBK- except that it is devoted primarily
217 and FARADA is that the latter to the exchange of data generated
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by Navy contractors who are en- Contractors who are developing Navy
gaged in the research, development, systems and who are not presently partici-
and production of guided missiles. pating in FARADA., IDEP., and GMDEP
In addition to test reports, specifi- should be encouraged to inquire at the Naval
cation and part application data. Ordnance Laboratory, Corona, California,
sheets are also exchanged. for information on how to join.
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CHAPTER 9
DEVELOPMENT TIME AND COST ESTIMATION

9-1 INTRODUCTION

9-1-1. Purpose is relatively free of these dependencies, a
The project engineer is ultimately fairly accurate prediction of minimum time

confronted with the task of cost and time and cost can be made. On the other hand,

estimation with respect to his development if the system concept employs several
unique or untried design approaches or

program - depends upon achieving a state-of-art

"* To estimate the time and funds breakthrough in the development of a critical

required to develop the proposed component or part, an estimate of average

new system, as a basis for docu- cost expectancy derived from past experi-

menting Sections 5 and 6 of the ence can prevent overoptimism on the part

Technical Development Plan (TDP); of the project engineer in planning and
budgeting the development program.

" To evaluate the realism and validity
of contractor cost and time esti- 9-1-2. Basis
mates submitted in response to bid The procedures outlined in this
requests; section represent a first attempt to trans-

* To assess the feasibility of corn- late and quantify the collective experience-!-

pleting the development phase of twenty-one weapon system development

within the time span and funds programs conducted under the cognizance of

finally allotted to the program; and the Bureau of Naval Weapons during the past
ten years. While the procedures set forth

"* To estimate the effect of cost below are straightforward, the input data

differentials and system reliability; available at this time are understandably

or, conversely, to estimate develop- limited to experience on predominantly elec-

ment program costs for specific tronic systems. The time-estimating proce-

levels of reliability, dures embrace the period between initial
contract award and final acceptance of the

In any case, the project engineer must prototype model. The cost-estimating pro-

draw on past experience with other programs cedures apply to the costs incurred by the

of similar intent and complexity, to formulate contractor and his subcontractors during this

an estimate of development time and funding time period. They do not include costs of

requirements for the new program. The functions performed by the Bureau and its

estimating problem is made difficult by many centers in project management and technical

factors, the most significant of which is the direction.

degree to which the new design concept will 1/"Cost and Time Factors Relating to Reliability in

depend upon state-of-art advances or Development Planning", Final Report dated
"Iin component development 1 October 1963 submitted by Bird Engineering-

"breakthroughs" inResearch Associates, Inc., under BuWeps Contract

and design techniques. If the new design NOW-62-0990-c.
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9-2 FUNDAMENTAL COST-TIME RELATIONSHIPS

9-2-1. General ity, employing a conventional design
approach. Past experience indicates that a

There are many factors which influence minimum of $460,000 (1963 dollars) was

time and cost of a development program - required to produce a prototype capable of
the prior experience of the contractor on demonstrating approximately 21 hours MTBF,
similar systems; the degree of finality and the lowest level of reliability observed on
realism with which mission characteristics other avionics systems of this complexity
and performance requirements are specified in the Fleet today.! 1  Where a 150-hour
at the outset of the development program; the MTBF goal (upper boundary of the MTBF
continuity and stability of scheduling and curve of Figure 2-19) was achieved, the
funding; the complexity and conventionality minimum development cost increased to
of the design concept; and the relative level $1,150,000 - nearly a 3-to-1 increase in
of reliability to be achieved in develop- minimum funding requirements for a 7-to-1
ment. Among these, the following are the gain in system MTBF. Note that this exam-
principal factors which determine the time ple has assumed a "conventional" design
and cost of a weapon system development with no outstanding state-of-art problems to
program: overcome. When such problems have exist-

(1) Functional complexity of the ed, however, development costs have greatly
exceeded the minimums shown in the chart -

system concept; ranging in the 100 AEG example up to

(2) Conventionality of the proposed $6,400,000.

design approach - i.e., "within
state-of-art"; Clearly, then, if the project engineer

is to estimate the costs of a new develop-

(3) Relative level of reliability to be ment program on the basis of past experience
achieved with respect to the on predecessor systems, he must evaluate
average value observed in con- the design for possible state-of-art problems
ventional designs of this complex- and adjust his minimum estimates to reflect
ity. any departure from convention. A cost curve

for designs dependent on state-of-art ad-

9-2-2. Cost Determining Factors vancements is also shown in Figure 9-1.

Figure 9-1 presents a family of
minimum cost curves relating the overall The value of the dollar continues to

cost of a system development program to change from year to year. It is necessary

the complexity of the system to be developed, for long-term estimating purposes to pre-

the degree of freedom from state-of-art dict its valuation for each fiscal year's

problems, and the level of achievable reli- budget period. For an approximation of

ability actually sought. Assume for example, overall costs, it is permissible to take the

a development program for an avionics predicted dollar value at the midpoint in the

system of 100 AEG's-/ estimated complex- program in order to derive a correction

9AASee Chapter 2 for a discussion of the AEG method
of system complexity measurement. I/See Figure 2-19.
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Figure 9-1. Development Program Costs Related to System Complexity,
Reliability, and Design Concept
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factor for current value. Figure 9-2 is a plot appears to increase approximately with the
projecting the dollar valuation for the tenth root of system complexity, for a
period 1960 to 1970.A1 given degree of design conventionality.

The lower line, representing the straight-
9-2-3. Time Determining Factors forward conventional design approach,

should be used for estimating minimum
Figure 9-3 presents a preliminary development time required for a new pro-

regression model derived from the develop- gram. The center line is a more conserv-
ment experience of the twenty-one system ative average time estimator, to be used
programs in the study. Development time when state-of-art problems are expected.

The upper boundary is realistic when it is
4/ From Proposed Cost-of-Research Index Report known that the system concept is dependent

by E. A. Johnson and H. S. Milton of Operations upon components or design techniques that
Research Office, The Johns Hopkins University, are themselves still in the development
Bethesda, Maryland, September 1960. Published
in December 1961 by IRE Transactions on Engi- stage - and consequently are easily identi-
neering Management. fiable as potential state-of-art problems.

1.25
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uJ 1.15

-J 00r,
: 1.10

-J 1.05 --- _

1.00 _

.95 ___

1960 1961 1962 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 1968 1969 1970
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Figure 9-2. Cost Correction Multiplier for Estimating Future Program Costs
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9-3 ESTIMATION PROCEDURE

9-3-1. Conventionality Assessment airborne use. A range of probable complex-

Procedures for assessing the con- ity is estimated at between 250 to 500

ventionality of a proposed design concept AEG's. From the complexity, the range of

are outlined in Chapter 2. The feasibility feasible MTBF can be estimated, as illus-

of achieving specified performance and trated in Figure 2-21. If the stated require-

reliability objectives is evaluated accord- ment falls within this range, it can be
gto these same procedures. Key steps considered feasible by conventional design.

are summarized here: Assume a complexity of 300 AEG's for
this example.

STEP 1 Obtain Reliability
Requirements The feasible failure rates for this

example, at the subsystem level, are shown
In the requirements analysis (Chapter in Figure 9-4.

2-2, Step 6), the reliability requirements
were defined and should have been expanded Compare Feasible Reliability
to the subsystem level. The subsystem STEP 4 - Estimates With the Require-
level is selected as best for time and cost L ments at Subsystem Level
feasibility estimation and evaluation because
it generally consists of a major piece of A comparison is now made between the
equipment, is designed to perform a complete expected failure rates determined in Step 3,
function, and will certainly be accom- above, and the allocated failure rate as
plished by one prime contractor. determined in Step 6 of Chapter 2-3. Figure

Develop the Reliability 9-5 illustrates the comparison within
STEP2 - Block Diagram to System 4.

Subsystem Level

This step, illustrated in Figure 2-20 - Classify Each Subsystem
of Chapter 2, will have been taken in the I as to State-of-Art
reliability feasibility estimation (Chapter
2-3, Step 1). The same "model" is appli- The project engineer must next
cable for cost estimation purposes. classify each subsystem as to state-of-art.

Figure 9-5 is an Example of the manner in
Estimate the Complexity and which this comparison might be made.

ISTEP 3 - Range of Feasible Failure
Rtatesat the Subsystem Level In classifying subsystems as to

state-of-art, consideration is given to the
This is the same as Step 3 of Chapter following:

2-3, and the same information should be
brought forward. Complexity is again * Are performance characteristics, as
expressed in AEG's. determined in Step 5 of Chapter 2-2,

achievable by conventional design?
As an example, assume that Block 4

of Figure 2-20 is the fire-control radar of a * Is the stated reliability requirement
weapon control system to be developed for achievable by conventional design?

9-6
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AEG Failure Hate x 10-6
Subsystem Complexity Per AEG Per Subsystem

a 40 Power V 340 13,600
b 500 Digital-/ 180 9,000
c 120 Analog 240 28,800
d 40 Power §W 340 13,600
e 50 Analog 180 9,000

Total Block 4 Failure Rate 74,000

Figure 9-4. Calculation of Expected Subsystem and System Failure Rates

Subsystem Expected Percent Allocated Reliability State-of-Art
Subsystem Failure Rate of Total Failure Rate Allocation

a 13,600 18.38 6,850 .98 Conventional
b 9,000 12.17 4,200 .99 Beyond
c 28,800 38.90 13,200 .96 Conventional
d 13,600 18.38 6,850 .98 Conventional
e 9,000 12.17 4,200 .99 Beyond

Figure 9-5. Allocation and Comparison of Failure Rates

Requirements which fall outside the together with the risk that performance and/
shaded region of Figure 2-22 pose or reliability will fall short of requirements.
problems which cannot be solved
by conventional non-redundant 9-3-2. Budget Requirements Estimation
methods.

If the answer to each of these ques- ISTEPI] - Calculate the Cost
tions is not a firm "Yes", accept the fact of Each Subsystem

that costs will greatly exceed those which The estimate of cost is calculated
would be expected for development of con- using either the formulae or the graph of
ventional equipment of equal complexity, Figure 9-1. The AEG count is used in the

same manner as in estimating reliability.
The AEG count is in terms of power and

Win a system employing both analog and digital analog AEG's. Ten digital .AEG's are the
AEG's, divide the number of digital AEG's by ten equivalent of one analog AEG. Estimated
mad treat as analog, costs should be corrected to the middle of
L number of power AEG's is a sysm a the time period when money will actually
multiplied by two and treated as analog, be spent, using the graph of Figure 9-2.
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I 2 Compare the Cost of Each 9-3-3. Schedule Requirements Estimation
- Subsystem with BudgetAllocationsRontiuing ithteexml ue SEIs Calculate the Development

Continuing with the example used LTime for Each Subsystem
earlier, Figure 9-6 compares estimated costs
with the preliminary budget allocation, as a The estimate of time is calculated
basis for developing Section 6 of the TDP using either the formulae or the graph of

Figure 9-3. The estimates are picked off
of the curve using the state-of-art class-
ification and the complexity of each sub-

Evaluate the Feasibility of system. If there is some doubt of state-
STEP - Developing Each Subsystem of-art aspects, the center (average) time

and the Complete System curve is satisfactory for a preliminary
Within Budget Limitations rough estimate.

In the example, the project engineer In development programs whose
would conclude that Subsystems a, c, and d designs are beyond the state-of-art, feasi-
can be developed within cost limitations. bility studies or supporting research and
Subsystem e will probably overrun, but this development (component development) are
may be compensated for by slight underruns required. If such is the case, additional
in a, c, and d. Since these represent min- time is required. The amount of additional
imum cost estimates, careful management time depends upon how long it takes to
and fiscal control will be required to hold produce the information, design, or material
them within the bounds of the financial plan. that will permit the start of design of the
Subsystem b cannot be successfully devel- subsystem.
oped without providing additional funding.
A total of $716,000 additional must be re- Continuing with the example, analysis
quested and included in Section 6 of the of System 4, development times are tabulated
TW if a subsequent overrun is to be as shown in Figure 9-7. In addition to the
avoided, subsystem development times, a feasibility

Analog Estimated Corrected

Subsystem Complexity Anal. State-of-Art Minimum Min. Cost, FinancialEquiv. ___Cost, 1963 Mid-1967 Plan

a 40 power 40 Conventional 550,000 633,000 700,000
b 500 digital 50 Beyond 1,300,000 1,500,000 800,000
c 120 analog 120 Conventional 1,700,000 1,950,000 2,000,000
d 40 power 40 Conventional 550,000 633,000 650,000
e 50 analog 50 Beyond 1,300,000 1,500,000 1,350,000

5,400,000 6,216,000 5,500,000

Figure 9-6. Comparison of Estimated and Allocated Costs
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study of Subsystem b must be performed A simple PERTtime network at
before its development can be started, and system level showing the dependencies
special research is needed to develop a among the five subsystems which might be
component for Subsystem e. In each case encountered in the development program 1b
12 months are estimated as required prior to the best way to estimate the total system
the start of design. development time. Such a network may

already have been constructed at an earlier
Plot a Network of the Events planning stage. If so, a check of develop-

ISTEP2I - Showing Relationships and ment times is facilitated,
Dependencies; Find the
Critical Path

If all the subsystems could be Figure 9-8 is a simple network
developed independently, it would be a showing the development of System - using
simple matter to take the longest total the estimates found and tabulated in
development time in Figure 9-7 as being Figure 9-7. The critical path is the se-
that of the system. Frequently a subsystem quence of events and activities which adds
or component is dependent upon information up to the longest time, in this case 12, 48,
which will be available only after the 30, and 4 months, or a total of 94 mnonths.
design of another is complete. The inte- This estimate of minimum development time
gration of a system takes time after all of is that expected for a normal development,
its components are complete. without overtime or special priority.

Estimated Studies Total

Subsystem Complex- State-of-Art Development Special Development Action
ity Time R & D Time

a 40 Conventional 30 months No 30 months *

b 50 Beyond 56 months Feas. Study 68 months **
(Minimum) 12 months (Minimum)

c 120 Conventional 35 months No 35 months **

d 40 Conventional 30 months No 30 months *

e 50 Beyond 56 months Component 68 months
(Minimum) Develop. (Minimum)

12 months

300

*Defer development
"*Start feasibility & development

***Start component development and special R&D

Figure 9-7. Estimated Subsystem Development Time
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Evaluate the Feasibility of thereby. A crash program with sudden accel-
STEP 3 - Meeting the Allocated Time eration will not improve progress, even at

Schedule several times the normal cost.

A comparison of the estimated time
required for development with the lead time In the example, assume that System 4
allocated by the operational force provides is approved for development and that defini-
a measure of the feasibility of completing tive planning has been started. Thus, the
the development within the scheduled time TDP is under preparation for initial sub-
limit. When allocated time is less than mission. If System 4 is to become opera-
estimated required time, the probability of tional with the Fleet on schedule, production
meeting the schedule is lessened; the must begin in March 1968. The earliest date
greater the differential, the lower the prob- a contract can be let is March 1964, permit-
ability. The PERT/time estimating and ting an elapsed time for development of 48
analysis procedure gives an actual measure months. The schedule is infeasible, and a
of this probability, more realistic date to commence production

would be January 1970.
Such an evaluation is made under the

assumption that the development program
will be normal and can be completed at the Since the time allocated for develop-
most economical rate. Although development ment is grossly short of that estimated, the
progress can be accelerated to a minor infeasible schedule must be reconsidered
extent, costs will be considerably increased prior to completion of Section 5 of the TDP.
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CHAPTER 10

NEW CONSIDERATIONS

10-1 INTRODUCTION

The familiar chart of MIL-STD-756A analyses that are made do not get back. to
was presented in Figures 1-12 and 1-13, the designer in time. And when they do,
with several of today's Naval weapon sys- there is seldom any follow-on evaluation of
tems superimposed for a graphical portrayal resulting design changes to assess the net
of "where we are today, on the basis of gain or loss in reliability at the equipment
yesterday's designs". On the average, we level. Thus, the extremely vital feedback
have been buying equipment that ultimately loop is not the dynamic guiding force that
demonstrated about one-seventh the MTBF it must be if reliability is to be a "designed-
that had been specified as a "requirement", in" system parameter.
because the quality assurance provisions of
specifications have lacked the necessary Further, the absence of a firm
acceptance-test "teeth" to assure product reliability requirement leads to "passive"
compliance with specified requirements. monitoring. It is not enough to passively
The most serious result of this absence monitor a development program - to maintain
of a statistically meaningful reliability the "finger-on-pulse" awareness of its pro-
acceptance test is that it has led develop- gress and problems. The project engineer
ment contractors to bid on the relatively must make "controlling" decisions that can
simple task of assembling conventional enhance or degrade the prospects for reli-
building blocks into a particular configu- ability in his product. This active control
ration to satisfy performance requirements, function must depend upon close and
with negligible engineering emphasis on the informed monitoring based on the review of
reliability aspects of design. progress reports, failure analyses, prediction

studies, and contractor reliability program
activities. He cannot rely on PERT alone

Absence of a firm requirement reduces to force his decision - to do so can result
the prospect of generating enough devel- in an innocent trade of reliability for
opment test data to adequately determine the "slack" for the sake of a target date that
nature of the tolerance problems that are may be of secondary importance. Instead,
being designed into the system. There is he must require that PERT events specif-
no motive for effectively analyzing the data ically include reliability as one of the
that are generated. Frequently, those essential system characteristics.
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In short, we seem to be up against a to assure success in future system develop-
"reliability barrier" that defies penetra- ment programs'? This section discusses
tion bythe conventional standards o' des'ign. some of the management and technical con-
We can now forecast, within reasonably siderations which, if applied early enough
accurate bounds, the levels of reliability in the planning stage of system develop-
that can be achieved by a conventio,.al ment, can help break the so-called reliability
design approach. These levels are not barrier of conventional design. Cautionary
good enough. notes are also sounded about the dangers

of relying solely on the "wonders" of some
What can the project engineer do to of the newer concepts of system design and

break the longstanding reliability barrier, management.

10-2 DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS

10-2-1. General The following alternate design
approaches are keyed to the degree of

At the outset of development program reliability improvement required over con-
planning, the project engineer should have ventional levels. The tradeoffs that will
the practical feasibility of the stated reli- likely be required are discussed, as are
ability requirement evaluated, to determine specific applications in which one approach
where the requirement falls on the MTBF/ is more applicable than another.
complexity chart. Depending upon where the
requirement falls, he should contemplate
soliciting several alternate design proposals,
to verify that his design requirement is fully 10-2-ZConventional Design
understood by prospective designers in
order to assure at the outset that his require-
ment will be satisfactorily demonstrated at Considerations:

the conclusion of the development program. When the reliability requirement falls
If the requirement falls in the shaded area within the shaded area of the chart (Figures
of the chart, he need have little worry, 1-12 and 1-13), it should be feasible to
because conventional design has usually achieve and demonstrate the reliability
achieved this level without a formal reli- requirement usirgconventionalnon-redundant
ability assurance and test program. If the design with conventional parts, if the fol-
requirement falls above the shaded area, lowing factors are given primary consid-
there are several possible design choices eration:
to be made by the project engineer or to be
suggested by him to prospective bidders * The initial choice of parts for the
as acceptable approaches. design should be based on certified

10-2
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life test data, to assure high inher- active elements required for load-sharing in
ent part reliability without power circuits. Feedback stabilization of
excessive (and duplicative) parts analog circuits can be expected to increase
testing. When such data are not the number of series active elements to
available for a particular part type, achieve the required level of performance.
a parts test program may be justi- Thus, consideration should be given to both
fied to verify vendor's "claimed" parallel and series redundancy at critical
failure rates in the particular points in the design. The project engineer
application, must be prepared to negotiate a trade of

weight and space, and in some instances
* The choice of circuits for the power, for the improved reliability promised

design should be made from those by the proposea iesign.
of proven stability and reliability,
supported by documented contractor
experience.

Parts should be derated for minimum 10-2-3. Micro-Electronics
failure rate consistent with circuit
performance requirements. Derating Considerations:
should in general be accomplished The micro-electronics program is off
in accordance with the procedures to a $ood start and is being properly
and factors presented in MIL- evaluated on a continuing basis as develop-

ment progresses, making it possible to draw

* Circuits involving semiconductors on current test data for a prediction of reli-
and diodes should be protected ability feasibility of equipment designs
against transient voltage spikes, using the micro-module as the basic building

decoupled from common power block. A plot of micro-AEG failure rate as a

sources, isolated from adjacent function of temperature is shown in Figure

module interactions, and "buffered" 10-1, based on two sources of test data.L'

in series configurations, to mini- Each of the AEG's plotted consists of one

mize failures due to interactions, transistor, one resistor, and one capacitor
in a digital (switching) function. Test data

Analog circuits should be stabilized from another sourceL/ indicate perhaps a

against the variability of critical 3-to-i ratio between analog and digital AEG
parts characteristics through tem- failure rates. On this basis, the figure can

perature compensation and feed- be adapted to analog AEG derating by mul-
back stabilization. tiplyingthe ordinate scale by three.

Possible Tradeoffs: 1. Texas Instruments Report, First Quarter 1962;
and Litton interim Report dated 20 November 1962,

The application of derating to con- corroborating the T.I. test results.

ventional design can be expected to increase
either the number or the physical size of L/ RCA 17th Quarterly Report, July 1962.
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Although Figure 10-1 Can be con- stabilization, and derating, in order to fully
sidered only as an "interim" plot, on the exploit the inherent reliability character-
basis of very limited data early in the pro- istics of the new AEG. The extent to which
gram there is evidence that the micro-AEG these considerations will apply has not yet
can achieve an order of magnitude (10-to-i) been full assessed. For planning purposes,
improvement in catastrophic failure rates it must be anticipated that from 15 to 30 of
over conventional transistor AEG's. As the present-day circuit functions will not be
micro-AEG program advances, it is expected replaceable by micro-AEG's - these are the
that temperature/stress derating curves will power generation and conversion functions
be developed comparable to those that can and other special functions that must still
now be developed from MIL-HDBK-217 for depend on the use of conventional parts.
transistor AEG's. Further, as the life test
program broadens in scope, various analog
AEG reliability characteristics should be- 10-2-4. Redundancy
come available for use in equipment planning
and design. It will then be possible for the Considerations:
project engineer to precisely specify those Whether the basic building block is
applications within his equipment in which the conventional transistor AEG or the
micro-electronics (or equivalent) will be prospective micro-AEG, there will arise
required. instances in which the only solution to a

circuit reliability problem is the application
The fact that the micro-AEG may of redundancy. Some of these instances were

exhibit a great reduction of catastrophic pointed out above - when power devices
failure rate below that of its transistor-AEG pointed abv i wenower devescounterpart is only one of the attractive are derated and it becomes necessary to
fouterpatres o is onew onet in telettactrie provide load-sharing (parallel) redundancy or
features of this new conicept in electronic stabilization feedback (series) redundancy.
building blocks. Other equally important In other cases, certain critical circuit
features include a 10-to-1 reduction in space functions whose failure rates still remain
and weight per circuit function and a corn- relatively too high (even with derating) must
parable reduction in power requirements. be protected with redundancy. Thus, to
These latter features make the micro-AEG a achieve a 50-to-1 improvement in reliability
natural candidate for multiple redundancy in above conventional design, it is practically
future designs. certain that redundancy in one form or

another will be required.

Possible Tradeoffs: Redundancy can be divided into two

Problems in micro-AEG's can and general classes:'/ operative and standby.
must be anticipated, however. They are Operative redundancy is required when
constructed of the same basic materials manual switching of standby units is out
used in present semiconductor devices, of the question. Automa tic switching
The project engineer should expect the same requires the added complexity of sense/
characteristic variability, instability, and switch devices to detect failure of one
deterioration problems in micro-AEG's as element and switch to the standby. On the
now are experienced in transistor AEG's.
He must therefore contemplate the need for 3/ Refer to Appendix 4 for a detailed discussion of

isolation, decoupling, transient protection, redundancy in design.
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other hand, in the operative case, all redun- required. The designer considers
dant elements continually draw power, two alternatives:
thereby increasing load demands on the
power supply which instead should be (1) Redundant Modules:
further derated. Figure 10-2 shows two modules

in parallel, each with reliability,

The design engineer must assess the R = .9. Reliability of the pair is

proposed design for the most advantageous R .99.

application of redundancy, in order first to
determine the points in the series chain at (2) Redundant Parts:

which redundancy is required and then to The module is exploded into its

evaluate the level of complexity at which an parts configuration, as shown in

optimum yield in reliability is assured. Figure 10-3. All blocks except
No. 5 have a reliability of .9999.

EXAMPLE: A critical module is the Block No. 5 has a reliability of
"weak link" in a proposed equipment slightly higher than .9 (actually

design. Predicted reliability of the .901). Block No. 5 can be made
module is .9 for the period of time of redundant to produce the desired
interest; yet a reliability of .99 is module reliability of .99.

Ra-M .9

Figure 10-2. Redundancy at Module Level

Figure 10-3. Reliability at Part Level Within Module
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The differences in the two alternatives Some of the principal advantages of
in this example are: digital switching logic over analog servo

loops are the relative simplicity of design,
(1) This design requires twice the permitting a higher degree of standardization

weight, space, and power con- among modules and circuit cards; the rela-
sumption, but is easier to test at tive freedom of digital circuits from drift
preflight checkout to verify its and tolerance problems; and the ease with
operational status; cost is approx- which redundancy can be applied.
imately twice the cost of a single
module.

(2) This design requires only a 5%
increase in weight, space, and 10-2-6. Redundancy-With-Repair
power consumption, but requires
additional test-point provisions Considerations:
for preflight determination of If the proposed new system is to be
operational status. accessible to maintenance during the mis-

sion cycle (shipboard and shore-based
Possible Tradeoffs: systems), it may be more desirable to accept
Space, weight, and power must be conventional design reliability and consider

traded for reliability with redundancy. In an improved "availability" design concept.
addition, availability must be traded, to the Consideration should then be given to
extent that additional preflight test time is redundancy-with-repair techniques, which
required to verify that all elements in a provide means for the detection, isolation,
redundant configuration are operational at and replacement of redundant element fail-
the start of a mission - an essential con- ures without producing system failure.
dition if the reliability advantages of redun- These techniques are discussed in more
dancy are to be realized, detail in Appendix 4.

Possible Tradeoffs:

10-2-5. Digital/Analog Hybrids The redundancy-with-repair concept
depends upon an effective monitoring

Considerations: system to detect and localize the loss of

Many analog functions can be per- redundant elements. Standby elements
formed with digital circuits by appropriate must then be switched in (either automat-
analog-to-digital conversion at the equipment ically or manually); or, in the operative
input and a corresponding digital-to-analog case, the failed unit must be switched out
conversion at the equipment output. Al- and a replacement made before the remaining
though a reliability gain of about 10-to-I is element of the redundant pair fails, producing
reasonable (digital AEG over analog AEG), a system failure. These monitoring systems
it generally requires several times more can become very complex - to the extent
digital AEG s to perform the analog function. that the practical advantages of the w'th-
The net gain to be expected is further repair concept is lost. To avoid this,
reduced by the difficulty of achieving necessary to specify reliability requ
reliable D/A and A/D conversion. ments for the monitoring function itseif.
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10-3 PROGRAM PLANNING CONSIDERATIONS

10.3-1. General 10-3-2.Application of a
"Margin of Reliability Safety"

Following the procedures of Chapter 2, Design margins are applied to other
the project engineer must establish a reli- system design parameters as generally
ability requirement for the product he is to accepted good engineering practices -
develop, define the requirement in clear where the "strength" distribution of the
terms in the design specification, and ref- design is kept at a safe distance from the
erence the specification in both the RFPand distribution of anticipated stresses. Con-
the contract statement of work. sideration should be given to incorporating

a margin of reliability safety in the specified
requirement, to account for errors in pre-

Often the requirement has not been diction, measurement, and test conditions.
defined in the implementing TDP or it cannot
be derived from the system or "airframe" It is important at the outset to insure
project office because certain conditions that specified reliability requirements remain
will not become known until later. It is then
necessary to establish requirements on the consistent from one phase to the next in the
basis of past conditions and requirements. equipment life cycle - to make clear what
In this case, the equipment specification is meant by "required MTBF" or "required
becomes a design guidance document for the reliability". A good guide to follow is
larger system. based on a complete definition of the tac-tical requirement, which then sets the basis

for all subsequent requirements. Figure 10-4
Once the level of tactical reliability illustrates how the tactical requirement

is established, there are certain factors to should be expressed and interpreted.
consider in the definition of reliability
program plans which will assure with con- The interpretations made in the
fidence that the stated requirement will be example used in the figure are always on the
met, or, conversely, will reveal far in ad- conservative side - to provide a margin of
vance of prototype acceptance testing that reliability 8afety, just as we provide safety
the requirement cannot be met with the margins in all other design procedures. By
proposed design approach. this procedure, the project engineer will

occasionally observe more equipment reli-
The following new considerations are ability than he actually asked for - a pre-

outlined, for planning the development of dicament that in no way reflects discredit
Naval weapon systems in the future. on his engineering management capability!
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THE SPECIFIED TACTICAL REQUIREMENT

MTBF 0 = 200 Hours, Nominal - the Design Goal Level
-. l MTBFI = 100 Hours, Minimwu - the Acceptance Test Level

THE DESIGN REQUIREMENT

-! MTBF 0 - 200 hours

THE PREDICTION REQUIREMENT
0

MTBF 0 - 200 Hours + Prediction Error (50%) = 300 Hours

THE DEVELOPMENT TEST REQUIREMENT

MTBF 0 - 200 K1 Hours ± 50% @ .9 Level of Confidence

K is adjustment factor difference between
test conditions and "use" conditions.Al

THE ACCEPTANCE TEST REQUIREMENT

MTBF 0 = 00 - 200 K1 Hours
MTBF 1 = 01 = 100 K1 Hours @ jS = 10%

"THE EXPECTED TACTICAL RESULT

MTBF = 200 Hours ± 20%

Figure 10-4. Safety Margins in Reliability Definition

!J Values of K! depend upon the realism of the test
environment. K, = I when test conditions are
approximately equivalent to anticipated use
conditions.
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10--3 Reliability Monitoring by PERT 9 PERT input data requirements
include contractor estimates of
reliability/time and reliability/cost

Management monitoring of system tradeoffs to provide management
reliability status and reliability program with the necessary "consequence"
operations can and should be accomplished information for decision making.
coincidentally with PERT time and cost
monitoring, for obviously there is little
value in monitoring the production of an
"unknown". Erratic management decisions
are frequently forced by the pressure of a
PERT schedule slippage, in complete
ignorance of the reliability consequences of 10-3-4.Reliability as a Contract Incentive
the decision. The insensitivity of most
PERT monitoring systems to the reliability
aspects of development is attributable to As outlined in Chapter 7, two values
the absence of adequate reliability require- of reliability should be specified: one for
ments documentation in the PERT network. design guidance; the other for acceptance

testing. Consideration should be given to
Project management should specify the award of incentive type contracts which

requirements for PERT reliability mon- provide that the government pays no fee for
itoring in the TDP, the RFP, and subsequent anything less than the "minimum accept-
contract documentation pertaining to the able", but pays fee according to a sliding
proposed new development program. The scale for. demonstration of reliability in
contractor's proposed schedule of PERT excess of minimum requirements. This
activities and events (milestones) should furnishes incentive for the contractor not
be reviewed to determine that the following only to keep his reliability techniques
monitoring requirements are satisfied: "sharp" but to develop and apply new

improved techniques as a matter of "good
business" policy. Two major requirements

* Reliability activities are either must be satisfied, however, to insure that
integrated into the PERT/time net- an incentive contract is both equitable and
work, or are shown in a "reliability workable:
program network" as an overlay to
the basic PERT/time network.

* Reliability milestones are quan- * Minimum acceptable requirements
titatively documented as PERT must be realisticaily compatible
event requirements, to clearly with levels achievable by good
define event success/failure cri- (current) state-of-art techniques;
teria.

. Decision criteria for determination
* PERT reporting format and pro- of incentive fee eligibility must

cedures have provisions for re- be clearly defined by test para-
porting reliability growth status meters that include a and A errors
with respect to goals, and problem that are mutually understood and
status with respect to schedule. agreed upon.
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APPENDIX 1. DEFINITIONS OF TERMS AND
SYMBOLS USED IN THE HANDBOOK

The more important terms and symbols taken, however, to simplify and clarify cer-
used in the handbook are presented alpha- tain of these definitions for the benefit of
betically in this section of the appendix. the handbook user. A more comprehensive
Wherever possible the definitions are drawn glossary of reliability and quality control
directly from MIL Standard 721, IRE and definitions can be found in the IRE-ASQC
ASQC Standards, MIL Handbook 217, and Reliability Training Text. !J
other sources. Some liberties have been

1.1 LEGEND OF REFERENCED SYMBOLS

a (Alpha) Producer's Risk MTBF Mean-Time-Between-Failures
A Availability MTF Mean-Time-To-Failure
A Acceptance Number MTR Mean-Time-To-Repair or Restore
AEG Active Element Group (Mu) Repair Rate; Mean of Normal
AQL Acceptable Quality Level Distribution; Average Life
ASN Average Sample Number N Number of AEG's
P (Beta) Consumer's Risk n Sample Size
B Base Failure Rate OC Operating Characteristic (Curve)
CEP Circular Error Probability w (Pi) Product of a Series
D Dependability P Performance Capability
E Effectiveness P Probability
f Failure p Probability of success of an element
f.r. Failure Rate (see also A) p Actual or true proportion defective
G Acceleration Level of a quantity of items consti-
He Null Hypothesis tuting a "lot" or "test group".
H, Alternate Hypothesis Po Nominal desired or specified value
ki Tolerance Factor of proportion defective associ-
kv Use Factor ated with the producer's risk (a)
A (Lambda) Failure Rate of a test plan.
L Longevity Pl Maximum acceptable value of pro-
Ln Natural Logarithm = Loge portion defective accepted by a
LTPD Lot Tolerance Percent Defective test plan with consumer's risk(A).
M Maintainability PS Probability of Acceptance
me Corrective Maintenance Ps Probability of Survival or Success
MC Military Characteristic Pr Probability of Repair (Repairability)
MCF Mean Cycles to Failure Pk Kill Probability
M Preventive Maintenance -Bibliography item 13.
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Q Failure Probability (Q 1 -P) R(t) Reliability as a function of time

q Probability of Element Failure r Number of failures
QA Quality Assurance ro The number of failures at which an

QC Quality Control acceptance test is truncated
QPL Qualified Products List a (Sigma) Standard Deviation
R Operational Reliability (H = Ri X Hu) I (Sigma) Sum of a Series

Unreliability (H = 1 - R) S Stress
Ri Inherent Reliability SOR Specific Operational Requirement

R0 Nominal or desired level of reliabil- 0 (Theta) Mean Life, MTBF
ity stated as a requirement. 0 (Theta Caret) Estimated Mean Life.
(Either 00 or Po, as applicable, TDP Technical Development Plan

is calculated from R0 for the t Time
design of an acceptance test.) ta Administrative Downtime

R, Minimum acceptable reliability tm Mission Time
stated as a requirement. (Either t Repair Time
01 or Pl, as applicable, is calcu- ii Unreliability
lated from R, for the design of • Mean or Average Value
an acceptance test.)

1.2 DEFINITIONS OF TERMS

Accelerated Test Conditions - Test condi- Acceptance Sampling - A procedure in which
tions that are made more severe than recom- decisions to accept or reject are based on
mended use conditions, in order to "accel- the examination of samples.
erate" the occurrence of failures and thus
shorten the test time required for evaluation Acceptance Tests - Tests to determine con-
of reliability. formance to design or specifications as a

basis for acceptance. They may apply to

Acceptable Quality Level - The value of parts, equipments, or systems.
percent defective associated in a sampling
plan with the producer's risk. Active Element - A part that converts or

controls energy; e.g., transistor, diode, elec-

Acceptance Number - The largest number of tron tube, relay, valve, motor, hydraulic pump.
defectives that can occur in a sample from
an inspection lot and still permit the lot to Active Element Group - An active element
be accepted. and its associated supporting (passive) parts;

e.g., an amplifier circuit, a relay circuit, a

Acceptance Sampling Plan - A procedure pump and its plumbing and fittings.
which specifies the number cf units of pro-
duct which are to be inspected (sample size Active Repair Time - That portion of down-
or series of sample sizes) and the criteria time during which one or more technicians
for determining acceptability (acceptance are working on the system to effect a repair.
and -rejection numbers). This time includes preparation time, fault-
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location time, fault-correction time, and final Average Life - The mean value for a normal
checkout time for the system, and perhaps distribution of lives. The term is generally
other subdivisions as required in special applied to mechanical failures resulting from
cases. "wearout".

Administrative Downtime - That portion of Average Sample Number - The average num-

system or equipment downtime not included ber of sample units inspected per lot in

under active repair time and logistic time. reaching a decision to accept or to reject.

Arithmetic Mesa-The sum of a set of values Basic Failure Rate - The basic failure rate

divided by the number in the set. of a product derived from the catastrophic
failure rate of its parts, before the applica-

Assembly - A number of parts or subassem- tion of use and tolerance factors. The failure
bites joined together to perform a specific rates contained in NI[L-HDBK-217 are "base"
function. failure rates.

Assurance - The relative confidence or cer- Breadboard Model - An assembly of pre-

tainty that specific program objectives will liminary circuits and parts toprove the feasi-

be achieved. bility of a device, a circuit, an equipment, a
system, or a principle in rough or breadboard

Attribute - A characteristic or property that form, without regard to the eventual overall

a product either does or does not have; e.g., design or form of the parts.
shorts and opens in electronic parts, leaks
in hydraulic lines, "stiction" in bearings. Catastrophic Failure - A sudden change in

the operating characteristics of an item re-

Attributes Testing - "Go/ no-go" testing to suilting in a complete loss of useful per-

evaluate whether a property does or does not formance of the item.

fall within specification limits. The product
is accepted if the property falls within these Censored Data - Data from sample items

limits but is rejected if the product does not when the actual values pertaining to such

fall within them; the specific value of the data are unknown; e.g., when it is known

property in either case is not tested. merely that the data either exceed or are
less than some value.

Availability (Operational Readiness) - The
probability that at any point in time the sys- Chance Failure - That failure which occurs
tern is either operating satisfactorily or ready at random within the operational time of an
to be placed in operation on demand when equipment, after all efforts have been made
used under stated conditions, to eliminate design defects and unsound com-

ponents and before wearout becomes pre-
dominant.

Average - The arithmetic mean; the average
of a set of n numbers, xl, x2, . . . . x., is the Characteristic - A trait, quality, or property
sum of the numbers divided by n; distinguishing an individual, group, or type.

- + x2 +... + XI Checkout Time - The time required to de-
n =termine that a system or equipment is in
n satisfactory operating condition.
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Cireular Error Probable - The radius of the simulate field operational stresses. The de-
circle within which 50% of the shots are bugging process is not, however, intended to
designated to land. detect inherent weaknesses in system design.

These should have been eliminated in the
Complexity Level - A measure of the num- preproduction stages by appropriate tech-
ber of active elements required to perform a niques.
specific system function.

Degradation Failure - A failure which occurs
Confidence Level - The probability that a as a result of a gradual or partial change in
given statement is correct; the chance that the characteristics of some part or parameter;
a given value lies between two confidence e.g., drift in electronic part characteristics,
limits (the confidence interval), changes in lubricant with age, corrosion of

metal.
Confidence Limits - Extremes of a confi-
dence interval within which the true value Derating - The technique of using a part,
has a designated chance (confidence level) component, or equipment under stress con-
of being included. ditions considerably below rated values, to

achieve a "reliability margin" in design.Consumer's Reliability Risk (•) - The risk,

or probability, that a product will be accepted Design Adequacy - The probability that the
by a reliability test when it should properly system will satisfy effectiveness require-
be rejected. ments, given that the system design satis-

fies the design specification.
Controlled Process - A process tested or
verified by counter or parallel evidence of Discrimination Ratio - A measure of steep-
experiment, ness of the OC curve for an acceptance test

between the AQL and the LTPD; i.e., the
Controlled Test - A test designed to control capability of the test to discriminate between
or balance out the effects of environmental "good" and "bad" product. Numerically,
differences and to minimize the chance of k = LTPD/AQL.
bias in the selection, -treatment, and analy-
sis of test samples. Downtime - The total time during which the

system is not in condition to perform its
intended function. (Downtime can in turn

Critical Defect - A defect that judgment and be subdivided in the following categories:
experience indicate could result in hazardous corrective maintenance time, preventive
or unsafe conditions for individuals using or maintenance time, logistic time, and admin-
maintaining the product; or-for major end istrative time.
item units of product such as ships, air-
craft, or tanks-a defect that could prevent Early Failure Period - That period of life,
performance of their tactical function. after final assembly, in which failures occur

at an initially high rate because of the pres-
Debugging - A process of "shakedown oper- ence of defective parts and workmanship.
ation" of a finished equipment performed
prior to placing it in use. During this period, Effectiveness - The probability that the
defective parts and workmanship errors are product will accomplish an assigned mission
cleaned up under test conditions that closely successfully whenever required.
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Element - One of the constituent parts of Gaussian Distribution - A density function
anything. An element, in fact may be a part, which is bell-shaped and symmetrical. it is
a subassembly, an assembly, a unit, a set, completely defined by two independent param-
etc. eters, the mean and standard deviation.

Environment - The aggregate of all the ex- Geometric Mean - The arithmetic mean of
ternal conditions and influences affecting the sum of the logarithms of a series of num-
the life and development of the product. bers, or, algebraically,

Equipment - A product consisting of one or - A1A2A. ... .

more units and capable of performing at least

one specified function.

Exponential Case - The reliability charac- Goal - A long-term requirement implied by
teristics of those products known to exhibit specification or contract and used primarily
a constant failure rate. Reliability in the for guidance. Goals are usually not legally
exponential case is given by R = e"t, where binding because no acceptance test require-
, is the failure rate and t is the period over ments are imposed.
which reliability is measured.

Heterogeneity - A state or conditioi of dis-
Exponential Reliability Function - A fre- similarity of nature, kind, or degree.
quency distribution that is completely defined
by its mean (MTBF) which occurs when x = 1H Iomogeneity - A state or condition of simi-
(R = e- 1  .368). larity of nature, kind, oi degree; e.g., two

tube types found to have the same probability
Failure - The inability of a product to per- of removal are said to be homogeneous.
form its required function.

Human Error Reliability Criteria - Criteria
used in the design of a complex system to

Failure Mode Analysis - A study of the adapt its physical features to the response
physics of failure to determine exactly how a characteristics of the man who is ultimately
product fails and what causes the failure, to be charged with its operation, in order to

Failure Rate - The expected number of fail- minimize reliability degradation due to op-
FaiureRat - he xpetednumer f fil-erator (and maintenance technician) error.

ures in a given time interval. (For an ex- Tpalrria include sehapean d
ponential distribution-of times to failure, the Typical criteria include size, shape, and
failure rate is approximately equal to the location of critical controls; -illumination and
reciprocal of the mean life.) configuration of visual displays; use of auto-

matic error detection and warning devices;

Failure Probability - The probability of fail- modularization and physical arrangement for

ure in a specified period of time. maintenance ease.
Human Factor Engineering - A branch of

Free Time - The time during which opera- engineering that treats a complex equipment
tional use of the product is not required. as a unified man-machine system, to assure
This time may or may not be downtime, de- quantitative consideration of operator and
pending on whether or not the system is in maintenance influence on system perform-
operable condition. ance, reliability, and maintainability.
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Hypothesis - An unproven proposition which may be further categorized through the use
remains subject to doubt until proven true. of such classifications as critical, major,ano minor.
Importance Factor - The relative importance

of a particular equipment to total mission Inspection by Variables - Inspectiol wherein
effectiveness, expressed as the permissable a specified quality characteristic of a unit
ratio of the number of mission failures due to of product is measured on a continuous scale,
the equipments failing to the total number of such as pounds, inches, or feet per second,
failures of the equipment. and a measurement is recorded; or inspection

wherein certain characteristics of the sample
Independent Failures - Those failures which units are evaluated with respect to a nu-
occur or can occur without being related to merical scale and are expressed as precise
the malfunctioning of associated items. In points along. this scale. The distribution of
the developmen. of the exponential failure these points, as established by measures of
law, it is essential to assure that each source their central tendency and dispersion, are
of potential independent failure which re- mathematically related to specified require-
stlts in the complete malfunction of the ments to determine the degree of conformance
equipment under consideration be included, of the characteristics.
In electronic systems, signals are usually
cascaded and power sources are non-redun- Inspection Level - A term used to indicate
dant so that nearly all component parts in- the number of sample units required for in-
troduce independent sources of catastrophic spection of a given amount of product. All
failure. Such independent failures are, there- other things being equal, a higber inspection
fore, the normal occurrence rather than the level entails a lower risk of acceptance by
exception. the government of a lot of inferior quality,

and a lower inspection level entails a higher
Inducod Environment - The conditions of risk.
shock, vibration, temperature, acceleration,
pressure, and so forth, that are imposed Inspection Lot - A collection of units of
upon the system by its particular application, product manufactured or processed under

substantially the same conditions and offered
Infant Mortality - Premature catastrophic- for inspection at one time, or during a fixed
type failures occurring at a rate substantially period of time.
greater than that observed during subsequent
life prior to wearout. Infant mortality is
usually reduced by stringent quality control. Interaction - The influence of one subsystem

or subassembly on the performance and re-
Inherent Reliability - The reliability poten- liability behavior of another. Although gross
tial in a given design configuration. effects are qualitatively predictable, specific

interaction effects must usually be determined
by breadboard and development testing.

Inspection by Attributes - Inspection where-

in the unit of product is classified simply Interchangeability - The ability to inter-
as defective or nondefective with respect to change, without restriction, like equipments
a given requirement or set of requirements. or portions thereof in manufacture, mainte-
If desired, the degree of nonconformance nhance, or operation.
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Interfaces - Boundary conditions and re- sampling plan with the consumer's risk; i.e.,
quirements existing between two or more the value of lot percent defective on an OC
"mating" subsystems or components - - e.g., curve corresponding to the value of f6,
impedance matching, structural fitting, ther-
mal and vibration levels. Maintainability - The probability (when

maintenance action is initiated under stated
Intrinsic Availability - The probability that conditions) that a system will be restored
the system is operating satisfactorily at any to its specified operational condition within
point in time when used under stated condi- a specified period of downtime.
tions, where the time considered is operating
time and active repair time. Maintainability Function - A plot of the

probability of repair within time t, versus
Kill Probability - The probability that a maintenance time.
target will be destroyed. (See also "Effect-
iveness".) Maintenance Capabilities - The facilities,

tools, test equipment, drawings, technical

Level of Significance - The probability that publications, trained maintenance personnel,
a decision to reject a null hypothesis will engineering support, and spare parts required
be made. to restore a system to serviceable condition.

Logistic Downtime - That portion of down- Maintenance Ratio - The number of mainte-
time during which repair is delayed solely nance man-hours of downtime (tin) required
because of the necessity for waiting for a to support each hour of operation (t.); i.e.,

replacement part or other subdivision of the M t"A 0 .This figure reflects the frequency
reptem.o of failure of the system, the amount of timesystem. required to locate and replace the faulty part,

Longevity - Length of useful life of a product, and to some extent the overall efficiency of
to its ultimate wearout requiring complete the maintenance organization. This method

of measurement is valuable primarily to operat-re h a bilitatio n . T h is is a term gen erally ap- i g a e c e i c , u d r a g v n s t o
plied in the definition of a safe, useful life ing agencies since, under a given set of
for an equipment or system under the con- operating conditions, it provides a figure ofditions of storage and use to which it will merit for use in estimating maintenance man-
ditionspofstorage andtuse lftie wpower requirements. The numerical valuebe exposed during its lifetime, for maintenance ratio may vary from a very

Lot Size - A specific quantity of similar poor rating of 5 or 10 down to a very good
material or collection of similar units from a rating of 0.25 or less.

common source; in inspection work, the Marginal Testing - A procedure for system
quantity offered for inspection and accept- Marginl Testing - Are e fortem
ance at any one time. It may be a collection hecking which indicates when some portionof rw maeril, prts or ubasembiesof the system has deteriorated to the point
ofnrawemteddria, paroctio, or sbasoselig- where there is a high probability of a system
inspected during production, or a con sign- failure during the next operating period.
ment of finished product to be sent out for
service.

Lot Tolerance Percent Defective - That Mean Life - The arithmetic average of
value of percent defective associated in a population life.
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Mean Cycles to Failure - The average (i.e., with no malfunctions) for the duration
number of cycles to failure of nonrepairable of a mission, given that it was operating in
items; i.e., the total number of cycles under this mode at the beginning of the mission.
specified conditions divided by the number
of failures (the mean cycles to failure is the Mission Time - See "Operating Time".
reciprocal of the failure rate per cycle).

Module - An assembly, subassembly, or unit
Mean Cycles Between Failure - The average packaged for ease of maintenance of the next
number of operating cycles between failures higher level of assembly, usually in "plug-
(applicable to repairable items). in" form.

Mean-Time-To-Failure - The average length Module - An assembly, subassembly, or
of time to failure of nonrepairable items, component packaged for ease of maintenance,
i.e., the total operating time under specified usually in "plug-in" form.
conditions divided by the number of failures
during this time (in the exponential case, Multiple Sampling - Sampling inspection in
the mean-time-to-failure is the reciprocal of which, after each sample is inspected, the
the failure rate per unit time). decision is made to accept, to reject, or to

take another sample; but in which there is a
Mean -Time-Between-Failures - The mean prescribed maximum number of samples, after
operate time between failures (applicable to which decision to accept or to reject must
repairable items). be reached.

NOTE: Multiple sampling as.defined here
Mean-Time-To-Repair - A measure of re- sometimes has been called "sequential
pairability, expressed as the total repair sampling" or "truncated sequential sampl-
time over a specified period divided by the ing".
total repairs made during that period.

Natural Environment - External conditions,
Micro-Electronics - A name that has been such as temperature, humidity, pressure,
adopted to indicate the use of miniaturization solar radiation, rain, snow, hail, or wind,techniques in the fabrication of replaceable under which the system is to operate when

modules, e.g., micromodules, solid-state tactically deployed.

circuits.
Natural Logarithm - Log to the base 2.71828.

Military Characteristic - Those essential

qualities which a system must possess to Normal Distribution-See "Gaussian Distri-
fulfill a specific military requirement. (See bution".
also "Specific Operational Requirement".) Null Hypothesis - An assumed proposition

Mission Profile - A description of system used for the purpose of statistical test.
environmental and use duty cycles throughout
the mission period for which reliability is to Objectives - See "Goals".
be specified.

On-Line Maintenance - Maintenance perform-
Mission Reliability - The probability that, ed on a system or equipment without inter-
under stated conditions, the system will rupting its operation. (See also "Reliability-
operate in the mode for which it was designed With-Repair".)
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Operating Characteristics (OC) Curve - The provided during the factory evaluation, then
quality curve which shows for a particular the operational reliability will approach the
sampling plan the relation between (1) the inherent equipment reliability.
fraction defective in a lot and (2) the prob-
ability that the sampling plan will accept Part - An element of a subassembly, or an
the lot. assembly, of such construction that it is not

practical to disassemble the element forOperating Time - The time during which a maintenance purposes.

system or.equipment is actually operating

(in an "up" status). Operating time is Part Failure - A breakdown or a partial
usually divisible among several operating change in some parameter or characteristic
periods or conditions, e.g., "standby time", changeain repacemet of tharte to
filament "on-time", preflight "checkout" necessitating replacement of the part to
time, flight time. restore satisfactory operation of a higher

assembly; e.g., drift in resistor value, shorted
motor winding.

Operating Mode - A specific function or
level of performance by which system per- Percent Defective - That proportion of a lot
form ance is described. which is defective.

Operational Equipment-An equipment which Performance Capability - The probability
when given the opportunity to perform its that the system or equipment will perform its
intended function does so within its design intended function when operating within
limits. specified design limits.

Operational Maintenance - Maintenance that Pilot Production - Production of a limited
is performed without interrupting the satis- quantity of an item using as nearly the same
factory operation of the system. (See also tooling, methods, and inspection techniques
"On-Line Maintenance".) as will be used in the full production.

"Population - In statistical terminology, any

Operational Readiness - See "Availability". set of individuals, objects, or measurements-
real or hypothetical, finite or infinite in

Operational Reliability - The probability number-having some common characteristic.
that the system will give specified perform-
ance for a given period of time when used in Precision of Estimate - The size of the in-
the manner and for the purpose, intended. It terval within which the population parameter
consists of the inherent equipment reliability can be expected to lie for a fixed proportion
as degraded by various application factors of the times it is estimated, when the para-
peculiar to each particular field condition meter is being estimated by means of a sample
(use reliability). The operational reliability statistic. Precision of estimating varies
is thus peculiar to individual situations and with the square root of the number of obser-
is not a measure of inherent equipment re- vations on which it is based.
liability. As the conditions of use approach
those under which the inherent equipment Prediction Techniques - Methods for esti-
reliability was measured, and as the operation mating future behavior of a system on the
and maintenance approach the quality of that basis of knowledge of its parts, functions,
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and operating environments, and of their use in military systems, as authorized by
interrelationships. Armed Service Procurement Regulation

(ASPR).

Preventive Maintenance - A procedure in Quality - An attribute or characteristic of a
which the system is periodically checked product. In the broadest sense, "quality"
and/or reconditioned in order to prevent or embraces "reliability"; i.e., "reliability"
reduce the probability of failure or deteriora- is a characteristic of the product.
tion in subsequent service. Quality Assurance - A broad t~rm used to
Probability - The likelihood of occurrence include both quality control and quality en-
of a particular event, measured by the ratio gineering. (See MIL-Q-9858.)
of the number of ways an event actually
occurs to the total number of possibilities. Quality Characteristics - Those properties

of an item or process which can be measured,
Probability of Acceptance - Probability that reviewed, or observed, and which are iden-
a lot or process will be accepted. tified in the drawings, specifications, or

contractual requirements. Reliability be-
Probability of Survival - The likelihood of comes a quality characteristic when so
an item's performing its intended function defined.
for a given period of time or number of duty
cycles, measured by the ratio of the number Quality Control - A production-oriented
of survivrs at time, t, to the population at operation for causing a process to manufac-
the beginning of the period. ture a uniform product within specified limits

of percent defective in accordance with
Producer's Reliability Risk (a) - The risk design requirements.
that a batch of goods of acceptable reliability
will be rejected by a reliability test. Quality Engineering - A production-oriented

Prototype - A model suitable for complete operation for establishing quality tests and

evaluation of mechanical and electrical form, quality acceptance criteria and for interpret-

design, and performance. It is of final ing quality data. Quality engineering begins
in the early design phase, however, to assure

mechanical and electrical form, employs ap- the required level of inherent quality in the
proved parts, and is completely representa- design ultimately to be produced.
tire of final equipment.

Qualification Test - Such testing of a prod-
uct as may be necessary to determine whether
or not the product conforms to qualification Random Failure - A failure which occurs at
requirements in the applicable specification. an unpredictable point in time.
Qualification testing is normally conducted
independently of a procurement action and Random Sample - A sample in which each
at the requestof a supplier seeking inclusion item in the lot has an equal chance of being
of his product in a Qualified Products List. selected in the sample.

Qualified Products List (QPL) - A list of Redundancy - The existence of more than
items that have been tested and approved for one means for accomplishing a given task.
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Rejection - An action by the customer in- of estimating the mean-time-to-failure or
dicating nonacceptance of material. In most mean-time-between-failures at a specified
cases material is rejected as being non- confidence level.
acceptable with regard to certain features,
with the understanding that upon correction Reliability Operating Characteristic Curve -

the material may be resubmitted for inspec- The operating characteristic of a reliability
tion and acceptance. acceptance test.

Reliability - The probability of performing! Reliability Requirement - A level of reli-
without failure a specified function under ability expressed in an equipment specifica-
given conditions for a specified period of tion as a design requirement and supported
time. with a reliability acceptance test.

Reliability Assurance - The exercise of Reliability-With-Repair - Reliability achiev-
positive and deliberate measures to provide ed through the use of redundancy to permit
confidence that a specified reliability will "on-line" repairs or replacement of redundant
be obtained. units without interruption of system opera-

Reliability Control - The coordination and tion. (See also "On-Line Maintenance".)

direction of technical reliability activities Reliability Index - A figure of merit, such
through scientific planning from a system as a ratio or factor, that is used to denote
point of view. There is no sharp distinction relative reliability. For example: (a) the
between modern reliability control and the number of failures per 100 or 1000 operations;
usual engineering management and produc- (b) the number of failures per 1, 10, 100,
tion methods of improving reliability. Never- 1000, or 10,000 equipment operating hours
theless, it is important to recognize that as may be appropriate to the equipment ap-
reliability control differs in degree from plication; (c) the mean-time-between-failures
conventional methods in three respects: in equipment operating hours.
first, overall system planning is emphasized;
second, statistical analysis of failure data Regression Analysis - An analytical method
and reliability accomplishment is used as a for determining the correlation between
control; and third, constant surveillance of several variables.
the feedback of pertinent data is required in Repair Rate - A measure of repair capability;
all phases of development, design, produc- i.e., number of repair actions completed per
tion, and use. hour (reciprocal of mean-time-to-repair in the

Reliability Goal - The level of reliability exponential case).

desired of a design, often expressed as the Repairability - The probability that a failed
reliability design "objective" for develop- system will be restored to operable condi-
ment guidance, as contrasted with the mini- tion within a specified active repair time.
mum acceptable reliability which is expressed
as a development requirement. Risk - The probability of making an in-

correct decision. (See also, Producer's Re-Reliability Life Test - Testing of a sample liability Risk; Consumer's Reliability Risk.)

under specified conditions for predetermined

periods of time or until a predetermined num- Safety - The quality of being devoid of
ber of failures has occurred, for the purpose whatever exposes one to danger or harm.
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Sampling Plan - A specific plan which Subassembly - Two or more parts which form

states (a) the sample size and (b) the criteria a portion of an assembly, or form a unit re-

for accepting, rejecting, or taking another placeable as a whole, but having a part or
sample. parts which are replaceable as individuals.

Sequential Test - A test of a sequence of Subsystem - A major subdivision of a system
samples in which it is decided at each that performs a specified function in the
step in the sequence whether to accept or overall operation of a system.
reject the hypothesis, or to take an additional
sample and continue the test. Support Equipment - Items that are necessary

for the operation and/or maintenance of the
Specific Operational Requirement (SOR) - system but are not physically part of the
A document prepared by OPNAVwhich states system.
a need for a capability, outlines a system or System - A combination of complete operat-
equipment to satisfy the need, and states ing equipments, assemblies, components,
the reasons for the requirement. The SOR parts, or accessories interconnected to per-
constitutes a directive to the appropriate form a specific operational function.
Bureau for the preparation of a Technical Compa
Development Plan (TDP)that will accomplish System Cotpatibility - The ability of thethe objectives stated in .the SOB. equipments within a system to work together

to perform the intended mission of the system.
Specification - A detailed description of the In a broader sense, system compatibility
characteristics of a product and of the criteria is the suitability of a system to provide the
which must be used to determine whether levels of field performance, reliability, and
the product is in conformity with the descrip- maintainability required by the military
tion. services.

Systems Engineering -The process of apply-
Standard Deviation - The square root of the ing science and technology to the study and
variance of a random variable (and of its planning of an overall system, whereby the
distribution). The standard deviation of a various parts of the system and the utiliza-
set of n numbers, x1 , x2 . . . . . . x, is the tion of various subsystems are fully planned
root-mean-square (r.m.s.) deviation of the and comprehended prior to the time that
numbers (xi) from their average (M): hardware designs are committed.

n Tactical Capability - See "Performance
c (xi- g)2 Capability".

Technical Development Plan (TOP) - A
plan for the fulfillment of an Advanced De-

Stress Analysis - The evaluation of stress velopment Objective or Specific Operational
conditions (electrical, thermal, vibration, Requirement, serving as a basic decision-
shock, humidity, etc.) under which parts are making document at Bureau management
applied in the design of a system or equip- level. When funded, the TDP becomes the
ment. On the basis of a stress analysis, primary management control and reporting
failure rates are appropriately adjusted to document for the life of the development
reflect the deleterious effects of the stresses program. It is essential that it be kept up to
on the reliability of the parts involved, date on a continuing basis.
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Test to Failure - The process of subjecting Unit - An assembly or any combination of
an item to stress levels until failure occurs. parts, subassemblies, and assemblies

mounted together, and normally capable of
Thermal Survey - The prediction or actual independent operation in a variety of situa-
measurement of part ambient temperatures tions.
in order to detect the existence of "hot Uptime - The time in which a system is in
spots" and to determine the need for cooling, condition to perform its intended function.

Tolerance Factor - A factor by which the Useful Life - The total operating time be-
base failure rate of a series system is multi- tween debugging and wearout.
plied to account for failures due to drift
characteristics of active elements in the Use Factor (ku) - A factor for adjusting base
system. The tolerance factor in analog failure rate, as determined from MIL-HDBK.
systems of conventional design is propor- 217, to specific use environments and packag-
tional to complexity and is given by ing configurations other than those applicable

to ground based systems; e.g., for Avionics
kt ý 3 equipment, the use factor (ku) is 6.5 on the

VkN_ basis of conventional design (current ex-

where N is the number of active elements perience reflected in MIL-STD-756).
(the measure of complexity) used in the per-
formance of the particular system function. Use Reliability - The probability of per-

forming a specified function without failure
under actual use conditions.

Tolerance Failure - A system or equipment Variables Testing - A test procedure wherein
failure resulting from multiple drift and in- the items under test are classified according
stability problems, even though part failures to quantitative rather than qualitative charac-
may not have occurred. teristics. Variables testing yields more in-

formation than attributes testing.
Truncation - Deletion of portions of a distri-
bution greater than or less than a certain Wearout Failure Period - That period of time
value. Truncation of a sequential test means after the normal failure period during which
termination of the test prior to reaching a the equipment failure rate increases above
decision under the sequential plan. the normal rate.
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APPENDIX 2. RELIABILITY FORMULAE
2.1 RELIABILITY AND PROBABILITY

Reliability, by definition, is a prob- If the die is not "loaded", each of the
ability concept - six ways the die can come to rest is

"Reliability is thi probability equally likely. The six ways are also
of success...under specified mutually exclusive; that is, only one
conditions ...... " way can occur at a time. Probability

of a six on one roll of a single die is
A knowledge of basic probability theory is then m = 1, m + n -5 + 1, P(6) =
therefore necessary for a full understanding I/(5 + 1) = 1/6.
of the prediction and evaluation methods b. Symbolic Representation: Iteliabil-
used in the study of reliability. This sec- ity is usually symbolized mathematically as
tion reviews some of the probability con- R), where the time period or element of in-
cepts, shown in Chart 2-I. terest is indicated parenthetically. Prob-

ability is usually represented by p, P, or
2.1.1 Probability Definitions and P(), with the time period or element of in-

Concepts Applicable to Reliability terest indicated parenthetically. R( ) and
P( ) are interchange•• '.

a. Definition: The probability of an )
event is the proportion of times it is ex- c. Ranges of Probability and Reliabil-
pected to occur in a lsrge number of trials. ity Values: The probability scale ranges
Specifically, if event A occurs in s out of n from zero (denoting impossibility) to 1.0
trials, the probability of its occurrence-P(A), (denoting certainty). If the probability of
or A-is the ratio s/n as n goes to infinity, event A occurring is p, the probability of A
This is often referred to as the "relative not occurring is 1-p. Similarly, if the re-
frequency" definition of probability, liability of A is PA, then its unreliability,

UA, is 1-PA. For simplicity in mathematical
EXAMPLE: Ten missiles are launch- computation, P(A) and R(A) can be denoted
ed. Eight successfully intercept the by A; while 1-P(A) and 1-R(A) can be de-
target drone. The estimate of missile noted by X (not A), as shown in Figure 2-1.
reliability on future flights is thus
0.8, or 80%, under the same set of 2.1.2 Two Basic Principles
"use" conditions which prevailed In evaluating probabilities, all pos-
during the test. sible outcomes of a chance event must be

enumerated. Two basic principles apply:As a special case, the probability of ()I vn a cu a~wy

an event is the ratio of the m ways it can
occur to the (m+n) ways it can occur and and event B can occur "b" ways,
fail to occur, respectively, provided the ways then event A or B (usually written
are equally likely and mutually exclusive. A+B) can occur in a+b ways, pro-

vided that A and B cannot occur
EXAMPLE" A die is rolled. There is simultaneously.
one way for a six to appear. There (2) If event A can occur "a" ways
are five ways for a six not to appear. and event B can occur "b" ways,
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CHART 2-1. FUNDAMENTAL PROBABILITY FORMULAE

Probability Definitions and Notation:
The probability that event A will occur is the P(A) = s/n
relative frequency with which it occurs (s) in
a large number of trials (n); or

The number of ways event (A) can occur (W) P(A) = m/m + n
or can fail to occur (n) in m+n mutually ex- P(not A) = P(A) = n/m + n
clusive ways. P(A) + PO) = I

Addition Theorem:
The probability that either A or B mutually P(A + B) = P(A) + P(B)
exclusive events will occur.
The probability that either A or B (but not P(A + B) = P(A) + P(B) - P(AB)
both) will occur when the events are not
mutually exclusive.

Multiplication Theorem:
The joint probability that A and B will occur, P(AIB) P(A)P(BIA) = P(B)P(AIB)
given that B has occurred.
The probability that both A and B will occur, P(AB) P(A)P(B)
when A and B are independent events.

Permutation Theorem: P(n, k) . p n = n!

The number of possible ways to arrange k (n-k)
(permute) n events, k at a time. n! = n(n-M)(n-2) ... 3.2.1

0!

Combination Theorem:
The number of possible combinations of n C = kn-!
events, k at a time.

Binomial Law:
Probability of an event occurring k times in
n independent trials with probability p per P(k,nlp) 4j pk (1.P)nk
trial. '
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then events A and B (written AB) FtOAWU

can occur a.b ways. ,.o

Principle (1) is illustrated in Figure I
2-2a. The system is successful if A or B is -uFW, ,-
operating. A has two redundant elements and -

B has three redundant elements. Since A FA
has two paths for successful performance P(A
and B has three paths, the total number of
ways for A or B to occur is 2 + 3 =-5. PWA - I--IW - A

Figure 2-2b illustrates Principle (2). 0
Since A can occur two ways and B can oc- FbPW A
cur three ways, A and B can occur 2.3 = 6
ways. Figure 2-1. Probability Relationships

for an Event, A

I.) A O015 CAN OCCUR IN 5 WAYS: (b) A AND IS CAN OCCUR 54 6 WAYS:
A+0-2+3-5 AXS-2X3-6

Figure 2-2. Basic Probability Combinations

(a) the Addition Theorem (b) the Multiplication Theorem

These two basic principles can be 2.1.3 Permutations
extended to more than two events. For ex-
ample, if three mutually exclusive events, If the order in which events occur is
A, B, and C, can occur in a, b, and c ways, important, we are concerned with permuta-
respectively, then events A or B or C can dons. A permutation is defined as a collec-
occur in a+b+c ways, and events A and B tion of events arranged in a specific order.
and C can occur in a.b.c ways. The total number of permutations of three
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events, A, B, and C, can be found in the 0
following manner: There are three choices
for the first event; either of the two remaining
events may fill the second position; and the E
one remaining event must fill the last posi-
tion. By Principle (2), the total number of
permutations possible is 3.2.1 - 6. In gen- D
eral, the total number of permutations pos-
sible in n distinct events or objects is equal
to n(n-1)(n-2)...3.2.1 or n! (n factorial). A OT

In considering the number of permuta- C
tions of k objects out of n, there are n ways
for the first position, (n-I) ways for the sec-
ond, and so on. When we come to the kth
position, (k-1) of the objects will have been E

used, so that the kth position can be filled
in n-(k-l) ways. The symbol P(n,k) is used
to denote the number of permutations of k A
out of n objects:

P(n,k) = n(n-1)(n-2)...(n-k+1)

n!(2-1 Figure 2-3. Failure by Shorting

(n-k)! (2-1) of A, B and C Result in Loss of E0

EXAMPLE: Find the probability of
losing output Ea, of Figure 2-3, after
three diodes have shorted. From
Equation (2-1), the total number of /) = P(nk) n! (2-2)
permutations of three out of five diodes k= k! O n-n-k)!
is (5!)/(2!) - 60. Output Eo will be
absent through short circuiting only Equation (2-2) can be used to solve
after diodes A, B, and C short. This the example given in 2.1.3. From the circuit
can occur in 3! = 6 ways. If all pos- in Figure 2-3 there is only one combination
sible permutations are equally likely, of three diodes shorting which will result in
the probability of loss of Eo after the loss of Eo, namely ABC. The total num-
three diodes have shorted then is ber of combinations of five diodes taken
6/60=0.10 three at a time is

2.1.4 Combinations ( = 1.2.3.4.5 120 = 10
2 C3i 3!2! (1.2.3)(1.2) (6)(2)

A combination is the number of differ-
ent ways k out of n objects can be selected of which only one (ABC) will produce a
without regard to the order of arrangement, short. Therefore, the probability of ABC
This is denoted by: shorting = 1/10 = 0.10, as before.
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2.1.5 Fundamental Rules for P(A+B) = P(A) + P(B) - P(AB)
Probability Computations 12 + 13. 12 13

(1) The Addition Rule: If A and B 52 52 52 52
are two mutually exclusive events, i.e., oc-
currence of either event excludes the other, 12 + 13 3 22
the probability of either of them happening 52 52 52 52
is the sum of their respective probabilities:

(3) The Multiplication Rule: If events
P(A or B) = P(A+B) = P(A) +P(B) (2-3) A and B are independent, i.e., the occurrence

of one does not affect the probability of oc-
This rule follows directly from principle (1) currence of the other, the probability that
of 2.1.2 and can apply to any number of both will occur is equal to the product of
mutually exclusive events, their respective probabilities.

P(A+B...+N) =tP(A)+ P(B)...+P(N) (2-4) P(A and B) = P(AB) = P(A)I)(B) (2-7)

(2) The Addition Rule (non-exclusive Equation (2-7) may be extended to any
case): If A and B are two events not mu- number of independent events:
tually ezclusive, i.e., either or both can oc-
cur, the probability of at least one of them P(AB ... N) = P(A)P(B) ... P(N)
occurring is

This is known as the product or multiplica-
P(A or B) = P(A+B) (2-5) tion law for independent events used in re-

= P(A) + P(B) - P(AB) liability prediction techniques.

The equation for three events becomes': EXAMPLE~: A weapon system is made

up of a radar set, computer, launcher,
P(A+B+C) = P(A) + P(B) + OC) (2-6). and a missile. Each has an indepen-

-P(AB) - P(AC) - P(BC) dent probability of successful opera-
+ P(,BC) tion over a particular time period of

0.87, 0.85, 0.988, and 0.80, respec-
Rule (2) can be extended to any num- tively. The probability of successful

ber of events. system operation for the same time
interval is the product of the individual

EXAMPLE: If event A is a face card subsystem probabilities, or (0.87)

and event B is a spade, they are not (0.85)(0.988)(0.80) = 0.585.

mutually exclusive, i.e., the occur-
rence of one does not preclude the (4) Conditional Probabilities: If

occurrence of the other. There are 12 events A and B are not independent, i.e.,
ways to draw a face card; there are the occurrence of one affects the probability
13 ways to draw a spade. There are of occurrence of the other, a conditional
3 ways to draw a face card in the probability exists. The probability of A
spade suit. The probability of at given that B has occurred is denoted by
least a face card or a spade on the P(AIB), and similarly B given A is denoted
first draw is: by P(BIA). Thus if A and B are not inde-
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pendent, then the probability of both occur- EXAMPLE: A redundant circuit has
ring is five components. The circuit will op-

erate successfully if at least two of
P(AB) = P(A)P(BIA) (2-8) the five components are operating. p

= P(B)P(AIB) is the probability of each component
failing. The failure of one component

If A and B are independent, P(A1B) = P(A) has no effect on the performance of the
and P(BIA) = P(B) and Equation (2-8) re- other components. The probability of
duces to Equation (2-7). system success is equal to 1 - [(prob-

ability of exactly four components
For three events A, B, and C failing) + (probability of exactly five

components failing)]. Using Equation
P(ABC) - P(A)P(B)P(CIAB) (2-9) (2-10) and letting k equal the number

of failures,
EXAMPLE: The probability of draw-
ing two hearts in sequence from a deck R= 1 - [5) p4 (1-p)I + (5) p5(1-p) 0

of cards in two draws is conditional L4' 5
on the first draw. Since there are 13
hearts in a deck of 52 cards, the prob- = 1 - [5p4 (l-p) + p
ability of a heart on the first draw,
P(A), equals 13/52, or 0.25. If the ip
first draw was a heart, there are 12 = 1 - 5p4- 4p (2-1)
hearts left in a reduced deck of 51
cards. Thus, the probability of draw- The binomial law is treated as a dis-
ing a heart on the second draw if the crete distribution in more detail in 2.2.
first draw was a heart, P(BIA), is
12/51, or 0.235. The probability of 2.1.7 Application of Basic Rules of
drawing two hearts in sequence, P(AB), Probability
Sis then The probability of the simultaneous
P(AB) = P(A)P(AIB) occurrence of A and B is the product of the

unconditional probability of event A and the
= (0.25)(0.235) conditional probability of B, given that A

has occurred:
= 0.058

(AB) = (A)(BIA) (2-8)
2.1.6 The Binomial Law

This more general version of the rules
If the probability of an event occurring takes account of instances in which the

in a single trial is p, the probability of it events are not independent nor mutually ex-
occurring exactly k times outofn independent clusive. These instances do not give rise
trials is given by the binomial law: to different rules; however, care must be

taken to separate the events into indepen-
P(k,nJp) = (n) pk(l-p)n-k dent groups before adding or multiplying

probabilities, as the case may be. For ex-
where (n) n! (2-10) ample, consider the failure of a particular

w kh k!(n-k)! electronic equipment. There are failures
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arising from transistors and failures arising (A) + (A)(B) = (A) + [R - (A)] (B)
from capacitors-to mention only two pos-
sibilities. These failures are not mutually = (A) + (B) - (A)(B)
exclusive since a failure from a transistor = (A) + (B) - (AB),
does not exclude failure from capacitors. If
these events are separated into mutually ex- as before.
clusive subclasses, the following events and
probabilities are apparent (let A be failure
from transistors and B failure from capaci- Similarly, the probability of occurrence
tors): of either A, B, or C is obtained as the sum

of two probabilities:

(1) Failure from trdnsistors alone, as- (1) The probability of A, and
suming no simultaneous failures (2) The probability of "not A" but
from capacitors, with probability either B or C

(A) - (AB) These are

(2) Failure from capacitors alone (no (A)
simultaneous failures from trans-
istors), with probability and

(B) - (AB)
[1 - (A)] [(B) + (C) - (BC)],

(3) Failure from both transistors and respectively. The sum is
capacitors simultaneously (assum-
ing that they are independent),
with probability (A) + (B) + (C)- (A)(B) - (A)(C) - (BC) + (A)(BC)

(AB) (A) + (B) + (C) - (AB) - (AC) - (BC) + (ABC)

The probability of failure from either
transistors or capacitors (A or B) is obtained
by applying the additive rule-a valid pro- These events can be seen graphically
cedure since, as written, the three events in Figure 2-4. All events appear as over-
are mutually exclusive. This gives lapping circles, i.e., points in the circles

[(A) - (AB)] + [(B) - (AB)A + (AB) represent ways A, B, or C can occur. The
first event in the series is the A circle. The

= (A) + (B) - (AB) second event is the part of the B circle that
is not inside the A circle. The sum of the

The same procedure is extendible to more first two events is the sum of these two
than two cases. areas. The third event is that part of the

area in the C circle which is not in the A
The probability of occurrence of either and B circles, or, stated another way, it is

A or B can also be obtained as the probabil- the portion of the C circle not included in the
ity of A plus the probability of"not A"and B. area represented by the first two events in
This is the series, and so on.
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1 2

0 -- A-- A

AC+AB

5

A+AB+;!C

Figure 2-4. Probabilities of Mutually Exclusive Events: Five Examples
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2.1.8 A General Method for Solving From the above probabilities, the
Probability Problems-An Example failures expected in a number of future mis-

sions can be computed. Each of the three
The relative-frequency definition of boxes will or will not fail in all possible

probability (2.1.1) is by itself a very useful combinations. Probabilities for the separate
tool for solving probability problems. It combinations of A, B, and C are estimated
does two things: in sequence as follows.

(1) It permits the use of observed Consider 60 future missions. In 60a
data on the proportion of succes- = 30 of these, A will operate properly. Of
ses as an estimate of the prob- the 30 in which A operates properly, B will
ability of success, and operate in 30b = 20. Similarly, of the 20

missions in which B will operate properly,
C will operate satisfactorily in 20c = 16

(2) It permits the use of the estimate cases. Thus, for the next 60 missions, 16
of probability in predicting the of them will have A, B, and C working satis-
proportion of future successes. factorily.

The process is easier to follow when
The first item is the input data needed in the computations are expressed in a sys-
solving the problem; the second item is the tematic form, as shown in the table.
inference or prediction.

As an example, consider an equipment
consisting of three black boxes denoted by c 16 abc
A, B, and C. In a particular use of this R b(20)
equipment, the failure of one of the boxes a 4 ab6
does not influence the failure of either of a(30)
the others. Denote by a, b, and c the suc- B5(10) • c 8 alc
cessful operation of boxes A, B, and C, 2 a645
respectively; and denete by i, 5, and 6 the 60
failure of A, B, and C, respectively. As- b c 16 Sbc
sume that success and failure have occurred b(20) 4 b
in the following proportions of trials: i(30)

Success Failure r5(10) c 8 abc

A a = 1/2 i = 1/2

B b = 2/3 5 = 1/3 TOTAL 60

C c = 4/5 c = 1/5 Probabilities for any combination can
now be computed as the ratio of the number

A "trial" is defined as a mission in- of missions with the particular failire com-
volving a time period of fixed duration. bination to the total number of missions at-
The table expresses the equality of the ob- tempted (60). Thus, the probability that A
served relative frequencies of the corres- and B fail while C does not is 8/60 = 2/15,
ponding probabilities, the 8 being indicated above by fi~c.
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There is a special significance in the CA I

method of identification: the indicated
product is the probability. For example, the
i•c product is (1/2)(1/3)(4/5) = 2/15 as A
computed above. Furthermore, the 8 mis-
sions noted for this case can be computed
by the formula 60 !55c, if 5, 5, and c are used CAMS 2

to denote probabilities. The product 55c
illustrates the "both-and" theorem in prob-
ability. The multiplication by 60 rpflcrts C
the definition of probability as th
number of occurrences of an event 1.. 0, v'
number of trials.

CAME3 3

It is also possible to illustrate the"either-or" theorem in which pro~babilities

are added. Thus, the probability that A and
B both fail, regardless of C, is shown as A 4

10/60 = 1/6, the numerator 10 being obtained ' 4

by the computations listed above. It could
be denoted by 51, the formula for this prob-
ability. It can also be obtained as 5i1c + OE
= !5(c+d) = 15. In terms of the number of Figure 2-5. Four Possible Combinations
missions, this is 8 for S5c and 2 for 5M. of Units A, B and C

The failure of a component or "black Case 3. Box C must not fail and at
box" may or may not mean system failure, least one of the other two
depending on the series or parallel arrange- boxes must operate without
ment of the boxes in a particular operating failure.
mode. Hence, it is necessary to look at a
number of possible arrangements of boxes A, Case 4. Boxes A and B must operate
B, and C in the present example. Four pos- without failure if box C fails,
sible cases are diagramed in Figure 2-5. but the system will operate if

box C does not fail regardless
Failure-free operation of the system of what happens to boxes A

in each of the four cases requires the follow- and B.
ing conditions:

Using these conditions, it is now pos-
Case 1. None of the three boxes can sible to tabulate the number of successful

fail. missions for each of the four cases. The
failure combinations are identified by the

Case 2. Not more than two of the associated probabilities in the following
boxes can fail. table.
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SUCCESSFUL MISSIONS For case 4, the formula is

Failure Case c + abd or c + ab -abc
Combination 1 2 3 4

abc 16 16 16 16
ab4 4 2.1.9 Probability and Time

aBc 8 8 8 The probability formulae and examples
alW 2 given thus far have related to missions of

fixed time duration, where time was con-
•bc 16 16 16 sidered a constant factor. In most applica-
9)6 4 tions of probability theory to reliability
5c 8 8 engineering, the events being studied are

expressed as continuous functions of time.
._ Hence the probabilities are not constants but

Total 16 58 40 52 are functions of the time variable, denoted
Probability 16/60 58/60 40/60 52/60 by t. The probability formulae given above

hold equally well when interpreted as func-

tions of time. For example, the reliability
at time t is equivalent to a probability of no

The identification of the failure com- failure before t. If we have a system com-
bination is the formula for the probability posed of two equipments, a and b, each
of the combination. Therefore, the formula having an independent probability of suc-
for the probability of successful equipment cessful operation, then by the multiplication
operation in each of the four cases can be law the probability of successful system
written as the sum of the identifications for operation at time t is
the recorded entities. These are as fol-
lows: Rab(t) = Ra(t) R(t) = Rs(t)

Case Probability of Success If we have two equipments a "and b and it
1 abc the system is successful at time t if either
2 abc + abF + aBc + aB55 + ibc or both a, b are operable; then by the addi-

+ fib + ]5c tion law

3 abc + aBc + ibc Rs(t) = Ra(t) + Rb(t) - fub(t)

4 abc + ab6 + a~c + ibc + Afc

These formulae can be simplified for cases
2, 3, and 4. Thus, for case 2 the formula is In the example of 2.1.8, the system

success was defined as failure-free perfor-
1-ABdora+b+c-ab-ac-bc+abc mance for the duration of a mission of a

fixed length. If the equipment were used
For case 3, the formula is for a longer time, one would expect lower

probabilities of success. This can be repre-
ac + ibc or c(a + db) or c(a + b - ab) sented in general by replacing the numerical
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probabilities by functions of time. Let Case Probability of Success
R (t), W(t), and RW(t) represept the probabil- e.(X+y+z)
itres of Qailure-free operation for a mission of 1
length t for boxes A, B, and C, respectively. 2 e-xt + e-yt + e-zt - e"(x+Y)t
Failure probabilities will bel-1_(t), I-Rb(t), e -(X+Z)t e.(y+z)t
and 1-RH(t). If individual boxes follow the
exponential law (usually the case in non- + e (X+r+Z)t

redundant designs), then: 3 et (ezxt + e-yt - e(X+Y)t)

RaF(t) = ext 4 e-zt + e"(x+y)t - e"(x+y+z)t

Rb(t) = e-yt The function for case 1 is of the same
form as the functions for the black boxes-

RC(t) = e-zt namely, an exponential. In all other cases,
the equipment probability of success is not
exponential, but instead is quite complex.

The probability of equipment success, This point is discussed further in the sec-
using these reliability expressions, is: tion on redundancy.

2.2 PROBABILITY DENSITY AND DISTRIBUTION FUNCTIONS

A probability distribution is the rela- AX)
tive frequency with which certain events
occur. In reliability work, the term "event"
is usually related to failure time by con- TOTAL AREA .K) I-1

sidering the time at which failures occur or
by considering the number of failures that
occur in a fixed time interval. In order to
predict system reliability, it is necessary <x< b) -
to know the part or component failure prob- a
ability distributions. The more common
failure probability distributions used in
reliability engineering are discussed in this
section. "-1

0 I 2 3 4 5 6f7

Discrete and Continuous Probability F A

Distributions Figure 2-6. A Discrete Probability
Distribution

Probability distributions are classi-
fied in two general categories, discrete and
continuous. In a discrete distribution the If a random variable can take on any
random variable can take on only isolated value within an interval, then the associated
values and can change only by set incre- probability distribution is continuous, as
ments, as shown in Figure 2-6. illustrated in Figure 2-7.
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Cumulative Density Functions

MTOTr •.A - f:. I Associated with every pdf is a cumtda-
tive density function (cdf) of x, denoted by
F(x). The cdf is defined as the probability
that the value of the random variable x will

#a< .z< W. be less than or equal to some specific value
of x, such as "b" for example, shown in

Figures 2-8 and 2-9.

b b

Figure 2-7. A Continuous Probability
Distribution 1.0

F(b)
In both cases, x represents the random

varianble, and f(x) the probability distribution
or probability density function (pdf) of x.
f(x) has the following properties: II(1) fAx) is always positive, with unity i(W- j a

area:

Sf(x) = 1 if x is discrete
x

or

f : x) dx. = 1 if x is continuous 0 bX

Figure 2-8. A Discrete Cumulative
(2) The picability that x will take on Distribution Function

a value in the interval [a,b] is

equal to the area between the two
points:

b For a discrete random variable, at x = b,
y£f(x) if x is discreteb

X=a F b f(x)FIN) = y x)
XO=

or

J b ~x~x i x i cotinouswhere 0 is the lower limit of the range of x.

Ja For a continuous random variable, at x = b,

f = f(x)dx - f f(x)dx F(b) f f(x)dx

A2-13
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FI/ =f I xif(x) for discrete

X variables

The population mean is estimated from
sample readings as the average value of x
in n readings:

. F(b)- f '((
in

IL n ;Ixi for n samples

The second moment of a distribution,
the variance (o2), is a measure of dispersion
from the mean. It is the average value of
the square of the deviation of individual

x items from the mean. It corresponds to the
moment of inertia of the distribution about

Figure 2.9. A Continuous Cumulative the mean. Variance is defined by the equa-

Distribution Function tions

Parameters and Moments of Distribution 02 = 1 (x. - p)2 f(x) for discrete
x variable s

Most probability distribution ordensity
functions contain certain constants called
parameters. These parameters completely o2 = 1 (x- p)2 f(x)dx for continuous
specify the function. variables

Probability distributions are described The variance is usually estimated by
by their moments. Moments can be thought
of as descriptive prcperties of a probability
distribution and are usually related to the a2 s2  x•l(x, - )2 for n
parameters in the probability distribution A samples
function.

The first two moments are of major Two of the most commonly encountered
importance. The first is the mean (L) of the discrete distributions are the Binomial and
distribution. This is the x coordinate of the Poiason. Both are described in detail
the center of gravity of the area under the in 2.2.1 and 2.2.2, respectively. In general,
probability density curve. Essentially, the discrete data do not furnish as much infor-
mean is the arithmetic average of the values mation as continuous measurements, but in
of all the members in a population. many cases only discrete data are available

because of time or economic limitations, or
The population mean is defined as because of the inherent characteristics of

the phenomenon being examined. Continuous
Ca, .probability distributions are presented in

S= .xf(x)dx for continuous more detail in 2.2.3 through 2.2.6.
variables
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2.2.1 The Binomial Distribution A part will be in one of two categories
-defective or non-defective. The probability

If a variable can be classified into of a defective part, p, is 0.05 and the prob-
two mutually exclusive and exhaustive cate- ability of a non-defective part, q, is 0.95.
gories (i.e., every value will lie in one of Sample size, n, is 30, and the specific value

the categories and no value will lie in both) of the random variable s.,number of defec-

-for example, head or tail, black or white- ftives," s, is less than or equal to 2. Using

and if the probability of observing each of the cumulatis e bin omuian deuality function,

the categories on any trial is constant, then Equation (2-13), the probability of accepting
the variable is distributed by the binomial the lot, P(a), is equal to the probability of
law. zero, one, or two defectives in a sample of

The usual procedure is to term one of

the two categories a success and the other 2
a failure. If p is the constant probability of P(a) =0 30 (.05)x(95)30-x
success and q = i-p is the constant prob- X-0 X
ability of failure, then the distribution of 30!
the number of successes x in n total trials 30! (.5)0(.95)30
is given by the binomial pdf 0!0

fRx) - (n) pXq-x, x = 0, 1, 2 ... n + 3- (.05)1 (9.)9
V!29!

(n! (2-12) xand x!(n-x)! F(X). Z

The probability that x < X is given by '.

the binomial cumulative distribution func-
tion (cdWO

0.8-

The mean of the binomial variable x
is equal to np, and the variance is equal to
npq. o0

EXAMPLE: Assume a very large lot
of identical parts. Past experience 0.2 -
has shown that the probability of a

defective part is equal to 0.05. The
acceptance sampling plan for lots of .

these parts is to randomly select 30 0 1 2 3 4 5 6

parts for inspection and accept the lot X
if 2 or less defectives are found. We Figure 2-10. Cumulative Binomial
wish to find the probability of ac- Probability Density Function
cepting the lot. for n=3 0, p=.05
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fj)-(x ) PAqflZ

.30-

.20

.10-

o~m Figure 2-12. Five CanlRciver

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 with Two Failures Allowed
mum= or succalm 00

Figure 2-11. Binomial Probability
Distribution Function for As long as three channels are opera-

n=3 0, p=.05 tional, the system is classified as
satisfactory. Each channel has a prob-
ability of .9 of surviving a 24-hour

+ 301 (.05P (.95)28 operation period without failure. Thus
2!28! two channel failures are allowed.

What is the probability that the re-
-0.812 ceiver will survive a 24-hour mission

without loss of more than two chan-
Figure 2-10 shows this cumulative nels?

density function for the above parameters.
Figure 2-11 shows the binomial probability Let n = 5 = number of channels
distribution function for this same problem.
From it, the probability of no defectives in r ch 2 number of allowable
the lot is 0.22, of exactly one defective, is
0.33, etc. p = .9 = probazility of individual

channel success
q = 1 = probability of individual

EXAMPLE: The binomial is useful channel failure
for computing the probability of sys- x = number of successful channels
tern success when the system employs and P(S) = probability of system
partial redundancy. Assume a five- success
channel VHF receiver as shown in
Figure 2-12. Then
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P(S) 3 n a pxqflx Values of the binomial coefficient,

5! =--(.9)312 (n5
.t(....)3(.1)2 + �~ L(.9)4(.I)1 = x!(nx)!

3ý!2! 4!1!
are shown in Table 2-1 to values of n and x

+ (9)5(.)0 up to 20. For values beyond the table, it is
4!0! often practical to resort to simple arithmetic

as in the case of the third coefficient in the
= .99144 first example above, where n = 30, x = 2:

This is the probability that three (n) = 30! = 28!(29)(30)= 29 .30
or more of the five channels will sur- 2!28! 2!28! 2
vive the 24-hour operating period.

= 435
The problem can be solved another

way, by subtracting the probability of
three or more failures from one, e.g.: 2.2.2 The Poisson Distribution

The probability distribution function
P(S) 1 - P(F) of the Poisson is

n n I ~p n-x

x=(r+1) x(n-x)l f(x) =----m----- x> 0 (2-14)

L['2! (1)3(9)2 where in = np

+ v -14(1 x = the number of failures (or
+ ! (.1) (.9) successes, according to the

problem statement)

+ !(.1)5(. 9 ) r The parameter m is the expected or average
5!0! number of failures (or successes) in n trials.

- 1 - [.00856] - .99144 as before The variance is also equal to m. The cum-
ulative Poisson distribution function is

Note the change in notation (only)
that x now represents the number of F(X) X e-ramx (2-15)
failures and qX is the probability of x x=O X0
failures whereas before x represented
the number of successes and pX was When n, the sample size or number of
the probability of x successes. observations, becomes large, and p, the

probability of failure, is very small, the bi-
Computations involving the binomial nomial distribution can be closely approxi-

distribution become rather unwieldy for even mated by Poisson's limit.
small sample sizes; however, complete
tables of the binomial pdf and cdf are avail- EXAMIPLE: The first example given
able in many statistics texts. for the binomial distribution can be
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solved using the Poisson approxima- EXAMPLE: Assume a partially re-
tion. Here m - np = 30(.05) = 1.5. dundant system of ten elements. An

average of A failures per hour can be

2 e-ami expected if each failure is instantly
i=O i! repaired or replaced. Find the prob-ability that x failures will occur if

-. 5 (1.5)1 the system is put in cperation for t
- j .l + 1! hours and each failure is repaired as

it occurs.

+___2_ If A is the average number of fail-
+ )2 ] ures per element for one hour, then

m = At is the average number of ele-
= 0.809 ment failures for t hours. Hence,

The true probability given by the e-Xt(At)x x> 0
binomial is 0.812, hence the Poisson x!
approximation is reasonably close.
Thus for large n and small p, the With n of these elements in the sys-
Poisson can be used to approximate tem, the average number of failures in
binomial probabilities. t hours would be nAt, and

For the binomial we had a sample of a
definite size and could count the number of fRx) =ent(n~tyx
times an event occurred and also the num- x!
ber of times it did not occur. There are
many situations in which the number of If A = 0.001 per hour, t = 50 hours, for
times an event did not occur are meaningless. n = 10, then
For example, the numberof defects in a sheet m nkt = 10(.001)50 0.5
of steel can be counted, but we cannot
count the number of non-defectives. Sim-
ilarly, for a fixed time period we can count fxx) = e'0 5 (.5)x
the number of telephone calls made, but the
number of telephone calls not made has no
meaning. fx - 0) = .607

f(x = 1) = .303
If m, the expected number of events fx=2) - .076

in a given interval of time, is constant, and
if the number of events produced in any sub-
interval is independent of the number of etc., as shown in Figure 2-13.
events produced in any other time interval,
then the probability of x events for the in- By cumulatively adding the prob-
terval is a Poisson distribution given by abilities of consecutive values of x, e.g.,
Equation (2-14). The Poisson frequency 0, 0+1, 0+1+2, the cumulative probability
distribution then predicts the number of function can be generated. This function
failures in a given time interval, if time ef- is shown in Figure 2-14 for x = 0, 1, 2, 3.
fect is negligible. Mathematically it is represented by Equation
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Figure 2-14. Cumulative Poisson
Figure 2.13. Poisson Probability Probability Distribution Function

Function for m=0.5 for m=0.5

(2-15), where m is the Poisson parameter failure occurrence without sacrificing re-
which, for the example given, is equal to liability.
nAt and represents both the mean and the Chart 2-I is a Poisson cumulative
variance, probability graph for values of m ranging

from 0.1 to 30, useful for graphical solu-
tion of the Poisson equation. In the aboveThe system then has a probability of case ,-for example, enter the chart at m = .5

.607 of surviving the 50-hour mission with and go vertically to the curve r m 0. The

no element failures; a probability of .91 (the ordinate correspondirg to this point is ap-

sum of P(0) and P(1)) of surviving with no proximately 0.6-the probability of zero fail-

more than one element failure. There is a ures in the 50-hour mission. Proceeding to

9% chance that two or more failures will the r e 1 curve, again at m i.5,the probability

occur during the mission period. If the sys- of surviving 'a 50-hour mission with one or

tem will perform satisfactorily with nine less (no more than one) failure is approxi-

elements, and if further we are permitted mately 0.91 as was derived before. To finid

one on-line repair action during the mission the probabilityof two ormore failures, merely

(to repair a second failure) then system re- subtract the probability of one or less

liability twiti one repair during the mission from unity, e.g.:

is .986 (assuming instantaneous repair or Pro 2) e 1Pr 1

replacement capability). This illustrates P(r > 2) = 1 - P(r < 1)
the advantage of on-line repairs, to permit = 1 - 0.91 = 0.09 = 9%
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CHART 2-11. POISSON CUMULATIVE PROBABILITIES
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EXAMPLE: What is the probability Probability of at least 8 operational
of finding three or more defective systems for the full 10-hour mission
transistors in a sample of n = 100 is then 0.67. This can be interpreted
whose percent defective p = 5% = .05? as a level of confidence on the esti-

mated reliability, i.e., 67% confidence
Enter chart at m =np = (100)(.05) 5. that at least 80% operational reliability

will be realized.

Go vertically to r = 2.
As another application of the

Read 0.125 as the probability of 2 or Poisson Chart, determine the number
less. of aircraft that should be dispatched

Then the probability of 3 or more to assure with 90% confidence that at

= 1- 0.125 = 0.875 least 10 will remain on patrol for the
10-hour period. From the previous

EXAMPLE: What is the probability example, n is unknown and r is un-

of a 10-hour mission without failure known. But n = m/At = 5m, for At = .2
in a system whose mean life is known as before. Then n - r = 5m - r = 10 atto be Sy hours? 90% confidence will satisfy the re-

quirement. From the Chart, m = 3 and
n = 1 system c = 5 is the combination that satisfies

the 90% probability ordinate. Thus,
A = 1 failure per 50 hours 15 aircraft should be dispatched to be

= .02 failures per hour 90% confident that 10 will remain on
t = 10 hours patrol throughout a 10-hour mission.

m = nAt = (1)(.02)(10) = .2 Confidence limits and levels are dis-
cussed in more detail in 2.3.

r = 0 = allowable failures

Enter chart at m = .2.

Go vertically to r = 0.

Read 0.82 on left-hand scale. 2.2.3 The Normal Distribution
The normal distribution has the prob-

This is the reliability of the system ability density function shown by the follow-

for a 10-hour mission. ing equation:

EXAMPLE: If 10 aircraft take off for )2
ASW service, each with the system f(x) 1- e 2

described above, what is the prob- a J2.
ability that at least 8 will complete
the 10-hour mission without failure? for values of x between -o and +ao

(-** < X < -*) (2-16)

m = nAt = 2 failures expected The formula shows that the two para-

r = 2 or less meters of the normal distribution are the
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mean, It, and the standard deviation, a. Rz)
Figure 2-15 shows the normal curve. The 1.0
ordinate of the probability density functiou
(pdf) indicates the relative probabilities of
various values occurring.

PIZ) 0.5

-3 -2 -1 1 2 3

-2 -l 0 1 2 3 5 6 7 8 9 X

? Figure 2-16. Cumulative Distribution Function

3 -2 - 01 2of the Normal Distribution

-2-1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 x 9 x

Figure 2-15. Probability Density Function Z) 1 2
of the Normal Distribution 227

The table therefore gives
The area under a density curve be-

tween two points, a and b, is equal to the rZ
probability that a value will occur between F(Z) _ f(Z)dZ1/
a and b. To find this probability it is neces-
sary to integrate the pdf between a and b. For a known mean and variance of the
That, for the normal distribution, is: variable x, various probabilities can be

fotund by computing Z = (x - f)/o and refer-
(_ -2ring to the table of areas.

Pa <x<fb] Ca 1 dx EXAMPLE: Assume g = 100and a = 5.

Find the probability that a value will
Tables of the cumulative normal dis- occur between 95 and 110 as shown in

tribution, shown in Figure 2-16, have been Figure 2-17.
tabulated in Table 2-1I for a distribution L =95- 100 -
with mean 0 and variance 1. This is called Let Z1 - 5 -1
the standard or normalized form and is ob-
tained by transforming the original values
of x into a new variate Z where

1 /Other limits often given are fz' f , a-d fZz. Be-

Z = or- cause of the symmetry of the normal distribution, it
0' is easy to use any set of tables to find particular

The density function of Z is probabilities.
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0 Z

TABLE 2-11 CUMULATIVE NORMAL DISTRIBUTION

z .000 .01 .02 .03 .04 .05 .06 .07 .08 .09

.0 .5000 .5040 .5080 .5120 .5160 .5199 .5239 .5279 .5319 .5359

.1 .5398 .5438 .5478 .5517 .5557 .5596 .5336 .5675 .5714 .5753

.2 .5793 .5832 .5871 .5910 .5948 .5987 .6026 .6064 .6103 .6141

.3 .6179 .6217 .6255 .6293 .6331 .6368 .6406 .6443 .6480 .6517

.4 .6554 .6591 .6628 .6664 .6700 .6736 .6772 .6808 .6844 .6879

.5 .6915 .6950 .6985 .7019 .7064 .7088 .7123 .7157 .7190 .7224

.6 .7257 .7291 .7324 .7357 .7389 .7422 .7454 .7486 .7517 .7549
.7 .7580 .7611 .7642 .7673 .7704 .7734 .7764 .7794 .7823 .7852
.8 .7881 .7910 .7939 .7967 .7995 .8023 .8051 .8078 .8106 .8133
.9 .8159 .8186 .8212 .8238 .8264 .8289 .8315 .8340 .8365 .8389

1.0 .8413 .8438 .8461 .8485 .8508 .8531 .8554 .8577 .8599 .8621

1.1 .8643 .8665 .8686 .8708 .8729 .8749 .8770 .8790 .8810 .8830
1.2 .8849 .8869 .8888 .8907 .8925 .8944 .8962 .8980 .8997 .9015
1.3 .9032 .9049 .9066 .9082 .9099 .9115 .9131 .9147 .9162 .9177
1.4 .9192 .9207 .9222 .9236 .9251 9265 .9279 .9292 .9206 .9319
1.5 .9332 .9345 .9357 .9370 .9382 .9394 .9406 .9418 .9429 .9441

1.6 .9452 .9463 .9474 .9484 .9495 .9505 .9515 .9525 .9535 .9545
1.7 .9554 .9564 .9573 .9582 .9591 .9599 .9608 .9616 .9625 .9633
1.8 .9641 .9649 .9656 .9664 .9671 .9678 .9686 .9693 .9699 .9706
1.9 .9713 .9719 .9726 .9732 .9738 .9744 .9750 .9756 .9761 .9767
2.0 .9772 .9778 .9783 .9788 .9793 .9798 .9803 .9808 .9812 .9817

2.1 .9821 .9826 .9830 .9834 .9838 .9842 .9846 .9850 .9854 .9857
2.2 .9861 .9864 .9868 .9871 .9875 .9878 .9881 .9884 .9887 .9890
2.3 .9893 .9896 .9898 .9901 .9904 .9906 .9909 .9911 .9913 .9916
2.4 .9918 .9920 .9922 .9925 .9927 .9929 .9931 .9932 .9934 .9936
2.5 .9938 .9940 .9941 .9943 .9945 .9946 .9948 .9949 .9951 .9952

2.6 .9953 .9955 .9956 .9957 .9959 .9960 .9961 .9962 .9963 .9964
2.7 .9965 .9966 .9967 .9968 .9969 .9970 .9971 .9972 .9973 .9974
2.8 .9974 .9975 .9976 .9977 .9977 .9978 .9979 .9979 .9980 .9981
2.9 .9981 .9982 .9982 .9983 .9984 .9984 .9985 .9985 .9986 .9986
3.0 .9987 .9987 .9987 .9988 .9988 .9989 .9989 .9989 .9990 .9990

3.1 .9990 .9991 .9991 .9991 .9992 .9992 .9992 .9992 .9993 .9993
3.2 .9993 .9993 .9994 .9994 .9994 .9994 .9994 .9995 .9995 .9995
3.3 .9995 .9995 .9995 .9996 .9996 .9996 .9996 .9996 .9996 .9997
3.4 .9997 .9997 .9997 .9997 .9997 .9997 .9997 .9997 .9997 .9998

F(Z) f I e'-z2 /2dz
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Figure 2-17. Probability of a Value between Two Points under the Normal

Z 110-100 2 tween plus and minus infinity. In reliability
2 5 work where the variable is time-to-failure,

values less than zero cannot occur. The use

Then of the normal distribution rests upon its

P[95 < x < 1001 = P[ < Z < 21 ability to describe the observed phenomena.
= F(2) - F(-1). Normal assumptions appear valid for those

cases described below.

From Table 2-11, (a) Probability of failure, before time

F(2) 0.977, and zero, is small.
The table of the cumulative standardF(-1) = 0.159, normal shows that the probability of a value

hence P[-i < Z < 2] = 0.977 - 0.159 less than three standard deviations below
= 0.818 the mean is negligibly small-approximately

.001 compared to the total area under the
in reliability engineering, the normal curve, which is equal to one. If pL is greater

distribution is frequently found to adequately than 30, then the theoretical probability of a
represent the failure time distribution of value falling below zero is small enough to
items whose failure modes are a result of ignore.
wearout. The failure rate of a normally dis-
tributed time-to-failure variable is an in- (b) Truncated normal.
creasing function of the age of the product, The truncated normal distribution may
which is consistent with a wearout process. be appropriate. By truncation of a distribu-

tion is meant that a portion of the curve is

It must be pointed out that the normal deleted and its area is distributed over the
distribution implies that the variable can remaining portion. In this particular case,
theoretically take on values anywhere be- it is assumed that population values less
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Figure 2-18. Rgliability Function = One Minus F(Z), the Failure
Density Function

than zero are impossible and the probability (x.300)2
area represented by these values is to be C250 1 2(40)2
distributed over the range 0 to •. = 40f2. e dx

EXAMPLE: Assume an item whose
mean life and standard deviation is By letting
estimated to be 300 hours and 40 x-300
hours, respectively. If its mission z =
length (or time before maintenance or 40
replacement) is 250 hours, the prob-
ability that the item will complete its the upper limit of x - 250 becomes
mission is 250-300

R(250) 1- F(250) 40 = -1.25
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and z 2 -0.894
11(Z)=1 -[25 e'2 dz

ý2 YA probability distribution function for
= I - 0.106 this example is shown in Figure 2-18.

2.3 THE EXPONENTIAL DISTRIBUTION
~ti) - * .

The exponential density is a direct 1.0
consequence of the assumption that the
probability of failure in a given time interval
is directly proportional to the length of the 0.8
interval and is independent of the age of
the product. The exponential density de- 06

rived from this basic assumption has the
form

0.4

f(t)=-" e 0 (2-17)
0 0.2

where 0 = mean life and t is the time period
of interest. The reliability at time t is 0o 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0

t TIME IN S OF MEAN uE -t/o

11(t) = e 0 dt = e (2-18) Figure 2-19. The Exponential Reliability
jt 0 Function

The constant failure rate per h hours
Figure 2-19 shows the exponential can be shown to equal h

reliability function where time is given in I le 0
units of 0.

and, similarly, the failure rate per hour is
Mean life is the arithmetic average of -L

the lifetimes of all items considered. A 1- e 0
lifetime may consist of time-between-
malfunctions, time-between-repairs, time-to- When 6 is large relative to h, the failure rate
removal-of-parts, etc. Mean life for the ex- per h hours is usually approximated by h/O.
ponential distribution is MTBF = 0.

The instantaneous failure rate, A,
The property of the expore-ntial implies equals 1/0 and is usually used as the con-

two significant failure charactei'stics. First, stant exponential failure rate. Thus
individual failures occur in a random or
unpredictable manner. Second, the failure R(t) = e"At (2-19)
rate or hazard rate is constant, which
implies that deterioration is not a failure If an item has a constant failure rate,
cause. the reliability at its mean life, 0, is 0.368.
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in other words, the mean life will occur at The Poisson density of number of
the point where there is 36.8% probability failures, x, is
of survival. This follows from

f(x) =- emmX
0 xf

R(O) = e 0x 0,1,2

= e-1

= 0.368
Letting m - At, the expected number of fail-
ures over the interval (0,t) in a replacement
situation, the density becomes

This is shown in Figure 2-19. Thus there

is a 36.8% probability that a system will e-•t(At)X
survive to its mean life, without failure. f(x) - X!

Mean life and failure rates are related The probability of zero failures in the in-
by the following equations: terval (O,t) is therefore

f(O) = e"•t

S(2-20) which is the exponential reliability function.

logeR(t)

A- 1 (2-21)0

2.3.2 The Exponential Function
as a Failure Model

The mechanism underlying the ex-
2.3.1 Relationship of the Exponential ponential reliability function is that of ran-

to the Poisson dom or chance failures which are independent
of accumulated life and consequently are

The exponential and the Poisson dis- individually unpredictable. The use of this
tributions are equivalent except for the type of "failure law" for complex systems
choice of the random variable. For the ex- is usually justified by the fact that many
ponential, the random variable is the time- forces can act upon the system and produce
to-failure; for the Poisson, it is the number failure. Varying deterioration mechanisms,
of failures per given time period where different part failure rates, varying envir-
failure times are exponentially distributed. onmental conditions, and so on, result in
The exponential variable is continuous; the stress-strength combinations that produce
Poisson variable is discrete. failures randomly in time.
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FAILURE RATE

DGCVEASING FAILUE-RATE
"DOUGGOIN" fOM WCVAAWG FAIWU.RATE

,4P "WEAR-OUT" MR=

0 1
0 T

OPERATING UFE

Figure 2-20. Typical Failure-Rate Curve

A typical failure-rate curve is shown life, t/0. Tables of the Exponential Func-
in Figure 2-20. If a life characteristic can tion are available from the Department of
be represented by this type of curve, then Commerce. 1/
for some time period-say, (0,T)-the failure
rate is approximately constant; that is, e- may also be derived from the series
failures in this period can be classified as expansion':
random occurrences. After time T, wearout
effects become appaient with increasing xX _ 1 2 4 x15+
frequency, so that the probability'of failure e3! 4! 5! +
increases. Infant mortality, represented by

a decreasing failure rate in early life, is EXAMPLE:
usually detected during system debugging,
and therefore should not remain as a con- e-. 3 = 1 -. 3 + -09 .027 + .0081
tinuing problem after the system gets into 2 6 24
the Fleet.

Chart 2-111 presents normalized func- 1 - .3 + .045 - .0045 + .0003

tions for both R(x) and U(x) = 1 - R(x), with = .7408
x expressed in terms of proportion of mean

2/Tables of Exponential Function, National Bureau of

Standards Applied Mathematics Series No. 14.
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APPENDIX 3. RELIABILITY ESTIMATION
During the course of system develop- for test design and data reporting. This

ment, evaluation, and Fleet use, many op- appendix describes the most commonly used
portunities-both planned and unplanned- procedures for analyzing and presenting
become available for the. estimation of re- such data for practical application by man-
liability on the basis of data generated in agement and engineering in system improve-
system testing and operational use. Other ment.
sections of the appendix describe procedures

3.1 ESTIMATION OF MEAN LIFE AND FAILURE RATE

IN THE EXPONENTIAL CASE

The mean life of an equipment whose etc.) and were not replaced in the test, then
failure times have the exponential distribu- t ctiou s aproximtelyT(t) =iflti + Y.fi t. + (n - r -c) T (3 -3)
tion is approximately i;~1 j=1 J

bTotal Operating Time, T(t) where t. is the time the jth censorship
N umber of Observed Failures took plice.

= T(t) (3-1) EXAMPLE: Ten traveling wave tubes
r were placed on reliability demonstra-

where G denotes estimated mean life. tion test. The test was terminatedwith the fifth failure. One tube had
Since the hazard or instantaneous failure been removed from the test because of
rate is equal to the reciprocal of mean life, accidental damage after 100 hours of
all estimates of 0 can be used to estimate X. operation. Total accrued test time

was then
Total operating time is defined to be

the total number of operating hours accumu-
lated before the test is terminated, or the Time to 2nd failure 70 hours
total test time in a test to failure of several
items. For example, if a test of n items Time to 3rd failure 120 hours
was run for T hours and failed items were Time to 4th failure 210 hours
not replaced,

Time to 5th failure 300 hours

T(t) - i= ti + (n- r)T (3-2) Time to censorship 100 hours
(damaged tube)

where ti is the time of the ith failure Time to censorship 1,200 hours
and T is length of test in hours. (remaining 4 tubes)

If c items were censored before T Total Operating 2,010 hours
(removed before failure, accidentally broken, Time
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Mean Life . 0 Mean Life,

I Total Operating Time ^ 52.5 hours 10.5 hours
Number of Failures 5

= 2,010 hours System failure rate = 1/10.5 = one
failure per 10.5 hours or .095 failures

-402 hours per hour, usually expressed as 95
failures perthousand hours or95 x i0-3

Failure Rate = 2/, - 1/402 failures per hours.= 2,480 x 10"6

failures perhour. Reliability Nomograph

EXAMPLE: An airborne system has A reliability nomograph-V is shown in
been out on 20 successive 3-hour mis- Chart 3-I. The nomograph relates reliability
sions. In five instances the system to operating time and failure rates or mean
failed during a mission. Times to life for the exponential case.
failure were recorded to the nearest
half-hour as: EXAMPLE: Mean time to failure of an

Failure #1 1.5 hours airborne fire control system is 10
Failure #2 .5 hours hours. What is the probability that
Failure *3 2.5 hours the system will satisfactorily perform
Failure *4 1.0 hours t]xroughout a 3-hour mission? Connect
Failure #5 2.0 hours 0 = 10 to t = 3 hours with a straight

edge and read R = .75 for an estimate
Total Time to Failure 7.5 hours of reliability for the 3-hour mission.

Total Successful Time This is the graphical solution to the

3 x 15 f 45.0 hours equation

Total "Up" Time 52.5 hours R(3 hours) = e-t/0 = e-' 3 = .7408

3.2 VERIFICATION OF VALIDITY OF THE EXPONENTIAL ASSUMPTION

The exponential function is generally number of observed failures is relatively
valid for complex systems and most parts. large. The procedure is to plot the cum-
However, if failure rate data do not support ulative test or operating time against the
the exponential assumption, or if failures do cumulative number of failures r, as shown in
not occur randomly in time and wear out be- Figure 3-1.
comes an important factor, then the expon-
ential assumption is no longer valid.

A graphical procedure is useful for a 1 /Reprinted with permission from Reliability D'ata
quick indication of the validity of the ex- Sheet A1, Curtiss Division of Curtiss-Wright Cor-
ponential assumption provided that the poration, Caldwell, New Jersey.
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CHART 3-1. RELIABILITY NOMOGRAPH
FOR THE EXPONENTIAL FAILURE DISTRIBUTION

(Multiply "R" values by 100 for % survival)

Mean Time Hourly
Between Failure Opera*
Failure Rate Time
(Hours) Reliability (Hours)

9 k R
10,000 .0001 .999999 .01-

5,000 999995 .02

99999 .03 -
.0005 .05

.99995
1,000 .001 .9999 .1

500 .9995 .2

.999 .3
.005 5-

.995
100- .01 .99

50 2I .95

.90 3
4.05 5

22
100 .R . 305 50

1 1.0 100

200
300--

Given equipment mean time to failure or hourly
failure rate and operating time, solve for 500
reliability. Connect "0" and "t" values with
straight line. Read "R".
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Figure 3-1. Plot of Time versus Failures

Figure 3-2 shows a further refinement The figures show three cases:
on the graphical procedure. Here cLmulative
time at each failure is plotted against the CASE A-Exponential assumption
quantity. is valid.

CASE B-Exponential valid over
Yi = Ln (n+1 (34) prescribed time period.

1 n-i+l' Change in slope may be
due to change in use con-

where n is the number of items at the strt ditions or maintenance pro-
of a non-replacement test, or the number of cedures.
original items plue replacements in a re- CASE C-Exponentialvalidoverpre-
placement test, and times are recorded as scribed time period.
time between failure. The method is appli- Change in slope indi-
cable to system studies, where n now becomes cates debugging or user
the number of operating periods between training period in early
failures. life.
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Figure 3-2. Plot of Time versus Ln -i+1

An Analytical Method tables of the Chi-square distribution.-2/
Alpha (a) represents the risk of rejecting aThis is the best test to use for testing true hypothesis (lype I error) which, for this

the hypothesis of an exponential distribution test, eis eqia e t o on cl i tha the
verus he ltrnaivetht te filre ateis test, is equivalent to concluding that the

versus the alternative that the failure rate is failure rate is not constant when in fact it is.
not constant. Compute the value of k For a fixed sample size, the lower the

specification on a, the greater the chance of

k = -2 log,| (3-5) accepting a false hypothesis (Type II error)
1=1 L~t).iby concluding that the failure rate is con-stant when in fact it is not. The usual range

where T(ti) = total operating time at of a is from 0.01 to 0.10 depending on the
the ith failure, T(t) = total operating consequences of making a Type I error for
time at conclusion of test. r = total the particular situation. 2r is the number of
number of failures. degrees of freedom (r is the number of

k is a X2 variate with 2r degrees of freedom.
The two critical values of X2 are found in 2 /See Appendix 2.
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failures) and is used for entering the X2 table.
If k lies between the two values of Chi- =-2 [8.55]
square, i.e.,

= 17. 104

(X2a/2,2r < k < X2 1-a/2,2rd For a = 0.05 (95% confidence level),

then the hypothesis of the exponential pdf X 2 0 8.23;
is accepted.

2 31.5

EXAMPLE: Assume 20 items were life

tested (non-replacement) for 100 Since k falls between the two critical
hours. A total of 9 failures occurred limits, the assumption of an expon-
at 10, 17, 17, 25, 31, 46, 52, 65, and ential distribution is valid.
79 hours. To test whether the expon-
ential assumption is valid, compute If it is desired to test against the al-

ternative hypothesis that the failure rate is

k = -2 20 x 10 increasing, then only the lower critical limit,

1442 X 2a,2r,
+ loge 10 + 19 x 17 + is used. Similarly, only the upper critical

"1442 limit, X21 -a, 2r'

+ loge + 12 x is used if the alternative hypothesis is that"e1442 the failure rate is decreasing.

3.3 ESTIMATION OF CONFIDENCE LIMITS

ON EXPONENTIAL MEAN LIFE, FAILURE RATE, AND RELIABILITY

The mean life of an item is estimated confidence level denoted by (1 - a) where a
from sample operating periods and failure is the probability that the interval will not
data. Therefore allowances must be made contain the true value. A one-sided confi-
for sampling fluctuations. Since it is quite dence interval is used when we wish to de-
unlikely that any two "samples" drawn from termine only a maximum or a minimum value
the same population will produce the same of a parameter, such as the lower limit on
results, an interval is computed for which mean life or the upper limit on failure rate.
there is a high degree of confidence that it
will contain the true population value. If we The X2 (Chi-square) distribution can
compute a 95% confidence interval, it means be used to derive the confidence limits on
there is a probability of 0.95 that the interval the exponential mean life. Table 3-1 gives
will contain the true parameter value, upper and lower factors (UF and LF) which

provide the two confidence limits when mul-
The limits associated with the confi- tiplied by the point estimate of 0 given

dence interval are called confidence limits above. Hence, the probability that the true
(C.L.), and the measure of confidence is the mean life lies above some lower limit (at
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TABLE 3-1. UPPER AND LOWER FACTORS FOR DETERMINING
CONFIDENCE LIMITS FOR THE EXPONENTIAL

MEAN LIFE (TWO-SIDED LIMITS)

Number of 90% Confidence Level 95% Confidence Level
Failures Lower 95% Upper 95% Lower 97.5% Upper 97.5%

Observed (r) Factor Factor Factor Factor

1 .334 19.417 .271 39.526
2 .422 5.624 .359 8.264
3 .476 3.670 .415 4.850
4 .516 2.027 .456 3.670
5 .546 2.538 .488 3.080

6 .571 2.296 .514 2.725
7 .591 2.130 .536 2.487
8 .608 2.010 .555 2.316
9 .624 1.917 .571 2.187

10 .637 1.843 .585 2.085

11 .649 1.783 .598 2.003
12 .659 1.733 .610 1.935
13 .669 1.691 .620 1.878
14 .677 1.654 .630 1.829
15 .685 1.622 .639 1.787

16 .693 1.594 .647 1.749
17 .700 1.569 .654 1.717
18 .706 1.547 .661 1.687
19 .712 1.527 .668 1.661
20 .717 1.509 .674 1.637

21 .723 1.492 .680 1.616
22 .727 1.477 .685 1.596
23 .732 1.463 .690 1.578
24 .737 1.450 .695 1.561
25 .741' 1.438 .700 1.545

26 .745 1.427 .704 1.531
27 .748 1.417 .709 1.517
28 .752 1.407 .713 1.505
29 .755 1.398 .717 1.493
30 .759 1.389 .720 1.482

Confidence limits are determined by multiplying the estimated mean life 6 by factors
which correspond to the desired confidence level and the observed number of failures in
the life test, i.e.: P[LF)gj/2 r6< 0< (UF)a/ 2 ,r6]1a
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a/2) and below some upper limit (at 1 - a/2) (1) For 90% confidence level (r>30)
is equal to 1 - a, the area between the two
limits, i.e. (LF).05, r = (44r-14r (3-7)

P [ LF)a/<2 ,= 4 (UF)r0 5- =UF4r(3-8)
F( O .654r (3-8)

where 0 = point estimate of mean life

0 f true mean life (3-6) (2) For 95% confidence level (r>30),
replace 1.645 in the above equa-

(LF)a/2, r lower factor for (U-a)% C.L. tions by 1.96.

based on r failures Table 3-11 gives the lower factor

(UF)a/2 -- upper factor for (1 -a)% C.L. (LF)a,1 r for one-sided lower confidence

based on r failures limits on the exponential mean life. Multi-
plying the point estimate of 0 by (LF) gives

The table gives LF and UF for 90% and 95% the one-sided (1 - a)% confidence limit.

two-sided confidence intervals for values of For r greater than 30,

r from 1 to 30. 4r (39)
(LF)a, r = (4_ + X2,a) 2

EXAMPLE: Assume 15 failures oc-
curred on a life tegt, giving an esti- where
mated mean life, 0, of 2,000 hours.
From Table 3-I the lower and upper e2 = 0.84 if a = 0.20 (80% confidence
97.5% factors are 0.639 and 1.787, re- limit)
spectively. Therefore the 95% confi-
dence interval is x'= 1.28 if a = 0.10 (90% confidencea limit)

I"639)(2000) < 0 < (1-787)(2000] X = 1.645 if a = 0.05 (95% confidenceLa limit)
or [17 < 0Chart 3-I1 is a plot of Table 3-11.

[78 <<3
Reliability Estimates from Test Data

Thus from this test we can be 95% Since the reliability function for the
confident that the true mean life is exponential distribution is R(t) = e-t/0, the
between 1,278 and 3,754 hours. estimate 0 can be used to estimate R(t).

That is
Note that if the data is based on a life A

test where there is a pre-assigned trunca- f(t) = et/
tion time, enter the table with (r + 1) fail-
ures rather than r. The confidence interval for R(t) is then

approximately
For r greater than 30, the approximate A A

values for LF and UF are: (et/0 L < R(t) < e-t/O U)
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TABLE 3-11. FACTORS FOR DETERMINING LOWER CONFIDENCE LIMIT
FOR THE EXPONENTIAL MEAN LIFE

Number of Lower Confidence Limit
Failures

Observed (r) 80% 90% 95% 97.5% 99%

1 .621 .434 .334 .272 .217
2 .668 .514 .422 .360 .300
3 .701 .566 .476 .416 .358
4 .727 .597 .516 .457 .398
5 .746 .625 .546 .486 .432

6 .759 .649 .571 .515 .458
7 .769 .664 .591 .537 .480
8 .780 .681 .608 .555 .500
9 .789 .692 .624 .571 .516

10 .800 .704 .637 .583 .531

11 .806 .714 .649 .596 .546
12 .811 .723 .659 .608 .558
13 .818 .730 .669 .620 .570
14 .824 .739 .677 .630 .580
15 .826 .744 .685 .639 .590

16 .831 .751 .693 .645 .598
17 .835 .757 .700 .654 .606
18 .839 .763 .706 .662 .614
19 .842 .768 .712 .669 .620
20 .846 .772 .717 .765 .628

21 .848 .776 .723 .680 .635
22 .853 .780 .727 .685 .640
23 .855 .785 .732 .690 .645
24 .857 .788 .737 .695 .650
25 .859 .791 .741 .700 .656

26 .862 .795 .745 .705 .660
27 .864 .798 .748 .709 .666
28 .866 .801 .752 .713 .670
29 .868 .803 .755 .718 .675
30 .870 .806 .759 .720 .678

The lower confidence limit is determined by multiplying the estimfated mean life by the factor
(LF) which corresponds to the desired confidence level and the ibserved number of failures,
i.e.:P[F)O oj1.

PE(LFs,,) 0 <_ 0--]=i 1-Aa
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CHART 3-I1. RATIO OF LOWER LIMIT ON MATF, TO OBSERVED

MTF AT SEVERAL LEVELS OF CONFIDENCE, AS A
FUNCTION OF THE NUMBER OF FAILURES USED

IN DETERMINING THE OBSERVED IATF

LOWS FACTOR (M
la0

I U I TF FAURS('
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where 0L = lower confidence limit on 0 hours. Hence, we can be 90% confident that
A• the reliability at t hours is at least
OU - upper confidence limit on 0

In the same manner, the one-sided R(t) = et/370
(lower) limit of R(t) is found by using the
one-sided limit of 0 found in Chart 3-11. As Figure 3-3 illustrates the application
an example, if the total accumulated test of this lower 90% confidence limit to the
time was 5,300 hours after 10 failures had exponential reliability function. In Figure
occurred, then 3-4 a 90% confidence interval has be~pn de-

rived using Table 3-1 for values of 0 L and
S0530 hours is the observed 0U at the 90% level. In this instance the10 mean life upper and lower bounds imply 95% confi-dence that 0 is at least 338 hours but no

From Chart 3-11, the lower one-sided 90% greater than 977 hours, or 90% confidence
confidence limit on 0 is (.704)(530) = 373 that 0 lies between these two bounds.

R(t)
1.0

R(t) M--e (LOWER 90% LIMIT)

0
0 dt 373 -530 Mt

Figure 3-3. One-Sided (Lower) 90% Confidence Limit of 0
Applied to the Exponential Reliability Function
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1.0
S~~~OBSER1VED FUNCTION, R(t} --) ER9•UI

.5

LWR9 MT1 9% ONEI INEVAL --

0
0=338 0-530 (u-977 (t)

Figure 3-4. Two-Sided 90% Confidence Limits of 0 Applied to
the Exponential Function, Where A- and Aj are

95% Limits for the 90% Confidence Interval

3.4 ESTIMATION OF CONFIDENCE LIMITS

ON MISSION RELIABILITY AND FAILURE PROBABILITY

Confidence limits for a proportion of EXAMPLE: Ten missiles are fired at
an attribute based on a sample are the limits target drones during a system exer-
that contain the true proportion of that at- cise. All ten successfully intercept
tribute in the population from which the their respective targets. The observed
sample was drawn. The "attribute" may be reliability in this sample of ten is
the percent defective in a production lot of therefore 1.0 (the proportion failing
parts; the probability of system failure in a is zero). From Table 3-111 it can be
given number of operating cycles; or the stated with 90% confidence that the
probability of mission success in a given probability of missile failure in future
number of trials-mission reliability. Table tests of this system under the same
3-1111/ shows the upper confidence~limits for set of test conditions will not exceed
sample sizes ranging from 2 to 30. Charts .206 on the basis of this sample of
3411, IV and V extend the table from sample data. Estimated reliability of future
size 30 to sample size 5000. missile firings should be at least .794

or approximately 80% at the 90% level
of confidence.

I-Stauiatics Manual, E. L. Crow, Frances A. Davis,

and Margaret W. Maxfield, Dover Publications, Inc., EXAMPLE: In a sample of 50 transis-
p. 262. tors, 20% are observed to be defective.
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Chart 3-111 may be used to determine Upper or Lower Confidence
the limits for the trie percentage of Confidence Limit "Band" Z

defectives in the population from 80.0% 60% 0.840

which the sample was drawn. The 90.0% 80% 1.282

chart shows that, for a proportion of 95.0% 90% 1.645

r/N = .2 (20% in a sample of 50), the 97.5% 95% 1.960

upper 95% confidence limit is .32. It 99.5% 99% 2.576

may be stated with 95% confidence
that the true percent defective of the EXAMPLE: In the 95 trials in which
population from which the sample was the weapon control system in the above
drawn is less than 32%. example was "up" when needed, it

successfully completed 80 of 95 at-
tXAltPLe: A complex weapon con- tempted 3-hour missions (r/N = 15/95)
trol system is subjected to operational for an 6bserved reliability of .842. To
evaluation in the Fleet. In 100 ran- solve for the lower 95% confidence
domly scheduled system exercises limit on the observed reliability, sub-
(mission trials) the system failed to stitute values of r, N, and Z into
respond to command on five occasions Equation (3-10) as follows, remember-
(r/N =.05) for an estimated availability ing that the lower limit on the relia-
of .95. It can be stated with 90% con- bility estimate is equal to one minus
fidence that the availability of the the upper confidence limit on r/N or p:
weapon control system for any future
demand is at least.9; that is, it will be
avail able for tactical use approximately [15+(1.645)2/21
9 times in 10. p =95+(1.645)2

When the sample size of interest does
not appear on the chart, the following approx-
imate formula may be used to compute confi- + [15+(1.645)2/212-225/95[95+(1.645)2]
dence intervals on the true proportion in the 95+(1.645)2
population from which the sample is drawn:

p (r+Z 2/2) ± V-(r+Z2/2)2- r2/N(N+Z 2) [16.351 +F[16.3512 -231
N + Z' 97.7

(3-10)

where r f number of observed 23.05 = .236
failures 97.7

N = Sample size, where N > 30 and RL = 1 - pu = 1 - .23 6 = .76 4

p = true proportion in the
population We can say, with 95% confidence, that

reliability of the weapon control sys-

and Z has the following values for the in- tern is at least .764 under the condi-
dicated single limit confidence limits: tions that prevailed during the test.
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TABLE 3-111. ONE-SIDED CONFIDENCE LIMITS FOR A PROPORTION

If the observed proportion is r/n, enter the table with a and r for an upper one.sid-d limit. For a lower one-
aided limit, enter the table with a and n - r and subtract the table entry from 1.

r 90% 95% 99% r 90% 95% 99% r 90% 95% 99%

n=2 a=3 n=4

0 .684 .776 .900 0 .536 .632 .785- 0 .438 .527 .684
1 .949 .975- .995- 1 .804 .365- .941 1 .680 .751 .859

2 .965+ .983 .997 2 .857 .902 .958
3 .974 .987 .997

n-5 n=6 n=7

0 .369 .451 .602 0 .319 .393 ' .536 0 .280 .348 .482
1 .584 .657 .778 1 .510 .582 .706 1 .453 .521 .643
2 .753 .811 .894 2 .667 .729 .827 2 .596 .659 .764
3 .888 .924 .967 3 .799 .847 .915+ 3 .721 .775- .858
4 .979 .990 .998 4 .907 .937 .973 4 .830 .871 .929

5 .983 .991 .998 5 .921 .947 .977
6 .985+ .993 .999

n=8 n=9 n=10

0 .250 .312 .438 0 .226 .283 .401 0 .206 .259 .369
1 .406 .471 .590 1 .368 .429 .544 1 .337 .394 .504
2 .538 .600 .707 2 .490 .550 .656 2 .450 .507 .612
3 .655+ .711 .802 3 .599 .655+ .750 3 .552 .607 .703
4 .760 .807 .879 4 .699 .749 .829 4 .646 .696 .782
5 .853 .889 .939 5 .790 .831 .895- 5 .733 .778 .850

6 .931 .954 .980 6 .871 .902 .947 6 .812 .850 .907
7 .987 .994 .999 7 .939 .959 .983 7 .884 .913 .952

8 .988 .994 .999 8 .945+ .963 .984
9 .990 .995- .999

n= 11 n= 12 n= 13

0 .189 .238 .342 0 .175- .221 .319 0 .162 .206 .298
1 .310 .364 .470 1 .287 .339 .440 1 .268 .316 .413
2 .415+ .470 .572 2 .386 .438 .537 2 .360 .410 .506
3 .511 .564 .660 3 .475+ .527 .622 3 .444 .495- .588
4 .599 .650 .738 4 .559 .609 .698 4 .523 .573 .661
5 .682 .729 .806 5 .638 .685- .765+ 5 .598 .645+ .727

6 .759 .800 .866 6 .712 .755- .825+ 6 .669 .713 .787
7 .831 .865- .916 7 .781 .819 .879 7 .736 .776 .841
8 .895+ .921 .957 8 .846 .877 .924 8 .799 .834 .889
9 .951 .967 .986 9 .904 .928 .961 9 .858 .887 .931

10 .990 .995+ .999 10 .955- .970 .987 10 .912 .934 .964

11 .991 .996 .999 11 .958 .972 .988
12 .992 .996 .999

n= 14 n= 15 n= 16

0 .152 .193 .280 0 .142 .181 .264 0 .134 .171 .250
1 .251 .297 .389 1 .236 .279 .368 1 .222 .264 .349
2 .337 .385+ .478 2 .317 .363 .453 2 .300 .344 .430
3 .417 .466 .557 3 .393 .440 .529 3 .371 .417 .503
4 .492 .540 .627 4 .464 .511 .597 4 .439 .484 .569
5 .563 .610 .692 5 .532 .577 .660 5 .504 .548 .630
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TABLE 3-Ill - ONE-SIDED LIMITS (Contd.)

r 90% 95% 99% r 90% 95% 99% r 90% 95% 99%

a= 14 n=15 n= 16

6 .631 .675- .751 6 .596 .640 .718 6 .565+ .609 .687
7 .695+ .736 .805+ 7 .658 .700 .771 7 .625- .667 .739
8 .757 .794 .854 8 .718 .756 .821 8 .682 .721 .788
9 .815- .847 .898 9 .774 .809 .865+ 9 .737 .773 .834

10 .869 .896 .936 10 .828 .858 .906 10 .790 .822 .875-

11 .919 .939 .967 11 .878 .903 .941 11 .839 .868 .912
12 .961 .974 .989 12 .924 .943 .969 12 .886 .910 .945-
13 .993 .996 .999 13 .964 .976 .990 13 .929 .947 .971

14 .993 .997 .999 14 .966 .977 .990
15 .993 .997 .999

n= 17 3=18 n=19

0 .127 .162 .237 0 .120 .153 .226 0 .114 .146 .215+
1 .210 .250 .332 1 .199 .238 .316 1 .190 .226 .302
2 .284 .326 .410 2 .269 .310 .391 2 .257 .296 .374
3 .352 .396 .480 3 .334 .377 .458 3 .319 .359 .439
4 .416 .461 .543 4 .396 .439 .520 4 .378 .419 .498
5 .478 .522 .603 5 .455+ .498 .577 5 .434 .476 .554
6 .537 .580 .658 6 .512 .554 .631 6 .489 .530 .606
7 .594 .636 .709 7 .567 .608 .681 7 .541 .582 .655+
8 .650 .689 .758 8 .620 .659 .729 8 .592 .632 .702
9 .703 .740 .803 9 .671 .709 .774 9 .642 .680 .746

10 .754 .788 .845- 10 .721 .756 .816 10 .690 .726 .788

11 .803 .834 .883 11 .769 .801 .855- 11 .737 .770 .827
12 .849 .876 .918 12 .815- .844 .890 12 .782 .812 .863
13 .893 .915+ .948 13 .858 .884 .923 13 .825- .853 .897
14 .933 .950 .973 14 .899 .920 .951 14 .866 .890 .927
15 .968 .979 .991 15 .937 .953 .975- 15 .905- .925- .954

16 .994 .997 .999 16 .970 .980 .992 16 .941 .956 .976
17 .994 .997 .999 17 .972 .981 .992

18 .994 .997 .999

n =20 n =21 a = 22

0 .109 .139 .206 0 .104 .133 .197 0 .099 .127 .189
1 .181 .216 .289 1 .173 .207 .277 1 .166 .198 .266
2 .245- .283 .358 2 .234 .271 .344 2 .224 .259 .330
3 .304 .344 .421 3 .291 .329 .404 3 .279 .316 .389
4 .361 .401 .478 4 .345+ .384 .460 4 .331 .369 .443
5 .415- .456 .532 5 .397 .437 .512 5 .381 .420 .493
6 .467 .508 .583 6 .448 .487 .561 6 .430 .468 .541
7 .518 .558 .631 7 .497 .536 .608 7 .477 .515+ .587
8 .567 .606 .677 8 .544 .583 .653 8 .523 .561 .630
9 .615+ .653 .720 9 .590 .628 .695+ 9 .568 .605- .672

10 .662 .698 .761 10 .636 .672 .736 10 .611 .647 .712

11 .707 .741 .800 11 .679 .714 .774 11 .654 .689 .750
12 .751 .783 .837 12 .722 .755+ .811 12 .695+ .729 .786
13 .793 .823 .871 13 .764 .794 .845+ 13 .736 .767 .821
14 .834 .860 .902 14 .804 .832 .878 14 .775+ .804 .853
15 .873 .896 .931 15 .842 .868 .908 15 .813 .840 .884
16 .910 .929 .956 16 .879 .901 .935- 16 .850 .874 .912
17 .944 .958 .977 17 .914 .932 .959 17 .885+ .906 .938
18 .973 .982 .992 18 .946 .960 .978 18 .918 .935+ .961
19 .995- .997 .999 19 .974 .983 .993 19 .949 .962 .979

20 .995- .998 1.000 20 .976 .984 .993
21 .995+ .998 1.000
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TABLE 3-111 - ONE-SIDED LIMITS (Csonl.)

r 90% 95% 99% r 90% 95% 99% r 90% 95% 99%

n=23 n= 2 4 n= 25

0 .095+ .122 .181 0 .091 .117 .175- 0 .088 .133 .168
1 .159 .190 .256 1 .153 .183 .246 1 .147 .176 .237
2 .215+ .249 .318 2 .207 .240 .307 2 .199 .231 .296
3 .268 .304 .374 3 .258 .292 .361 3 .248 .282 .349
4 .318 .355- .427 4 .306 .342 .412 4 .295- .330 .398
5 .366 .404 .476 5 .352 .389 .460 5 .340 .375+ .444

6 .413 .451 .522 6 .398 .435- .505- 6 .383 .420 .488
7 .459 .496 .567 7 .442 .479 .548 7 .426 .462 .531
8 .503 .540 .609 8 .484 .521 .590 8 .467 .504 .571
9 .546 .583 .650 9 .526 .563 .630 9 .508 .544 .610

10 .589 .625- .689 10 .567 .603 .668 10 .548 .583 .648

11 .630 .665- .727 11 .608 .642 .705- 11 .587 .621 .684
12 .670 .704 .763 12 .647 .681 .740 12 .625- .659 .719
13 .710 .742 .797 13 .685+ .718 .774 13 .662 .695- .752
14 .748 .778 .829 14 .723 .754 .806 14 .699 .730 .784
15 .786 .814 .860 15 .759 .788 .837 15 .735- .764 .815+

16 .822 .848 .889 16 .795+ .822 .867 16 .770 .798 .845+
17 .857 .880 .916 17 .830 .854 .894 17 .804 .830 .873
18 .890 .910 .941 18 .863 .885+ .920 18 .837 .861 .899
19 .922 .938 .962 19 .895+ .914 .943 19 .869 .890 .923
20 .951 .963 .980 20 .925+ .941 .964 20 .899 .918 .946

21 .977 .984 .993 21 .953 .965+ .981 21 .928 .943 .966
22 .995+ .998 1.000 22 .978 .985- .994 22 .955+ .966 .982

23 .996 .998 1.000 23 .979 .986 .994
24 .996 .998 1.000

n=26 n=27 n=28

0 .085- .109 .162 0 .082 .105+ .157 0 .079 .101 .152
1 .142 .170 .229 1 .137 .164 .222 1 .132 .159 .215
2 .192 .223 .286 2 .185+ .215+ .277 2 .179 .208 .268
3 .239 .272 .337 3 .231 .263 .326 3 .223 .254 .316
4 .284 .318 .385- 4 .275- .308 .373 4 .265+ .298 .361
5 .328 .363 .430 5 .317 .351 .417 5 .306 .339 .404

6 .370 .405+ .473 6 .358 .392 .458 6 .346 .380 .445-
7 .411 .447 .514 7 .397 .482 .498 7 .385- .419 .484
8 .451 .487 .554 8 .436 .471 .537 8 .422 .457 .521
9 .491 .526 .592 9 .475- .509 .574 9 .459 .494 .558

10 .529 .564 .628 10 .512 .547 .610 10 .496 .530 .593

11 .567 .602 .664 11 .549 .583 .645+ 11 .532 .565+ .627
12 .604 .638 .698 12 .585- .618 .679 12 .567 .600 .660
13 .641 .673 .731 13 .620 .653 .711 13 .601 .634 .692
14 .676 ,708 .763 14 .655+ .687 .743 14 .635+ .667 .723
15 .711 .742 .794 15 .689 .720 .773 15 .669 .699 .753

16 .746 .774 .823 16 .723 .752 .802 16 .701 .731 .782
17 .779 .806 .851 17 .756 .783 .831 17 .733 .762 .810
18 .812 .837 .878 18 .788 .814 .857 18 .765- .792 .837
19 .843 .866 .903 19 .819 .843 .883 19 .796 .821 .863
20 .874 .894 .927 20 .849 .9l71 .907 20 .826 .849 .888

21 .903 .921 .948 21 .879 .899 .930 21 .855+ .876 .911
22 .931 .946 .967 22 .907 .924 .950 22 .883 .902 .932
23 .957 .968 .983 23 .934 .948 .968 23 .911 .927 .952
24 .979 .986 .994 24 .958 .969 .983 24 .936 .950 .969
25 .996 .998 1.000 25 .980 .987 .994 25 .960 .970 .984

26 .996 .998 1.000 26 .981 .987 .995-
27 .996 .998 1.000
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TABLE 3-111- ONE-SIDED LIMITS (Contd.)

r 90% 95% 99% r 90% 95% 99% r 90% 95% 99%

n = 29 n= 30

0 .076 .098 .147 0 .074 .095+ .142
1 .128 .153 .208 1 .124 .149 .202
2 .173 .202 .260 2 .168 .195+ .252
3 .216 .246 .307 3 .209 .239 .298
4 .257 .288 .350 4 .249 .280 .340
5 .297 .329 .392 5 .287 .319 .381

6 .335- .368 .432 6 .325- .357 .420
7 .372 .406 .470 7 .361 .394 .457
8 .409 .443 .507 8 .397 .430 .493
9 .445+ .479 .542 9 .432 .465+ .527

10 .481 .514 .577 10 .466 .499 .561

11 .515+ .549 .610 11 .500 .533 .594
12 .550 .583 .643 12 .533 .566 .626
13 .583 .616 .674 13 .566 .598 .657
14 .616 .648 .705- 14 .599 .630 .687
15 .649 .680 .734 15 .630 .661 .716

16 .681 .711 .763 16 .662 .692 .744
17 .712 .741 .791 17 .692 .721 .772
18 .743 .771 .818 18 .723 .750 .799
19 .774 .800 .843 19 .752 .779 .824
20 .803 .828 .868 20 .782 .807 .849

21 .832 .855- .892 21 .810 .834 .873
22 .860 .881 .914 22 .838 .860 .896
23 .888 .906 .935- 23 .865+ .885+ .917
24 .914 .930 .954 24 .891 .909 .937
25 .938 .951 .970 25 .917 .932 .955+

26 .961 .971 .985- 26 .941 .953 .972
27 .982 .988 .995- 27 .963 .972 .985+
28 .996 .998 1.000 28 .982 .988 .995-

29 .996 .998 1.000
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CHART 3-111. ONE-SIDED 95% CONFIDENCE LIMITS
FOR A PROPORTION, 0 < r/N < 0.2
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CHART 3-IY. ONE-SIDED 90% CONFIDENCE LIMITS
FOR A PROPORTION, 0 < r/N < 0.2
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CHART 3-V. ONE-SIDED 80% CONFIDENCE LIMITS

FOR A PROPORTION, 0 <z r/N < 0.2
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APPENDIX 4. REDUNDANCY CONSIDERATIONS

IN DESIGN

4.1 INTRODUCTION

Under certain circumstances during parallel) or at the subsystem, component, or
system design it may become necessary to part level within a system. Figure 4-1 is a
consider the use of redundancy to reduce the simplified reliability block diagram drawn to
probability of system failure-to enhance sys- illustrate the several levels at %hich redun-
tern reliability-by providing more than one dancy can be applied. System D is shown
functional path or operating element in areas with its redundant alternate, D', at the sys-
that are critically important to system suc- tern level. D' is in turn built up of redun-
cess. The use of redundancy is not a pan- dant subsystems or components (C1 and C2)
acea to solve all reliability problems, nor is and redundant parts within components (bi
it a substitute for good design in the first and b 2 within Component B).
place. By its very nature, redundancy im-
plies increased complexity, increased weight From the reliability block diagram and
and space, increased power consumption, a definition of block or system success, the
and usually a more complicatod system check- paths that will result in successful system
out and monitoring procedure. On the other operation can be determined, For example,
hand, redundancy is .the only solution to the possible paths from I to 0 are:
many of the problems confronting the designer
of today's complex weapon systems. (1) A, a, b1, CI

It is the purpose of this appendix to (2) A, a, bt, C2
present a brief description of the more com-
mon types of redundant configurations avail- (3) A, a, b2, C1
able to the designer, with the applicable
block diagrams, mathematical formulae, and (4) A, a, b 2, C2
reliability functions to facilitate the compu-
tation of reliability gain to be expected in (5) D
each case.

The success of each path may be com-
4.1.1 Levels of Redundancy puted by determining an assignable reliabil-

ity value for each term and applying the
Redundancy may be applied at the multiplication theorem. The computation of

system level (essentially two systems in system success (all paths combined) re-
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b, CI

A '0 0

F L.

Figure 4-1. Reliability Block Diagram Depicting Redundancy at the System,
Subsystem, and Component Levels

quires a knowledge of the type of redun- lowing notation is applicable to all cases
dancy to be used in each case and an esti- and is used throughout this appendix:
mate of individual element reliability (or
unreliability). R =probability of success or re-

liability of a unit or block.

4.1.2 Probability Notation for Redundancy B = probability of failure or unre-
Computations liability of a unit or block.

Reliability of redundancy combinations p = probability of success or re-
is expressed in probabilistic terms of suc- liability of an element.
cess or failure-for a given mission period, a
given number of operating cycles, or a given q = probability of failure or unre-
number of time-independent "events", as liability of an element.
appropriate. The "MTBF" measure of re-
liability is not readily usable because of the For probability statements concerning
non-exponentiality of the reliability function an event:
produced by redundancy. Reliability of re-
dundancy combinations which are "time- P(A) = probability that A occurs.
dependent" is therefore computed at a dis-
crete point in time, as a probability of suc- P(A) = probability that A does not
cess for this descrete time period. The fol- occur.
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Al -

UNIT A UNIT B UNIT C

Figure 4-2. Series-Parallel Configuration

For the above probabilities: the product of the reliabilities of
all elements in each path; then

R + I =considereach path as a redundant
unit to obtain theblock reliability.

p +q =
In the redundancy combination shown

P(A) + P(A) = 1 in Figure 4-2, Unit A has two parallel re-
dundant elements, Unit B has three parallel

4.1.3 Redundancy Combinations redundant elements, and Unit C has only one
element. Assume that all elements are in-

The method of handling redundancy dependent. For Unit A to be successful,
combinations can be generalized as follows: A1 or A2 must operate; for Unit B, 13 or B2

or B3 must operate; and C must always be
0 If the elements are in parallel operating for block success. Translated into

and the units in series (Figure probability terms, the reliability of Figure 4-2
4-2), first evaluate the redundant becomes:
elements to get the unit re-
liability; then find the product of R = [1.- P(-A)P(-A2)l[1. -P(B)P(B 2)P(B3)]P(C)
all unit reliabilities to obtain
the block reliability, if the probability of success, p, is the

same for each element in a unit,
* If the elements are in series and

the units or paths are in parallel R =[1 - (1 pA)l][1 - -pB) 3lpc
(Figure 4-3), first obtain the
path reliability by calculating = (1- q 2)(1 - qB
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4-3. Parallel-Series Configuration

where PA = Pa 1 Pa 2

qi=1 -Pi PB = Pb1 Pb 2 Pb3

e twhere the terms on the right hand side repre-Often there is a combination of series sent element reliability. Then block re-

and parallel redundancy in a block as shown liability can be found from

in Figure 4-3a. This arrangement can be con-

verted into the simple parallel form shown in R = 1 - (1 - PA)(1 -P3)

Figure 4-3b by first evaluating the series
reliability of each path: = -PAPB
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4.'I.4 Time-Dependent Considerations R(t) = Pa(t)Pb(t)

The reliability of 'elements used in re- = e (Aa)t e(Ab)t

dundant configurations is usually time-
dependent. If the relation between element -(A a Ab)t

reliability and time is known, inclusion of e a
the time factor does not change the basic System reliability, R(t), function is
notation and approach to redundancy com- also exponential. With redundant elements
putation outlined above. As an example,assume two active independent elements in present in the system, however, the system
pallumel Sysatiem rneliabilty islgents b: reliability function is not itself exponential,
parallel. System reliability is given by: as illustrated by two operative parallel

elements whose failure rates are constant.
R = P. + Pb - PaPb From

This equation is applicable for one time in- R(t) = Pa + Pb - PaPb
terval. To express reliability over a segment
of time, the reliability of each element must P(t) = e"(Aa)t + e"(A1 t, - e-(An + Ab)t
be expressed as a function of time. Hence,

which is not of the simple exponential form
R(t) = p.(t) + Pb(t) - Pa(t)Pb(t) e-At. Element failure rates cannot, therefore,

be combined in the usual manner to obtain
where the system failure rate if considerable re-

R(t) = system reliability at time t, t>0 dundancy is inherent in the design.

Although a single failure rate cannot
Pa(t), Pb(t) = element reliabilities at be used for redundant systems, the mean-

time t time-to-failure of such sy stem s can be

evaluated. The mean life of a redundant
The failure pattern of most components "pair" whose failure rates are Aa and Ab,

is described by the expdnential distribution1-/ respectively, can be determined from
i.e.: M B-±k

MTBF ý -1 +_ 1 1

R= e"At = e-t/O Aa Ab Aa + Ab

where X is the constant failure rate; t is the If the failure rates of both elements are
time interval over which reliability, R, is equal, then,
measured; and 0 is the mean-time-to-failure. B(t)=2e .. t -e 2At

For two elements in series with constant
failures rates Aa and Ab, using the product and
rule of reliability gives: MTBF = -- 3-

2A 2

L/For a discussion of other distributions, see For three independent elements in parallel,
Appendix 2. the reliability function is
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H(t) =I- [R1 - e-(Aa )t )(1 -e'(Ab))(1 - e'(A'•)t)] unit(s) will continue to perform
the system function. It is not

MTBF=1+ 1 + 1 - 1 - 1 necessary to switch out the failed
Aa + unit nor to switch in the redundantA•b Ac A•a + Ab ,a + A unit. Failure of the one may or

b1 1 may not change the probability of
+ failure of the remaining units, de-

Ab + Ac Aa + Ab + Jc pending upon the nature of the

"load" being shared.

If A a = Ab = A, = A (b) Switching Redundancy: operative

redundant units are connected by
R(t) = 3e"At - 3e"2Akt + e 3A a switching mechanism to dis-

connect a failed unit and to con-

MTBF 1 nect one of the remaining operative
A - 32x 6A 6 redundant units into the system.

In general, for n active parallel elements, (2) Standby Redundancy - redundant units
each element having the same constant (or elements) that are non-operative
failure rate, A, (i.e., have no power applied) until they

are switched into the system upon
R(t) = 1 - H1 - e'i"tIn failure of the primary unit. Switching

is therefore always required.

and (3) Voting Redundancy - the outputs of
three or more operating redundant units

MTBF = .- 0 are compared, and one of the outputs
i=1 ix i=i that agrees with the majority of out-

puts is selected. In most cases, units
4.1.5 Types and Classifications of delivering outputs that fall in the

Redundancy minority group are classed as "unit
failures".

The following types of parallel re-
dundancy most commonly used in equipment (4) Redundancy-With-Repair - if a re-
design are described in this appendix: dundant element fails during a mission

and can be repaired essentially "on-
(1) Operative Redundancy - redundant line" (without aborting the mission),

units (or elements), all of which are then redundancy-with-repair can be
fully energized during the system achieved. The reliability of dual or
operational cycle. Operati ve re- multiple redundant elements can be
dundancy may be further classified as substantially increased by use of this
follows: design concept.

(a) Load-Sharing Redundancy: re- Diagrams, formulae, charts, and re-
dundant units are connected in liability functions are presented in the
such a manner that, upon (ailure following pages for the above types and
of one unit, the remaining redundant classes of redundancy.
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4.2 OPERATIVE OR ACTIVE REDUNDANT CONFIGURATIONS

Formulae and graphs presented in this ability of suceess is equal to one minus the
section not account for any change in probability that both components fail, or
faihu - which survivors in a redundant

"1" ang" configuration might ex- F = 1 - qjq 2
perie is a result of increased operating
stresL . This aspect of redundancy design For example, if pI = P2 = 0-9,
is discussed in Paragraph 4.5 of this
appendix, under "Dependent Failure Prob-
abilities". Also, except as discussed in
4.2.4, it is assumed in the operative case More than two redundant elements are
that switching devices are either not re-quired or are relatively simple and failure-free. represented by the reliability block diagram

shown in Figure 4-5. There are m paths (or

4.2.1 Multiple Redundancy elements), at least one of which must be
operating for system success. The prob-

Figure 4-4 shows a block diagram repre- ability of system success is therefore the

senting duplicate parallel components. There probability that not all of the elements will

are two parallel paths for successful fail during the mission period, shown as

operation - A1 or A2. If the probability of = - qjq
each component operating successfully is 2 "q.
pi, the probability of circuit success can be
found by either the addition theorem or the where qj = 1 - 13, etc.
multiplication theorem of probability (see
Chart 2-1, Appendix 2). If parallel elements are identical, then

Rlq m

I 0

A2 2

Figure 4-4. Duplicate Parallel Redundancy
(Operative Case)L4 3

By the multiplication theorem, the
circuit can fail only if both components fail. Figure 4-5. Multiple Redundant Array of m
Since A1 and A2 are independent, the prob- Elements, with k - 1 Required for Success
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1.0

NUMBER OF
5 ELEM8V4T-,n

x t 3

.6 XtBASIC 2•
ELEFMENT

S.4 -

- BASIC ELEMENT RELIABILITY Ps =e-,kt I

.2- SYSTEM RELIABILITY RS G 1 - (1 -

.l.1 1.0 10

Xt = t/O FOR A BASIC ELEMENT

Figure 4.6. System Reliability for n Element Operative Redundant Configurations

Figure 4-6 is a chart relating system n = 2 is the number of inverters that
relialility to the ratio t/O = Xt of individual are required in active parallel, to
elements making up the redundant system. obtain a 99% probability of survival
Curves for n elements (from n = 1 to n = 5) for the inverter function.
are shown. One element in n must remain
operative for the prescribed time interval t,
to achieve the probability of system failure 4.2.2 Partial Redundancy
shown.

In the previous example, the system
EXAMPLE: The inverter function for was successful if at least one of n parallel
an airborne system has been allocated paths was successful. There may be cases
a reliability requirement of R(t) = .99 where at least k out of n elements must be
for a 5-hour mission. Current pre- successful. In such cases, the reliability
dictions of the MTBF feasibility by of the redundant group is given by a series
conventional design is 50 hours. of additive terms (binomial) in the form of
Entering the chart at t/O = 5/50 = 0.1,
proceed vertically to .99, the required P(k, nip)= ( pk(1- p)n.-k
reliability for the inverter function.
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EXAMPLE: Figure4-7 illustrates three approach can be best illustrated by an
channels of a receiver. The receiver example:
will operate if at-least two channels
are successful, that is, if k = 2 or EXAMPLE: A new transmitting array
k =3. The probability of each channel is to be designed using 1000 RF
being successful is equal to p; then elements to achieve design goal per-

formance for power output and beam
R = P(2 , 31p) + P( 3, 31p) width. A design margin has been

provided, however, to permit a 10%
B =(3)p2(1 - p) +( 3)p3(1 p)° loss of RF elements before system

performance becomes degraded below
the acceptable minimum level. Each

R = 13p 2 (1 - p) + p 3  element is known to have a failure
rate of 1000 x 10-6 failures per hour.

R = 3p2 -2p3 The proposed design is illustrated in
Figure 4-8, where the total number of
elements is n = 1000; the number of
elements required for system success
is k = 900; and, conversely, the

A22

Figure 4-7. Partial Redundant Configuration I1
of m = 3 Elements, with k = 2 99

Required for Success

Use of the binomial formula becomes = 9
impractical in multi-element partial redundant
configurations when the values of n, k, and
r become large. In these cases, the normal 10i0
approximation may be used as outlined in
Paragraph 2.2.3 of Appendix 2.11 The Figure 4-8. Partial Redundant Array with

m = 1000 Elements, r = 0, 50, 100, 150
2 /See also almost any good text book on probability Permissible Element Failures i
and statistics.
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number of element failures permitted failures are permitted and one element
is r = 100. It is desired to compute fails each hour of system operation.
and plot the reliability function for the A preliminary selection of discrete
array. points at which to compute reliability

might then fall in the 80- to 120-hour

Each discrete point for time (t) on the bracket.

function is given by the binomial sum-
mation as: At 80 hours:

Bs(t) I x g = np = 1000(1 - e-10 0 0 x 106 X 80)

= 77
100 1000) (1.e.Ax(e.At)n-x 00 6x=Y q = e'lO00 X 1 80 .923

/_-p =-/7-1.07 = 8.4
where

p 1-e"At x = 100
Z 100 - 77 2.73

q e-At Z80 = 2T73

A = Element failure rate RS(80) = F(Z 80 ) = F(+2.73)

This binomial summation can be ap- = .997, from Table 2-Ii
proximated by the standard normal
distribution function, using Table 2-11
of Appendix 2 to compute reliability
for the normalized statistic Z: At 100 hours:

Rs(t) = F(Z) = np = 1000(1 - e 00 0 X 106 X 100)

and 
= 95

Z X-I X-np

A nirn~p q q = e-&1000x 10 6 x 100 = .9 0 5

X-n(1U-eAt) ao= 6n-pq =/8 = 9.3

x = 100

100-95 -. 5

By observation, it can be reasoned Zl°° - 9.3

that system MTBF will be approxi-
mately 100 hours, since 100 element Rs(100) = F(Z 10O) = FR.54)= .705
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Reliability at other discrete points in of failure are now coasidered - open-circuit
time, computed as above, are: and short-circuit - either of which can affect

the surviving element unless proper design
Time, t Z F(Z) = R S(t) precautions are taken. In series redundant

circuits, the open-circuit mode prevents
90 1.54 .938 surviving elements from functioning; in
95 1.11 .867 parallel redundant circuits, the short-circuit

105 0 .500 mode prevents the surviving elements from
110 - .42 .337 functioning.
120 -1.30 .097
130 -2.13 .017 The probabilities that are necessary

to describe element failure can best be
These points are then used to plot the illustrated by an example. Assume that 100
reliability function for the array, shown randomly selected items are tested for a
in Figure 4-9. prescribed time to determine failure prob-

abilities. The results are as follows:

4.2.3 Failure Modes in the 80 items experienced no failure
Operative Redundant Case 15 items experienced an open failure

5 items experienced a short-circuit
The previous redundant models were failure

based on the assumption of one mode of
failure, adequately protected so that failure Thus, the estimated probability of success
of an individual element could not affect the is 80/100 = 0.80. The estimated probability
operation of a surviving element. Two modes of an open failure (q.) is 0.15, and the

Rs(t)
1.0

.5
r = 0 50 100 1-50

OL I III

050 100 150 200

SYSTEM OPERATING TIME IN HOURS, t
Figure 4.9. Reliability Functions for Partial Redundant Array of Figure 4.8.
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estimated probability of a short-circuit failure = -[l-q ] [ - qsb]
(q.) is 0.05. The sum of the two failure
probabilities (opens and shorts are mutually (2) P2(O)
exclusive events) is the probability of
element failure (q), 0.20. This could have
been obtained by subtracting the probability = qoaqob
of element success (p) from one, i.e.:

where Pi(O) is the probability that Element i
q = 1 -p = q + qs opens and Pi(S) is the probability that

Element i shorts. Since Events(1) and (2)
The conditional probabilities of open are mutually exclusive, the probability of

and short failures are sometimes used to unit failure is the sum of the two event prob-
represent element failure probabilities. The abilities, or
data indicate that 15 of the 20 failures that
occurred were due to opens. Therefore, the
conditional probability of an open failure -PM R PI(S) + P 2 (O)
i.e., the probability that if a failure occurs,
it is an open failure - is 15/20 = 0.75. - 1 - (1 - q.a)(' - qsb) + qoaqob

Similarly, the conditional probability of a
short-circuit is 5/20 = 0.25. If In general, if there are m parallel elements,

q, = conditional probability of an open
IIIn

qo/q H =1- n (1- qsi) + r q.i

q• = conditional probability of a short The reliaLility is equal to 1 - H, or

-- qs/qR = rr Q1- qsi - 7tqoi=qqm nm

i=l i=1

then the following relationship holds true:
If all elements are equal, unit reliability is

+ q,+ = 1 then

R - (1 - qs)m - qom

Parallel Elements:

For two elements, A and B in an
operative-parallel redundant configuration, Optimum Number of Parallel Elements:
the unit will fail if (1) either A or B shorts,
or (2) both A and B open. The probabilities By introducing the possibility of
of these two events are: short-circuit failures, unit reliability may be

(1) Pl(S)=Pa(S)+Pb(S)-Pa(S)Pb(S) decreased by adding parallel elements. As
an example, if q. = 0.10, the reliability for
several values of m and qs is as shown in

= 1 - [1 - Pa(S)] [1 - Pb(S)] Table 4-1.
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TABLE 4-1. VALUES OF R FOR q.- 0.10 0.1 < q_:S 0.2, and q9 /q= 0.5

Case (a) Case (b) Case (c) Case (d)
q% =0 qs=0.05qs=0.10%s =0.20 Sinceq +q.+ .=q,

m = 1 0.900 0.85 0.80 0.70 0.1 <3/2qo_ 0.2

m = 2 0.990 0.89 0.80 0.63
or

m = 3 0.999 0.86 0.73 0.51
0. 7 < q, <0.13

For Cases (a) and (b), adding one parallel For each of the values of q. between 0.07
Feremeses (m=2) increases unit reliability. and 0.13, the optimum number is determined
element ( = at q,/q, = 0.5. If this number is the same
For (a), the reliability increases as m in- for all or nearly all possible values of q0 ,
creases and approaches 1 as m approaches then the optimum design is fairly well

infinity. However, for (b), increasing m from established. in this case, Figure 4-40 shows

2 to 3 decreases reliability. In fact, the re- that 2 is the optimum number of parallel

liability continues to decrease as m gets elements. If an optimum number boundary

larger. Therefore, for Case (b), the optimum line is crossed somewhere in the interval

number of parallel elements for maximum re- of possible values of m e, then it will be

liability is 2. For Case (c), R is the same

for m = I and 2, but is less for m = 3. For necessary to narrowthe length of this interval

Case (d), the maximum reliability occurs for by a thorough reappraisal of existing failure

mr= 1, the non-redundant con figuration. data or by tests specifically designed to
yield more precise information.

For any range of q. and %, the
optimum number of parallel elements is 1 if
qs > %. For most practical values of q%
and q., the optimum number is 2. Series Elements:

Figure 4-10 gives the optimum number The results given above show that if
of parallel elements for values of q. ranging qs 2 q0 , the optimum number of parallel
from 0.001 to 0.5 and for the ratio q,/q paths is 1. However, adding an element in
ranging from 0.001 to 1.0 (use the left-hand series with another element will result in an
and bottom axes). increase in reliability if %. is much greater

than q0. Assume we have a system made up

Knowing the general range of element failure of two series elements, A and 13, in which

probabilities and possibly knowing the ratio both short-circuit and open failures are

of short to open possibilities, the figure can possible. The unit will fail if (1) both A and

be used to determine the optimum number of B short, or if (2) either A or B open. The
parallel elements. For example, if it is probabilities of Events (1) and (2) are:

believed that overall element reliability is
somewhere between 0.8 and 0.9 and that (1) PI(S) = Pa(S)Yb(S)
opens are likely to occur about twice as
often as shorts, then = qsaqsb
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Ch~SERIES uNI

.001 .005 .01 .05 .10 .50
1.0 - -- 1.0

.50 - -- - .50

.10 / 0 A.10

.01 .05

.001,

.001 .005 .01 .05 .10 .50
q*

PARALLEL UNIT

Figure 4-10. Optimum Number of Parallel Elements as a Function of
Failure-Mode Probabilities
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(2) P 2(O) - P.(O)+ Pb(O)- Pa(O)Pb(O) Figure 4-10 can be used to determine
the optimum number of series elements by

S1 - [1 - Pa(O)I [1 - Pb(O)] using the upper and right-hand zxes. As in
parallel systems, if q. = q., the optimum

1 - [H - q..) R - q~bI number of series elements is 1.

Series-Parallel Elements:
Since Events (1) and (2) are mutually ex-
clusive, the probability of unit failure is the A four-element series-parallel con-
.sum of two events, or figuration is shown in Figure 4-11. Each

element performs the same function.
P(F) = R = P I(S) + P 2 (O) Block success is defined as an output from

= qsaqsb + 1 - (1 - qoa)(1 - qo1) at least one element. Therefore, the block
is successful if (1) either unit has less than
two opens, and (2) at least one unit has no
shorts.

In general, if there are n series elements,
(1) PI(O) = probability that at least

n U one unit has 2 opens= 1 7 Gf ( -q .oi) + j? qsi
1 =1-' 1 ) = 1 - probability that both units

and have at least 1 "no open"

""U = 1 - P-I(O)P'2(O)1R- (1-qoi)- n qsi11 81/a2'
i=l i=1

[1 - Pbl(O) Pb2(O)I
If all elements are identical, then the re-
liability of an n-element series unit is

(2) P 2(S) = probability that at least

R = (1- qo)" " qn 1 element in each unit shorts

Note that n replaces m in the equation for a [1{lPai(S))(1P 8 (S))]

parallel unit and the positions of q. and qe- (- Pb(S))(1 - Pb2(S))]
are reversed.

Figure 4.11. Series-Parallel Configuration
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Then RspH [-qoaqobj]2

PI(O) + P 2(S) = probability of
block failure ]2

1 - (Pt(O) + P 2(S)] = reliability of block
=OR'p For n identical units each containing m

elements,
Since

P i(O) = oRP= [if q, n -[Iil ( qs. )n

and and if all elements are identical,

Then Pi(S) = si Rs= [,.qO-]a I [I-(I-q.)m

If q. and qO are small, then
Rap qoal qO .j[ - q~b, qb j

=sp 1 -nqom. (mq )"n

-E(. qsa )(1 qsa2)] Parallel-Series Elements

A 4-element parallel-series con-

1 ( q.t')(1 - q ) figuration is shown in Figure 4-12. Each
- sb- 1- sb2 )] element performs the same function. Success

is defined as an output from at least one
When the units are identical (A, = BI and element. Therefore, the block is successful
A2 = B2) and all components perform the if (1) at least one path has no opens, and (2)
same function, then both paths have less than two shorts.

At A2

Figure 4-12. Parallel-Series Configuration
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(1) PP() -probability that at least one F1  b q.-
element in each path has opened E - b - qob

=l- (I~ - a 1 (O) )(1 - P- 2 (O] If all paths are identical (At = i3, and A2 =
1B2) and all components perform the same

[-(1- Pb (0)) (1 Pb (0 function,

(2) P 2(S) - probability that at least one
path has two shorts

= one minus the probability that [q.(i-qa( qob)]2

both paths have at least one
"&no short"

For m identical paths each containing n
1-[1- Pa- (S)Pa2 (S] elements,

pb (S) Pb Rps =1.ijqm [1.(1qoi)]m

If all elements are identical,

Then Rps =[11-qs.]m [-l-(1-qo)n],

P 1(O) + P 2(S) = probability of block failure If q. and q. are small,

1 - [PI1 (0) + P2 (S)] = reliability of block ps 1-mq' - nqom

Since
4.2.4 Operative Redundancy, Switching

Pi(0) = qoi Required

and Until now we have dealt with circuits
where it was assumed that switching devices
were either absent or failure free. \\e now

P1 (S) = qSI deal with circuits whose redundant elements
are continuously energized but do not be-

then come part of the circuit until switched in
S 8 2 j[1 ] after a primary element fails. We will con-

ps 1 q q - qsb qsb2 sider two modes of failure that can be as-sociated with the switching mechanism:

(I q-.qo2. Type (1). The switch may fail to

-E, o - qoal)1 2operate when it is supposed to.
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Type (2). The switch may operate and the unreliability is

without command (prematurely).

In the following discussion, RD = qaPbqs + qaqb

q. = probability of a Type (1) failure = qaqs + qaPsqb

q, = probability of a Type (2) failure As an example, assume

Two Parallel Elements q = qb= 0.2

Consider the system in Figure 4-13. and = q-, 0.1

There are three possible element states that Then
could lead to system failure:

S=Pqbq + qaqs+qb
1. A succeeds, B fails R = p~qb Pbqs +

2. A fails, B succeeds = (0.8)(0.2)(0.1) + (0.2)(0.8)(0.1) +(0.2)(0.2)

3. A fails, B fails = 0.072

The unreliability of the system, R, is found P = 1 - R
from

= 1 - 0.072

= Paiqbq" + qaPbq, + qaqb = 0.928

if q• = 0,
If we are not concerned with Type (2)

failures, RD = qaqs + qapsqb

q= 0 = (0.2)(0.1) + (0.2)(0.8)(0.2)

Figure 4-13. Redundancy with Switching
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= 0.052 4. q' - A succeeds, S switches to B,
B fails, S does not switch

RD = 1 - 0.052 to C.

= 0.948 5. q'1 - A succeeds, S switches to
B, B succeeds, S switches

Three Parallel Elements to C.

Figure 4-14 illustrates this type 6. qs6 - A fails, S switches to B, B

circuit. It operates as follows: If A fails, succeeds, S switches to C.

S switches to B. If B then fails, S switches
to C. Enumerating all possible switching The possible states of operation of
failures shows two kinds of Type (1) failure elements A, B, and C and also switching

and four kinds of Type (2) failure: failure that will cause system failure for
each state are shown in Table 4-11.

The probability of system failure can
be found by summing up the probabilities of
individual combinations or operating states
which result in system success, each mul-
tiplied by the probability of a switching
failure which would produce system failure
in each state; i.e.:

- 8
i= qsi

or, as shown in Table 4-11,

0.= paqb~qCq 3 + Pbqaq, (q.1 + q's6)

Figure 4-14. Three-Element Redundant + PCqaqb (q5 + q2)
Configurations with Switching

+ p.Pbqeq-,5 + PaP:q bq's4

Type (1) Switching Failures: + PbPq 5qs1 + qaqbq,

1. q. - A fails, S does not switch to
B. (Primes denote "static" or Type (2)

switch failures)
2. q8 2 -A fails, S switches to B, B

fails, Sfails to switch to C. If the probability of Type (2) switchingfailures isvery small (q.i - 0), and q.1 =

Type () Swoitching Failures: qs2 = qs, R can be found directly from the
foliowing equation:

3. q.1 - A succeeds, but S switches
to B. qaqs + qaPsqbqs + qaPsqbPsqc
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TABLE 4-11. STATES OF OPERATION OF A THREE PARALLEL ELEMENT
CIRCUIT WITH DECISION AND SWITCHING DEVICE

Switching_ 8
Failure Y - piqs

Operating Operating Condition Resulting i=1

State in System
(i) Succeed Fail Failure

1 A B S3 ABCs 3

2 B s 1 or S6 "A-m s+T6)

3 C B s, or s 2  ,BC(-g+j)

4 AB C S5 ABC(9 5)

5 AC B S 4  ABC(-T4)

6 BC A s1 ABC(9"1)

7 ABC - Cannot fail ABC

8 - ABC Always fails
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4.3 VOTING REDUNDANCY

I '0nCOMAAATOR..

L _
j!

--- ------- -- Ja

Figure 4.15. Three-Element Voting Redundancy

Figure 4-15 shows three elements, If failure-free switching cannot be assumed,
A, B, and C, and the associated switching conditional probabilities of switching
andcomparatorcircuit which make up a voting operation have to be considered. To simplify
redundant system. The circuit function will the discussion, consider the probability of
always be performed by an element whose the comparator and switches failing in such
output agrees with the output of at least one a manner that the switches remain in their
of the other elements. At least two good original positions. If this probability is
elements are required for successful q., then
operation of the circuit. Two switches are
provided so that a comparison of any two R - PaPb + (PaPc + PbPc - 2 PaPbPc)( 1 - q%,)
outputs of the three elements can be made.
A comparator circuit is required that will
operate the two switches so that a position
islocatedwhere the outputs again agree after EXAMPLE: Let all three elements
one element fails. have the same probability of success,

0.9; i.e., P8 = Pb = p, = 0.9. Assume

if comparison and switching are failure that the comparator-switch has a prob-

free, the system will be successful as long ability of failing (q,,) of 0.01:

as two or three elements are successful. In
this case, fl = 92 + [(9)2 + (9)2 - 2(.9)3] (1 - .011

R = P.Pb + P.Pc + PbPc - 2paPbPc P .970
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4.4 STANDBY REDUNDANCY

In a system with redundant elements The mean-time-to-failure of the system is
on a completely standby basis (not energized),
no time is accumulated on a secondary A a + b
element until a primary element fails. For a MT3F a
two-element system (Figure 4-16) the re-

liability function can be found directly as 6 +

follows: The system will be successful at a b when 0a / 0b
time t if either of the following two con-
ditions hold (let A be the primary element): - 20 when -0 0b = 0

(1) A is successful up to time t. For n elements of equal reliability,

(2) A fails at time t <t, and B R(t) = e"At nijl (At)r
operates from tj to t. r = 0 r!

MTBF = n . nO

Figure 4-17 is a chart relating system
reliability to the reliability of individual
standby redundant parallel elements as a
function of mission time, t/0. By entering
the chart at the time period of interest and
proceeding vertically to the allocated reli-

Figure 4-16. Diagram Depicting a ability requirement, the required number of
Standby Redundant Pair standby elements can be determined.

For the exponential case where the EXAMPLE: A critical element within
element failure rates are Aa and Ab, reliabil- a system has a demonstrated MTBF,
ity of the standby pair is given by 0 = 100 hours. A design requirement

has been allocated to the function per-
Ab -(Ant A a e(Ab)t formed by this element of R5 = .98 at

R(t) Ab- e A Ae 100 hours, corresponding to a 30-to-1
b-Aa Abreduction in unreliability below that

which can be achieved by a single ele-
This is a form of the mixed exponential and ment. In this case, n = 4 will satisfy
it does not matter whether the more reliable the design requirement at t/0 = 1; i.e.,
element is used as the primary or as the a four-element standby redundant con-
standby element. If ,a = Ab = A, figuration would satisfy the require-

ment. Failure rates of switching de-
R(t) = e-At tI + At) vices must next be taken into account.
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1.0

.8 NUMBER OF
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BASIC ELEMENT RELIABILITY R, - e-A

SYSTEM RELIABILITY ra tes o-

0
.01 0.1 1.0 to

At = t/O FOR A BASIC ELEMENT

Figure 4.11. System Reliability for n Standby Redundant Elements

4.5 DEPENDENT FAI LURE PROBABILITIES

Up to this point, it has been assumed
that the failure of an operative redundant
element has no effect on the failure rates of
the remaining elements. This might occur, A
for example, with a system having two ele-
ments in parallel where both elements share
the full load.

An example of conditional or dependent
events is illustrated by Figure 4-18. A and
B are both fully energized, and normally
share or carry half the load, 1/2L. If either Figure 4-18. Load-Sharing Redundant
A or B fails, the survivor must carry the full Configuration
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"load, L. Hence, the probability that one The bar above a letter represents a failure
fails is dependent on the state of the other, of that element. A primed letter represents
if failure probability is related to load or operation of that element under full load;
stress. The system is operating satisfac- absence of a prime represents operation under
torily at time t if either A or B or both are half load. If the elements' failure times are
operating successfully, exponentially distributed and each has a

mean life of 0 under load L/2 and 0a-- 0 k
under load L(k > 0), block reliability is given
below without derivation:

TIME AXIS I
02ov _t/0 0 -2t/O0t R(t) 2 0-_ e 2o- o e

CON4DITON AS
(1) ' System mean life is equal to

0A = 0k + 0/2

(2) A_ A B' When k = 1, the system is one in
which load-sharing is not present or an in-

AS -creased load does not affect the element
(3)- A' failure probability. Thus, for this case, 0s

- is equal to 30/2. If there were only one
element it would be operating under full load,
so system mean life would be 0' = 0/k.
Hence, the addition of a load-sharing ele-

Figure 4-19. Success Combinations in ment increases the system mean life by 0/2.
Two-Element Load-Sharing Case This increase in mean life is equivalent to

that gained when the elements are indepen-
dent, but the overall system reliability is

Figure 4-19 illustrates the three pos- usually less because 0' is usually less than
sible ways the system can be successful. 0(k > 1).

A.6 OPTIMUM ALLOCATION OF REDUNDANCY

Decision and switching devices may usually necessary for redundancy, and in-
fail to switch when required or operate in- creasing the number of redundant elements
advertently. However, these devices are increases the number of switching devices.
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If such devices are completely reliable, re- amount of redundancy that will produce the
dundancy is most effective at lower system desired reliability should be used. Thus
levels. If switching devices are not failure- efforts should be concentrated on those parts
free, the problem of increasing system relia- of the system which are the major causes o'
bility through redundancy becomes one of system unreliability.
choosing an optimum level at which to re-
plicate elements. As an example, assume that we have

two elements, A and B, with reliabilities
Since cost, weight, and complexity over a certain time period of 0.95 and 0.50,

factors are always involved, the minimum respectively. If A and B are joined to form

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 4.20. Possible Redundant Configurations Resulting from Allocation Study
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a series non-redundant circuit, its reliability 1 3 = 0.95 [1-(0.5)31

is =0.831

R = (0.95)(0.50) 
= 0.475

P3 gives a 75% increase in original circuit

If we duplicate each element, as in Figure reliability as compared to the 58% increase

4-20a, of 111.

Ri = [1-(0.50)2j11-(0.50)2I If complexity is the limiting factor,
duplicating systems is generally preferred to

=0.748 duplicating elements, especially if switching
devices are necessary.. If another series path
is added in parallel, we have the configura-

Duplicating Element B only, as in Figure tion in Figure 4-20d, and
4-20b,

R4 = 1 - (1 - .475)2
R2 = 0.95 [1-(0.50)21

= 0.724
= 0.712

R4 is oniy slightly less than H1 . If switches
Obviously, duplicating Element A contributes are necessary for each redundant element,
little to increasing reliability. R4 may be the best configuration. A careful

analysis of the effect of each element and
Triplication of B gives the configura- switch on system reliability is a necessary

tion shown in Figure 4-20c, and prerequisite for proper redundancy application.

4.7 REDUNDANCY -WITH-REPAIR

In certain instances it may be more system thus continues on operational status
practical to design a system with built-in while its redundant elements are being re-
"on-line" maintenance features to overcome paired or replaced, so long as these repairs
a serious reliability problem than to concen- are completed before their respective redun-
trate on improving reliability of the compo- dant counterparts also fail.
nents giving rise to the problem. Redundancy-
with-repair can be made to approach the There are, in general, two types of
upper limit of reliability (unity), contingent monitoring that may be used for failure de-
on the rate with which element failures can tection in systems employing redundant
be detected and repaired or replaced. The elements:
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(1) Continuous monitoring-element EXAMPLE: Two similar elements with
failures are recognized at the in- MTBF's of 100 hours are to be used
stant they otccur and repair or re- as a redundant pair. The mean-time-
placement action begins immedi- to-repair for each element is 10 hours.
ately. It is assumed that repairs Determine the reliability of the pair
can be made at the rate of pL per for a 23-hour missiop, when used as (a)
hour, where IA is the mean of an an operative redundant pair, and (b) a
exponential distribution of repair standby redundant pair.
times.

The graphs of the reliability equations,
(2) Interval monitoring-the system is Figures 4-21 and 4-22, are given in

checked for element failures every terms of At and p/A. From the infor-
T hours. Failed elements are re- mation given, A = 1/MTBF = 10-2, t = 23
placed with operable elements. hours, and p 1/(repair time) = 10-1.
Here it is assumed that the times Hence, Nt=.23 and I/A = 10. By means
required to monitor the elements of the graphs, the reliability for the
and make replacements are negli- two cases is found to be:
gible.

Operative redundancy:
R(23 hours) = .9760

4.7.1 Continuous Monitoring Standby redundancy:
FI(23 hours) =.9874

The reliability equation for two re-

dundant elements is:
When comparing the reliability of two

s2 t -situations that exceed .90, as above, it is
R(t) = set-e more meaningful to compare the unreliabil-

S -S2 ities. In this case, a comparison of .0240
versus .0126 shows about a 2-to-1 difference

In the case of operative redundancy, in unreliability between the operative and
the standby case, in favor of the latter.S (U- + p+)J+ ) fi 2 +6pX+ A2

2=-•[3A + g) - p2 + 6pA + A2  4.7.2 Interval Monitoring

For standby redundancy, The reliability equations for interval
monitoring require that the mission time be

s 2- \ (2A) 24V1 expressed as two components, t = nT + d.s1 2E u) 2 + 4p The number of times the elements wile be
monitored during the mission (t) is given by

" + A) - + n; T is the time interval between monitorings2 2 Q2 + 41L points; and d is the time between the last
monitoring point and the end of the mission.

The reliability equations for these two cases Module replacement or switching time is as-
are plotted in Figure 4-21 and Figure 4-22. sumed to be zero.
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.99900 .001
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Figure 4-21. Operative Redundancy-with-Repair (Continuous Monitoring)
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Figure 4-22. Standby Redundancy-with-Repair (Continuous Monitoring)
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For operative redundancy: For standby redundancy:

R(t) = (2e'•d-e'2Ad)(2e"AT-e-2AT)n R(t) = (1 + AT)n(1 + Ad)e-Xt

RT(t)

1.0

.8 
T- -( I

.6

.4

.2

* 1.5

0 1 -
0 .5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5 4 t/(

Figure 4-23. Reliability Functions for Several Cases of Interval Monitoring and Repair

EXAMPLE: Two similar elements with R(23 hours) = (2e-"2-e"4)(2e"°3-e"°6)7
MTBF's of 100 hours are to be used
as a redundant pair. The pair will be = .9935
monitored every 3 hours. When a de-
fective element is found, it will be
replaced by an operable element im- Figure 4-23 presents reliability
mediately. We wish to determine the functions normalized with respect to
reliability of the pair for a 23-hour operating time t/0, for five cases of
mission when used as an operative T/O monitoring intervals, to illustrate
redundant pair. From the above, it is the reliability potential of designs
determined that t = 23 hours, n = 7, which provide this redundancy with
nT = 21, and d = 2 hours. As in the interval monitoring and on-line repair
previous example, A = 10-2. capability.
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BIBLIOGRAPHY ON RELIABILITY

B-I INTRODUCTION

This extensive bibliography is in- The references have been classified
cluded as a source of further information for by broad subject fields with subdivisions
those who desire more detailed coverage of within each field, since a subject classifi-
specific topics of reliability engineering than cation is often the most rapid and effective
has been possible in this handbook. Many of way of locating specific information. Many
the entries carry notes which give a capsule publications include information that falls
appraisal of contents of the various papers. under more than one subject heading. In such
Certain of the documents are boxed in to instances, the publication is listed under
suggest a few among the many that are of the subject given the major emphasis. The
more general use for reference purposes. main subject breakdown is as follows:

Reliability, General Coverage
These references are intended for in- Reliability Geneal Cv age

formation purposes only and are not neces- Reliability Prediction and Analysis
sarily consistent with the BuWeps reliability Reliability Measurement and Testing
procedures contained in this handbook. Redundancy

Statistics and Probability
Approximately 150 books, articles, Reliability Bibliographies

and reports are listed, dealing with various Reliali
aspects of reliability. Certain periodicals, Periodicals
conventions, andsymposia which are sources Conventions and Symposia
of reliability information are also listed.
This selection represents only a small part Mlost of the references cover theperiod
of the literature within the scope of the gen- from 1956 to 1962. Reference 148 contains
eral subject of reliability. Many excellent over 750 references concerning material
references have been omitted. For further published prior to June 1956. Ihere known,
reference to these, consult the other relia- ASTIA numbers are given for those docu-
bility bibliographies included in the list; the ments which can be obtained from the Armed
bibliographic material in those listed items Services Technical Information Agency (Ref.
will also be helpful. 141). These numbers are prefixed by "AD".
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B-2 RELIABILITY, GENERAL COVERAGE

Basic Concepts Electronics Control Systems, Inc., Los
Angeles, California, 1955, pp 39-41.1. Advisory Group on Reliability of

of Electronic Equipment, Office of 7. Calabro, S. R., Reliability Principles
the Assistant Secretary of Defense and Practices, McGraw-Hill, 1962.
(Research and Engineering), Relia-
bility of Military Electronic Equip- 8. Carhart, R. R., A Survey of the Cur-
ment, 4 June 1957. (This is the rent Status of the Electronic Reliabil-
well known AGREE Report. Imple- ity Problem, Rand Research Memoran-
mentation of the recommendations dum RM-1131; Rand Corporation,
given in this report is now in pro- Santa Monica, California, 14 August
cess.) 1953 (a very excellent publication de-

spite its age).

2. ARfNC Research Corporation, Elec- 9. Carhart, R. R., Complexity and Relia-
tronic Reliability in Military Applica- bility in Electronic Equipment, Report
lions, General Report No. 2, Contract No. P 399, Rand Corporation, Santa
NObsr-64508, July 1957, Publication Monica, California, April 1953.
No. 102.

10. Electronics Division, American Society
3. Bird, George T., On Reliability Assur- for Quality Control, Production and

ance and Parts Specification, ARINC Field Reliability, February 1959.
Research Corporation, Publication No. Fourteen articles on various aspects of
4106-133. Paper presented to 5th reliability.
Joint Military-Industry Symposium on
Guided Missile Reliability, December 11. Horne, Riley C., Jr., Analysis of Op-
10, 1958, Chicago, Illinois. erator Equipment Relationships, ARINC

Research Corporation, Publication No.
4. Bishop, Walton B., Reliability and 101-7-131, December 19, 1958.

Maintainability Assurance, Electronic
Material Sciences Laboratory, Bedford, 12. Howard, W. J., Some Physical Quali-
Massachusetts, AFCRC-TN-58-569, AD fications for Reliability Formulas, Re-
160 882, November 1958. search Memorandum, Rand Corporation,

Santa Monica, California, June 1956.
5. Brown, A. S., Discussion of the Com-

plexity and Unreliability of Military
Equipment, Transactions of the IRE 13. Institute of Radio Engineers, Reli-
PGQC-1, August 1952, pp 11-22. ability Training Text, Second Ed-

ition, March 1960. (Contains ex-6. Burt, R. A., The Relationship Between tensiveglossary of reliability terms
Comnponents and Overall Reliability, and has 110 references. Covers all
Electronic Components Conference facets of reliability engineering.)
Proceedings, 6th Annual Conference,
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14. Knight, C. Ft., and Jervis, E. R., Elec- 21. Knight, C. R., Jervis, E. R., and Herd,

tronic Reliability-A Discussion of G. R., Terms of Interest in the Study
Some Basic Theoretical Concepts and of Reliability, with a separate discus-
A Review of Progress Since World War sion of Failure Rates by Herd, G. Rt.,
II, Monograph No. 1, ARINC Research Aeronautical Radio, Inc., Reliability
Corporation, May 1955. Research Department, Monograph No.

2, May 25, 1955.
15. Moskowitz, Fred, and McLean, John B.,

Some Reliability Aspects of Systems 22. Reliability Definition Panel of Tech-
Design, RADC TN-55-4, AD 66 802, nical Program Committee, National
Rome Air Development Center, Griffiss Symposium for Reliability and Quality
Air Force Base, New York, PGRQC-8, Control, Proceedings of Third (1957
September 1956, pp 7-35. pp 59-84) and Fifth (1960, pp 161-178)

Symposia.
16. Re-' F. M., and Jutila, S., Systemft.tabtlity Studies, RlADC TrR-59-24, 2A kl >i0 729, Rome Air Development 23. Welker, E. L., and Home, Riley C.,Center, Griffiss Air Force Base, New Jr., Concepts Associated with Sys-Cenerk, DeembeAir Fore Btem Effectiveness, ARING ResearchYork, December 1958. Corporation, Monograph No. 9, Pub-

17. Rome Air Development Center, Griffiss lication No. 123-4-163, July 1960.
Air Force Base, New York, RADC Be- (Detailed discussion of terms asso-
liability Notebook, AD 148 868. (Com- ciated with effectiveness and re-
prehensive document on all facets of liability.)
reliability engineering.)

18. Shellard, Gordon D., Failure of Corn- Mathematical Concepts
plex Equipment, Operations Research
for Management, Volume 11 by McCloskey
and Coppinger, pp 329-339. (Actuarial 24. Barlow, Rt. E., and Hunter, L. C.,
approach to failure analysis.) Mathematical Models for System Re-

liability, Sylvania Electric Defense
Laboratory, prepared for U. S. Army

Definitions Signal Engineering Laboratories,
Contract DA-36-039 SC 78281, AD

19. Clark, Trevor, On the Meaning of Mean 228 131, 11 August 1959. (Excellent
Time to Failure, 1958 Conference Pro- document. Uses some advanced
ceedings, 2nd National Convention on mathematical techniques.)
Military Electronics, June 1958, pp
21-28. 25. Chorafas, Dimitris N., Statistical Pro-

cesses and Reliability Engineering,
20. Hosford, John E., Measures of Depen- D. Van Nostrand Company, Inc., 1960.

dability, Operations Research, Philco
,Western Development Laboratory, Palo 26. Flehinger, Betty J., System Reliability
Alto, California, Volume 8, Number 1, as a Function of System Age; Effects
pp 53-64. of Intermittent Component Usage and
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Periodic Maintenance, IBM Watson Lab- and Development Division, Ordnance
oratory at Columbia University, New Missile Laboratories, Redstone Ar-
York, New York, Operations Research, senal, January 1958. (Part I - non-
Volume 8, Number 1, January-February mathematical; Part 2 - mathematical.)
1960, pp 31-44.

29. 1%eisen, J. M., Mathematics of Relia-
27. Lloyd and Lipow, Reliability Man- bility, Sandia Corporation, Albuquerque,

agement, Methods, and Mathematics, New Mexico, Proceedings of the Sixth
Prentice Hall, 1962. National Symposium on Reliability and

Quality Control, January 11-13, 1960,
28. Pieruschka, Erich, Mathematical Foun- Washington, D. C., pp 111-120. (Basic

dation of Reliability Theory, Research mathematical concepts.)

B-3 RELIABILITY PREDICTION AND ANALYSIS

General Cornell University, Ithaca, New York,
Research Report EE-314, Technical

30. Bird, G. T., On Reliability Prediction Report No. 29, November 15, 1956.
in Satellite Systems, ARINC Research
Corporation. Paper presented at Na- 34. Grose, Vernon L., An Analytical Method
tional Aeronautical Electronic Confer- for Concept Optimization and Relia-
ence, Dayton, Ohio, 1960. (Primarily bility Planning in Space Programs,
concerned with the relationships be- Litton Industries, Beverly Hills, Cal-
tween complexity and reliability.) ifornia, Litton Ref. No. 40-020-1, pre-

sented to the 6th Joint Military Industry
31. Connor, John A., Prediction of Relia- Guided Missile Reliability Symposium,

bility, Hughes Aircraft Company, February 1960, Ft. Bliss, Texas.
Culver City, California, Proceedings
of the Sixth National Symposium on 35. Herd, G. Ronald, Some Statistical
Reliability and Quality Control, Jan- Concepts and Techniques for Reliabil-
uary 11-13, 1960, Washington, D. C., ity Analysis and Prediction, Booz
pp 134-154. Allen Applied Research, Inc., Washing-

ton, D. C., Proceedings of the 5th
32. Eiseman, R. L., Prediction of Unlikely National Symposium on Reliability and

Events, Wright Air Development Center, Quality Control in Electronics, Phila-
WADC Technical Report 53-411, AD 27 delphia, Pennsylvania, January 12-14,
647, November 1953. 1959, pp 126-136.

33. Elmaghraby, Salah E., A Generalization 36. Jervis, E. R., Reliability Prediction
in the Calculation of Equipment Relia- Techniques, ARINC Research Corpora-
bility, School of Electrical Engineering, tion, Washington, D. C., Proceedings
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of the New York University Industry Volume I ot Air Force Reliabilitv As-
Conference on Reliability Theory, surance Program Progress Report No.
June 9-11, 1958, pp 23-38. 2, Contract AF 33 (600) - 38438, \pril

1959, Publication No. 110-1-136. (Con-
37. Lusser, Robert, Predicting Reliability, tains failure rate information and step-

Redstone Arsenal, Huntsville, Ala- by-step prediction procedure.)
bama, Research and Development Di-
vision, Ordnance Missile Laboratories, 44. Farrier, John ,., Designing in the
October 1957. Dark , ARINC Pesearch Corporation,

presented at the Sixth National Sym-
38. Portz, K. E., and Smith, tt. R., Method posium on Reliability and Qualitv Con-

for the Determination of Reliability, trol, Ilashington, D. C., January 11-13.
Bendix Radio, Bendix Aviation Corpor- 1960, pp 431-437. (Discusses deficien-
ation, Baltimore, Maryland, IRE Trans- cies in failure rate information.)
actions Reliability and Quality Control,
PGRQC-11, August 1957, pp 65-73. 45. Hershey, John IL.. Reliability and

Ilaintainability of ttilitary Electronic

39. Reeves, Thomas C., Reliability Pre- Equipment, 3rd Annual Signal Main-
diction-its Validity and Application tenance Symposium, Fort %lonmouth,
as a Design Tool, Radio Corporation New Jersey, April 1939. (Contains
of America, presented at the 1960 De- part and component failure rates.)
sign Engineering Conference, New
York, May 23-26, pp 1-8. 46. Johnston, D. E., and McRuer, D. T., A

Summary of Component Failure Rate
40. Rohn, INw. B., Reliability Predictions and Weighting Function Data and Their

for Complex Systems, presented at the Use in Systems Preliminary Design,
Fifth National Symposium on Reliabil- \\right Air Development Center, N\ADC
ity and Quality Control, January 1959. 3H-57-668, December 1957.

41. Rome Air Development Center, Sym-
posium on Military Electronics-Relia- 47. MIL Handbook 217, Reliability Stress
bility and Maintainability, Volume ii, Analysis. (Gives failure rate infor-
Prediction and Analysis of Equipment mation and extensive trade-off curves.)
Reliability, RADC TH 58-139B, AD
148 952, November 1958. 48. RCA Service Company, The Prediction

and Mieasurement of Air Force Ground

42. Yueh, J. H., andHarris, Major R. G., Electronic Equipment Reliability, Final
A Method for Demonstrating Missile Engineering Report, Contract No. AF
Reliability Concurrently with Develop- 30 (602) - 1623 RADC TN 58-307, AD
ment, 1958 Conference Proceedings, 148 977, August 15, 1958.
2nd National Convention on Military
Electronics, June 1958, pp 13-20. 49. Vander llamm, R. L., Component Part

Failure Rate Analysis for Prediction of

Failure Rote Prediction Methods Equipment Wean Life, Collins Radio
Company, CTH-195, March 1938; also,

43. ARINC Research Corporation, Improved 1958 IRE Convention Record, Part 6,
Techniques for Design-Stage Prediction, pp 72-76.
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50. Vitro Laboratories, TR-133, Handbook
for the Prediction of Shipboard and 56. Rosenblatt, Joan R., On Prediction
Shore Electronic Equipment Reliabil- of System Performance from Informa-
ity, NAVSIIIPS 93820, April 1961. tion on Component Performance, Na-
(Data published in this handbook super- tional Bureau of Standards, Pro-
sedes all previously published Vitro ceedings of the 5Aestern Joint
reliability data.) Computer Conference, Los Angeles,

California, February 1957. (Excel-
lent paper on the general approach
to performance prediction.)

Performance Prediction

31. Brown, Harry B., The Role of Specifi- Reliable Design
cations in Predicting Equipment Per-
formance, Aeronautical Radio, Inc., 57. Benner, A. H., and Meredith, B., De-
paper presented at the Second National signing Reliability into Electronic
Symposium on Reliability and Quality Circuits, Radio Corporation of America,
Control in Electronics, Washington, Camden, New Jersey, Proceedings of
D. C., January 10, 1956. the National Electronics Conference,

Volume 1 to 10, index issue, pp 137-
52. Faragher, W. E., and Grainger, G. R., 145, 1954.

Refinements of the 2nd Statistical
Method forDetermining the Performance 58. Brewer, E. E., Mathematical Tools for
Variations of Electronic Circuits, Re- Reliable Design, Convair, Proceedings
port No. ZX-7-013, Convair, January of the RETMA Symposium on Reliable
1957. Applications of Electron Tubes, Uni-

versity of Pennsylvania, May 1956,
53. Marini, J., Brown, iI., and Williams, pp 77-84.

R., Evaluation and Prediction of Cir-
cuit Performance by Statistical Tech- 59. Dreste, Fred E., Circuit Design Con-
niques, Monograph No. 5, Aeronautical cepts for High Reliability, Motorola,
Radio, Inc., Reliability Research De- Proceedings of the Sixth National
partment, Publication No. 113, Feb- Symposium on Reliability and Quality
ruary 1958. Control, Washington, D. C., January

11-13, 1960, pp 121-133.
54. Meltzer, Sanford A., Statistical Ana-

lysis of Equipment Reliability, RCA 60. Ifellermand, L., and Racite, M. P.,
Corporation, Camden; New Jersey, Reliability Techniques for Electronic
EM-4194, June 20, 1955. Circuit Design, International Business

Machines Corporation, IRE Transac-
55. Rosenblatt, Joan R., On Prediction of tions on Reliability and Quality Con-

System Behavior, National Bureau of trol, PGRQC 14, September 1958, pp
Standards, Proceedings of the New 9-16.
York University Industry Conference on
Reliability Theory, June 1958, pp 61. Meltzer, Sanford A., Designing for
39-62. Reliability, Radio Corporation of Am-
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erica, IRE Transactions on Reliability 68. Golovin, Nicholas, In Approach to a
and Quality Control, PGRQC-8, Sep- Reliability Program, ASQC Convention
tember 1956, pp 36-43. Transactions 1960, pp 173-182.

62. Miles, Raymond C., Tolerance Consid- 69. Vezeau, Waldo A., Dr., Some Applica-
erations in Electronic Product Design, tions of Monte Carlo Methods to Fail-
Airborne Instruments Laboratory, Con- ure Prediction, Emerson Electric,
vention Record of the IRE 1953 Nation- Proceedings of the 6th Joint Military
al Convention, Part 6, pp 75-81. Industry Guided Missile Reliability

Symposium, Volume 2, February 1960,
63. Murphy, R. B., Some Statistical Tech- pp 22-31.

niques in Setting and Obtaining Tol-
erances, Bell Telephone Laboratories,
Proceedings of the New York Univer-
sity Industry Conference on Reliability
Theory, June 1958, pp 63-90. (Employs Maintenance Considerations
advanced statistical and mathematical
techniques.) 70. Barlow, Richard, and Hunter, Larry,

Optimum Preventive Maintenance
64. Taylor, H. N., Designing for Reliabil- Policies, Sylvania Electric Defense

ity, Massachusetts Institute of Tech- Laboratory, Mountain View, California,
nology, Technical Report No. 102, Operations Research, Volume 8, No.
Division 6, December 1955. (Based on 1, pp 90-100.
worst-case philosophy.) 71. Bradley, C. E., and Welker, E. L., A

Model for Scheduling Maintenance
Monte Carlo Methods Utiliaing Measures of Equipment Per-

formance, ARINC Research Corpora-
65. Brown, Harold X., Some Aspects of a tion, Monograph No. 8, Publication No.

Method for the Prediction of Opera- 101-21-150, October 1959.
tional Reliability, Army Missile Test
Center, Exploratory Conference on 72. Madison, Ralph L., Effects of Main-
Missile Model Design for Reliability tenance on System Reliability, ARINC
Prediction, Third Meeting, April 1959. Research Corporation, a report under

Contract NOBsr 64508, Publication
66. Curtin, Kenneth M., A 'Monte Carlo' No. 101-16-144.

Approach to Evaluate Multimoded Sys-
tem Reliability, Arma Corporation, 73. NAVSHIPS Report 94324, Maintain-
Garden City, New York, Operations ability Design Criteria Handbook for
Research, Volume 7, No. 6, November- Designers of Shipboard Electronic
December 1959, pp 721-727. Equipment (Contract NObsr 81149),

April 1962.
67. Firstman, Sidney I., Reliability Esti-

mating by the Use of Random Sampling 74. Weissblum, W. E., Probability-Theoretic
Simulation, Rand Corporation, Santa Solution of Some Maintenance Prob-
Monica, California, P-1521, October lems, Fourth Signal Maintenance Sym-
1958. posium, 1960.
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tween Equipment Reliability, Preven- Monograph No. 7, Publication No.
tive Maintenance Policy, and Operating 101-9-135, February 1959.
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Electronic Components, Diamond Or-

76. ARINC Research Corporation, Tech- dnance Fuze Labs, IRE Transactions
niques of System Reliability Measure- Reliability and Quality Control, RQC-9,
ment, Volume 1 - General Discussion pp 35-39, April 1960.
of Methods and Procedures, Volume 2 -
Case Studies, Contract NObsr-64508,
Publication No. 101-6-129, December 82. Radio Electronics Television Manu-
1958. facturers Association, A Guide for

Technical Reporting of Electronic
77. Davis, D. J., An Analysis of Some Systems Reliability Measurements,

Failure Data, Rand Corporation, Jour- Proceedings Third National Sym-
nal of the American Statistical Asso- posium on Reliability and Quality
ciation, Volume 47, June 1952, pp Control, 1957, pp 1-45. (Excellent
113-150. (Discusses the applicability check list of factors affecting re-
of the exponential distribution to many liability measurement.)
types of failure data.)

78. Herd, G. R., Estimation of Reliability 83. Sharp, D. W., Data Collection and
from Incomplete Data, Booz Allen Ap- Evaluation, ARINC Research Corpora-
plied Research, Proceedings of the tion, Fifth National Symposium on Re-
Sixth National Symposium on Reliabil- liability and Quality Control, January
ity and Quality Control, Washington, 1959, pp 146-160.
D. C., January 1960, pp 202-217.

79. Herd, G. R., Estimation of Reliability Reliability Testing
Functions, Aeronautical Radio, Inc.,
Reliability Research Department, Mono- 84. ARINC Research Corporation, Ac-
graph No. 3, May 1956. ceptance Testing in Military Speci-

fication, Elements of Military Elec-80. Lipow, M., tieasurement of Over-All tron Tube Specifications, Report
Reliability Utilizing Results of Inde- No. 2, Contract NObsr-64508, Julypendent ubsystems Tests, Space Tech- 1956. (Basic concepts of accep-
nology Laboratories, Los Angeles, tance testing.)
California, October 1958.
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85. Breakwell, J. V., Optimum Testing for 1953. (A very well known paper on the
Very High Reliability, North American exponential distribution and its use a-
Aviation, Inc., Report No. AL 1983, a failure model in life testing.)
AD 98 004, May 1956.

92. Epstein, B., and Sobel, M., Sequen-

86. Epstein, B., Life Test Acceptance tial Life Tests in the Exponenr? ad
Sampling Plans W/hen the Underlying Case, Wayne State University, TheAnnals of Mathematical Statistics,
Distribution of Life Is Exponential, Volu o. Ma rch 1955,tpp
Wayne State University, California, Volume 26, No. 1, March 1955, p
Proceedings of the Sixth National 82-93.

Symposium on Reliability and Qual-
ity Control, Washington, D. C., 93. Gupta, S. S., Order Statistics from
January 1960. Gamma Distribution, Bell ITelephone

Laboratories, Technometrics-Volume
2, No. 2, May 1960, pp 243-262. (Lses

87. Epstein, B., Statistical Techniques in advanced statistical methods. Has a
Life Testing, Chapter 11, Testing of section on the application to reliabil-
Hypothesis, Wayne State University, ity testing.)
Technical Report No. 3, AD 211 457,
October 1958. (Very comprehensive 9)4. Gustin, Rita M., Statistical Theory as
document. Assumes the exponential Applied to Reliability Acceptance
failure law.) Tests, Wright Air Development Center,

WADC Technical Report 58-482, AD 155
88. Epstein; B., Statistical Techniques in 877, December 1958. (Excellent re-

Life Testing, Chapter III, Problems of port.)
Estimation, Wayne State University,
Technical Report No. 4, AD 211 458. 95. Kao, J. H. K., A Summary of Some New
(Very comprehensive document. As- Techniques on Failure Analysis, Cor-
sumes the exponential failure law.) nell University, Proceedings of the

Sixth National Symposium on Reliabil-
89. Epstein, B., Tests for the Validity of ity and Quality Control, Washington,

the Assumption That the Underlying D. C., January 1960. (Primarily con-
Distribution of Life is Exponential, cerned with the use of the Weibull
Parts I and II, Technometrics - Volume distribution as a failure model.)
2, No. 1, February 1960, Part II, May
1960, AD 215 402. 96. Kao, J. H. K., Quantifying the Life

Quality of Electron Tubes with the
90. Epstein, B., The Exponential Distribu- Weibull Distribution, Cornell Univer-

tion and Its Role in Life Testing, In- sity, Technical Report No. 26, Novem-
dustrial Quality Control, Volume 15, ber 1955.
No. 6, December 1958, pp 4-9.

97. Weibull, W., A Statistical Distribution
91. Epstein, B., and Sobel, V., Life Test- Function of Wide Applicability, Journal

ing, Journal of the American Statistical of Applied Mechanics, Vulume 18, 1951,
Association, Volume 48, pp 486-502, pp 293-297.
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B-5 REDUNDANCY

98. Balaban, Harold S., Some Effects of 103. Estes, Samuel E., 1ethods of Deter-
EKdundancy of System Reliability, mining Effects of Component Redun-
ARINC Research Corporation, Proceed- dancy on Reliability, Servomechanisms
ings of the Sixth National Symposium Laborator, MIT, Report 7849-R-3, AD
on Reliability and Quality Control, 205 965, August 1958.
Washington, D. C., January. 1960, pp
388-402. (Gives basic methods for 104. Flehinger, B. J., Reliability Improve-
predicting and evaluating the reliabil- ment through Redundancy at Various
ity of systems with redundant ele- Levels, IBM Journal of Research and
ments.) Development, Volume 2, April 1958.

99. Burnett, T. L., Evaluation of Relia- 105. Gordon, R., Optimum Component Re-
bility for Parallel Redundant Systems, dundancy for Maximum System Relia-
Proceedings of the Third National bility, Operations Research Volume 5,
Symposium on Reliability and Quality April 1959.
Control in Electronics, Washington,
D. C., January 1957, pp 92-105. (Con- 106. Moore, E. F., and Shannon, C. E.,
tains charts showing optimum redun- Reliable Circuits Using Less Reliable
dancy levels for various configurations.) Relays, Bell Telephone Laboratories,

September 1956. (A well known paper
100. Cohn, M., Redundancy in Complex on the use of redundancy for switching

Computers, Proceedings National Con- networks.)
ference on Aeronautical Electronics,
May 1956. (Primarily concerned with 107. Moskowitz, Fred, The Analysis of Re-
voting or majority rule redundancy.) dundancy Networks, Rome Air De-

velopment Center, RADC TN-58-42,
101. Creveling, C. J., Increasing the Re- AD 148 588, February 1958.

liability of Eiectronic Equipment by
the Use of Redundant Circuits, Naval
Research Laboratory, Washington, 108. Rosenheim, Donald E., Analysis of
D. C., Proceedings of the IRE, April Reliability Improvement through Re-
1956, pp 509-515. dundancy, IBM Watson Laboratory,

Proceedings of the New York Indus-
102. Depian, Louis, and Grismaore, Nelson, try Conference on Reliability Theory,

Reliability Using Redundaircy Con- June 1958, pp 119-142. (.Good refer-

cepts, George Washington Uitversity, ence for predicting the mean life of

Technical Report Contract N7onr redundant systems.)

41906, AD 210 692, February 1959. redundantsystems.)
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109. Weiss, George H., and Kleinerman, Proceedings of the Sixth National
Meinherd, M., On the Reliability of Symposium on Reliability and Quality
Networks, U. S. Naval Ordnance Lab- Control, p 469, Washington, D. C.,
atory, WhiteOak, Maryland, Proceedings January 1960. (Derivation of reliability-
of the National Electronics Conference, with-repair e q u at ion s, including
1954, pp 128-136. numerical solutions in tabular form.)

112. Hall, K. M., and McDonald, R. H., Im-
110. Calabro, S. R., Reliability Principles proving System Reliability, Proceed-

and Practices, Chapter 9, pp 136-145, ingsof the Seventh National Symposium
McGraw-Hill, 1962. (Practical ex- on Reliability and Quality Control,
amples of systems employing reliability- p 214, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania,
wi tb-repair concept.) January 1961. (Derivation of reliability-

with-repair equations, including
111. Epstein, B., andHosford, J., Reliability examples of solutions in graphical

of Some Two-Unit Redundant Systems, form.)

B-6 STATISTICS AND PROBABILITY

Statistics 116. Day, 13. 13., Del Priore, F. R., and
Sax, E., The Technique of Regre&sion

113. Brownlee, K. A., The Principles of Analysis, Naval Engineering Ex-
Experimental Design, University of periment Station, Annapolis, Maryland,
Chicago, Industrial Quality Control, Quality Control Conference Papers -
Volume XIII, No. 8, February 1957, 7th Annual Convention - American
pp 12-20. (Very good summary paper Society for Quality Control, Phila-
on experimental design.) delphia, Pennsylvania, May 1953, pp

399-418.

114. Cramer, H., Mathematical Methods of
Statistics, Princeton University Press, 117. Dixon and Massey, Introduction to
1946 (Advanced Text). Statistical Analysis, 2nd Edition,

1957, McGraw-Hill Publishing
Company. (Excellent modern in-

115. Crow, E. L., Davis, F. A., and troductory text.)
Maxfield, M. W., Statistics Manual,
U. S. Naval Ordnance Test Station,
China Lake, California, NAVORD
Report 3369, NOTS 948, 1955. 118. Duncan, Acheson J., Quality Control
(Excellent handbook type text on and Industrial Statistics, 2nd
applied statistics. Many useful Edition, 1959, Richard D. Irwin,
tables and graphs.) Inc., Homewood, Illinois.

B-11
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119. Eisenhart, E., Hastay, M. W., and rate manual with many tables and
Wallis, W. A., Selected Techniques of graphs describing characteristics of
Statistical Analysis, McGraw-Hill single, double, and multiple sampling
Publishing Company, 1947. (Contains plans.)
many useful techniques that can be
applied to reliability and qu al i ty Probability
control problem s. 129. Cramer, H., The Elements of Prob-

120. Grant, E. L., Statistical Quality Con- ability Theory, and some of its appli-
trol, 2nd Edition, 1952, McGraw-Hill cations, 1955, John V"iley and Sons,
Publishing Company. New York.

121. Hald, A., Statistical Theory with En- 130. Feller, IV. F., Probability Theory and
gineering Applications, 1952, J. Wiley Its Applications, John 1%iley and Sons,
and Sons Publishing Company. New York, 1952.

122. Hoel, P. A., Introduction to Mathe- 131. Fry, Thornton C., Probability and
matical Statistics, 2nd Edition, 1954, Its Engineering Uses, Bell Tele-
John Wiley and Sons Publishing phone Laboratories, McGraw-Hill
Company. Publishing Company, 1928.

123. Jenkins, James L., Basic Statistics
for the Design Engineer, Electrical 132. Parzen, Emanuel, Modern Probability
Manufacturing, May 1958, pp 105-124. Theory and Its Application, Stanford

University, John Wiley and Sons, Inc.,
124. Juran, M. J., Quality Control Hand- 1960.

book, 1952, McGraw-Hill Publishing
Company. (Written primarily from the Monte Carlo
management viewpoint.)

133. Marshall, A. AI., Experimentation by
125. Kendall, M. G., The Advanced Theory Stimulation and Monte Carlo, Proceed-

of Statistics, Volume 1 (Revised), ings of the 3rd Conference on the De-
Volume 2, 1959, London, Griffin. sign of Experiments in Army Research

Development and Testing, Rand Cor-
126. Mood, A. M., Introduction to the Theory poration, pp 1-8.

of Statistics, Rand Corporation,
McGraw-Hill Publishing Company, 134. McCracken, Donald D., The Monte
1950. (Excellent introductory text.) Carlo Method, Scientific American,

May 1955, pp 90-96.
127. Mood, A. M., On Determining Sample

Sizes in Designing Experiments, 135. National Bureau of Standards, Monte
Journal American Statistical Asso- Carlo Method, Applied Mathematics
ciation, Volume 43 pp 391-402. Series 12, Proceedings of a symposium

held June and July 1949 in Los
128. Statistical Research Group, Columbia Angeles under sponsorship of the Rand

University, Sampling Inspection, Corporation and National Bureau of
Columbia University Press. (A first- Standards.
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136. Sasieni, Yaspan, and Friedman, 141. Molina, E. C., Poisson's Exponential
Operations Research, Methods and Binomial Limit, Table I - Individual
Problems, John 'iley and Sons, April Terms, Table II - Cumulated Terms,
1949. Bell Telephone Labs, 1947, D. Van

Nostrand Company, New York.

Mathematical and Statistical 142. National Bureau of Standards, Tables
Tables of the Binomial Probability Distribution,

Applied Mathematics Series 6,

137. Arkin and Colton, Tables for Statis- January 1960. (Values of p from .01 to
ticians, College Outline Series, Barnes .50 and n from 2 to 49 for individual
and Noble, Inc., 1950. (25 different terms and partial sums.)
tables with explanations on their use.)

143. National Bureau of Standards, Table of
138. Department of Commerce, Tables of the Normal Probability Functions, Applied

Exponential Function ex, Applied Mathematics Series 23, 1952. (A very
Mathematics Series 14, National Bureau extensive set of tables of the cumulative
of Standards. (A most extensive set. standard normal density.)
Also includes e'x.)

144. Pearson, E. S., and Hartley, H. 0.,

139. Hald, A., Statistical Tables and Biometrika Tables for Statisticians,
Formulas, John Wiley and Sons, New Volume 1, Cambridge University Press,
York, 1952. (19 tables with explanations 1954. (54 tables with detailed ex-
on their use.) planations of their derivation and use.)

140. Harvard University Press, Tables of 145. Sandia Corporation, Tables of the
the Cumulative Binomial Probability Binomial Distribution Function for
Distribution, by Staff of the Com- Small Values of P, AD 233 801,
putation Laboratory, Annals 35, 1955. January 1960. (Values of P from .001
(Values of p from .01 to .50 and n from to .05 in varying increments for n from
1 to 1000 in varying increments.) 2 to 1000.)

B- 13
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B-7 RELIABILITY BIBLIOGRAPHIES

Reliability and Quality Control in
146. Armed Services Technical Infor- Electronics, Washington, D.C., January

mation Agency (ASTIA), Technical 1957, pp 291-296. (1176 references -
Abstract Bulletin. (Monthly bulletins author and publication only, no title -
are issued. Excellent source, with with a subject index and discussion
abstracts, for technical references of some references. Many of the
on reliability and related topics. references are not very closely related
Free reprints are available for most to reliability per se.)
documents.)

151. Office of the Assistant Secretary of
Defense, Bibliography of Selected

147. Jorgensen, W. E., Carlson, I. G., and Papers on Electron Tube Reliability

Gross, C. G., NEL Reliability Bibliog- with Abstracts, Electron Tube Group,

raphy, U. S. Navy Electronics Lab., Research Division, College of En-

San Diego, California, May 1956. (Has gineering, New York University,
10 subject groups. All references January 1, 1952, to July 1, 1954.
have abstracts. Periodic supplements
used to keep bibliography up to date.)

152. Office of Technical Services, OTS

148. Luebbert, William F., Literature Guide Selective Bibliography, Reliability
on Failure Control and Reliability, and Quality Control (1950-1960),

Tech. Report No. 13, Stanford Uni- U. S. Department of Commerce, price
versity, California, December 1956. $0.10. (125 references, no
(Contains 756 references, about 600 abstracts.)
of which are abstracted. Has a subject
guide with cross references. Uses
special IBM card format if user desires 153. Proceedings of the Sizth National Sym-
to setup an edge-punched card system.) posium on Reliability and Quality

Control, January 1960, Index by author
149. Mendenhall, W., A Bibliography of Life and title of the 179 papers presented

Testing and Related Topics, Bio- at the first five symposiums and
metrika, No. 45, 1958, pp 521-543. published in the Proceedings or the
(Approximately 620 references clas- Transactions of the PGQRC-IRE.
sified into nine groups. Excellent
bibliography for statistical theory and 154. Ylvisaker, Donald, Bibliography for
methods applicable to reliability Probabilistic Models Related to
studies.) Guided Missile Reliability, Proceed-

ings Exploratory Conference on Missile
150. Moore, Chester G., Jr., A Summary of Range Model Design for Reliability

Reliability Literature, Naval Aviation Prediction, 2nd Meeting, White Sands,
Electronics Service Unit, Proceedings New Me xi co, October 1958. (84
of the Third National Symposium on references.)
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B-8 PERIODICALS

Journals of Technical Societies, SAE Journal (Society of Automotive

Industries, and Agencies Engineers)

Sylvania Technologist (Sylvania

Annal-s of Mathematical Statistics (In- Electric Company)
stitute of Mathematical Statistics, Wear (Elsevier Publishing Company,
Michigan State College) Amsterdam Holland)C

Bell System Technical Journal (Bell
Telephone Laboratories) Technical Magazines

Bureau of Ships Technical Journal
(Bureau of Ships, Navy Department) Automatic Control (Reinhold Publish-

Electrical Engineering ('American So- ing Company)
ciety of Electrical Engineers) Aviation Week (McGraw-Hill Publishing

IBM Journal of Research and Develop- Company)
ment (international Business Control Engineering (McGraw-Hill
Machines Corporation) Publishing Company)

Industrial Quality Control ('American Electrical Manufacturing (Conover-Mast
Society for Quality Control, Mil- Publications, Inc.)
waukee, Wisconsin)

Electromechanical Design (Benwill

IRE Transactions (Transactions of Publishing Corporation)
Professional Group on Reliability Electronic Design (Hayden Publishing
and Quality Control) Company)

Journal of American Statistical As- Electronic Equipment Engineering
sociation (Sutton Publishing, Inc.)

Lubrication Engineering ('American Electronic Industries (Chilton Publish-
Society of Lubrication Engineers) ing Company)

Operations Research (Operations Be- Electronics (McGraw-Hill Publishing
search Society of ,America) Company)

Phillips Technical Review (Phillips Machine Design (Penton Publishing
Research Laboratories) Company)

RCA Review (Radio Corporation of Materials in Design Engineering
America) (Reinhold Publishing Company)
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Missiles and Rockets (A m eric an Space-Aeronautics (Spa c e/Aeronau-

Aviation Publications) tics, Inc.)

Product Engineering (McGraw-Hill Test Engineering (Mattingley Publish-
Publishing Company) ing Company)

B-9 CONVENTIONS AND SYMPOSIA

Aircraft and Missiles Division Conference -
Sponsored by American Society for Jo i n t Military-IndustryM Symposium onQuality Control ('ASQC). (Proceedings G u id ed Missile Reliability -
published) Sponsored by Department of De-fense. (Proceedings published)

Annual Meeting - American Society of
Mechanical Engineers (ASME). (Pro-
ceedings published) National Convention on Aeronautical

Electronics - Sponsored by I.R.E.
Annual Meeting - American Statistical As- Professional Group on Aeronautical

sociation (ASA). (Papers summarized and Navigational Electronics. (Pro-
in the first J.'A.S.A. issue published ceedings published)
after the meeting. Regional meetings
are also held.) National Convention - American Society for

Quality Control. (Proceedings
Design Engineering Conference - Sponsored published. Regional meetings also

by A.S.M.E. (Proceedings published) held.)

Electronic Components Conference - National Conference on Electron Devices -

Sponsored by American Institute of Sponsoredbyl.R.E. Professional Group
Electrical Engineers (A.I.E.E.), on Electron Devices.
Electronic Industries Association
(E.I.A.), Institute of Radio Engineers National Convention on Military Electronics -
(I.R.E.), West Coast Electronic Manu- Sponsoredbyl.R.E. Professional Group
facturers Association. (Proceedings on Military Electronics. (Proceedings
published) published)
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National Meeting of the Operations Research Signal Maintenance Symposium - Sponsored
Society of America. (Abstracts by U. S. Army Signal Corps. (Pro-
published) ceedings published)

National Symposium on Reliability and
Quality Control - Sponsored by Society of Testing Materials Convention.

A.I.E.E., A.S.Q.C., E.I.A., I.R.E. (Proceedings published)
(Proceedings published)

Statistical Engineering Symposium -
Navy-Industry Conference on Material Re- Sponsored by Army Chemical Center,

liability - Sponsored by the BuWeps- Maryland. (Proceedings published)
Industry Material Reliability Ad-
visory Board (BIMRAB). (This
conference provides perhaps the Symposium on Electro-Magnetic Relays -
best overall coverage of BuWeps Sponsored by National Association of
reli'-bility plans, programs, and Relay Manufacturers (NARM). (Pro-
problems. Copies of annual con- ceedings published)
ference proceedings are available
upon request to Secretary of BIMHAB,

•Attention: F. 'A. Snyder, Bureau ofNaval t neapons, Department of the Symposium on Friction and Wear - SponsoredNaval Weashgons, Departmet oby General Motors Research FoundationNavy, Washington 25, D.C.) Laboratories. (Proceedings published)
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INDEX

A Contractor Reliability Program

Acceptance Design review, 3-2
See also Tes Lu Development testing, 3-4
Accept/reject boundary determination, 7-4, 7-11 Failure reporting, 3-5
Definition of, 7-1 Monitoring, 3-5
Graphic boundary representation, 7-11 Re!;-ibility analysis, 3-4
Mathematical method for determining bound- Reliability in production, 3-3

aries, 7-4 Response to RFP, 3-10
Operational characteristic (OC) curve, 6-17 Requirements, 3-7
Risk of acceptance of rejectable result (fi), Specifications, 3-8

6-14, 6-20, 6-22 Subcontractor and vendor control, 3-3
Risk of rejection of acceptable result (a), 6-14,

6-16, 6-22 Corrective Action
Table of test failures, 7-6, 7-14 Determined through analysis, 8-15
Tolerance limits, 6-15
Truncation of tests, 7-19 Cost-Time Relationship

Complexity, 9-2

Active Element Group (AEG) Design, 9-2
Description, 2-19 Estimating Procedures, 9-6
MTBF vs Complexity, plot 2-20 Factors, 9-2
Parts count, complexity, 5-7
Reliability feasibility, 2-24 D

"Ambient" Problems Decision
Sources of, 8-11 Tests required for, 7-16
Treatment of to improve reliability, 8-11 To truncate, 7-19

Availability Dependability Plan
See also Tactical Availability; See Technical Development Plan (TDP)
Requirement description, 1-18 TDP Section 10, 4-6

B Design Reviews
Analysis reports, 3-9

Block Diagrams By contractor, 3-2
Functional, 2-4, 2-5, 2-6, 5-4
Reliability, 2-13, 2-15, 5-5, 5-6 Designing for Reliability

Block diagram, use of, 5-2
C Desitn proposal phase, 5-2

Development phase, 5-2
Complexity Failure mode, predominant, 5-21

See Active Element Group Procedural steps in assessment of, 5-2
Use of mathematical model techniques, 5-1, 5-2

Confidence Use of redundancy and micro-electronics, 5-19,
See Reliability Estimation 10-3, 10-S
Measure of, 6-1 Development Test(s)

Confidence Limits See also Tests
See also Reliability Estimation Contractor's program, 3-2
Application, 6-4 Definition of, 6-1
Determination, 6-5, 6-15 Designer's tool, 6-2
Estimated for mission reliability, A3-12 Evaluation of development progress, 6-2
One-sided, curve for, A3-11, A-18 to A-23 Feedback cycle, 6-1, 6-2
Tables, A3-7, A3-9 Quality design for prototype, 6-2
Two-sided, curve for, A3-12
Used to estimate reliability, A3-8 Documentation for Reliability

Check list, source data, 4-2
Consumers' Risk Contract, 4-10, 10-10

As defined for MTBF acceptance testing, 7-3 RFP, 4-10
As defined for reliability acceptance testing, Specification, 4-9, 10-8

7-11 Technical development plan, 4-3
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E

Environment Inherent Reliability
Conditions, 6-3 Definition of, 1-16

Exponential Distribution Instructions
See also Reliability Estimation See Reference Documents
Analytical method for testing, A3-5
Definition of, A2-27Defintionof, 2-27Intrinsic Availability
Relationship to Poisson, A2-28 DetiniicoAvalbil 20Typiefniio 8`f, 1-20reA22
Typical failure rate curve, A2-29

F L
Failure Analysis Life Cycle

As contributor to reliability design, 8-1 Phases of, 1-4
eContractor/s feedback, 3-5 Reference documents, J-5
Data organization, 8-3 Reliability growth, 1-2
Data plotting, 8-4
Part reference designators, by, 8-8
Procedures for, 8-3
Regression analysis, 8-18 M
Wearout phenomena, 8-16 Maintainability

Failure Mode Assess maintainability improvement, 8-15

Evaluation and effects, 5-19 Assurance program, 4-7
Open, 5-20 Definition of, 1-22, 8-13

Short, 5-20 Estimate of, 8-14
Tolerance, 5-20 Mean-time-to-restore (MTR), 8-13

Procedural steps for evaluation of, 8-13
Failure Rate Suggested specification coverage, 4-20

Estimation of, A3-1 Two methods of defining, 4-21
Module failure rate, 5-15
Subsystem failure rate, 5-16 Maintainability/Availability
Transistor failure rates, curve for, 5-11 Definition of requirements, 2-17

Estimation of in design phase, 2-36
Feasibility Estimation and Allocation Feasibility evaluation, 2-42

Availability/maintainability, 2-36 Procedural steps for estimation of, 2-36
Levels of feasibility, 2-35 Relationship between, 2-18
Procedural steps for, 2-21
Reliability, 2-19, 2-35 Mathematical Modeling Techniques
Time and Costs for Development, 9-1 Applications of, 5-1, 5-22, 5-23

Feedback Maverick Units
Closing the feedback loop, 8-18 Annalysis within modules, 8-8
Corrective action, 8-15 Effect of treatment of maverick problems on

Data forms, 8-1 reliability, 8-10
Failure information, 8-2 Evaluation of in failure analysis, 8-8
Follow-up, 8-8 How to identify, 8-6

In development tests, 6-1, 6-2 Mean Life

Estimation of, A3-1, A3-6
H Ratio of lower limit to observed, curve for, A3-10

Handbooks and Publications Mean-Time-Between-Fai lure (MTBF)
See Reference Documents Computation of with redundant combinations,

A4-5
Hypothesis Confidence limits on, 6-5

Acceptance of, 6-14 Conversion to probzbility, nomograph, A3-3
Alternate hypothesis, 7-3 Determination of, 6-5
Investigative test to formulate, 6-2
"Null" hypothesis in acceptance testing, 7-3, Mean-Time-To-Restore (MTR)

7-10 Definitions, 1-22
Rejectiorvof, 6-14
Test of, 6-14 Micro-Electronics
Test to verify, 6-2, 6-21 Used in designing for reliability, 5-19, 10-3
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Mission Profile Probability Distribution
See also Specifications, Technical Development Binomial, A2-14, A2-15

Plan Continuous, A2-12
Typical operational sequence, 4-14 Cumulative, A2-13, A2-20, A2-21, A2-24

Definition of, A-2-12
Monitoring Discrete, A2-12

See also Reporting and Monitoring Normal, A2-22
Coverage in specification, 4-8 Poisson, A2-14, A2-17
Milestones for, 4-4
PERT, adapted to reliability, 10-10 Producer's Risk

As defined for MTBF acceptance testing, 7-3
As defined foy reliability acceptance testing, 7-11N

Program, Reliability Assurance
Nomograph See Reliability Assurance Program

Used in reliability estimation, A3-3 Proposal

"MNull" Hypothesis Evaluation, 3-10
In acceptance testing, 7-3, 7-10

0
Operating Characteristic (OC) Curve Q

For sequential test plan, 7-8, 7-15
In test design, 6-17 Quality Assurance

Specification of program 4-23
Operational Effectiveness

Computation of, 1-15
Definition of, 1-14
Procedural steps for defining requirements, 2-3

Operative or Active Redundant Configurations R
See also Redundancy
Dependent failures, A4-23
Failure modes, A4-11 Redundancy
Multiple redundancy, A4-7 Allocation of, A4-24
Parallel elements, A4-12 Classifications of, A4-6
Parallel-series elements, A4-16 Combinations, A4-3
Partial redundancy, A4-8 Computation of MTBF, A4-5
Series elements, A4-13 Levels of, A4-1
Series-parallel elements, A4-15 Load-sharing, A4-6
Seriespaale A417 AMonitoring, A4-27
Switching, A4-17 Operative, A4-6

Operational Readiness Parallel, A4-4

See Availability; Tactical Availability Probability notation for, A4-2
Reliability block diagram, A4-2

Operational Reliability Series and parallel, A44

Concept, 1-15 Standby, A4-6

Definition of, 1-14 Switching, A4-6, A4-17
Voting, A4-6

Operational Requirements With micro-electronics for reliability improve-

Allocation among subsystems, 2-11 ment, 5-19
Definition of, 2-2 With repair, A4-6, A4-26, 10-7

Specific operational requirement, 2-1 Reference Documents
Applicable for life cycle, 1-5

P Regression Analysis
See also Statistical Analysis

Performance Capability * Best fit, 6-8
Definition of, 1-10 Computation, 6-11

Data Analysis, 6-8, 6-21
Probability Determination of relationships, 6-8

Definition of, A2-1 Standard deviation, 6-13
Fundamental rules for computing, A2-5 Tolerance limits, 6-13
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Reliability Reporting and Monitoring
Allocation, 2-29 Design analysis and prediction, 3-16
Assurance program, 4-6 During design, 3-13
Avionics equipment, 1-24 During production, 3-17
Designing-in, 6-1 During prototype development, 3-16
Determination of observed, 6-4 During service test, evaluation, and Fleet per-
Documents applicable, 1-5 formance, 3-17
Estimate of, 8-9 PERT, 3-10, 9-9, 10-10
Example of improvement, 8-16 Progress evaluation, 3-9, 3-13, 3-16
Feasibility estimation, 2-19, 2-34 Prowress reports, 3-13, 3-16
Four methods of defining, 4-16 Technical reports, 3-6, 3-13
Levels of, 2-35
Minimum acceptable reliability, 6-13, 7-2, 7-10,

10-9 Request for Proposal
Nominal reliability, 7-2, 7-10, 10-9 Provisions therein for reliability, 3-9
Notation in redundancy combinations, A4-2
Present status, 1-23 Requirements Analysis
Probability and time relationships, nomograph Availability and maintainability requirements,

for, A3-3 2-17
Procedural steps for evaluation of, 8-9 Mission profiles, operating time, and duty
Redundant combination, A4-3 cycles, 2-9
Relationship to operational effectiveness, 1-9 Performance requirements, 2-11
Shipboard equipment, 1-25 Procedural steps for, 2-3
Specifying quantitative requirements, 4-15, 4-17, Reliability requirements, 2-13

10-9 System functions and boundaries, 2-3
Time dependency, 4-16 Use conditions, 2-7

Reliability Acceptance Test
Approval of contractor's plan, 3-9 Risks

Allowable risk, 7-11
Reliability Analyses Consummer's risk, 7-3

Design and prediction reports, 3-16 Effect of truncation on, 7-19
Periodic Analysis, 3-4 Producer's risk, 7-3

Reliability Assurance Program
Contractor requirements in, 3-2
Purposes of, 3-1

Reliability Data
Exchange of, 8-21 S
Sources for, 8-9, 8-21

Sequential Test PlansReliability Estimation Comparison of MTBF and proportion unreliable,
Confidence limits, A3-6 7-21
Exponential assumption, A3-2 Design of for MTBF acceptance, 7-2
Nomograph, A3-3 Design of for reliability acceptance, 7-10
Procedures for, A3-1 Effect of redundancy on, 7-13
Time and Costs, 9-1 Graphic representation, 7-4, 7-14

In acceptance testing, 7-1
Reliability Formulae MTBF or failure rate tests, 7-1

Addition theorem, A2-2, A2-5 Probability of survival tests, 7-1
Binomial law, A2-2, A2-6 To provide comparison of exponential and non-
Combination theorem, A2-2, A2-4 exponential tests, 7-21
Multiplication theorem, A2-2, A2-5
Permutation theorem, A2-2, A2-3

RSpecific Operational Requirement (SOR)ReliabilityFucinPhsofsselieyl,1-

Exponential distribution, A2-27 Phase of system life cycle, 1-4
Operating life, curve, A2-29

Specifications
Reliability/Maintainability See also Reference Documents

Analysis, specification of, 4-22 Design objectives, 4-15
Assurance program, 4-22 Procedural steps for specifying reliability/
Contractor's reports, 4-23 maintainability, 4-11
Milestones, 4-7 Two methods of specifying reliability, 4-10
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Standards Test(s)
See Reference Documents Accelerated, 6-3

Acceptance, 6-I, 6-15
Standby Redundancy Design, 6-2, 6-3, 6-5, 6-8, 6-16, 6-22

See Redundancy Development, 6-1
Empirical design technique, 6-2

Statistical Analysis Example of, 6-4, 6-8
See also Regression Analysis Implementation of, 6-3, 6-5, 6-20
"Chi-Square Test of Independence", 6-23 Objectives, 6-3, 6-5, 6-14, 6-21
Confidence, 6-3 Of comparison, 6-21
Inferences (decisions), 6-3 Of hypothesis, 6-2, 6-13
Requirements, 6-3 Of Inquiry, 6-4
Sample size, 6-3, 6-16 Of investigation, 6-2
Scattergram, 6-10 Of verification, 6-2, 6-14

Plan, 6-16
Stress Qualification, 6-1

Analysis, example, 5-15 Reliability, 6-1
Part base failure rate, 5-8 Replacement, 6-5
Temperature derating curve, 5-13 Requirements, 6-5, 6-15, 6-22
Temperature derating diagram, 5-10

Test and Evaluation Plan

Subcontractor and Vendor Control Section 12 of TDP, 4-8
See Reliability Program Specification of, 4-22

System Effectiveness Test Design
See Operational Effectiveness See also Test

Discrimination ratio (k), 6-16
System Life Cycle Sample size, 6-16

See Life Cycle Operational characteristic (OC) curve, 6-17

System Requirements Tolerances
See Specification; Technical Development Plan Correction for, factor, 5-17

Failure mode, 5-20

Training Requirements
Section 13 of TDP, 4-9

Training for Reliability/Maintainability

T Course outline, 3-19

Truncation
Tactical Availability As used in acceptance testing, 7-19

See also Operational Readiness Graphic representation, 7-4
Composition and relationships, 1-19
Definition of, 1-14, 1-20 U

Technical Development Plan (TDP) Use Conditions
Documentation of reliability/maintainability See Specifications

requirements, 4-3 Environment
Establish reliability/maintainability milestones, Technical Development Plan

4-7
Format for, 4-3 Use Reliability
Primary management document, 4-3, 9-1 See Operational Reliability
Role for future development, 1-27

Temperature
Temperature derating curves, electron tubes, Voting Redundancy

5-10, 5-13 See also Redundancy
Temperature/wattage derating resistors, 5-14 Comparison and switching, A4-21
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